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Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells. Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

• The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.

• The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description. We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our con-
signors interests.

• Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full. THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

• There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases. A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check.

PAYMENT POLICY

• All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required. NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, NOVEMBER 23, 2013. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2013.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2013.

1200. GLOCK MODEL 35 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FEC625, 40S&W, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue/black proprietary Tenifer finish with a "port" cut out on top of the slide. Equipped with extended slide release,
magazine release and adjustable sights, this target pistol includes (1) 10 round magazine, original box and papers. In excellent to almost
new condition overall. (66239-92) (300/500)

1201. BERETTA MODEL 9000S TYPE F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SN007539, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a virtually new bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with negligible wear. The composite grips are integrated into the polymer frame.
Equipped with fixed three dot sights, the pistol is in almost new condition overall and includes original box as well as (1) 10 round maga-
zine. (66239-153) (300/500)

1202. GLOCK MODEL 17 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #LL683US, 9 mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on
this first generation model retain 99% Glock refinished blue/black color with only light wear from handling and storage. The grip is inte-
grated into the polymer frame rating excellent. Equipped with adjustable sights, the pistol is in excellent refinished condition overall,
includes (2) 17 round magazine and box. (66239-178) (300/500)

1203. WALTHER TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INTERARMS serial #T027624, 22 LR, 2 1/4” barrel with a virtually new bore. The
stainless steel surfaces exhibit minor wear from handling and storage. The top of the slide exhibits a small blemish that is believed to have
been done at the factory. The original black checkered grips rate excellent. The pistol is in excellent to almost new condition overall,
includes (1) 6 round magazine and original box with papers. (66239-113) (300/500)

1204. SIG P6 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY C.A.I. serial #M468981, 9 mm, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original matte blue/black finish with light overall wear as well as faint silvering on the high edges. Equipped fixed, drift adjustable sights,
these pistols are usually German Polizei surplus and are similar to the P225 with exception of the hammer which has a small hook. Equipped
with fixed sights, this pistol exhibits Sig quality, in excellent condition overall and includes (1) 8 round magazine. (66240-108) (300/500)

1205. GLOCK MODEL 21 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #WDO23US, 45 ACP, 4 5/8 barrel with an excellent bore. The slide on this first
generation model retains 99% Glock refinished blue/black color with light wear from handling and storage. The dust cover exhibits a cou-
ple minor scuffs. The grip is integrated into the polymer frame rating excellent. Equipped with adjustable sights, the pistol is in excellent
refinished condition overall, includes (2) 13 round magazines and original box. (66239-34) (300/500)

1206. S&W MODEL 36 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #640796, 38 SPL, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent to almost new bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with minimal wear from handling and storage. The cylinder exhibits a minor turn ring
as well as two or three minor specks of oxidation staining. The original checkered walnut grips are numbered to the gun exhibiting

minor wear rating excellent. The hammer and trigger exhibit vivid case-hardened color with lock-up remaining tight and timing
correct. Equipped with fixed sights, the revolver is in excellent
condition overall and includes original box with papers.
(66258-74) (300/500)
1207. CUSTOM RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-

AUTO PISTOL serial #15-43485, 22 LR, 3 1/2"
threaded barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish with light handling wear.
The original black checkered grips with black phoenix
medallions rate excellent. Equipped with fixed sights, faux
suppressor, the pistol is in excellent condition overall,
includes (1) 10 round magazine and red Ruger box. This
pistol is ready-made to accept your favorite suppressor.
(66239-132) (300/500)

1208. AUTO-ORDNANCE MODEL ZG-51"PITT BULL" PISTOL serial #AOC57288, 45 ACP, 3 5/8" barrel with a
small oxidation ring near the throat and an otherwise excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with light wear

from handling and storage. The original black rubber grips rate excellent. Equipped with fixed three dot sights, the pistol is in excellent
condition overall and includes original box as well as (1) 7 round magazine. (66239-26) (300/500)

1209. GLOCK MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CCZ098US, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The slide on this
first generation model retains 99% Glock refinished blue/black color with light wear from handling and storage. The grip is integrated into
the polymer frame rating excellent. Equipped with fixed sights the pistol is in excellent refinished condition overall, includes (2) 9 round
magazines and box. (66239-177) (300/500)

1210. BERETTA MODEL 84F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D83676Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a virtually new bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original matte blue finish with minor wear from handling and storage. The original black checkered synthetic grips rate
excellent. Equipped with fixed sights, the pistol is in almost new condition overall and includes (1) 13 round magazine as well as original
box. (66239-150) (300/500)

1211. BERETTA MODEL 85F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F24842Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a virtually new bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original matte blue finish with minimal wear from handling and storage. The original black checkered synthetic grips
rate excellent. Equipped with fixed sights, the pistol is in almost new condition overall, includes (1) 8 round magazine and original box.
(66239-149) (200/400)

1212. BROWNING/INGLIS MKI SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #5T1940, 9 mm, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces on this Canadian Hi-Power retain a majority of original blue finish with wear consistent with a veteran military sidearm. The metal
surfaces also exhibit silvering on the high edges and dust cover as well as a nice pewter gray patina on the grip straps. The black check-
ered synthetic grips rate excellent with minor flattening of points and scattered blemishes. Equipped with fixed sights, the pistol is in
very good to excellent condition overall given the pistol’s age and status, includes (2) 13 round magazines and canvas flap holster.
(66240-92) {C&R} (300/500)
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1213. BERNADELLI MODEL P018 PISTOL BY MAGNUM RESEARCH serial #301479, 9 mm, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent to
almost new bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with minor wear from handling and storage. The original black check-
ered synthetic grips rate excellent. Equipped with drift adjustable three dot sights, the pistol is almost new condition overall and includes
(1) 15 round magazine. (66239-111) (300/500)

1214. REMINGTON MODEL 30 EXPRESS BOLT
ACTION RIFLE serial #7579, 30-06, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore. The

metal surfaces retain 90% of a soft dark blue showing scattered oxidation spotting and wear
around the front barrel sight band and muzzle, the exception being the bolt handle which has faded to silver.

The pistolgrip stock with schnabel forend rates very good displaying dings and light scratches over a smooth and drying
varnish with very good checkering exhibiting some soiling and a few rounded diamonds on both the grip and forend. There
is a grooved steel buttplate showing some wear, particularly at the heel, and sling swivel studs are installed on the stock and
forend. The rifle is equipped with a band mounted ramp blade front sight, a standard open rear sight, and a Bushnell Banner
4X scope mounted in Weaver type rings and bases. Included is a quality leather sling with quick-detachable sling swivels.
This is a nice original prewar gun with the exception of the holes drilled for the scope mount. (116140-4) (350/550)

1215. WINCHESTER MODEL 20 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #475, 410 bore
(3"), 26" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% original blue with
a small spot of pinprick pitting about six inches from the muzzle and the frame exhibits 80% blue showing

some flaking on the bottom and a little wear, particularly on the left side. The barrel is marked "3 In. Cham." which appears
to be factory done. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on schnabel forearm rate very good having a few scattered scratches and
minor dings with a fine hairline crack emanating from the top tang and also one from the bottom tang all over a strong bright
factory varnish. There is a checkered hard rubber Winchester buttplate present. A very nice example of these quality single
shots. (116103-3) {C&R} (350/550)

1216. A. H. FOX STERLINGWORTH DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #128562, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked modified and full
with bright good bores showing a dent in the right barrel about two inches from the muzzle. The barrels retain about 70% blue display-
ing lots of scrapes and dings with a dent in the right barrel as mentioned earlier, a dent in the rib four inches from the muzzle, a worn spot
ahead of the forearm, and scattered oxidation spotting. The frame exhibits 50 to 60% case color fading on the front and bottom with some
oxidation spotting, particularly around the fences. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate fair displaying numerous scratch-
es and dings over a heavily flaking varnish with soiled and moderately worn but functional checkering. There is a plain hard rubber grip-
cap installed and a contemporary Pachmayr recoil pad has been fitted providing a length of 14 1/4" with drops of 1 3/4" at the comb and
2 7/8" at the heel. The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety. The action locks up tight and functions well. A
good rainy day gun. (116199-D27842) (350/550)

1217. T. W. STAKE BELGIAN DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #2390, 12 ga, 28" matted rib fine damascus barrels choked
cylinder and improved cylinder having bright bores with light pitting in half of the right bore. The left barrel has a smaller bore diameter
than the right and is stamped accordingly but the wall thickness remains above 25 thousandths. The barrels exhibit a mottled brown and
gray coloration with lots of fine damascus pattern showing under scattered oxidation spotting. The rib is marked "Damascus Feather
Weight" and there is a well fitted and engraved "doll's head" rib extension. The plain unembellished locks, hammers, and frame exhibit
about 30% case color with the balance turning to a pewter patina and the top lever retains about 50% blue with the triggerguard show-
ing gray and brown with oxidation spotting. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate good to very good dis-
playing dings and scratches over a thinning and drying varnish and having good full pattern checkering showing some wear and impact
marks with soiling. There is a horn tip installed on the forearm and a checkered hard rubber buttplate with an embossed Capercallie grouse
centered in an oval. In addition, a German silver monogram shield is inlaid into the top of the wrist with a couple of initials crudely etched
into it. The gun has dimensions of 14" in length, 1 7/8" drop at comb and 2 5/8" drop at heel and the action is tight and functions fine. A
nice light hammer gun which could probably be used with the proper loads. (116145-3) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1218.WINCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #292854, 22 S, L, LR, 23" bar-
rel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% original blue having some scratches and scattered specks

of oxidation and showing some faint stains ahead of the slide handle and the receiver exhibits 90% blue also dis-
playing scattered oxidation spotting. The straight grip stock and grooved slide handle rate very good plus having a few small

scratches and minor dings over a strong satin factory varnish. A very solid and attractive 22 made in 1950. (116198-S16716)
{C&R} (350/550)
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1219. WINCHESTER MODEL 94
CENTENNIAL LEVER ACTION
RIFLE

serial #79768, 30-30, 26" octagon barrel with
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% blue showing a few faint scratches and the

magazine tube displays as much blue but with some scattered fine oxidation specks. The plain
frame is equipped with a blued saddle ring and exhibits 97% of a brass finish having light

scratches and one rub mark just to the rear of the loading gate. The lever and hammer both retain 98%
blue whereas the crescent buttplate and forend cap are brass finished, both showing a little tarnish. The straight grip stock

and forend rate very good plus with a few little dings over a strong glossy factory finish. The gun is equipped with a blade front
sight and a semi buckhorn rear sight. Included is the original box with tattered edges and small tears containing specifications and a brief

history of Winchester. Although this gun has been fired it is still an attractive commemorative from 1966. (116217-1) {C&R} (350/550)
1220. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #710067, 243 Win, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal

surfaces retain 97% blue showing some fine surface oxidation spotting in front of the receiver, some fading of the bolt handle, and faint
evidence of scope bases being attached. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying scattered dings and light scratch-
es over a strong but lightly crazed and chipped factory finish. Press checkering adorns the grip and forend and remains crisp. There is a
right hand cheekpiece and the stock has a blued steel gripcap and a checkered plastic buttplate. Sling swivels are affixed to the stock
and forend and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight with hood and a single ramp mounted standing leaf rear sight.
Included is the original owner's manual. A solid hunting rifle. (116231-3) (350/550)

1221. CZ MODEL 527
BOLT ACTION CARBINE ser-

ial #A4961, 7.62x39, 18 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing only some faint scattered
scratches and slight fading of the bolt handle. The pistolgrip stock rates

very good displaying a ding in the right side of the forend and a couple of dings in the right side of the
stock over a strong satin finish and exhibiting crisp checkering. There is a thin rubber recoil pad fitted

to the stock and detachable sling swivels are affixed to the stock and forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted
beaded blade front sight with hood, a single standing leaf rear sight, and proprietary scope rings mounted to the grooved receiv-

er. A single magazine is included. A nice little quick handling carbine. (116223-13) (350/550)
1222. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 XTR SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G1762823, 338 WinMag, 24" barrel with bright excel-

lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing some blemishes in the finish around the muzzle and a few scattered faint scratches,
the exception being the bolt handle which displays a ding in the center along with some spots of oxidation. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock
rates about excellent except for a couple of hairline cracks emanating from the triggerguard tang over a satin finish and exhibiting crisp check-
ering, the forend having a full wrap-around pattern. There is a hard rubber gripcap, right hand cheekpiece, and rubber recoil pad installed
and sling swivel studs are mounted in the toeline and the forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight with hood, a
folding single leaf rear sight, and Redfield rings and bases mounted to the receiver. Included is a quality leather sling with attached stainless
steel quick detachable swivels. A very nice magnum that only needs a simple repair to the stock. (116140-6) (350/550)

1223. URUGUAYAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #3, 7mmMauser, 29" barrel that has an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue that covers a few areas of very light pitting. The bolt is matching and has a
rich brown patina, the remainder of the parts do not match. The hardwood stocks rate about good, the buttstock shows evidence of hav-
ing been cleaned and has several cracks through the wrist area. The "R.O.U." - Republic of Uruguay cartouche is very faint along the
right side of the butt but is still visible. Included are a cleaning rod and tan leather sling. Also included is a correct bayonet with leather
scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a 15 1/2" blade that is faded and has minor pitting. The bayonet has a
mottled brown patina overall and small areas of light surface oxidation while the checkered wood grips are soft and have minor chips. The
leather bodied scabbard is intact with some light cracks and has a steel throat and tip. A very good example overall. (46128-109) {C&R}
[Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (350/550)

1224. COLUMBIAN MODEL 1950 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #13321, 30-06, 23 1/4" barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal applied blue finish that has a few light handing marks and areas with
light surface oxidation and fine pitting. The receiver markings are
filled with white and remain crisp and are pictured in Ball's Mauser
Military Rifles Of The World 5th Edition on page 108. The hardwood
stocks rate near excellent and have added finish over light dings and
handling marks. The handguard has a small crack running from the
tip to the barrel band. The stamped buttplate appears slightly oversized, but may have
just become loose over the years with use. The numbers appear to be all matching and
included are a cleaning rod and leather sling. The rifle is importer marked along the under-
side of the barrel and also included is an unmarked bayonet that measures 16 3/4" long and has
an 11 1/2" blade. A very good example overall that will likely make a great shooter. (46128-75)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (350/550)

1225. GERMAN P.38 PISTOL BY MAUSER serial # 4079k, 9mm, 5" barrel with a very lightly frosted bore. This
1943 manufactured pistol has been refinished in bright blue and it retains about 95% of its finish. Most of the loss
is on the front grip frame with scattered light scratches on the metal surfaces. There is some very light silvering also
present on the high edges of the frame. The horizontally grooved plastic grips are in very good condition with numer-
ous small scratches and scuff marks present from handling. The proper parts all have matching serial numbers but the
Waffenamt marks have been buffed off the exterior parts. Pistol is by f-coded and 43 dated. There are Waffenamt
marks (eagle/135) still present on the barrels rail and locking block. The numbers and markings on the polished
areas are visible but, in some cases partially removed by overzealous use of the buffer. An unmarked, single magazine, in like new
condition is included with the pistol. This should make a nice shooter for the military enthusiast. (86188-10) {C&R} (300/500)
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1226. ASTRA MODEL 1921 (400) SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #89690, 9mm Bergmann-Bayard (Largo), 6"
barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting just a trace of frost-
ing. This importer marked pistol retains 92 - 94% of its original

blue finish with silvering present on the high edges and some
deep pits by the front of the slide on the right side. The checkered walnut grips are in good

to very good condition with considerable handling wear on the diamond points with dents, dings, and
scuff marks scattered on the surfaces. A single nine round magazine is included with the pistol.
(86128-132) {C&R} (350/550)

1227. ROMANIAN MODEL 1912
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY STEYR-
HAHN serial #9018b, 9mm Steyr, 5"
barrel exhibiting pits in the grooves of the
barrel with strong rifling remaining. Overall,
this pistol retains about 90% of its arsenal
blue finish. The metal surfaces are silvering by
the muzzle and on the high edges with light oxida-
tions blemishes and scattered pits also present. The case-hardened colors on the

trigger remain vivid and there are pits visible under the bluing. The European hard-
wood grips are in good condition but have been refinished. The grips have considerable dents and
chips that were finished over and the cross hatch checkering is worn down from years of handling. The
serial numbers on the slide and frame do not match on this pistol. The left side of the slide bears the Romanian
Crown over "Md. 1912" and the marking "Steyr 1913" is also present. Five stripper clips are included as is a repro-
duction of the Romanian Police holster with full flap and horizontal clip pouch. The accessories are in excellent con-
dition. (86128-136) {C&R} (400/600)

1228. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-16463, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1981 manufactured pistol retains 99% plus of its original blue finish with a few faint scratches present. The
factory grips are in like new condition and feature silver Ruger Phoenix. A single nine round magazine in like new con-
dition is included with this minty Ruger. This is a very nice piece for the Ruger collector or for someone who just wants
a good, solid shooting pistol for field or range use. (86020-55) (350/550)

1229. RUGER "RED EAGLE" STANDARD MODEL
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12175, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel
with an excellent bore. This 1951 manufactured pistol retains
91-93% of its original factory finish with some silvering on the
forward edges and back of the bolt, oxidation blemishes on
the receiver; scattered nicks, dings and scratches on the metal surfaces and the
bluing fading in areas on the barrel giving it a mottled appearance. The black plastic grips
feature a red Ruger Phoenix and are in very good plus condition with light dings, dents and
scratches present. A single nine round magazine in excellent condition is included with the pis-
tol. This is nice condition Ruger with some honest past use, ready for the collector or the shoot-
er. (86020-397) {C&R} (350/550)

1230. SMITH & WESSON 38
DOUBLE ACTION PERFECTED
MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER
serial #53167, 38 S&W, 4" barrel with an
excellent bright bore. This pistol retains 99%

plus of its factory blue finish with a light cylinder turn ring and
a few handling blemishes. The sideplate appears to have been refinished

with a slight buffing blemish present along the top of the side plate. The case-
hardened colors on the trigger and hammer remain strong and vivid. The hard

rubber grips are numbered to the revolver and are in excellent condition but they are drifting to a
brownish color. The barrel latch and cylinder are correctly numbered to the revolver. This is a very
nice condition revolver that will make a nice addition to a collection. (86020-247) {C&R} (400/600)

1231. SMITH & WESSON .44
DOUBLE ACTION FIRST MODEL
TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #14383,

44 Russian, 5" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting
some scattered pits. This pistol was re-nickelled and re-
blued in its past. The blued parts retain 95% of their finish
with flaking evident on the bottom of the trigger guard. The
revolver retains 98% of its new nickel finish with bubbling
evident on the right side of the frame with scratches, and
handling blemishes present on the metal surfaces. There are
numerous scattered pits visible under the nickel finish. The
brown hard rubber grips are scratch numbered to the frame
and are in very good condition overall. There are some light
scratches, dents, and dings present. The checkering and
Smith & Wesson monogram remain in excellent condition.
The barrel latch, cylinder and frame all have matching serial
numbers. The trigger mechanism is in need of professional
services. (86020-225) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1232. HI-STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-
AUTO PISTOL serial #206650, 22 LR, 4 1/2" heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol was manufactured
in New Haven Connecticut and retains 98% plus of its orig-
inal blue - black finish on the barrel, slide and assorted parts
while the frame has mellowed to brownish - blue color. There is light silvering present at
the muzzle and some scattered light scratches on the metal surface with light oxidation
blemishes on the grip frame. The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition with
compression of the diamond points evident and some light scratches, dings and dents.
Several diamond points have been broken off on both grip panels. A single, two tone maga-
zine is included with this pistol. (86020-226) {C&R} (450/650)

1233. CUSTOMIZED REMINGTON
XP-100 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL BY J.B.

DEVER serial #B7520630, 7x47mm, 14" barrel with an excellent bore. This re-
barreled Remington XP100 retains about 97% of its factory and re-blued finishes with a small

area of oxidation at the muzzle and a small grind mark near the ejection port. The receiver's and
bolt's finish appear original and the new barrel blued by the gunsmith or barrel maker. The Remington Zytel stock
has been modified on the right side by grinding away some of the molded in ribs on the stock but the reason for
this modification is unclear; the stock is also missing the forend tip. The left side of the receiver has an unmarked
base for a receiver sight, possibly a Williams. The front sight is missing but the drilled and tapped holes are pre-
sent. The bolt stop has been replaced by a Torx screw on the right side of the receiver and the numbers on the
bolt match the serial number. There is a Weaver type scope base mounted on the pistol. The trigger has been

replaced with a Canjar trigger and is maker-marked with an "MHC" in a circle on the side of the trigger. The receiver has been roughly
machined (ground) to form a deeper trough for the cartridge to lie in when loading, likely not by Jack Dever. The safety has been removed
from this pistol and this pistol should be used strictly for benchrest or Silhouette type shooting and with the utmost caution. The 7x47mm
cartridge is similar to the 7mmTCU cartridge ballistically and should be a good Silhouette round. (86214-7) (300/500)

1234. TAURUS PT-100 AFS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SLB12750D, 40 S&W, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The satin stainless
steel surfaces and polished aluminum surfaces rate near excellent with numerous scattered light scratches. The smooth walnut stocks
with gold Taurus medallions are in very good condition with light scratches, dents with some of the finish flaking off on the left grip panel.
The pistol features three dot, drift adjustable rear sight; de-cocker, ambidextrous thumb safety, and a lanyard loop. The pistol includes
two, eleven round magazines with the bottom of the floorplate numbered "1" and "2". The magazine numbered 1 is polished to match
the frame of the pistol. (86212-2) (350/550)

1235. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 REVOLVER serial #J702107, 38 Special, 2" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This 1979
- 1980 manufactured round butt revolver retains 97% of its original blue finish with some light silvering present on the edge of the
muzzle and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger still exhibit rich case-hardened colors with a few very light
scratches present. The correctly numbered, checkered walnut Magna grips are in very good condition and exhibit light flaking on
both grip panels and some light compression damage to the diamond points. The revolver includes a two piece, metal reinforced fac-
tory box that is correctly numbered to the gun. This little revolver has seen some light use but, remains in excellent condition over-
all. (86229-226) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1236. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 REVOLVER serial #AAP8597, 38 Special, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. This round butt
revolver retains 99% of its original blue finish with a light turn ring
present on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger still exhibit vivid
case-hardened colors with some light oxidation present on both.
The un-numbered, checkered walnut Magna grips are in excellent
condition with a few lightly flattened diamond points. The revolver
includes a one piece, hinged factory box that is correctly numbered
to the gun and contains a cleaning kit, manual and paperwork. This
little revolver appears to have seen little use and is in excellent con-
dition. (86229-220) [Elliot Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1237. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 REVOLVER serial #R234770, 38 Special,
2" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel and hard chrome sur-
faces of this round butt revolver are in excellent condition with only a few light han-
dling blemishes and a turn ring present on the cylinder. The hard chromed hammer and
trigger are in excellent condition. The correctly numbered, checkered walnut Magna grips
are in excellent condition. The revolver includes a two piece, metal reinforced factory box that
is correctly numbered to the gun and contains a cleaning kit, manual, and paperwork. This little
revolver appears to have seen little if any use and is in excellent condition. (86229-230) [Elliot Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1238. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 REVOLVER serial #ADZ2135, 38 Special, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel and hard chrome surfaces of this round butt revolver are in excellent condition with only a few light handling
blemishes and a light turn ring present on the cylinder. The hard chromed hammer and trigger are in excellent condition.
The unnumbered, checkered walnut Magna grips are in excellent condition. The revolver includes a one piece, hinged fac-
tory box that is correctly numbered to the gun and contains a cleaning kit, manual, and paperwork. This little revolver appears
to have seen little if any use and is in excellent condition. (86229-230) [Elliot Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1239.WALTHER P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #217498, 9mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This importer marked pistol retains
96% plus of its original blue and anodized finishes. There is light silvering at the muzzle and very light silvering on the high edges. The
anodizing on the front of the frame is starting to thin slightly. The checkered plastic grips are in very good to excellent condition with light
scratches and handling blemishes present. The pistol has correct matching numbers on the slide, barrel and frame; exhibits German nitro
and Berlin proof marks, and has the sunburst on the front of the triggerguard which was the West Berlin Police acceptance stamp. The
pistol includes two excellent condition eight round magazines. Also included is an excellent condition, black, full flap holster with extra
magazine pouch. The exterior flap is marked "Wunderlich Berlin 1963" and interior is marked with "PPBln" in a rectangular box. The West
Berlin Police were restricted by treaty from purchasing West German produced firearms and circumvented this by buying P1's from
Manurhin or possibly by purchasing unmarked pistols such as this one. (86020-217) (300/500)
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1240. WALTHER P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY MANURHIN serial # 229481, 9mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This importer
marked pistol retains about 95% of its original blue and anodized finishes. There is light silvering at the muzzle and very light silvering on the
high edges along with a few light scratches and handling blemishes. The checkered plastic grips are in very good to excellent condition with
light scratches and handling blemishes present. The pistol has correct matching numbers on the slide, barrel and frame and has the sunburst
on the front of the triggerguard which was the West Berlin Police acceptance stamp. The pistol includes two excellent condition eight round
magazines. Also included is an excellent condition, black, full flap holster with extra magazine pouch. The exterior flap is marked "Wunderlich
Berlin 1963" and interior is marked with "PPBln" in a rectangular box. As a curious side note the West Berlin Police were restricted by treaty
from purchasing West German produced firearms and circumvented this by buying P1's from Manurhin. (86020-2203) (300/500)

1241. COLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL 2ND SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #66595-S, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1949 manufactured Woodsman retains 85-88% of its original factory blue finish exhibiting even silvering along the
length of the barrel, on the forward edges of the slide and frame, front of the triggerguard, and grip frame areas. There are scattered light
scratches and handling blemishes also present. The checkered plastic "Coltwood" grips are in excellent condition with a few random scuff
marks and handling blemishes. This pistol also features a "Coltwood" grip adaptor that is screwed onto the rear of the grip frame giving
it the arched mainspring housing look of the Model 1911A1. The single ten round magazine has the correct markings on the base plate.
This pistol featured fixed sights, magazine safety, and side button magazine release. The pistol includes a manual and a "Colt handbook -
a manual of handgun use". These little autoloaders were favored by sportsman and target shooters for their accuracy while on the trail,
trapline or, at the range. (86229-240) {C&R} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1242. COLT WOODSMAN FIRST SERIES SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #119016, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This pistol retains about 85-90% of its blued finish.
This 1937 manufactured pistol was reblued in the past with
silvering present on the muzzle and high edges. The bluing
on the barrel is starting to thin giving it a mottled appearance. There is some light freckling around
the grip frame and scattered oxidation blemishes present on the frame and slide. The checkered, wrap
around, "elephant ear" factory grips have the silver Rampant Colt medallion on each side and are in very
good condition. Unfortunately the lower extensions of the grip have been removed and sanded flush with
the bottom of the frame. The diamond points on checkering have been compressed from years of use and
exhibit some light dents, scratches and flaking of the finish. A single two tone magazine with correct markings on the
base are included with this pistol. One outstanding feature of this pistol are the set of King sights. The rear sight is fully
adjustable with witness marks for elevation and windage, and a white outline rear notch. The front sight features a Patridge
style post with a square red insert and the famous King reflector. (86225-5) {C&R} (300/500)

1243. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY INC.
MODEL 1911-A1 GI 45 MILSPEC SEMI-
AUTO PISTOL serial #WW27718, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an
excellent bore. This replica of the famed 1911A1 G.I. pistol retains
99% plus of its original factory Parkerized finish with a few, very light,
handling blemishes. The double diamond, checkered walnut grips
have "U.S." in a square box in the center of each panel. The grips are

in like new condition. The pistol includes a factory hard case, manual, hang tag, two
I.L.S. keys, mainspring housing take down tool, cleaning rod, bore brush and chamber flag. Overall,
this pistol is in like new condition and does not appear to have been fired. (86239-43) (400/600)

1244. ARGENTINE BALLESTER-
MOLINA "POLICIA FEDERAL"
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY
H.A.F.D.A.S.A. serial #57641,
11.25x23mm (45 ACP), 5" barrel with near
excellent but lightly frosted bore. The pistol
has been refinished and retains about 98%

blue. There is some very light silvering at the
muzzle end of the slide and light handling blemishes. The vertical grooved

grips are in like new condition. The side of the slide has the federal police crest
and is marked Policia Federal. The side of the arched heel of the grip frame and

bottom of the slide has matching serial numbers. There are matching assembly
numbers on the top of the slide and over the barrel chamber. A single magazine is included

and the base is marked Colt 45 Auto. (86239-35) {C&R} (350/550)
1245. SIGARMS P230 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #S178877, 380 ACP, 3 5/8" barrel
with an excellent bore. The blued and anodized finishes are in excellent condition with 99% plus
remaining. The plastic grips are in like new condition. The pistol is equipped with drift adjustable
sights of the Patented von Stavenhagen white dot and post, and a frame mounted de-cocker. The
pistol includes a single seven round magazine with finger extension on the base plate, factory hard-
case, and shipping sleeve. This pistol appears to be new in the box and would make a great C.C.W.
carry gun, especially for the recoil sensitive shooter. (86239-122) (350/550)

1246. SIGARMS P230 SL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #S043348, 380 ACP, 3 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The brushed and
matte stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition. The plastic grips are in like new condition and overall the pistol rates 99% plus.
The pistol is equipped with drift adjustable sights of the Patented von Stavenhagen white dot and post, and a frame mounted de-cocker.
The pistol includes a single seven round magazine with finger extension on the base plate, factory hardcase, manual, and shipping sleeve.
This pistol appears to be new in the box and would make a great C.C.W. carry gun, especially for the recoil sensitive shooter. The stain-
less steel finish will be very welcome for carrying in humid areas. (86239-125) (400/600)

1247. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 63 22/32 KIT GUN serial #M152359, 22 S, L, LR, 4" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The
satin stainless steel surfaces and hard chrome finishes of this square butt revolver are in near excellent condition exhibiting scattered light
scratches and handling marks, and a visible turn ring is present on the recessed cylinder. The hard chrome hammer is in excellent condi-
tion and shows a few light scratches. The trigger appears to have been polished on its face and sides. Features include a red ramp front
sight and adjustable black rear sight. The checkered Magna grips are in excellent condition but, are not correctly numbered to the gun.
The revolver includes a two piece factory box with metal reinforced corners that is not correctly numbered to the pistol and contains a man-
ual and paperwork. Trail gun, small game hunting, plinking, training, practice, these little revolvers do it all. (86294-15) (400/600)

1242
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1248. DAISY/FEINWERKBAU MODEL 300 AIR RIFLE serial #92679, .177 Cal.,
21 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The Monte Carol pis-
tolgrip hardwood stock with cheekpiece rates excellent with a few very minor handling blemishes. The rifle

comes with a rubber buttplate, match aperture sight and a hand stop rail. This is a finely crafted competition air rifle
appears to be well cared for and in overall excellent condition. (126020-94) (400/600)

1249. U.S. MODEL 1892 CUSTOM KRAG RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #9799, 30-40 Krag, 24” shortened barrel
with an excellent bore. This is a second type style 1882, most metal surfaces are smooth, edges are sharp, markings moderately strong,
with the barrel retaining about 50-60% original blue finish with some areas also displaying a later applied finish as well. The receiver and
loading gate show subdued grayish plum case-hardened colors along with a light textured oxidation; the extractor still exhibits strong traces
of blue temper finish. The walnut stock rates about good plus as refinished, wood is now mostly shy of the metal and features a fluted comb
and scant finger grips. Wood is devoid of stampings or cartouches, has only very few and very minor dings and is missing its upper hand-
guard. Rifle is equipped with a cleaning rod storage compartment in the buttstock, a sleeved front sight, a Lyman receiver mounted
adjustable rear peep sight and a nicely aged military style leather sling. The barrel mounted rear sight is not present. This is probably a
good shooter. (25810-3) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1250. HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL
TARGET PISTOL serial #413, 22 LR, 10"
round barrel with a bright about excellent
bore which shows a few very minor pits
nearer with a throat. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue, the loss is due pri-
marily to some light muzzle wear, some light high edge wear and light flaking to brown in the
knuckle area of the frame and the frontstrap. The hammer exhibits vibrant color case-hardening
while the trigger shows only traces, having toned primarily to a smoky silvery case-hardened patina.
The smooth walnut grips rate very good to excellent with only minor handling marks and nearly all their
original varnish, the right grip showing some light high edge wear. The inset brass H.&A. medallions show
some minor wear and tarnishing, the grips are stamp-numbered to the gun. The front sight is a Lyman ivory bead with
the standard factory u-notch rear. There are some minor impacts on the left side of the frame and a few extremely light
scratches, lockup is excellent and the barrel, frame and ejector are all numbered alike. A nice example overall that is

itching to go back to the range. (36287-147) {C&R} (350/550)
1251. CIVIL WAR-ERA US MILITARY RECRUIT HAVERSACK BY WATERVLIET

ARSENAL This is a buff-colored woven textile haversack circa 1860-70 with tarred leather-
covered outer flap from Watervliet Arsenal. The exterior of the flap is stenciled in white
"U.S./Recruit (in oval)" on the black-tarred leather overlay. The material is still flexible with some
light flaking along the periphery of the edge, a very small section of the flap at the top of the
pouch shows some very minor rodent damage. The external stenciling is still vivid and the inte-
rior of flap is stenciled "U.S./Watervliet Arsenal" in black ink, somewhat faded; there is a some-
what light set of initials, which appear to be penciled-in, near the flap closure billet, they appear
to be "PJM". The interior features a large main pouch with a small sewn-in insert, about the size
of a picket pin, and a large outer-pouch with a Federal Eagle brass infantry-style button closure,
there is a similar-size pouch on the main interior pocket. The pouch is suspended with woven
textile buff-colored shoulder strap with brass buckle for adjustment. The flap has a 9" long
leather closure billet and a smaller 2" buckle billet affixed to the bottom of the pouch, the brass
buckle still intact; both show minor flaking from the years, the closure billet also stamped "AR
Smith", likely the contractor that supplied the billets. The pouch is overall in excellent condition
with some minor foxing present but no mildew, all the seam stitching is intact and there is a tiny
worn-through area on the bottom of the pouch itself. (35873-42) (300/500)

1252. GERMAN 640(B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #180925, 9 mm, 4 3/4” barrel
with a very good, lightly frosted bore retaining strong rifling. The metal surfaces on this German
occupation pistol retain 50% plus original blue finish with general overall wear with sporadic small
impact marks as well as silvering at the muzzle and high edges. The grip straps exhibit a contrast
of pewter-gray and plum-brown patina. The original barrel and frame exhibit Waffenamt mark-
ings of the German eagle over “WaA140”. The original hardwood grips appear almost black in
color, intact and checkering exhibiting moderate to heavy flattening of points. Equipped with fixed
sights, this vintage veteran is in very good condition overall and includes (1) 13 round magazine.
(66240-221) {C&R} (350/550)

1253. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 539 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A766287, 9mm, 4"
barrel with an excellent bore. Overall, this pistol retains 98% of its original factory blue and
anodized finishes. There is some very faint silvering starting at the muzzle end of the slide and the
top of the de-cocker / safety. The checkered hardwood grips bear the Smith & Wesson logo in a
silver medallion and they are in near excellent condition with some diamond points flattened on the
right grip panel. This pistol features a fully adjustable rear sight protected by a set of steel ears, a
Baughman style ramp front sight, and a lanyard loop. A single eight round magazine is included
with the pistol. With the current difficulty in locating ammunition, this pistol has the benefit of being
able to adjust point of impact as you acquire different brands and bullet weights. It is also in excel-
lent condition and would make a nice addition to a collection. (86294-13) (400/600)
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1254. CZ 75 D PCR COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #K0712, 9mm, 3 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The black polycoat
finish is in excellent condition with 99% plus remaining. The pistol features black rubber grip panels that are in excellent condition and feature
impressed CZ logo on each panel. This pistol features three dot sights, frame mounted de-cocker, lanyard loop, and loaded chamber indicator.
A pair of ten round magazines is included with the pistol. Both are blocked to conform to the previous magazine ban. Also included are a fac-
tory hard box, manual, printed copy of the original test target, cleaning rod, bore brush, two snap caps with eleven replacement inserts, maga-
zine loader, and shipping sleeve. The "PCR" stands for Police of Czech Republic. This pistol is as new in the box and would make a great all
around pistol for defense, sport, and competition. (86294-21) (400/600)
1255. ARGENTINE BALLISTER MOLINA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY H.A.F.D.A.S.A. serial #62075, 11.25mm (45ACP), 5" bar-

rel with an excellent bore. The original blue finish has started to thin throughout the slide giving it a mottled appearance. Overall, the pis-
tol retains 80-85% of its finish with some additional loss in the usual high wear areas including the grip frame and high edges. The verti-
cally grooved hardwood grips are in very good condition with compression damage present to the raised lines, numerous small dents and
scratches, and a few scuff marks. The pistol has matching inventory numbers (#29704) on the slide, frame, and barrel. The right side of
the slide has the Argentine's Army markings and official crest. A single seven round magazine with the H.A.F.D.A.S.A. diamond mark on
the bottom of the base plate is included. (86240-94) {C&R} (350/550)

1256. AUTO-ORDNANCE 1911A1 COMPETITION MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOC53531, 45ACP, 5" barrel with
an excellent bore. The polished and matte blue metal surfaces are in excellent condition with 98% remaining and a visible light operation
mark on each side of the slide. The wrap around, pebble grain rubber grips are in excellent condition and display the Auto-Ordnance
medallion on each grip panel. This pistol features a three slotted compensator, beavertail grip safety, magazine well funnel, enlarged mag-
azine release button, extended slide release, flat mainspring housing, and three dot fixed sights. The pistol includes a hard case contain-

ing a seven round magazine, Allen wrench, hang tag, and a separate
shipping sleeve. This pistol appears to have seen little use and is
ready for entry level competition. (86239-51) (350/550)

1257. BAIKAL MODEL IZH-35M SEMI-AUTO BY
IZHEVSK serial #M019201B, 22LR, 6" barrel with an excellent

bore. Overall, this pistol retains 99% of its factory matte blue finish
with a few light scratches present. The ergonomic, walnut grips are in as new condition and fea-
ture an adjustable palm rest. The pistol features an extra wide, fully adjustable target sight with
an undercut front sight and a grip safety. A single, as new five round magazine is included with

the pistol. Also included is a factory hardcase with cleaning rod, hang tag, and a triggerguard block
but, no padlock present. Overall, this pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (86239-100) (350/550)

1258. MARLIN MODEL 36 A DELUXE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial
#C8403, 30-30, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90%

plus blue showing scattered surface oxidation specks and fading around the muzzle, the bottom
of the receiver and lever and all of the sharp edges. The top of the receiver is marked "Marlin Safety".

The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good having a few scratches and small dings over a flat dull finish and exhibiting
somewhat soiled and lightly worn checkering on both the grip and forearm. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present and

a blank hole in the toeline for a sling swivel stud. The forearm cap has a detachable sling swivel installed and the gun is equipped with a
ramp mounted blade front sight and open rear sight. A solid 1940's Marlin. (116256-7) {C&R} (350/550)

1259. STEVENS MODEL 425 HIGH POWER
LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #4704, 35 Rem., 22" barrel with bright lightly frosted

bore with good rifling. The barrel and magazine tube have turned mostly a smooth brown with
remnants of bluing visible between the barrel and tube and having a few scattered scratches and light

blemishes. The receiver retains 60% blue exhibiting some oxidation staining around the top and sides of the
action and showing wear on all of the high edges and the lever retains some blue on the sides but is turning brown on the

exposed side. The straight walnut stock and forearm rate fair to good displaying numerous dings and scratches with several hairline
cracks emanating from the receiver back toward the grip. It appears that these would be repairable in one operation as they are all in the
head of the stock. The varnish remains fairly strong although it shows quite a bit of crazing on the right side of the stock. There is a soiled
checkered crescent buttplate turning light brown and the gun is equipped with a German silver blade front sight and a standard open rear
sight. These rifles were made between 1910 and the end of WWI but they could not compete with guns from Marlin and Winchester and
are fairly rare today. A solid hunting rifle that needs just a little TLC to put it back in the field. (116288-74) {C&R} (350/550)

1260. BERETTA SILVER SNIPE OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #A16082, 12 ga, 26" barrels choked improved cylinder and modified
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 97% blue showing a few scratches and oxidation specks. The monobloc at the breech is five-
sided and is marked with the maker's name and country of origin. The coin finished frame displays the maker's name on each side along with
the beginning year of the Beretta business (1680), country of origin, and the model and the bottom of the frame is engraved with an angel, the
maker's name again, and "monobloc" in block letters. The frame shows no discernable wear although the trigger itself is worn to silver. The
pistolgrip stock and tapered forearm rate very good to excellent exhibiting a few scratches and one ding in the lower left side next to the frame
over a rubbed oil finish and having crisp well executed although lightly soiled checkering. The forearm has a small lever release and a metal
medallion of a snipe inlayed into the lower end. There is a fluted hard rubber buttplate installed and a checkered hard rubber buttplate is fitted
which appears to be slightly undersized and providing a length of 14 1/8" with drops of 1 1/2" at the comb and 2 1/2" at the heel. The gun
features a single non selective trigger, extractors, and an automatic safety. A simple well-made shotgun ready to use. (116279-1) (350/550)
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1261.WINCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #226257, 22
S, L, LR, 23" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of a quality

reblue showing a couple of very faint oxidation specks on the barrel. The straight stock and grooved slide
handle rate very good plus exhibiting a few small scratches and minor dings over an expertly added glossy

rubbed oil finish. There is a checkered hard rubber Winchester buttplate installed and the gun is equipped with a blade
front sight and an open rear sight. Built in 1948, this gun is probably better finished today than when it left the factory.

(116294-1) {C&R} (350/550)
1262. U. S. MODEL 1898 KRAG “CARBINE” BY SPRINGFIELD serial #381844, 30-40 Krag, 21" barrel with a light gray frosted

bore with strong rifling. This gun has been modified from a rifle to a carbine. The barrel retains 70% blue with some wear around the muz-
zle and showing a few scratches and the receiver exhibits a dull pewter patina with oxidation spotting overall. The straight stock rates very
good as refreshed with dings and scratches over a smooth oil finish. It shows filler wood and modification at the forend where it was
trimmed from a full length rifle stock. The steel buttplate with cleaning rod trap has turned a mottled pewter and brown and sling swivels
are affixed to the toe and to the front barrel band. The gun is equipped with a non-original ramp mounted front blade sight and a later
1903 rear sight. A good solid shooter. (116225-24) (350/550)

1263. U.S. MODEL 1903 RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #631885, 30-
06, 24" "HS" barrel dated "8 44" that has a very good bore with light surface oxidation throughout. The metal

surfaces retain about 99% arsenal blue finishes that has light handling wear throughout. The walnut handguard and
scant-C pistolgrip buttstock rate excellent, the buttstock has a crisp "RA-P" cartouche on the left side. An excellent arsenal

reconditioned example overall. Please note: As with all low numbered 1903 rifles this item is not considered safe to shoot and is sold
as a collectible only. (46287-205) {C&R} (400/600)

1264. SAVAGE MODEL 12 BVSS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G063254,
308 Win, 26" fluted stainless barrel that has an excellent bore. The stainless steel metal surfaces are

bright and have a few light handling marks. The tan and brown laminate wood stock rates excellent and has
a few very light dings. The stock is dual pillar bedded and includes the factory solid recoil pad. There is no

provision for sights however the receiver is factory tapped for scope bases. The original box is included. An excellent to near new
condition example just awaiting your choice of fine optics. (46239-73) (400/600)

1265. U.S. MODEL 1903 RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #93222, 30-06, 24" barrel marked "AV" over and ordnance
bomb and dated "12-18" that has a very good bore that is gray and has very light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 80&
arsenal blue finish that covers some light handling marks and areas of very light pitting. The right side of the receiver has been drilled and
tapped for a rear aperture sight. The walnut stocks have been lightly cleaned with added finish over a few light dings, there is a small
repair along the side of the bottom metal and the "FJA" cartouche and firing proof are light. A leather sling and front sight protector are
included. An about very good example overall. Please note: As with all low numbered 1903 rifles this item is not considered safe to shoot
and is sold as a collectible only. (45685-117) {C&R} (400/600)

1266. U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE serial #811905, 30-06, 26" bar-
rel dated "7-18" that has a near excellent bore with some very light pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces

retain about 95% arsenal finish that has light handling wear throughout. The walnut handguard and "W" marked stock rate near
excellent and have a few light dings, there is a very small, but stable crack forming at the base of the heel. A near excellent example
overall that will likely make a good shooter still. (46223-18) {C&R} (400/600)

1267. U.S. MODEL 1917
BOLT RIFLE BY WINCHESTER serial

#365824, 30-06, 26" barrel dated "6-18" that has a dark, oxi-
dized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is fading to

gray, the floorplate and buttplate are polished clean. The walnut stocks are marked "W" and have
several light dings overall. The wood has a satin oil finish, most of the original varnish has flaked away. The bolt

is by Winchester as well but the numbers do not match. A modern military style leather sling is included. A very good condition
example overall. (46239-245) {C&R} (400/600)
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1268. ARGENTINE MODEL 1909 MAUSER BOLT
ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #N1793, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel that has a

very good bore that is lightly pitted in the grooves. The barrel, barrel bands, bottom metal and sights
retain about 99% of an arsenal refurbished blue finish while the receiver, bolt and bayonet lug remain in the white

and are bright, the receiver markings are crisp. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have been lightly cleaned with
added finish present. The stock number and cartouche are crisp and the rifle appears to be all matching. No importer markings

are visible and included are a matching cleaning rod and a green leather sling. An excellent arsenal type restored example overall. (46240-
19) {C&R} (400/600)

1269. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1924 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT
RIFLE serial #347, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/4" barrel with a near excellent bore that has light freck-

ling in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is fading to gray and mixing with brown
patina. The receiver bears the Yugoslavian crest over the model and all the markings are crisp, most have been filled in white.

The walnut stocks rate very good and have light dings overall. There is an arsenal type repair on the right side of the buttstock near
the comb. The stock is numbered to the receiver, however the bolt is not and there are no visible importer markings. This rifle was pic-
tured on page 322 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World 5th Edition and is in near excellent condition overall. Included are a leather
sling and cleaning rod. (46128-91) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

1270. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #260-07716, 22 Win Mag, 5 1/2” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The brushed stainless steel finish rates excellent with a few minor spots of oxidation and a faint turn ring on the
cylinder. The hardwood grips rate near excellent with an impact mark on the left panel’s butt and a couple of light scuffs on the right grip
panel. (126306-4) (300/500)

1271. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #287078, 223 Rem, 10” bull barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of freckles of oxidation on the barrel and frame. The right handed smooth
walnut figure groove target grips and forend rate near excellent with a few minor blemishes and handling marks. (126306-1) (300/500)

1272. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #67996, 375 Win, 12” barrel with a bright excellent bore
and muzzle brake. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with minor handling marks. The walnut grips and forend rate excellent and
includes the hunter package ambidextrous grip with a recoil cushioning rubber insert. This pistol includes a TC lighted reticle 2.5-7x scope
with lens covers. Comes with a photo-copied article “The 375 Winchester – A New Contender Classic” by Joe Wright and a copy of the
magazine “Handloader” dated August 1996 containing an article on the 375 Winchester Contender. (126277-14) (400/600)

1273.WINCHESTER MODEL 94 THEODORE ROOSEVELT COMMEMORATIVE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #TR5597
30-30 Win, 26" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue. The bright chrome plated
receiver and forearm cap rate excellent. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm also rate excellent showing a small blemish near the toe
of the stock. The rifle features a medallion with Teddy Roosevelt's bust inlayed in the stock, Roosevelt's signature on the upper tang, "26th
President" & "1901-1909" engraved on the left side of the receiver along with a spread winged eagle. This rifle is in overall excellent plus
condition and appears to have never been used. (126264-9) (350/550)

1274. TAURUS MODEL C45 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #YF8175, 45 Colt, 26" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks including a couple of small scratches on the magazine tube. The hardwood
stock rates excellent with a few light handling blemishes and the checkered slide grip showing a small blemish on its underside. Overall
an excellent condition rifle patterned after the Colt Lightning that appears to have had very little if any use. (126264-62) (400/600)

1275.WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #6453627, 45 Colt, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate excellent. This rifle is in overall excellent
plus condition and appears to have never been used. (126277-1) (350/550)

1276.WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #6475431, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with scattered light freckling and a couple of spots of oxidation. The checkered walnut stock
and forearm rate excellent. This rifle includes a hooded front sight, is in overall excellent condition, appears to have had little if any use,
and comes with its original box. (126280-9) (300/500)

1277. MARLIN MODEL 39 ARTICLE II LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #7168288, 22 S,L,LR, 24" octagon barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with few scattered freckles and a spot of oxidation on the magazine tube. The pis-
tolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a few minor handling marks and a scratch on the forearm. This rifle features a "Right
to Bear Arms 1871-1971" medallion on the right side of the receiver. (126272-5) (350/550)

1278. REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK SOLID FRAME RIFLE 22 RF, 22 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The bar-
rels metal surface retains 98% original blue with silvering at the muzzle and a blemish near the rear sight; the butt plate's finish is thinning
to a brown patina with a few handling blemishes present; and the frames case-hardened colors are faded to a silver brown patina with
freckling. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with minor handling blemishes and a few cracks present in the stock
near the frame; the forearm appears to have been shortened and also has a crack in its tip. The rear sight is a Winchester sight. The bar-
rel markings date this gun to a manufacture date of Feb. 1938. (126288-82) (350/550)

1279.MARLIN MODEL 1894CS LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #10137543, 357 Mag/38 Spl, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent. This rifle appears like new and comes
with its original box, sling swivels and a hammer spur. (126239-187) (400/600)

1280. CUSTOM RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #251-03321, 22 LR, 20" bull barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel barrel rates excellent as does the alloy receiver. The Boyds green laminated thumbhole stock with raised cheekpiece
and rubber recoil pad also rates excellent. A very nice rifle that appears to have had very little use and comes with its original box.
(126239-5) (300/500)
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1281. CUSTOM RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #242-
35210, 22 LR, 20" fluted Butler Creek barrel with extended muzzle brake and a bright excellent
bore. The stainless steel barrel rates excellent as does the alloy receiver. The multi colored lam-
inated thumbhole stock also rates excellent and features a raised cheekpiece, adjustable butt

pad and sling mounting studs. This rifle is in overall excellent condition showing little signs of use and comes with an
extended magazine release and a mounted Bushnell 3-9x40 scope with bright excellent optics. (126278-37) (400/600)

1282. CUSTOM RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #246-21971, 22 LR, 20" bull barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue. The Boyds brown laminated thumbhole stock with raised cheekpiece
and rubber recoil pad rates excellent. This rifle is in excellent condition overall and comes with a mounted Bushnell 6-18x40 scope and
the original factory box. (126239-188) (300/500)

1283. MARLIN MODEL 45 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #05582702, 45 ACP, 16 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock rates excellent. This rifle appears to be as new and comes

with a hooded high visibility front sight, rubber recoil pad, the origi-
nal box and manual. (126239-180) (300/500)
1284. COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY 2ND GENERATION
PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #17024, 36 Cal, 7 1/2”
octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and engraved cylin-

der’s metal surfaces retain 99% original blue; the frame, loading lever and hammer exhibit excel-
lent case-hardened col-

ors; the silver plated brass backstrap and
triggerguard also rate excellent. The walnut

grip rates excellent with only minor blemishes
in the finish along the edges. An excellent condition 2nd gen-
eration Colt that appears to have never been used. (126287-
134) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1285. NORWICH ARMS COMPANY 32 SINGLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #706, .32 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a light-
ly oxidized good bore showing some light pitting. The metal surfaces
on this interesting revolver retain about 95-97% original nickel, the
loss is due to some scattered very light flaking, primarily within a
couple of the cylinder flutes and on the underside of the barrel in the
area of the cylinder pin head; the flash area on the face of the front
of the cylinder is a lightly oxidized patina. The gun shows loose geo-
metric engraving in about 70% coverage. The hammer and trigger
show some light oxidation staining. The gun is fitted with a very neat
pair of pewter relief grips showing a hunting scene of a hound chasing a hair beneath the canopy of a tall tree. It appears as though the grip
may have been silverplated at one point, they are numbered on their interior "7X6". The gun seems to function well mechanically although
occasionally it rotates slightly hard. A nice example overall with some very uncommon grips. (36287-40) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1286. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS XL DOUBLE ACTION POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #6138, .22 RF, 1 1/2" octagon
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel, the loss is due primarily to a scattered light oxida-
tion spot here and there with slight loss along the sharp edges of the cylinder flutes and some light front-edge of triggerguard bow wear.
The spurless hammer and trigger still show some excellent color case-hardening also with very light oxidation speckling. The checkered
hard rubber H. & A. grips rate about excellent, the right grip showing a chip missing from its butt, they are un-numbered and fit precise-
ly. The seven-shot cylinder times correctly and the gun operates very well mechanically. As-is correct with these scarce little pocket
revolvers, there is no front sight. A very nice example overall. (36287-42) {C&R} (400/600)

1287. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS DOUBLE ACTION NO.6 SPECIAL MODEL REVOLVER serial #2096, .32 CF, 4 1/2" octa-
gon barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a rather special Hopkins & Allen revolver. The nickel surfaces retain about 98% plus origi-
nal factory nickel. The un-fluted blued cylinder retains a similar amount of original blue showing some minor mottled water staining along
one side. The hammer and trigger exhibit vibrant original color case-hardening. The left side of the frame is neatly factory engraved with
the image of a cowboy breaking a bucking bronco. The checkered hard rubber H. & A. grips rate very good plus showing some minor
light handling marks, they are un-numbered and fit very well. The gun times well and seems to operate properly mechanically. A very inter-
esting example overall of a rare special model revolver. (36287-17) {C&R} (400/600)
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1288. RARE HOPKINS & ALLEN MANUFACTUR-
ING XL 5 DOUBLE ACTION HAMMERLESS
REVOLVER serial #4978, .38 CF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel
with a very good bore. The metal surfaces of the frame retain
about 97% original nickel, the loss of being some light flak-
ing on the right side of the frame in the flash area around the
forcing cone with slightly less on the left side. The cylinder
retains about 90-92% original nickel, with flaking along the
front edge, also in the flash areas from being fired. The rare
folding spur hammer and trigger exhibit vibrant case colors,
toning more on the trigger. The triggerguard retains very
good original blue and is lightly compressed from being
dropped, there are two cracks evident but the guard still
maintains its integrity. In addition to the folding hammer
another very rare factory option on this gun is the spring-
loaded ejector rod with the knurled ejector rod housing. The
checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent, they are scratch-
numbered to the gun. Overall a nice example of the XL 5
double action revolver with two factory special order fea-
tures, the folding hammer and ejector rod. The gun times
well mechanically. (36287-124) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1289. HOPKINS & ALLEN XL. DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #4828, 32 RF, 3" octagon barrel with a very good plus bore which is
mostly bright showing only some minor oxidation and a few light pits. This

is the very scarce blued and case-hardened example of these double action revolvers.
The barrel retains about 95-97% original blue, the loss due to light flaking to brown and toning

to pewter on the sharp edges. The cylinder retains about 75% original blue, the loss due to flaking
on one side, likely where it lay in a drawer. The frame retains about 98% original color case-hard-
ening which is muting slightly on the straps with some light oxidation in the flash areas at the front of

the frame. The hammer and trigger retain vivid color case-hardening while the triggerguard is toning
somewhat along the bow. The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent, they are scratch-numbered
to the gun. The gun functions very well mechanically. A very fine to excellent example overall in the rare

blued and color case-hardening finish, very seldom encountered with any original finish at all. (36287-123)
{ANTIQUE} (450/650)

1290. UNMARKED PERCUSSION BENCHREST TARGET RIFLE .44 cal. percussion,
26" heavy octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is primarily a softer brown patina with dark

pewter undertones showing some minor scattered oxidation. The barrel frame is a pewter gray and original nickel with some minor oxi-
dation staining. The back-action lock is unmarked, the hammer showing flaking nickel, the lockplate retaining about 92% nickel with light
oxidation. The iron triggerguard with single spur and rearward flourish rates very good with traces of original nickel, the underlying metal
a pewter gray. The walnut buttstock rates very good plus showing good original varnish, minor dings and handling marks, remnants of a
left-side leather cheekpiece and a minor crack at the barrel frame. The butt features an antique rubber pad which has hardened with age
and the toeline features two drilled holes, likely accommodating some manner of benchrest at some point. The lock is single-acting and
the gun is equipped with double set triggers which operate properly. The gun is mounted with a John W. Sidle telescopic sight which has
sadly had all of its internal parts removed and has been turned into a tube sight. The barrel is also drilled and tapped for and supports
two blued steel target blocks. The underside of the barrel shows a brass benchrest which is very Tisdel-like while the rear of the barrel
near the action features a single thin iron dowel, no doubt to accommodate a benchrest base. The included false muzzle is cut for cross-
patching. A nice, rather Tisdel-like, percussion benchrest rifle overall. (35860-14) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1291. UNMARKED PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK TARGET RIFLE .45 caliber percussion, 32 3/4"
part octagon part round barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore which unfortunately shows some oxidation and light

pitting. The barrel is an overall dark gray patina with light oxidation present primarily on the round portion of the barrel. The breech
is a dark case-hardened gray patina while the long tang has toned to a plum brown. The back-action lock is Josh. Golcher marked and

shows some very light engraving, the hammer is a very simple blacksmith-made replacement and shows some light pitting. There is an iron
underrib pinned to the barrel but no provision for a ramrod of any kind. There is a heavy pewter nosecap and the barrel is keyed to the fore-
arm with a single iron wedge through semi-ornate German silver escutcheons. There is a slightly fancy German silver triggerguard show-
ing a single spur with a grip flourish and there is a German silver faceted buttplate with a simple unadorned toeplate. The American walnut
stock rates very good to near excellent with only minor dings and handling marks from the years and much original varnish. There is a steel
target block in the front dovetail, the barrel flats show three drilled and tapped holes, no doubt for a long muzzleloading-style rear sight; the
tang shows three drilled and tapped holes, no doubt for different tang sights throughout the years. The double-acting lock seems to work
well and the gun is equipped with double set triggers. A heavy barrel New England targeter overall that likely still spins a bullet rather well.
(35860-12) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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1292. ERMA MODEL ET-22 LUGER CARBINE serial #56384, 22 LR, 11 3/4” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with light overall wear from handling and storage.

There is light silvering most notably on the right rear grip strap at the top and front gripstrap as well as minor areas of oxi-
dation. The original checkered walnut grips and forend rate excellent. Equipped with artillery style rear sights, this rare model
pistol is in excellent condition overall, includes (2) 10 round magazines and the original leatherette case. (66225-19)(350/550)

1293. UBERTI SINGLE ACTION ARMY MODEL REVOLVER serial #105556, 45 Colt, 4 3/4” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original nickel finish with a minor turn ring on the cylinder as well as loss of clear pro-
tective finish on the gripstrap and triggerguard. The original walnut grips rate excellent. Equipped with traditional fixed sights, the
revolver is in excellent condition overall and includes the original box. (66239-95) (300/500)

1294. CZ MODEL 75 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A5324, 9 mm, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% matte
blue/black finish with minimal wear from handling and storage. The black rubber Pachmayr grips rate excellent. Equipped with three dot fixed
sights, the pistol is in excellent condition overall and includes (1) 15 round magazine, original box with test target. (66239-94) (300/500)

1295. COLT 1862 TRAPPER THIRD
GENERATION SIGNATURE SERIES BLACK
POWDER REVOLVER serial #59108, .36 caliber
percussion, 3 1/2" round barrel with an excellent bore.
The polished deep blue finish on the barrel and cylin-
der is in excellent condition as is the rich case-hard-
ened colors of the frame and hammer. The silver plat-
ing on the grip frame is also in excellent condition with
a few, very small scattered pit marks visible and one,
frame-width scratch on the butt; overall, this little
revolver rates 99%. The one piece walnut grips are in
like new condition. The revolver has a likeness of Sam
Colts signature on the backstrap and is not equipped
with a loading lever. All appropriate parts have match-
ing serial numbers. In lieu of a loading lever a brass
ram rod is provided to load the cylinder and it is
housed in a factory, hinged cardboard box that is in
excellent condition. This Trapper does not appear to
have been fired. (86258-3) {ANTIQUE) (300/500)

1296. COLT 1860 ARMY OFFICERS MODEL
THIRD GENERATION SIGNATURE SERIES
BLACK POWDER REVOLVER serial #221250, 44
caliber percussion, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The hand-
crafted brilliant blue finish and vivid case-hardened colors are in excellent condi-
tion. The gold triggerguard also remains in excellent condition and the revolver rates 99% plus
overall. The one piece walnut grips are in like new condition. This revolver features the early full length
flutes on the cylinder, a gold colored likeness of Sam Colt's signature on the blued backstrap and it is cut
for a shoulder stock. There are 24 Kt. gold, crossed cavalry sabers with U.S. above them and 1860 below
them, on each side of the barrel just forward of the wedge pin. All appropriate parts have matching serial numbers. An
original hinged factory box is included. This 1861 Army does not appear to have been fired and remains as new in the
box. (86258-2) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1297. COLT WALKER MODEL THIRD
GENERATION SIGNATURE SERIES BLACK
POWDER REVOLVER serial #6364, 44 caliber percussion,

9" barrel with an excellent bore. The bright blue finish and strik-
ing case-hardened colors are in excellent condition. The polished brass triggerguard

also remains in excellent condition and the revolver rates 99% plus overall. The one piece
walnut grips are in like new condition. This big horse pistol features a gold colored likeness of Sam Colt's sig-

nature on the blued backstrap. All appropriate parts have matching serial numbers. An original hinged factory box
is included and it contains a manual and paperwork. This Walker does not appear to have been fired and remains as
new in the box. (86258-4) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1298. ISRAEL ARMS LTD. M-6000 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL ser-
ial #55801404, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This two tone pis-
tol retains 99% of its original blue and matte chrome finishes with a few light
handling blemishes present. The double diamond, wrap around rubber
grips have finger grooves on the front and are in like new condition. This
Philippines manufactured 1911 style pistol features three dot sights, extend-

ed slide release, beavertail grip safety, speed safety and flat rib on the slide that is serrated in a wavy
pattern. A single seven round magazine is included. The pistol also comes with a factory hard case,
padlock and cleaning rod. This pistol appears to be virtually unused. (86239-47) (350/550)

1299. HUNGARIAN MODEL 48 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CH7746, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2"
barrel with an excellent bore. This 1953 dated pistol retains 99% arsenal reblued finish with a few light scratches
present. The vertical grooved, black plastic grips have the Hungarian Communist Coat of Arms impressed into each
panel and are in near excellent condition. The frame, slide, barrel and fire control mechanism all have matching ser-
ial numbers. A pair of eight round magazines are included. One magazine has matching serial numbers and the sec-
ond does not. Included with this non importer marked pistol is a brown, synthetic flap holster with a cleaning rod
mounted to the front. Overall, a nice condition Model 48 that should make a fine collectors piece or a good shooter.
(86240-117) {C&R} (350/550)
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1300. ASTRA 400 MODEL OF 1921 SEMI AUTO PISTOL
serial #32358, 9mm Largo, 5 3/4" barrel with a frosted bore. This pis-
tol retains about 97% of its original blue finish but, exhibits numerous
small scratches, dents, dings and a few pit marks on the metal sur-

faces. The vertically striped hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition
with handling blemishes and light scratches present. The left grip panel has dulled, while the right grip
panel retains a high gloss finish. Both grip panels have a circle with no medallion or imprint in them. The
slide and frame are correctly numbered but the barrel possess a different serial number. This pistol bears

the pre-1926 Astra logo on the barrel. A single nine round magazine is included with this big blow back
operated pistol. (86251-7) {C&R} (350/550)
1301. JAPANESE TYPE 94 SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL BY NAGOYA ARSENAL serial
#47498, 8 mm Nambu, 3 5/8” barrel with a very
good plus bore having some very light frosting
along the grooves. The late war milled metal sur-
faces retain about 85% original thin blue with
loss primarily along the barrel, rear of bolt and

high edges along with some scattered light oxidation
staining. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent. Included
is a singled blued-body magazine numbered to a different pistol.
(56240-156) {C&R} (400/600)

1302. FINNISH MODEL 1923 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM, serial #7856p, (rebarreled) 9 mm,
4” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. This is an importer marked “mixed parts” pistol made up of a Tikka

replacement barrel “SA” (in rectangle) marked slide and other mis-matched parts. The barrel retains 95% original blue
with light silvering along the muzzle with light specks of oxidation staining; the remaining metal surfaces retain about 90%

blue with loss due to high edge and contact wear. The backstrap is marked with lightly faded unit markings and the replace-
ment front sight shows modest slot wear. The checkered black plastic grips rate very good plus showing light wear. Pistol

includes a reproduction black dyed leather P08 holster with takedown tool and a single nonmatching aluminum base and wood
base magazine. A solid mixed parts Luger which should make a good shooter. (56240-171) {C&R} (400/600)

1303. POST WAR GERMAN P.38 PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #318701, 9 mm, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original matte black finish with loss primarily high edge wear, surface and contact wear on

the 12/68 dated slide and a few light scuffs. The alloy frame retains about 98% original black anodized finish with light edge wear
and handling marks. The “BMI” roll marks have been struck out on both the frame and slide and the pistol is numbered alike on the
frame, slide, barrel and locking block. The checkered black plastic finger rest grips rate very good with light scratches and handling
marks. Included is a black leather police style holster with a single 9/59 dated and a 9/68 dated post war banner logo magazine. A
very good plus post war P.38 pistol. (56242-1) (400/600)

1304. CZECH CZ MODEL 1938 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #251920, 380 ACP, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue
with majority of loss surface wear on the top of the slide and
side edges along with some light scuffs and scratches. The
left side of the frame has Finnish “SA” (in rectangle) marking
and the right side of frame is “E&” walking lion proofed next to “39” date. The checkered
brown plastic grips rate very good to fine showing light wear. Pistol includes a single
unmarked magazine. (56240-48) {C&R} (400/600)

1305. SMITH & WESSON 38 M&P MODEL OF 1905 DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #973888, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95-97% added gray
parkerized finish with silvering along
the muzzle, high edges and a light
turn ring on the cylinder; lightly fad-
ing original blue can be found on the
ejector rod and yoke. The case colors on the hammer and trig-
ger have mellowed only slightly. The plain walnut grips rate very good
with light handling marks. The butt is equipped with what appears to be
a factory lanyard ring. (56306-3) {C&R} (300/500)

1306. U.S. MODEL 1903 ARMY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY
COLT serial #199099, 38 Colt, 6” barrel with a bright fine bore having one or two
specks of very light pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original
blue with loss primarily left and right muzzle wear and high edge wear overall with light
scratches and specks of fine oxidation and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The polished hammer sides
remain bright as the spine retains strong fire temper blue with a few specks of light oxidation staining
as does the trigger. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good with a couple small chips and ample
other smaller handling marks and are pencil numbered to the gun. The lanyard loop is intact and proper
“RAC” inspector initials on most of the major parts including the grips; “JTT” inspectors marking, 1903 date and “CFA” in circle are lightly
faded but present in the left side of the frame. The action seems to time and lockup appropriately. (56257-21) {C&R} (400/600)
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1307. COLT MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10883, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore having even fine pinprick pit-
ting and light frost the entire length with good evidence of rifling still present. The metal surfaces on this Type I pistol retain about 85%
original charcoal blue with majority of loss primarily left and right muzzle and high edge wear with overall light scuffs; light fading is also
present on the grip straps. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good plus with the right panel a slightly lighter brown with light
point wear along the heel. Pistol includes a single two-tone two-line legend factory magazine. (56287-50) {C&R) (400/600)

1308. SHARPS & HANKINS MODEL 1862 NAVY CARBINE serial #11897,
52 RF, 24” barrel with a fine bore showing a few minors spots of light oxidation but over-

all bright with strong rifling. The barrel bears an overall brown patina with remnants of original
leather covering behind the retention screws. The frame, lever and upper and lower tangs bear an overall mot-

tled gray-brown patina with faint traces of original case colors still present; the brass buttplate has acquired a pleas-
ing patina. The walnut stock rates good overall having been lightly cleaned leaving wood a bit shy of the metal with light

handling marks and a thin crack in the belly of stock through the rear sling swivel showing faint traces of original finish around
the crack with light sand marks and a thin covering of added varnish. (56257-51) {C&R} (400/600)

1309. BURNSIDE FIFTH MODEL CIVIL WAR CARBINE serial #25550, .54 cal.
percussion, 21” barrel with a fine bore with strong rifling and some faint pinprick pitting and

oxidation towards the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 98% added blue finish toning to a plum
brown mainly on areas of the action with some light handling marks and some scattered pinprick pitting most preva-

lent on the crescent buttplate. The walnut stock and forend rate about very good overall having been lightly cleaned
removing cartouches and a bit shy of the metal; wood shows a few handling marks and areas of fading added varnish.

(56257-48) {ANTIQUE) (400/600)

1310. SNIDER ENFIELD MODEL 1864 MARK II* BREECHLOADING RIFLE shortened to carbine length .577 Snider, 18”
shortened barrel with a very good bore having some specks of light pitting and frosting but otherwise bright with strong rifling. The bar-
rel bears an overall brown patina with traces of original blue; the breech and lock more of a smoky gray and the buttplate and trigger-
guard a nice brass patina. The breech is properly “B.S.A. Co.” and “*/II” marked and the lock plate has Queen Victoria cipher at the rear
and crown/1864/Enfield in front of the lock. The walnut stock measures 10” from the muzzle and the cleaning rod channel has been
plugged. The stock rates very good with light handling marks and “R.M. Enfield” crown stock cartouche remains crisp. A very good exam-
ple shortened Mk II* rifle most like done for hunting purposes. (56225-30) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1311. GERMAN GEW 98 CONVERSION MAUSER RIFLE BY DWM serial #3514d,
8mm Mauser, 29" barrel numbered "7954l" that has a very good lightly freckled bore. The barrel retain

about 95% original blue while the bottom metal shows more loss and handling wear. The "1915" dated receiver is a mot-
tled gray and has light pitting, the markings are crisp however and most are filled with white. The walnut stocks rate very good

and have several dings, divots and small chips, the rear swivel channel has been arsenal filled. This rifle was converted to Kar 98b
specs post World War I and features a tangent rear sight and sleeved front sight. The numbers are not matching and some of the parts
do not fit perfectly, but rifle is not importer marked. A leather sling is included, the cleaning rod and a few of the set screws are not. This
rifle was pictured on pages 199 and 200 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World 5th Edition and is in about very good condition over-
all. (46128-61) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

1312. PERSIAN MODEL 98/29 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CZ serial #92195,
8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very good lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of what appears to be

original blue that has light handling wear and a few light handling and tool marks overall. The walnut stocks rate near excellent with
light dings throughout and have been lightly cleaned with an added light oil finish. The markings on the stock do not match the receiv-
er, nor do the bolt or other parts. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and includes a cleaning rod and leather sling. Rifle was pic-
tured on page 281 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World 5th Edition and is in near excellent condition overall. (46128-104)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)
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1313.CHILEAN MODEL 1912-61 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY STEYR
serial #D.4780, 7.62 NATO, 23 1/2" barrel that has a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue

finish that has light handling wear throughout and is mixing with areas of very light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks rate very
good and have several light dings and small divots. The retention spring is missing from the muzzle band and the band is currently held
on with a screw. The receiver markings are mostly crisp and filled in with white. The receiver ring is marked with the Chilean crest and well
as "MODELO 1912-61 / NATO" signifying that the current conversion had been done. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and includes a
cleaning rod and a leather sling. A very good example overall in an easy to obtain surplus caliber. (46128-69) {C&R} (400/600)

1314. BRAZILIAN M954 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY ITAJUBA
serial #14055, 30-06, 23 1/2" barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled

brown that is mixing with a few areas of very light surface oxidation. The hardwood stock rates very good and has been lightly
cleaned with an added oil finish. The handguard appears to be a newer replacement and the stock has several light dings and a few faint
markings. The receiver markings are crisp and include the Brazilian national crest and the numbers appear to be all matching. Rifle was
imported by Century Arms but was pictured on page 72 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World 5th Edition and is in very good con-
dition overall. A leather sling is included but the cleaning rod is not. (46128-67) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

1315. SPANISH MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #D8619, 7mm Mauser, 17 1/2" barrel with an about good bore show-
ing strong rifling with frosting throughout. Metal surfaces show a smooth re-blued finish with the receiver crest mostly eradicated by polish-
ing. The floorplate and triggerguard are correctly numbered to the gun; no import mark is visible. The bolt shows a smooth gray patina with
mottled surface staining. The bolt handle is correctly numbered to the gun, with the bolt sleeve and safety incorrectly numbered. The stock
shows numerous impressions and usage marks under a later glossy finish. A repair in the form of a 3" piece of replacement wood is evident
at the wrist, as well as a second 2" dovetail repair to the right of the rear receiver ring. The rifle wears the original eared front sight and rear
leaf sight graduated to 1400 meters. A period military sling is included. (146128-42) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1316. PERUVIAN MODEL 1909 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY Mauser serial #11131, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel with an about good
bore showing strong rifling with moderate frosting and several areas of pitting. The metal surfaces show a smooth gray patina as cleaned,
with speckled pinprick surface pitting. Areas of heavier pitting appear on the receiver rings, tang, and adjacent to the barrel channel. A
clear Peruvian national crest and "MAUSER ORIGINAL" marking is visible on the receiver, as well as the Mauser Oberndorf address on
the left side rail. No import mark is visible. The floorplate and triggerguard are correctly numbered to the gun, with the forward locking
screw on the triggerguard extension no longer present. The non-matching bolt has faded to an even dark gray patina. The stock remains
solid with a dark soiled surface showing numerous usage marks and impressions. The rifle wears a blade type front sight, and the origi-
nal "Lange Vizier" ski jump style rear sight. No cleaning rod is present. A correctly fitting but unmarked bayonet is included. (146128-112)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1317. COLOMBIAN MODEL 30 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY FN serial #8728, 7mm Mauser, 23 1/4" barrel with a dark oxi-
dized bore showing strong rifling. The metal surfaces show an even black finish, turning to dark brown on the barrel bands and bolt release.
A clear Colombian national crest is visible on the forward receiver ring with the FN manufacturers address visible on the left side rail. An
import mark is visible on the underside of the barrel. The bolt has been polished bright, and is correctly numbered to the gun with the bolt
sleeve and safety lever non-matching. The wood stock remains solid with a lightly sanded surface showing numerous dings and usage
marks. The handguard is slight lighter in color, and appears as a period replacement. The cleaning rod is present with surface oxidation
apparent. Included is a period military style sling, as well as an unmarked bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet and scabbard rate
about good, with the frog in poor condition. (146128-115) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (100/300)

1318. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 48/98K BOLT ACTION
SHORT RIFLE serial #F5449, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a bright excel-

lent bore. The metal surfaces show 85-90% arsenal re-blued finish with the loss due
to silvering at the high edges. A clear Yugoslavian communist crest is visible at the front receiver ring, with the left side marked "PREDUZECE
44". The original German "Mod.98" marking remains on the left side rail. An import mark is visible forward of the bayonet lug. No cleaning rod
is present. The correctly numbered bolt retains its original arsenal black finish fading to dark gray on the bolt handle and showing silvering on
the bolt body due to cycling of the action. The wood stock is in excellent condition and is correctly numbered to the gun. The rifle wears a mil-
itary blade front sight with hood, and a tangent leaf rear sight graduated to 2000 meters. This an interesting Mauser variant, being an original
German 98k reworked and remarked by the Federated National Republic of Yugoslavia after WWII. Included is a military sling and correct bay-
onet with Cyrillic markings as well as the correct scabbard. Both the bayonet and scabbard bear identical serial numbers. In overall excellent
condition, this rifle will appeal to both the collector and the shooter. (146128-78) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)
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1319. CZECH MODEL VZ24 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #11774, 7mm Mauser, 23 1/4" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The
metal shows an even black finish over areas of older pitting on most surfaces. The front receiver ring is marked "CESKOSLOVENS-
KA/ZBROJOVKA/BRNO, with the VZ24 marking appearing on the left side rail. No import mark is visible. The front locking screw on the
triggerguard extension has been sheared off. The bolt is not numbered, and shows a black surface fading to gray at the bolt handle and
safety lever. The wood stock and handguard show a dark soiled surface, marked and stained from heavy use. The cleaning rod is present.
This rifle is pictured on page 69 of Robert W.D. Ball's book Mauser Military Rifles Of The World, fifth edition. Mr. Ball describes the rifle as
a variant of the VZ24 as ordered from Czechoslovakia by revolutionaries from Sao Paulo, Brazil, citing the bent bolt handle and associated
cut in the stock as distinguishing features. Included is a period military style sling and correct bayonet with poorly fitted replacement scales
and rivets. An interesting Mauser variation in overall about good condition. (146128-19) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1320. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 48A BOLT
ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #9926A, 8mm Mauser, 23

1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue, with the loss due to a few light scuffs on the triggerguard. The
receiver ring bears a clear Yugoslavian crest and M48A marking. The floorplate is correctly num-
bered to the gun, with the buttplate showing bright original in-the-white finish. An import mark is visible forward of the bayonet lug. The
cleaning rod is present. The matching bolt is in similarly fine condition, correctly numbered and showing a smooth original in-the-white
surface with deposits of dried cosmoline present. The correctly numbered stock remains in very fine condition, showing a clean original
surface with raised grain and virtually no flaws. A military blade front sight with hood is present, along with a tangent leaf rear sight grad-
uated to 2000 meters. A correct military sling is included, as well as a matching bayonet, scabbard, and frog. Both scabbard and bayo-
net appear unissued and bear identical serial numbers, with the frog showing one split seam. Overall a very fine rifle in unissued condi-
tion. (146128-99) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

1321. CZECH MODEL VZ24 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #305H2, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a dark oxidized bore
showing pitting throughout. The metal surfaces show a mottled gray black patina with brown surface oxidation visible on the trigger-
guard extension, barrel band, and buttplate. The receiver ring bears a three line CESKOSLOVENSKA/ZBROJOVKA/BRNO marking,
with a VZ24 marking visible at the left side rail. An import mark is present forward of the bayonet lug. The cleaning rod is present. The
bolt is non-matching and shows a dark gray patina. The wood stock remains solid, with a soiled surface and numerous usage marks
and impressions. The rifle wears a military blade front sight with sight protector in place, and tangent leaf rear sight graduated to 2000
meters. A period military sling and CSZ/H marked bayonet with scabbard are included. In overall about good condition. (146128-53)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (100/200)

1322. SMITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE POSTWAR DOUBLE
ACTION REVOLVER serial #C151961, 38 S&W Spl, 2” pinned barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with silvering
on some high edges, light spotty freckling, and a mild turn ring and handling wear
on the fluted cylinder; the hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case-hardened col-

ors with minor freckling and a few spots of oxidation. The diamond checkered walnut tar-
get grips rate very good to excellent with minor handling marks, some rounding of the checker-
ing and a chip out of the left side. This 5 screw revolver is in overall excellent condition.
(126288-108) {C&R} (400/600)

1323. SAVAGE MODEL 1907
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #176754,

32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some areas of light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 95% orig-
inal blue with silvering on some high edges and on the grip frame,
light freckling and an area of mild oxidation and pitting on the
front grip frame; the trigger shows excellent case-hardened col-
ors with a couple of spot freckles. The Savage logoed hard rub-

ber grips rate excellent exhibiting a little mild rounding of the checker-
ing and light handling wear. Comes with the correct unnumbered

Savage pistol
box, and one 10
round magazine
that exhibits
some mild freck-

ling and a couple spots of light oxi-
dation. (126288-13) {C&R} (300/500)

1324. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #116455, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some scattered light to moderate freckling, and
mild silvering on some high edges; the trigger displays excellent case-hardened colors. The checkered hard rub-
ber Savage logoed grips rate excellent with very light handling wear. The magazine displays near excellent blue
with light wear and very mild freckling. (126225-6) {C&R} (300/500)
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1325. RUGER RED EAGLE STANDARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4036, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with light handling marks and silvering on some high edges. The checkered hard rubber grips rate
excellent showing very light handling wear with the left grip displaying the Ruger red phoenix medallion. Comes with a single chrome
based magazine with very light handling wear. (126287-65) {C&R) (450/650)

1326. OHIO FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING
RIFLE BY GASTEN DIXON & WALLINGFORD .32 cal percussion, 38" barrel with an oxidized

bore. The barrel is an overall pleasing plum brown patina and features a somewhat later German silver blade
front sight, original semi-buckhorn rear sight with the top flat being stamped "G.D.&W./Cincinnati O.". There is some

moderate pitting around the area of the nipple barrel with the stock showing some scorching directly to the rear of the nip-
ple. The lockplate is primarily a gray patina and is "Parker/Warranted" marked showing some light borderline engraving and very

light scroll at its rear. There is a simple nosecap of brass with simple brass ramrod thimbles and tailpipe. The triggerguard is dual-
spurred with a dovetailed front extension and there is a simple crescent brass buttplate and toeplate, crescent moon-shaped sideplate
and a pendulum-style patchbox. The stock rates otherwise very good but for a repair to a break through the wrist from the period of use.
The stock shows lovely tiger stripe figure its full-length showing an old light cleaning, likely from the time of the repair; there is a 3/4" patch
in the stock behind the pointed tang. The break was from behind the rear trigger length-wise toward the heel of the stock, culminating
in the middle of the point of comb. It was repaired during the period of use, a small 1" chip was not recovered and has been patched in.
The repair is old and very stable and it appears as though the triggerguard cracked at the same time, through its front-edge, which now
shows an old iron-stapled repair. The stock shows three small rectangular pieces of ivory inletted at some later point in an effort to embell-
ish it further; there is an additional square piece of brass inlaid just ahead of the patchbox. The left stock flat shows an added inlaid flo-
ral finial and there was a small mammal of some kind also inlaid on the left stock flat, it is no longer present and its recess has been filled
with a synthetic compound. The lock is single-acting and the gun is equipped with functional double set triggers, there is however no
half-cock notch. There is an antique ramrod present from the period of use. Gasten Dixon & Wallingford were active for only two years
in Cincinnati, 1857 and 1858, they are not listed in 1859 city directories. 1861 city directories show Gasten Dixon & Co. but no Mr.
Wallingford. A very attractive Ohio fullstock sporting rifle for above the mantle. (36225-32) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1327. MAUSER 98 SPORTER
BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial

#2255, 8x46mm (proprietary), 24” bar-
rel with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces

retain 90% of a mottled blue with scattered scratches and some
oxidation spotting. The bolt handle and bolt are chrome plated. The round

knob pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few minor scratches and dings with
a hairline crack emanating from the back of the top tang over a smooth oil finish. There are

nicely shaped stock shields and the grip is checkered in a well-executed pattern but is soiled with some flat-
tened diamonds. A horn buttplate is present and carved in a basketweave pattern with edge wear and small chips. The rifle features a
bullet trap with spring loaded cover, European style sling swivels affixed to the stock and under the barrel, a finger rest triggerguard,
double set triggers and is equipped with ramp mounted front blade sight with hood, a receiver sight, and has a claw mount base dove-
tailed into the front receiver ring and a drilled and tapped rear ring. The underside of the barrel is stamped 7.7mm and "46 1/2" and
was proofed in March of 1937. Geco and RWS had been experimenting during this same time period with a shorter cartridge to replace
the aging 8x57mm Mauser. There was an 8x46mm round manufactured by RWS in 1934 which was followed by a 7.75x40mm cartridge
from Geco in 1935. Testing of the Geco 7.75mm round continued until 1939 when oddly, all testing for these "new rounds" came to a
screeching halt. There were many "comers" during these early years but the only cartridge that was eventually adopted…and on an
extremely limited basis as we know…was the 7.92 Kurz. As with any arm of unknown caliber, a competent gunsmith should determine
this arms caliber with a chamber cast and then check its headspace (and then convert it to standard 8mm Mauser). Included is a mil-

itary style leather sling. (115904-27) (300/400)
1328. BRITISH EAST INDIA CO. FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL .65 cal flint, 9" round barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal sur-

faces are primarily a plum brown patina, the lockplate being slightly darker. The barrel shows overall pinprick pitting and exhibits very good
British proofs on its left radius. The lockplate is deeply stamped with the East India Company's "prancing lion" with crown along with "B2"
just beneath the pan. The brass hardware is a pleasing dull goldenrod patina. The English walnut stock rates very good showing an old
very light cleaning with sharp edges and remnants of minor handling marks and dings. There are repairs to cracks from the rear of the lock-
plate toward the triggerguard, stable and well done. The left stock flat is marked "TA" and there are remnants of a no longer decipherable
name. The swiveling ramrod is present and the lock is crisp and mechanically functional. These pistols saw service throughout the
Peninsular War and are quite prolific today. Due to the shortage of arms at the time the East India Company opened their arsenals to the
British Crown as Tower arsenal and private makers could not keep up with the demand for arms. (36225-21) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1329. BRITISH EAST INDIA CO. FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL .65 cal flint, 9" round barrel with a very good bore. The barrel
is primarily a plum brown patina with traces of a dark gray blue along the stock line and on the tang and breech medials exhibiting very
good British proofs on its left radius. The lockplate is a dark gray patina with some areas of light brown, the plate is deeply stamped with
the East India Company's "prancing lion" with crown along with "Crown/3" just beneath the pan. The brass hardware is a pleasing dull
goldenrod patina. The English walnut stock rates very good showing an old arsenal grade refinish many years ago, still with sharp edges
showing a couple minor flakes or chips; there are no discernible markings and the stock is a rich tobacco-russet color. The swiveling ram-
rod is present and the lock is crisp and mechanically functional. A very good example of a prolific pistol used by the British cavalry through-
out the Peninsular War. (36298-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1330. COLT MODEL 1855 ROOT SIDE HAMMER PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #19568, .28 cal. percussion, 3 1/2" octagon
barrel with an about very good bore which is mostly bright with some minor oxidation and a prominent bulge about half-way down its length.
The metal surfaces are an overall soft brown patina with pewter undertones, showing some generous traces of original blue in the protect-
ed areas. The smooth walnut one-piece walnut grip rates very good with much original varnish showing flaking left and right, it is numbered
to the gun in antique ink pen. The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not always index or unlock, when it does it over-times
slightly. All of the visible numbers are matching and the cylinder scene is about 60% evident. The gun comes with a period flap holster
which rates good with overall light flaking showing some heavy crackling on the flex point of the flap and some worn-through areas near
the tip, also with some moderate-heavy flaking in that area. The gun fits the holster extremely well and they have clearly been together a
very long time. A good example piece overall for the budding Colt percussion collector. (36257-12) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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1331. PAIR OF ORNATE MEDITERRANEAN FLINTLOCK TRADE PISTOLS This is a matched pair of very neatly carved and
embellished flintlock pistols as built for the tourist trade in North Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean. About .67 cal. flint, 12 1/2" bar-
rels with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces on both pistols are primarily an overall oxidized brown patina with pewter undertones. Both
pistols have light top ribs and light engraving on the barrels which has softened slightly from the years. One is equipped with a silver
capucine, the other a copper capucine. Both locks are somewhat banana-shaped and cast-in-relief with, and engraved with, light scroll
and rudimentary foliate engraving which continues onto the hammers. The frizzens are bridled and the springs are very lightly chiseled.
The brass hardware shows near identical triggerguards, each with lightly chiseled front extensions, each showing extensive rudimentary
engraving. There are brass ramrod thimbles and tailpipes which support the faux ramrods, one pistol with the ramrod carved integrally from
the stock wood, the other with the ramrod applied in between the brass hardware; a small section of it is missing. There are heavy cast-
in-relief dual strap buttcaps showing flowing geometric
scroll. Stocks show overall light carving in flowing geo-
metric scroll, there are slight differences between the
two, clearly made by two different craftsmen but they
are extremely similar. The tang and top of the
flared butt shows some light silver inlay work
and each pistol has a silver-washed
pewter pierced decoration along the
top of the wrist. The guns them-
selves rate about very good,
one showing some moderate
chips missing near the top of
the lock, the other with a
moderate chip missing at the
buttcap, perhaps from being
dropped. The lock functions on one pistol,
on the other it is not functional. Overall an attractive "matched pair" of Mediterranean tourist
pistols. (36257-20) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1332. COLT OPEN TOP POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #30688, .22 RF, 2 3/8" round
barrel with a poor bore. The barrel retains about 95% original nickel with light flaking and some very minor pinprick pitting, the cylinder retains
a similar amount however has numerous moderate scratches, impact marks and scarring. The frame has toned primarily to an overall dull ocher
patina. The hammer shows some strong traces of original pale blue, the trigger more of a soft brown. The smooth English walnut birdshead
grips rate about excellent with much original varnish and only minor handling marks, they are pencil-numbered to the gun. The gun will need
mechanical attention as the cylinder does not unlock nor rotate and the hammer will not hold on cock. It is highly likely internal parts are bro-
ken or missing. The barrel retaining wedge is a hand-made replacement. (36257-16) certainty {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1333. COLT NEW LINE 22 REVOLVER serial #6400, 22 RF, 2 1/4" slab-sided barrel with a near very good bore which shows rifling but
with minor pitting. The barrel on this first model retains about 85-90% original nickel with some flaking and brown oxidation at the muzzle,
also lightly scattered. The cylinder is an even mix of original nickel and brown oxidation with one side showing some moderate to heavy pit-
ting. The frame retains some generous traces of original silver plate and is primarily a dull tarnished goldenrod patina. The hammer and trig-
ger both show some oxidation staining with something traces of bright blue. The smooth mother-of-pearl grips rate about excellent and fit
very well. The gun will need mechanical attention as it does not index and there is no half cock notch. (36257-15) {ANTIQUE}(200/400)

1334. COLT NEW LINE 22 REVOLVER serial #31155, 22 RF, 2 1/4" slab sided barrel with a fair bore. The metal surfaces of barrel and
frame retain about 92% original nickel, the barrel showing the predominance of the loss but with a good "Colt New 22" etched panel on
its left side. The cylinder is a 50-50 mix of original flaking nickel and dull gun metal gray beneath with some minor scars, impact marks
and oxidation staining. The hammer exhibits bright polished flats and good pale fire temper blue on the spine while the trigger is a pewter
patina. The smooth rosewood grips rate about very good with wear along their edges, they are pencil-numbered to the gun. A very good
example overall of the second model New Line 22. (36257-14) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1335. SMITH & WESSON REGULATION POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #19765, 38 Smith & Wesson, 4" bar-
rel with a good bore showing minor pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 98% later lightly buffed heavy nickel showing some minor
staining and light oxidation. The hammer and trigger have toned primarily to a dull case-hardened gray with some light oxidation. The
checkered walnut pre-magna style grips rate about very good, they are devoid of varnish and show some minor handling marks with
the checkering worn nearly flat, they are pencil-numbered to the gun. The gun functions mechanically although lock up is slightly loose.
(36257-17) {C&R} (150/250)

1336. DREYSE MODEL 1907 AUTOMATIC PISTOL BY RHEINMETALL serial #236331, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a good
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% moderately buffed bright blue finish. A numbered of the markings are soft as well as
some of the edges. The checkered hard rubber Rheinmetall grips rate very good. A single, later production, magazine is included.
(36306-5) {C&R} (75/150)

1337. UNMARKED PERCUSSION OVER UNDER BUCK AND BALL COMBINATION GUN
About .48 cal. rifled barrel and 20 ga. smoothbore barrel, both with lightly oxidized bores. The barrels are an overall dull gun

metal gray with light smatterings of brown oxidation staining showing some pinprick pitting at the nipple barrels. The top barrel is
fitted with a simple brass blade front and v-notch rear sight. There are iron ramrod thimbles left and right which support what appear to
be the original ramrods. The back action locks are "Josh Golcher" stamped with some light engraving and game scenes, they and the
hammers are a deep gray patina also showing some light oxidation. There is a simple triggerguard of brass showing only a rearward grip
flourish and simple crescent brass butt and toeplates with a pendulum-style patchbox. The maple stock rates about very good showing
an old cleaning with some slightly softened edges and a repaired chip to the right side of the tang above the lock. The locks are mechan-
ically functional however the hammers are not matching; the rifle is single trigger equipped and it will actuate both locks simultaneously if
they are both cocked. An interesting example overall for above the mantle. (36225-31) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
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1338. NEW YORK STATE UNDERHAMMER TARGET RIFLE BY THURSTON About 50 cal. percussion, 32" octagon barrel with
a fair bore which shows pitting its full length. The barrel is an overall plum brown with light oxidation and a few spots of light pitting, the
muzzle is turned for starter and shows bite marks from a vise. The top flat of the barrel is neatly stamped "RR Thurston/Cuba NY". There
is a long iron tang, also lightly oxidized, with an antique gunsmith-made medium-range aperture sight installed; the front sight is a simple
globe attached to a slightly complex windage adjustable base. The underhammer, triggerguard, trigger and tang are an overall lightly oxi-
dized brown patina. The walnut stock rates very good showing an old light cleaning but only a few minor dings and handling marks. It
features a somewhat heavy brass crescent buttplate with a German silver toeplate. There is a nipple flash guard in place surrounding the
nipple, the hammer will not hold on cock. There is an aluminum bullet starter included, it is for a caliber quite a bit smaller than this rifle,
it fits the diameter of the barrel rather well. Russell R. Thurston was active in Cuba New York from 1864-1875 and possibly as early as
1859. (35860-16) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1339. UNMARKED NEW ENGLAND HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE About .28 cal. percussion, 28" heavy octa-
gon barrel with false muzzle turned for starter and a very good plus bore showing shallow rifling. The false muzzle is included, it was turned
down for a brass starter which is included. The heavy barrel was originally made by Artemis Leonard of Saxton's River Vermont and was
stamped "A Leonard & Sons/Saxton's River Vt" on the left diagonal flat, dating it from the period 1849-60. Uncle Norman Brockway then
did something to the gun barrel, it would appear perhaps he relined it and heavily stamped his name directly over Mr. Leonard's "N.
Brockway/Bellows Falls VT", actually more than once so as to obscure Mr. Leonard's stamp. (Old Norman was never shy about "fixing"
or upgrading other peoples stuff and stamping his name on, one stamp noted by this writer prefaces the Brockway name with "Repaired
by"). This halfstock assembly was rudimentarily adapted to this rifle; there being a long iron tang which shows a nice scallop for a patent
breech where a nipple would've nestled. This barrel now pinned rudimentarily to this tang. There is an old Ketland & Co percussion-con-
verted lock, also rudimentarily fitted to this barrel-tang assembly. The nipple barrel was a bit too far forward for the hammer on this can-
nibalized lock so there has been a 3" striker added to bridge the gap between nipple and hammer face. There is a steel arm on the right
side of the barrel through-which this "striker extension" reciprocates, it is odd-looking if nothing else. Sadly the walnut percussion halfs-
tock was nicely made. It features a pewter forend tip and two German silver escutcheons on the underside of the forearm for the barrel
retaining screws. There is an iron triggerguard with single spur and rearward grip flourish. There is a faceted iron buttplate and toeplate
with a small German silver inlay ahead of it. There is a flared shadowline left side cheekpiece, two German silver monogram plates and a
nicely checkered wrist. Equipped with double set triggers, the lock will not hold on cock. There is a globe front sight and tang rear with
adjustable aperture. (35860-10) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1340. UNMARKED GERMAN SYSTEM MAUSER BOLT ACTION SCHUETZEN TARGET RIFLE serial #3601, 9.5x74R, 30"
octagon barrel with a good bore showing minor pitting its full length. The barrel is primarily a plum brown patina with some traces of orig-
inal blue, minor dings and scratches from the years and some scattered light oxidation. The receiver retains about 80% original color case-
hardening, the balance toning to a pewter and speckled brown patina. The triggerguard is a fancy Schuetzen style with a forward-curv-
ing single spur and a rearward-curving grip flourish, it retains some pale blue case colors. The gun is equipped with double set triggers
which seem to function well, there is no provision for extractor however. The European walnut high comb target style stock features a
widely flaring left-side cheekpiece. The stock rates about good overall with some good original varnish but overall dings, dents and han-
dling marks from the years, there being a 3" re-attached chip on the right side of the receiver and another smaller chip missing ahead of
the bolt handle. There is a semi-hooded front sight in place, rear sight dovetail is vacant and the diopter sight seat on the tang is empty
as well. (35860-27) {C&R} (300/500)

1341. OHIO PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING FULLSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY WHITE About 58 cal. percussion, 30"
heavy octagon barrel with an about very good bore which appears to have a bore brush stuck near the breech. The barrel is an overall
oxidized brown patina with light pewter undertones showing some heavy pitting in the area of the large nipple bolster. There is a rudi-
mentary globe front sight installed, a blank rear sight dovetail filled halfway down the barrel and a semi-buckhorn sporting sight fitted near-
er the breech, the area adjacent to the nipple barrel has been drilled and tapped for a heavy piece of bar stock which likely once held a
tang sight. The top flat is marked "HW White/Jackson O./Warranted" and the heavy brass lockplate is stamped "Kubiak". The percus-
sion hammer is a gray and brown oxidized patina. There is a heavy brass nosecap, brass ramrod thimble and tailpipe and a faceted dual-
spur brass triggerguard. There is a simple crescent buttplate and slightly fancy toeplate with a nice pierced patchbox, the patchbox catch
does not function properly, its button is missing. The gun is equipped with double set triggers and a single-acting lock which has no half-
cock notch. There is a ramrod present. Hiram W. White was active in Jackson Ohio 1850-1853 then moved to Illinois and South Dakota.
The Kubiak lock looks very modern. (35860-8) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1342. NEPALESE SHORT-LAND PATTERN PERCUSSION MUSKET About 79 cal. percussion, 39 1/4" barrel with a very good
bore. This appears to be a Nepalese armory-assembled musket using any East India Company lockplate and likely an original barrel. The
metal surfaces are an overall dull gray and lightly oxidized brown patina. There are some areas of moderate and/or heavy oxidation along
the wood line. There is a simple square stud front with a u-notch rear sight present and what appear to be London proofs on the left
radius of the barrel adjacent to the nipple bolster. The lockplate shows the "prancing lion" with Crown, normally associated with the East
India Company. There are no other markings on the lock face and it is lightly borderline engraved. All of the brass hardware is a deep
ocher patina, the tang of the triggerguard and tang of the buttplate with Nepalese Nagari Script markings engraved in. The Asian hard-
wood stock rates about good with numerous minor dings and handling marks from the years, missing a couple of chips here and there
and with some deeply stamped markings on the left side of the butt; it is devoid of finish. The lock is crisp and mechanically functional,
the plate is marked "J&WS" on its rear. (35823-173) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1343. GERMAN MG 42 SECOND WORLD WAR BARREL CARRIER
WITH BARREL This is a nice Africa Corps-painted stamped sheet metal
barrel carrier. The carrier retains about 50-55% Africa Corps desert tan with
overall light scuffs and flaking to a lightly oxidized brown beneath. There are
a couple areas of light runs and minor oxidation. The end is marked
"Laufschutzer/42" and is manufacture coded and dated "gpo 43" and
Waffenamt 37 marked. There is a somewhat soiled gray-green carrying strap
with blued or phosphate buckles attached. The barrel is "cyq" and "hyo"
coded with Waffenamt 88 markings on the barrel and Waffenamt 188 or 788
on the locking collar. The bore is bright excellent and appears to be chrome
lined, the muzzle shows some light powder fouling. An excellent original
accessory for your MG 42 or for the Second World War collector in general.
(36262-5) (200/400)
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1344. GERMAN MG42/ MG53/ MG3 FIELD TRIPOD
BY HECKLER AND KOCH This is a nice postwar tripod
by Heckler and Koch which will fit MG 42, MG 53 and MG 3
light machine guns. The tripod is excellent to very near as-
new and is fully functional retaining all its original apple green
paint with only a few minor scratches and scuff marks here
and there. The optics box is included in which a Hensoldt
Wetzlar 4x24 telescopic periscope sight for the tripod sits.
The scope is as nice as the tripod with very clear, very usable
optics, the reticle being slightly dirty. The illumination unit is
included as well in its original plastic carry box with lids.
There is no 3 V battery included yet the unit appears to be in
excellent condition overall. One of the closure strap tabs has
separated. Included with the tripod is a field manual, oddly
all in German. The carry straps are included and the padded
“pillow” on the fore-leg is excellent. A super, very nearly as-
new, example overall. (36262-3) (350/550)

1345. LOT OF MG 42 PARTS This lot consists of an MG 42
bolt assembly with spares. The bolt head and bolt body are
both DC-pencil numbered "9707" with the bolt head manu-
facturer coded "ghj" and the feed cover roller at rear show-
ing a Waffenamt stamp. The bolt assembly is complete and
appears very nearly as-new either unused or used very little.
Included with the head are two spare firing pins, an extractor
and an extractor spring. (36262-7)

1346. LOT OF MG 42 PARTS This lot consists of two MG 42
bolt heads with extractors, extractor springs, locking rollers
and one striker sleeve (locking cam). Both appear to be German Second World War, both show some mild primer erosion and both have
the firing pin hole either slightly eroded or showing a slight chip. There are three firing pins included as well as an ejector actuator all in
very good condition. The next part is what appears to be a German Second World War wooden buttstock for the MG 42. There are no
visible Waffenamts however the stock rates good to very good overall. There are a couple minor drying cracks and scuffs and handling
marks that come from use. There has been a short dowel inserted during the period of use at both the heel and toe, no doubt as a rest-
ing point, to try and preclude the chipping that normally occurs in these areas. Stock appears to have good original varnish with light soil-
ing overall. The iron and its pushbutton catch are in place. Also included is the folding spring-loaded action cover from the bottom of the
receiver. It rates very good and the spring-loaded catch is in place. A very good lot of MG 42 parts overall. (36262-7A)

1347. LOT OF MG 42 PARTS This lot consists of an MG 42 buffer spring, screw and cap in about excellent overall condition. Twisted coil
recoil spring appearing as new. Blued stamped sheet metal top cover in very good condition with overall light scratches and handling
marks. The internal feed parts are present in the top cover and it appears to function well. It is highly likely post-war as there are no
Waffenamt's visible on any parts. There is a wooden buttstock, appearing to be a walnut, rating very good plus with overall lightly flaking
varnish. The foremost part of the stock where it meets the cup iron shows a blued or enameled steel band riveted in place, this was a com-
mon chipping area on Second World War stocks and this is likely to bolster it, making this likely a post-war stock. There is a blued spring-
loaded action cover which is stripped but rates about excellent. There is a blued recoil booster latch which rates very good and a rear
receiver catch as well. (36262-7B)

1348. MG 42 BARREL This is a Second World War 8mm Mauser MG 42 barrel "dfb" coded and Waffenamt stamped. The barrel retains
excellent original blue and the breech is a gray case-hardened patina. The bore rates excellent and the muzzle shows some very light pow-
der residue. The barrel comes in a gauze-wrapped wax paper wrapping. An excellent barrel overall. (36262-6)

1349. MG 42 BARREL This is a Second World War 8mm Mauser MG 42 barrel "bys" & "dfb" & "cia"-coded which is Waffenamt-stamped.
The barrel retains about 92% original blue and the breech is a dull case-hardened gray. The bore rates excellent. (36262-6A)

1350.MG 42 BARREL This is a Second World War 8mm Mauser MG 42 barrel "cyq"-coded with the breech "bhy" coded. The barrel
retains about 92% original blue with minor dings and handling marks. The breech area is a dull case-hardened gray. The bore rates
excellent. (36262-6B)

1351. MG 42 BARREL This is a post-war MG 3/MG 42 barrel chambered in 7.62 NATO (308 win). The barrel is primarily in-the-white
and it would appear as though the breech is Second World War-era and is "bhy" coded. The breech is a dull gray case-hardened pati-
na with minor oxidation and light pitting on one of the flats. The barrel itself is stamped "308 Liner" and "7.62x51". The bore rates
excellent. (36262-6C)

1352. LOT OF MG 42/MG 3 BELTS This lot consists of four 50-round non-disintegrating link feed belts for the MG 42-MG 3 machine-
gun. They are a dark gray phosphate finish, a few have some very light oxidation. One Waffenamt 842-stamped starter tab is included.
(36262-8)

1353. LOT OF MG 42/MG 3 BELTS This lot consists of four 50-round non-disintegrating link feed belts for the MG 42-MG 3 machine-
gun. They are a dark gray phosphate finish, a few have some very light oxidation. (36262-8A)

1354. LOT OF GERMAN MP 40 MAGAZINES This lot consists of three blued Second World War-era MP.38/MP.40 32-round maga-
zines. They are marked as follows "fxo"-coded 41-dated Waffenamt 37; "98E"-coded 41-dated, Waffenamt 815; "98"-coded 42-dated
Waffenamt 815. The magazines are all very good or near excellent with some light wear, dings and handling marks from the years, there
is some lightly scattered oxidation, one showing light pitting. (36262-4)

1355. LOT OF GERMAN MP 40 MAGAZINES This lot consists of three blued Second World War-era MP.38/MP.40 32-round maga-
zines. They are marked as follows "ayf"-coded 41-dated Waffenamt 397 (may be 387); "gqm"-coded 4 -dated (there is no second digit
following the 4), Waffenamt 98; "kur"-coded 43-dated Waffenamt 815. The magazines are all very good with some light wear, dings and
handling marks from the years, there is some lightly scattered oxidation, one showing light pitting. (36262-4A)
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1356. LOT OF GERMAN MG-13 MAGAZINES This lot
includes seven original magazines for the German MG.13 light
machine gun. Generally the magazines are very good retaining
much original blue with only toning to gun metal gray on the high
edges and contact points. The polished followers all remain
bright. Each of the bottom springs on the floorplates show some
good pale fire temper blue. The magazines are housed in an
original feldgrau magazine carrier which exhibits light and mod-
erate flaking with some oxidation and toning to pewter. The car-
rier will handle eight magazines, seven are present. Each of the
magazines has had the front protruding catch neatly ground off
at some point, it is unknown why the modification was made or
what the magazines now fit. The left side of the magazines all
shown numerous inspector stamps or early Waffenamt markings.
It would appear as though only one is manufacturer coded
"S/42". A nice lot of MG 13 accessories overall. (35820-3)

1357. RARE PIGSKIN P08 LUGER HOLSTER BY E.G. LEUNER
This is very rare pebbled pigskin hard-sided black leather holster by E.G.Leuner of

Bautzen and is so-marked, dated 1940 or 41, the last digit is no longer discernible. The
holster is in excellent condition overall with the very lightest of scuffs scattered here and there

on the face with some light crackling on the flex point of the spare magazine pouch. The stitch-
ing is intact overall and tight with the exception of the rear of the cover flap which has separated

along its center section but still intact fore and aft; it would be a very easy re-stitch if someone wished.
The closure tab shows some light and moderate flaking with the buckle toned to a tarnished pewter pati-

na, its rear showing some original black japanning. The interior flap pouch has an original Waffenamt 655-
marked takedown tool. The holster is marked "E.G.Leuner/ Bautzen/194_" along with WaA159 on the rear
body with the correct "P.08" marking as well. As is a usual with these pebbled-grain holsters, the markings are
somewhat difficult to discern but can be made out with a bit of diligent study. The lower edge has a lightly incise-

scratched name "E.E. Mallon" on the rear at the toe. Really a super and rare holster that would be perfect for a
Black Widow luger. (36274-2) (400/600)

1358. GERMAN P08 LUGER HOLSTER BY ENSINK This is a nice smooth leather hard-sided holster by G.J.
Ensink Co. of Ohordruf dated 1937. The holster is a very good overall with fading to brown from the light original black

dye, showing minor scuffs and scratches, primarily confined to the flap. There is little cracking and virtually no
flaking, the closure tab and cover flap showing a very small amount. The stitching is tight overall and fully

intact. The rear of the holster is properly marked "G.J. Ensink/Ohrdruf/1937" and
is Waffenamt stamped WaA183; the markings are crisp and very readable.
Really a nice early-dated P.08 holster. (36274-3) (200/400)
1359. GERMAN P39T HOLSTER FOR CZECH CZ-38 PISTOL BY
BUSSE This is a smooth leather hard-sided holster for the Czech CZ-38 pistol
by Carl Busse of Mainz. The leather is overall very good with some very light crack-

ling and no real flaking, with some minor scuffs present. The seam stitching is tight and
intact its entire periphery. The rear of the holster is deeply stamped

"JKB/(Eagle)WaA179/1940", The Mauser Parabellum, by Hallock and van de Kant lists Busse as
the contractor for this Waffenamt marking with his code being "jkh" although the rear of this holster is

clearly marked in capitals "JKB". The blue steel escutcheon in the flap shows some light oxidation and
the closure tab is a very lightly flaked but still very serviceable; the pistol-lifting strap on the interior of the hol-

ster has come detached from its anchor on the interior, the stitching is still intact however. Overall a very nice
example of a very scarce holster for a seldom-encountered German "occupation pistol". (36274-4) (200/400)
1360. COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single high capacity 16-round
1911-style magazine. It retains about 90% of its original finish with loss due to light fading and use. There are
a couple of scattered specks of light surface oxidation near the spot-weld dimples by the floorplate. This mag-
azine is stamped “Colt 45 Auto” on its base and is in very good condition. (36219-1A)

1361. COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single high capacity 16-round 1911-style
magazine. It retains about 95% of its original finish with loss due to light fading and use. The floorplate is removable, retained

with a spring loaded internal push-button keeper. This magazine is unmarked and is in very good condition. (36219-1B)
1362. BROWNING MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH DUTCH MARKINGS serial #43304, 380 ACP, 4 1/2” bar-

rel with a very good plus bore having some light frosting and pitting. The metal surfaces retain 87-90% original blue toning to brown
with light silvering along the muzzle and edges and a few light scuffs and specks of light oxidation staining; the top of slide is marked
with Dutch crown/N contract markings. The checkered hard rubber grips rate fine with a couple small chips and light wear to some
of the points. The pistol is numbered alike on the frame, barrel slide and slide extension. The lanyard ring has been removed and
a single Waffenamt marked factory 32 ACP marked magazine is included. (56240-68) {C&R} (300/500)

1363. LEUPOLD 12 POWER TARGET RIFLE SCOPE This is an unmarked Leupold 12x42 mm fixed power scope equipped with an
extended elevation knob cover and a fine circle dot crosshair reticle and crisp optics; windage knob is standard. The scope measures 13
1/8” overall with a 1” diameter tube and is in excellent condition with faint ring marks in its polished blue finish. Butler Creek flip-up cov-
ers are included. (56294-7A)

1364. LEUPOLD M8 RIFLE SCOPE This is a Leupold M8 6x42 mm fixed power scope equipped with a fine duplex reticle and crisp
optics. The scope measures 12” overall with a 1” diameter tube and is in excellent condition with a couple faint scuffs in its matte blue
finish. Butler Creek flip-up covers are included. (56294-2A)
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1365. BSA CATSEYE RIFLE SCOPE This is a BSA Catseye 3.5-10x50 mm scope equipped with a post and duplex reticle and crisp optics.
The scope measures 13 1/2” overall with a 1” diameter tube. The scope rates excellent and incudes a set of Redfield two piece rings and
bases. (56277-20A)

1366. LEUPOLD VARI-X III RIFLE SCOPE This is a Leupold Vari-X III 2.5-8x32mm scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp
optics. The scope measures 11 3/8” overall with a 1” diameter tube. The scope is in near excellent condition overall with very faints ring
marks in its polished blue finish. Included is a set of Michael’s of Oregon rubber QD scope covers. (56294-3A)

1367. REDFIELD 3X-9X RIFLE SCOPE This is Redfield 3X-9X wide angle rifle scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. The
scope measures 12 3/4” overall with a 1” diameter tube. The scope rates excellent retain 99% original polished blue finish. (56258-1A)

1368. SWAROVSKI 3-9X36 A HABICHT RIFLE SCOPE This is a Swarovski 3-9x36 mm A Habicht rifle scope equipped with a duplex
reticle and crisp optics. The scope measures 11 5/8” overall with a 1” diameter tube. The scope rates excellent retaining 99% plus orig-
inal blue finish. (56294-8B)

1369. LEUPOLD VARI-X IIC RIFLE SCOPE This is a Leupold Vari-X IIc 6-18x40 mm scope equipped with duplex reticle and crisp
optics. The scope measures 13 3/8” overall with a 1” diameter tube. The scope rates excellent retaining 98% original matte blue with very
faint ring marks. Included is a 2 1/4” threaded polished blue sunshade. (56239-184A)

1370. LEUPOLD VARI-X III RIFLE SCOPE This is a Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20x40 mm E.F.R. scope equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics and is equipped with extended turrets. The scope measures 14 3/8” overall with a 1” tube. The scope rates excellent with a
few light nicks and scuffs in its original matte blue finish. (56305-12A)

1371. REMINGTON MODEL 700 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #E6210689, 223 Rem., 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and the checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with black forend tip and gripcap rates excellent
with a couple light blemishes in its high gloss finish. The rear sight has been removed and installed is a Redfield 3-9x40 mm scope
equipped with a fine crosshair reticle with crisp optics in two piece Weaver rings and bases. The scope has a few scattered nicks and
scratches mostly on the front objective. (56272-1) (300/500)

1372. REMINGTON MODEL 742 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #84389, 30-06, 18 1/2’ barrel with a fine bore having some light oxi-
dation staining at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with some light handling marks and some specks of light oxi-
dation staining towards the muzzle. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forearm rate near excellent with a few light handling
marks and blemishes. Installed is a Burris 2-7X Mini shotgun scope with duplex reticle and crisp optics in two piece Weaver rings and a
solid base. A single factory magazine is included. (56277-21) (275/375)

1373. REMINGTON MODEL 742 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #157715, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 92% original blue with light handling marks and scattered spots of light surface rust on the receiver and magazine. The check-
ered pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate fair with modest flaking added finish and handling marks. A single magazine is included.
(56269-3) (175/275)

1374. MARLIN MODEL 1894S LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #44400172, 44-40 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent with a few light blemishes. Carbine is equipped
with a cross-bolt safety; front sight hood is no longer present. An excellent overall Marlin carbine perfect for the fall woods or Cowboy
Action shooter. (56264-26) (400/600)

1375. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1881 BOLT ACTION RIFLE SPORTERIZED serial #213194, 41 Swiss RF, 20 1/2” shortened
barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces bear an overall brown patina with scattered light pinprick pitting, fine oxidation staining and
light handling marks. The straight grip walnut stock and forearm rates fair measuring 6 3/4” from the muzzle with numerous handling marks
and an added gloss finish; the buttstock has been lightly sanded at the toe and is a bit shy of the metal and only light evidence of the clean-
ing rod channel remains at the tip. The magazine tube has been shortened and the cap no longer present, the front and rear sights are
crude homemade replacements and the rear sling swivel has been removed. A fair condition sporterized model 81 Vetterli rifle. (56257-
29) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

1376. GERMAN 98 K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8472f, 8 mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a good rusty bore. The metal
surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain about 90% original blue toning to gray with some scattered specks of light oxidation stain-
ing; the extractor is a plum brown. The receiver ring is marked “bcd” and dated 1943; the barrel is marked “104 42 bys” The pistolgrip
walnut stock and forearm rate very good with light cleaning and handling marks, a fading but visible Waffenamt mark in the right side of
the buttstock and is numbered to the gun in the left side of the buttock. The bolt assembly, safety, triggerguard and hinged floorplate
are electric pencil numbered to the rifle; the front barrel band is numbered to another gun and the cleaning rod is no longer present.
(56257-33) {C&R} (300/500)

1377. CHINESE TYPE 56 SKS CARBINE serial #2I14336, 7.62x39 mm, 20” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal surfaces bear an
overall brown patina with traces of original blue in protected areas; the receiver a slightly brighter smoky gray with overall light handling
marks and scattered specks of fine pinprick oxidation staining. The pistolgrip Asian hardwood stock and handguard rate very good with
an abundance of light handling marks and are numbered to the gun on the left side of the buttstock; there are some numbers written in
black marker on the left side of the buttstock as well. The rifle is numbered alike on the frame, bolt, bolt cover and stock. Carbine is
equipped with a folding blade bayonet and cleaning kit in the butttrap, the cleaning rod is no longer present. A nice, honest Chinese Type
56 SKS carbine. (56257-30) (200/400)

1378. CHINESE TYPE 53 NAGANT SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #1071850, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with a very good bore having light
frosting and pitting but strong rifling the entire length. The metal surfaces on this importer marked carbine bear an overall smoky gray pati-
na with generous amounts of original blue in protected areas along with scattered light pitting and oxidation staining more prevalent on the
bolt assembly and receiver. The straight grip Asian hardwood stock and handguard rate very good with an abundance of light handling
marks and blemishes. Carbine is equipped with a folding spike bayonet; the cleaning rod is no longer present. (56257-31) (150/250)

1379. U.S. MODEL 1903 MARK I RIFLE SPORTERIZED serial #1149600, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surface retain 98% arsenal applied parkerized finish with light silvering along the edges. The walnut stock and handguard have been light-
ly cleaned with fading but present inspector marks on the left side of the stock; the buttstock has been fitted with a custom added Monte
Carlo comb, pistolgrip and grooved Remington buttplate. The rear sight has been removed and two holes have been drilled in the right
side of the receiver for aperture sight provision. A very good overall condition overall Mark I sporter. (56225-26) (300/500)

1380. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #AC74882, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a fine bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 75% original blue with overall light scratches under a thin covering of surface rust more prevalent on the receiver. The
plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate very good with light handling marks and ingrained dirt at the grip. (56251-34) (100/200)
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1381.WINCHESTER PRE 64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1803193, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright fine
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue toning to gray with some scattered light handling marks and specks of fine oxi-
dation staining. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate fine with a few light blemishes and a nice rich reddish-brown color.
The carbine is equipped with a checkered steel shotgun style buttplate. The front sight hood is missing. Overall a solid honest 1951 man-
ufactured Model 94 carbine. (56287-195) {C&R} (300/500)

1382.WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4150234, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright fine bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original blue with a few light handling marks and scattered light pitting and oxidation heaviest on the
receiver. The plain straight grip walnut stock rates fine with a few light blemishes and handling marks. (56251-66) (100/200)

1383.MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #18117003, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with areas of modest surface rust mainly on the receiver and the rear third of the barrel. The
pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good overall with handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. The front sight hood is pre-
sent and installed is a Bushnell Sharpshooter 4x42 mm scope equipped with a duplex reticle mounted in two piece Kwick-Site rings.
(56251-50) (125/225)

1384.MARLIN MODEL 36RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #18214, 30-30 Cal., 20” barrel with a bright fine bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue toning to gray with loss mainly on the belly of the receiver and along the edges and muzzle with
a few light scuffs and blemishes. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a few light handling marks; a Bishop
grooved black plastic buttplate has been installed and is a bit shy of the wood. The rear sight has been replaced with a slot bar and a
Williams adjustable aperture sight has been installed on the rear left side of the receiver. (56264-27) {C&R} (275/375)

1385.MARLIN MODEL 444S LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #17010824, 444 Marlin, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate fine with a handful of light scuffs and blem-
ishes. The rifle is equipped with a cross-bolt safety, front sight hood and includes an original factory cardboard box with worn end label,
leather sling and hammer extension. (56277-7) (175/275)

1386. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #72116939, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few light scuffs along the edges. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate excel-
lent with one or two light blemishes. Carbine features a hammer extension and gold trigger. (56242-3) (175/275)

1387. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM DEER GUN SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #C865928M, 12 ga.,
23” cantilever barrel with a bright rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original matte finish with a few light scuffs and scratches.
The SpeedFeed replacement checkered black synthetic stock rates fine with light scuffs and ingrained dirt in the points. Installed is a
Bushnell 3-9X scope with duplex reticle and crisp optics. (56276-5) (200/400)

1388. REMINGTON MODEL 870 MAGNUM WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W568042M. 12 ga., 30”
dual bead ventilated rib Rem-Choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered pis-
tolgrip walnut stock rates excellent and is equipped with a solid rubber recoil pad. Shotgun includes modified, improved cylinder and full
choke tubes, spanner wrench and manual. A virtually as-new Wingmaster missing only its original factory box. (56231-4) (200/400)

1389. A.G. RUSSELL GOOSEWING AXE This rather unique looking one-piece metal hand axe measures 15” overall with an odd “hook”
shaped head that measures 6 5/8” along the edge, 7/8” wide at the bottom tip and 4 3/8” from the top tip to the rear of the haft. The axe
remains unsharpened and the metal remains bright except for a few scattered specks of light freckling. The handle is composed of black
micarta scales fastened by four large brass pins and equipped with a lanyard hole. The axe includes a heavy duty leather head sheath with
brass snap, belt loop and dual nylon D-rings. (56020-K44)

1390. LOT OF HK ACCESSORIES This lot consists of seven accessories for a Heckler & Koch 94 carbine. Included are a black com-
posite forearm, two composite pistol grips, two composite buttstocks, a vertical foregrip and a rear diopter sight. All are in excellent
condition. (45996-20)

1391.MILITARY EQUINE LOT This lot consists of an unissued M1912 Surcingle/Cooling Strap measuring approximately 91 3/4” overall
which was used to secure a saddle blanket to the back of the horse that had just been ridden and was still hot. The strap features a brown
herringbone weave body measuring approximately 3” wide and a green canvas billet measuring approximately 22” as well as a green can-
vas chape. The strap exhibits minor wear and fading from handling and storage, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169X)

1392.M1903/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, tan canvas web belt features (10) "puckered" pock-
ets with "lift the dot" snaps, designed to hold (2) 5 round 30-06 stripper clips. The canvas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age.
The blackened brass fixtures exhibit minor wear with a few areas of verdigris. The interior retains the correct Mills stamp on the belt as
well as correct markings with patent dates, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BU)

1393.M1944 SUSPENDERS These green canvas suspenders are by an unknown maker, exhibiting minor wear and fading. The shoulder
straps exhibit “US” on each side as well as “RIA 1944”. The black metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with minor wear
and scuffing from handling and storage. The snap hook retaining latch is broken on the right side and can be easily replaced. This lot
appears to have seen limited use and is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169Z)

1394.M1910 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This unknown make, tan canvas belt features (2) rifle cartridge carriers with "lift-the-dot"
fasteners. The canvas webbing exhibits wear, fading and soiling consistent with age. The blackened brass fixtures retain portions of orig-
inal black finish. Equipped with a "T" closure, this belt is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AW)

1395.M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, tan canvas belt features (9) "puckered" style pockets with eagle
snaps exhibiting minimal wear and fading. The blackened brass fixtures retain over 95% original black finish with exception of the "T" style
closure. The interior metal tabs exhibit the correct Mills logo with patent dates. This WWI belt appears to have seen little if any use and is
in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AH)

1396. M1903/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Russell-manufactured, tan canvas belt features (10) rifle cartridge pock-
ets with "lift-the-dot" fasteners. The canvas material exhibits wear and fading as well as general soling. The flap on the first pocket appears
to be green in color with moderate fading. The blackened brass fixtures exhibit wear retaining portions of original black finish, in very good
condition overall. (65865-169BT)

1397. MARBLES CLEANING KIT LOT This lot consists of a Marbles No.99 pistol cleaning kit. The partial kit includes nickeled brass
handle, 4" brass rod, patch holder, .22 caliber mop and a .38 caliber jag. All that is missing is the double female adapter to connect the
rod section and tips together. A very good example overall. (44278-5E3)

1398. MINIATURE DISPLAY AND FUSE LOT Toy gun manufactured in France that replicates a French machine gun mounted on
a tripod. Standing seven inches tall, its metal surfaces exhibit gray and gold enamel of which 96% remains. Included are the movable
crank and the original two piece box which has a liquid stain and scuffing along the edges. Also included are ten military fuses.
Included are two aerial, one marked ORH 1863R, one marked OR1864R, one identified as #134048 US, Dec 17, 1872. The overall
condition is good plus. (75622-7,17)
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1399. MILITARY LOT Includes 14 mixed stripper clips, some with minor oxidation, two U.S. muzzle covers marked "Victory Mfg. Inc./1944"
grading very good with minor spotting and one excellent condition, two inch wide OD green sling with clips and buckle experiencing some
discoloration. (73746-5B3, 7B5, 7B11)

1400. SAVAGE STOCK LOT Includes a Savage manufactured synthetic stock for the Model 110 Rifle with long action. The stock is missing
a screw in the trigger guard and is checkered on the forend and around the straight pistol grip. It is in excellent condition. (104299-46C)

1401. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 38 Special: (1) full 50 rd., old style but crisp, yellow blue and red box of Western
Super Match Mid-Range, 148 gr., Clean Cutting Bullet; (1) containing eight rds. of Winchester 150 gr., lead; (1) full 50 rd. of Geco plastic train-
ing. The ammunition is in excellent condition. Also included are approximately 25 rds. of mixed 38 Special fired cases. (74299-24GB)

1402. GERBER LEGENDARY BLADES QUEEN ARMS CARVING SET This two piece all stainless steel set contains a 6 1/2”
Durendal carving knife and 5 1/2” Siegfried carving fork. The set appears unused remaining bright and unsharpened with a few specks
of freckling on the factory edge of the knife blade. Set includes a lightly worn factory Legendary box with torn taped edges and ingrained
dirt on the exterior of box; the interior is a dark red baize cardboard with wood block separator. (56020-K21)

1403.WINCHESTER LOADING TOOL PRESENTATION CASE Includes a small handmade oak case with fitted lined spaces for two
Colt combination/take down tools and 1891 loading tools. This is a nicely done case with light tan interior fabric; it has simple brass hard-
ware and the top lid is adorned with an Indian Head Penny. (105528-78C)

1404. LOT OF WOOD HANDGUN GRIPS Two sets of grips: Pachmayr TR-3 ALS walnut and rubber grips like new in box that fits Taurus
large frame revolvers M65, M66, M80, M82, M83, M86, M96. Unmarked wood grips likely to fit an Astra .22 pistol in like new condi-
tion. (125893-10A)

1405. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Fabrica de Armas de Toledo (Spanish manufactured) 4.56x36
mm in excellent condition; (1) full 20 rd. box of Fabrica do Realengo (Brazilian manufactured) 7 mm on five rd. stripper clips. The ammu-
nition rates very good to excellent. (75918-1G)

1406. TRENCH ART LOT includes one likely 50 mm shell casing carved with the date 1914 over Dixmude. The shell is head stamped marked
75 DE C / SC 883 L 18 C and is in very nice condition. (103026-30)

1407. MORO KNIFE LOT This is a Philippine Moro knife, likely homemade for the tourist trade, with a 14 1/2 in. blade that is about 1/4 in.
proud of the grip which, like the scabbard, is made of wood. Together they form a tribute to the end of WWII as the grip reads "VICTO-
RY" and continues to the sheath: "1945 PHILIPPINES". This commemoration is constructed of a white iridescent material and is aug-
mented by ornate carvings in the dark brown wood. The sheath has some separation at the seam and a 3” chip at the tip and a smaller one
at the base. The angular blade has a somewhat crude appearance and has several wear marks. These knives were made for cutting betel
nut. A unique item that rates about very good overall. (74299-41GM)

1408. LOT OF CUSTOM FOLDING KNIVES Two total: (1) coffin handle lockback folder by perdue This custom lockback by Mel Perdue
measures 4 1/2” with a 3 1/4” satin finished stainless steel spear point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is engraved
“PERDUE/033” on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of brown mammoth ivory scales fastened by one large and two small bright
pins centered between bright nickel silver bolsters; (1) custom folding knife by Nelson This Roger Nelson lockback closely resembles a
larger canoe pattern folder. The knife measures 4 3/8” with a 3 1/4” hollow ground high carbon steel blade equipped with thumb serra-
tions. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is signed “R. Nelson/74” on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of translucent red
celluloid scales fastened by five bright pins centered between nickel silver bolsters having a few specks of light tarnishing. (56020-K190)

1409. BROWNING MODEL 4018F SPORTSMAN FOLDING KNIFE This knife measures 5” with a 4” clip point 440C steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The handle is composed of walnut scales centered between bright brass bolsters with pre-
vious owners initials engraved in one of the rear bolsters. Knife includes an original leather sheath with factory box and instruction
sheet. (56161-18N)

1410. CHINESE COPY OF FN MODEL 1900 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #26083, about 32 cal., 3 3/4" barrel. The metal surfaces
on this amusing Chinese copy of the Fabrique Nationale model 1900 semi-auto pistol are an overall pewter and speck-
led brown patina with some generous traces of original blue in the more protected areas; there is overall light-
ly speckled pinprick pitting as well. The checkered Asian hardwood grips rate about very good. The
Mauser name and Belgian proofs have been counterfeited on the gun and the left side of the slide has
had the word "Fabrique", loosely spelled, stamped six times. The left side of the frame is stamped
twice "Berstal", evidently Chinese Belgian not that good. A single magazine is included. It
should be noted that these interesting copies are sold as collectors’ items only and are
absolutely not considered safe to fire. (36193-3) {C&R} (100/200)

1411. COLLECTIBLE BRONZE BY STEVEN L. KNIGHT
This lot consists of a limited edition cast bronze of a male lion
that is on his hind legs and appears to be in a territorial fight
with an unseen adversary or could be leaping toward its next
victim. The bronze measures about 6 1/2” high and is 8 1/2"
long and is mounted to a solid wood base. The piece is dated
1984 and is signed by the artist and numbered "12/1000". A brief
conversation with Mr. Knight, who is still actively producing fine art
sculptures today, revealed that this limited series was produced at the
request of the advertising company he was affiliated with for promo-
tional awards for high sales. The previous owner confirmed this stat-
ing that he was awarded this piece from a former employer. Steven
L. Knight is currently located in Oregon with his wife and artistic part-
ner Laurel, and has commissioned many works for corporate busi-
nesses and bronzes for entities like the Rock Mountain Elk
Foundation. He began his career designing and crafting brass and
bronze belt buckles and was at one point the top producer world-
wide. A skilled craftsman he appeals to many wildlife enthusiasts with
his realistic depictions of various forms, this piece being no exception
to that art. A great piece by a master sculptor that would make a won-
derful monument for the den or study, or as a pleasant reminder of
your last African Safari. (45954-1) (150/250)
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1412. DSHK NON-FIRING REPLICA Included is a
Chinese manufactured miniature replica of the Russian

DSHK tripod mounted machine gun. The replica
comes in an aluminum travel case with the follow-
ing accessories: tri-pod, sights, and shoulder
yoke, and measures 16” in overall length. The case

is not lockable but it and all included items are in excellent
condition and would a great display for the office desk or
gun room shelf. (105980-9)

1413. AK-47 NON-FIRING REPLICA Included is a
Chinese manufactured non-firing replica of the AK-47 rifle
complete with removable magazine and adjustable rear
sight. The replica comes in a fitted travel case covered in
a green patterned vinyl with brown velour interior and
measures 16 3/4” overall length. Included with this lot is
a custom case, stand, wrench and screwdriver all are in
excellent condition, perfect for office desk or gun room
shelf. (105980-8)

1414.M16A1 NON-FIRING REPLICA Included is a
Chinese manufactured non-firing scale replica of the
M16A1 Rifle. The replica gun comes in a nicely fitted
green colored aluminum travel case with chrome col-
ored hardware and measures 19 3/4” overall length.
The interior is covered in red baize with slots fitted for
the free standing base, mounting attachment, and rifle.
Also included is a small pocket sized booklet regarding
display information. This is a handsome scale replica
sure to display proudly in any office, den, or gun room
shelf. (105980-10)

1415. TOY FULL SIZE HALFSTOCK FLINTLOCK
MUSKET. Gun has a 28 1/2” black metal octagon
barrel showing a few scuffs and scratches and a
wooden stock with round knob pistolgrip having
scuffs and dings over a thin oil finish with one large
spot in the grip which has been cleaned. The stock
has a length of 13 3/4” to a plain wood butt. The lock
work is black pot metal with moulded high relief
engraving and the fancy triggerguard is brass, and
the mechanism actually functions There is a sculpted
brass filigreed panel on the stock and one on the
forend with a brass ramrod tailpipe but no ramrod. A
neat display piece. (112623-1A)

1416. PLASTIC DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE This is a molded black plastic training rifle, very similar to 1903 training rifles we have had.
This example is black with numerous scuffs and scratches and shows remnants of a silver enamel in the areas that would have been steel
on an actual rifle. The barrel which protrudes from the forend and handguard is broken off, only about 1" remaining. The rifle is unmarked
but certainly could be resurrected if someone wished to drill the front end of the stock and install a cut-off portion of barrel (which would
actually look rather attractive). (35021-93)

1417. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #154114, 38 S&W, 2 1/2"
barrel with a very good to excellent lightly frosted bore. This second model's metal surfaces retain 97% original bright nickel finish with a
widely scattered spot or two of oxidation and minor handling marks; the trigger and guard retain 92% original blue with a couple of rub
marks and light freckling; the hammer is a mottled gray patina. The grips rate very good with minor handling wear and chip out of the back
corner of the butt end on both sides. (126138-3) {C&R} (75/150)

1418. STEVENS MODEL 12 MARKSMAN TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #J668, 25 RF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue thinning to a plum brown patina with a couple of polished pitted spots with oxidation
staining, light blemishes from handling, and silvering around the sights and muzzle. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excel-
lent with a few impact marks, scratches and scuffs. (126196-3) (150/250)

1419. LOT OF AMMO CANS Includes two emoty cans marked “240 Cartridges Nato Cal 7.62 MM Ball M59 In Cartons Lot RA 5009” and
“240 Cartridges Nato Cal 7.62 MM Ball M59 In Cartons Lot RA 5008”. The cans are in excellent condition. (103391-8)

1420. LOT OF WADS This lot consists of 1500 28 ga. and approximately 3700 20 ga. Wads are in as new condition by Remington and
Winchester with most in original 250 rd. packages. (74299-93B)
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1421. SIGHT ADJUSTMENT TOOL LOT This is an apparently unused and complete Sig/Sauer Sight Adjustment Tool with illustrated
instruction sheet for front and rear sight removal. The condition is as new. (75893-18)

1422. LOT OF SOCKET BAYONETS Two bayonets total: (1) Swiss Model 1871 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 21 7/8" long with
a 19" quadrangle blade. The metal surfaces have minor pitting throughout but a faint "(cross)/S" is visible on the elbow. The collar ring
is frozen in place. An about good condition example overall; (1) U.S. model 1873 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 20 3/4" long
and has an 18" three-sided blade marked "US" on the face. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown and gray with a few areas
of light surface oxidation and fine pinprick pitting present. A very good example overall. (45872-11B,C)

1423.MOSSBERG MODEL 200K-A, BARRELED ACTION 12 Gauge, 2 3/4", 28" barrel with a C-Lect choke and compensator. The
bore is in near excellent condition with a few small pits present toward the chamber end of the barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 60
- 70% of its blue finish with the remainder covered in light oxidation blemishes, freckling and silvering. The stock and supporting parts are
missing but all the parts appear to be present to fire and operate the action. (86137-6)

1424. LOT OF HI-POWER GRIPS This lot contains a set of aftermarket rosewood grips with thumb rest for a Browning Hi-Power or FM
model pistol, in excellent plus condition. These beautiful grips appear unused in excellent condition. (74724-7A)

1425. LOT OF U.S. PERCUSSION MUSKET TOOLS. This lot consists of two tools. (1) Combination nipple wrench and screw driver
tool for musket nipples. This tool is marked "US" and retains 90% of its original blue finish with light silvering on the edges and body of
the tool. The nipple wrench has a light burr on the edges. (1) Tompion wooden plug for 58 Caliber bore. This hardwood plug has a cen-
ter shaft wrapped in thin cork. The plug is unmarked and exhibits light chips on the wood above the cork. The cork also has several chips
missing. (85898-28A)

1426. RELOADING PRESS Includes a Dietemeyer Loader No.200 shotshell press. The press is in good overall condition and appears com-
plete and is set up for loading 12 ga paper hulled shotshells. Also included are a four additional assorted parts located inside the shot
tower. (103128-3A)

1427. CUSTOM SET OF RAILROAD SPIKE KNIVES BY GUINARD This is a rather neat set of knives hand crafted by Gib Guinard
of Quartzite Arizona. The five piece set are forged and shaped from steel to resemble railroad spikes and range in length from 3 1/4” to 9”.
The knives are in excellent condition overall with a few spots of light surface rust on the “head” of the 9” knife. The knives are housed in
natural colored leather pouches sewn to a soft leather tie roll. (56020-K53)

1428. SHOOTERS LOT Includes a single 30 round unmarked Mini-14 magazine. The magazine retains near 90% blued finish with several
small scratches and spots of oxidation staining. There is silvering along a few of the high edges but the magazine overall rates excellent.
Also included is one Gun Hugger double layer pistol case. The case measures 16” X 12” X 6” with sliding closures that have provisions
for a small diameter lock. The brown plastic case is in very good to near excellent condition (106000-2,3)

1429. ANTIQUE CAPPER AND RIDING CROP LOT Two items total: (1) brass shotshell capper/de-capper tool. Likely an 8 ga., with
spots of modest verdigris in good working condition. Second is a Swaine & Adenly Ltd. Riding crop whip. Stag handle attached to a flex-
ible leather shaft with 4’ braided whip. The end has started to separate but remains intact. The brass escutcheon is loose with several
small cracks where the L-shaped bone handle is attached. Overall an interesting and function piece of riding gear that should spark many
conversations. (104269-3,1)

1430. BOOKLET LOT This lot consists of two items. First is an original 1877 Remington price list. The 42 page booklet remains in excellent
condition and is currently protected in a thick clear plastic sleeve. The dimensions are 7 1/2”x 5 1/2” with virtually no wear marks and
sharp edges including the corners. The color is a very light tan, almost yellow with the cover being slightly darker than the balance. It is
bound by two staples that are still intact. There are a couple of small light brown stains at the bottom right of the cover which states that
this copy was printed by Citizen Steam Printing Establishment, Ilion, N.Y. 1877. The cover also reads “Reduced/Price List./1877./E.
Remington & Sons,” and goes on to mention all of the categories depicted with diagrams and prices in the ensuing pages of the booklet.
The second item in the lot is a promotional pamphlet (Form No. 1706) for the Winchester Model 71. The multifold piece measures 8 1/2”
in length and unfolds from 3 3/4” to 22 1/2” and includes diagrams and information touting the “Model 71 Caliber Super Speed .348
Winchester” as the best choice when selecting a big game rifle. There are small liquid stains present along with light wear bringing the
condition to about very good. (75769-3)

1431.WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1390032, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of an older hot immersion blue showing a few scattered scratches and some sparse oxidation
specks. The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate good displaying dings and nicks, the stock exhibiting lots of flaking varnish with
a couple of fine hairline cracks emanating from the butt. There is a checkered composite buttplate with Winchester logo centered in it pro-
viding a length of 14". The safety has been changed to left handed operation but everything functions fine. A solid field gun for the 16 ga
fan made in 1953. (116215-6) {C&R} (300/500)

1432.WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #409877, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel with bright very good bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit a mottled gray and silver finish with remnants of bluing on the frame all with scattered oxidation spotting. The pis-
tolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate fair exhibiting almost no remaining finish with cracks on both sides of the grip and emanating
from the bottom tang as well. There is a factory buttplate present which is chipped and broken. The action functions fine. Made in 1925.
(116215-7) {C&R} (150/250)

1433. REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SKEET SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #4039504, 28 ga., 25" ventilated rib barrel choked
skeet with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces display 97% blue showing a few scratches and small dings, particularly on the left side
of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good to perhaps near very good showing a crazed and bubbled finish possibly
from poor storage with a few dings and exhibiting slightly soiled press checkering. The stock has a hard rubber gripcap with flying duck
embossed on it and a White Line recoil pad providing a length of 14 1/8". In addition, there is a forearm weight attached to the magazine
tube. This will be a nice gun when the wood is properly refinished. (116020-453) (400/600)

1434. REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SKEET SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #4139489, 410 bore (3"), 25" ventilated rib barrel
choked skeet with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% blue and the frame exhibits 90% plus blue showing two large spots
of oxidation and some very fine scattered oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good to near very good display-
ing a crazed and bubbled finish (possibly from poor storage) with a few minor dings and slightly soiled press checkering. The stock has
a hard rubber gripcap with flying duck, a White Line recoil pad providing a length of 14 1/8", and a forearm weight attached to the mag-
azine tube. Included is an old hanging tag from a Florida dealer with a price of $145. With a proper wood refinish this will make a good
shooter. (116020-468) (400/600)
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1435. ST LOUIS ARMS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #75688, 10 ga, 32" damascus barrels choked full and full with gray
bores showing light to moderate pitting, more so in the right barrel just ahead of the chamber. The barrel displays heavy oxidation over a
brown and gray coloration. The frame, locks, and hammers are embellished with some simple borders and geometric panels of engraving
which has faded under a mottled brown and gray oxidized surface. The triggerguard shows a repair in the tang which seems solid. The
round knob pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate poor to fair with numerous dings, scratches and chips, the buttstock having been refin-
ished a long time ago having gaps around the action and the forearm missing a two inch chip from the right side all over a flaking and crazed
finish. There is a lever release and a wooden replacement tip fitted to the forearm. A grooved hard rubber buttplate is present which is
marked "Marlin". The top lever is loose and the right hammer does not hold under pressure. Interestingly, the gun appears to be British
made as there are appropriate proofs on the flats and water table. A project for the ensuing Winter months. (116215-8) (50/100)

1436. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D341287M, 12 ga, 27 1/2" venti-
lated rib Remchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% of a flat black finish showing wear along the rib
and on some of the edges of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and fluted slide handle rate very good having a few scratches and small dings
over a thin flat factory finish and displaying good press checkering with some impact marks showing in the slide handle panel. There is a
rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14". The included choke tube is “modified”. A solid workhorse. (116212-1) (150/250)

1437. REMINGTON 870 RIFLED BARREL. Made for a 12 ga 870 Express, this 23" barrel has an excellent bore with cylinder choke. It
retains 95% plus flat black blue showing a few light scratches. The barrel is equipped with a Simmons Prohunter 6X scope with matching
finish mounted on a cantilever rail. It has clear optics with a standard reticle and comes with lens covers. (116212-1A)

1438. SPORTERIZED ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1712, 308 Win, 21" custom barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit about 98% blue having a few faint spots on the barrel and some tiny little oxidation specks on the triggerguard and
floorplate. The bolt and bolt handle are polished bright. A Bishop custom Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock has been fitted to the action but
is essentially unfinished and awaits sanding and application of a finish. There is a fancy hard rubber gripcap present and there is also a
checkered hard rubber buttplate installed with "Bishop" embossed upon it. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight
and a Williams adjustable standing leaf rear sight. An affordable sporter which needs your final touch. (116078-3) (150/250)

1439. WINCHESTER MODEL 56 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1139, 22 LR, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore. Most
of the metal surfaces are turning brown and showing oxidation spotting, the exception being the triggerguard and floorplate where good
remnants of blue persist. The pistolgrip stock rates poor to fair showing lots of use with cracks showing on both sides and the back of
the action over a thin and flaking finish with drying cracks emanating from the butt. There are screw eyes instead of sling swivels installed
in the toeline and on the forend. Included is one magazine. (116215-2) (300/500)

1440. DAISY LEGACY SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #AC0011734, 22 LR, 19" octagon barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel is com-
prised of a steel liner covered in a black plastic which has a few faint dings but is otherwise excellent. The receiver seems to be a paint-
ed aluminum which shows scratches and silver spots where the finish is missing. The pistolgrip stock and forearm are made of plastic and
simulate figured walnut. They rate very good displaying a few scratches. There is a right hand cheekpiece, a plastic gripcap with Daisy
logo, and a grooved plastic buttplate with Daisy logo which provides a length of 12". The gun has sling swivel studs installed in the toe-
line and on the forearm and it is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, a grooved quarter rib, and a Kmart AllPro 4X scope
mounted to the grooved receiver. The scope is cloudy. Included is one magazine. (115705-101) (100/150)

1441. REMINGTON MODEL 572 FIELDMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #1666991, 22 S, L, LR, 23" barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue, the barrel showing some very fine scattered oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock
and grooved slide handle rate about excellent displaying a few scratches on the toeline of the stock and some handling marks. There is
a hard rubber checkered buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a beaded blade front sight, an adjustable open rear sight, and
the receiver is grooved for scope mounting. A super little 22. (116215-4) (200/300)

1442. REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #A7331825, 270 Win, 22" barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing a few scattered specks of oxidation and some fading at the muzzle. The pis-
tolgrip stock and slide handle rate very good having a few scratches and dings over a strong glossy finish and exhibiting clean press check-
ering, the exception being a cloudy spot in the left grip panel. There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate present and sling swivel studs
are installed on the toeline and on the forearm cap. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, a ramp mounted stand-
ing leaf rear sight, and a Bushnell Banner 1.75X - 4.5X riflescope mounted in Weaver mounts. Included is one magazine and a quality
leather military type sling with quick detachable swivels. A solid slide action rifle. (116215-5) (300/500)

1443. BPI- NEW FRONTIER WIND RIVER MAGNUM INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial # 61-13-099443-03, 50 cal,
25" barrel with very good rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain 60% blue showing scratch marks and oxidation spotting overall. The black
synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good having a few scratches with a grooved rubber buttplate "enhanced" by electrical tape. There
are sling rings on the toeline and on the forend and the gun is equipped with a Tasco 3X - 9X scope mounted on blocks. A synthetic ram-
rod and black nylon sling are included. (116054-17) {ANTIQUE} (100/150)

1444. FRENCH ARMS AND CYCLE SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #51867, 9mm Flobert, 23" plain barrel with
heavily oxidized bore. The barrel is stepped to a smaller diameter just ahead of the forearm and the metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown
and gray patina with fine surface oxidation present. Both sides of the frame show quality engraving of leaves with shaded backgrounds.
The figured round knob pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good showing numerous dings and scratches over a moderately dry oil finish
and displaying well executed checkering covering the entire grip area and wrapping around the forearm showing moderate wear and soil-
ing. There is a grooved horn buttplate providing a length of 14" and sling swivels are installed in the toeline of the stock and in the tip of
the forearm. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a small single standing leaf rear sight. A neat little gun that was made for
someone of means many years ago. (116209-2) {C&R} (100/200)

1445. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODMASTER CANADIAN CENTENNIAL SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #C0806, 308 Win,
22" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing only some tiny spots of oxidation on the left and top
sides of the receiver. The receiver is embellished with etched maple leafs, a geometric leaf, and "Canadian Centennial Gun" and
"1867/1967" on the left side. The figured pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent with factory satin finish and sharp press checkering.
A bronze medallion is inlaid into the right side of the stock stamped with a stylized Canadian maple leaf, twelve crests in a circle, and
"Canadian Centennial Gun". There is a hard rubber gripcap embossed with the Remington name and model and a checkered aluminum
buttplate installed, both in excellent condition. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and an open rear sight mount-
ed on a short rib. The original hanging tag is attached and the original box is included containing one magazine, a small chamber clean-
ing brush, owner's manual and parts list, brochure on sportsmanship, and a warranty card. Only 1968 guns of this model were produced
in 1967 only. (116020-430) {C&R} (300/500)

1446. BARREL LOT. Winchester pre 64 model 70 22" barrel in 243 Win. with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 80% plus orig-
inal blue showing a couple of strips of what might be blood staining and a spot of light oxidation adjacent to the front sight area with some
fading around the muzzle. There are drilled and tapped holes for front and rear sights and the markings are crisp. (116133-8)
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1447. L. C. SMITH O GRADE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #91088, 12 ga, 25 1/2” nicely shortened fine damascus bar-
rels, un-choked having bright but moderately pitted bores. The barrels exhibit lots of gray and brown pattern with some scattered oxida-
tion spotting and the frame and locks show a mottled pewter and brown patina. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter fore-
arm rate good displaying lots of use with dings and scratches over a thin finish and checkering that is worn smooth. However, there are
no cracks behind the locks as is typical for Smiths and the stock is sound. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a
length of 14 1/2" and the gun features double triggers, extractors, and a non-automatic safety. The action is only slightly loose and the
toplever is positioned left of center with slivers of light visible at the breech. It makes one wonder how many thousands of rounds have
been shot through this old gun. (116221-1) (250/350)

1448. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 19 5/8" barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% blue and
the frame exhibits the same only there are some very faint scratches on the left side. The Zytel plastic stock rates almost excellent save for
a couple of light scratches in the buttstock and displaying crisp molded-in checkering. There is a black plastic gripcap, black plastic buttplate,
and black fluted forend tip, all in excellent condition. The gun is equipped with a large blade front sight, a screw adjustable rear sight, and
a Weaver B4 scope in Weaver mounts attached via the grooves on top of the receiver. A nice example overall. (116106-87) (250/350)

1449. HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER MARKED LAZARINO About a .475” bore diameter, 43" half round half octagon bar-
rel having a dark bore. This gun has been converted from a flintlock showing vacant holes for the frizzen and pan with a flat unembellised
hammer. The metal surfaces exhibit a dark brown patina with oxidation staining and showing some pitting around the drum and nipple
and the top of the barrel is marked "Lazarino Legitimo Debraga" and there are a couple of flourishes of foliate engraving on the lock. The
triggerguard is nicely carved brass with fancy oak leaf finial and tang which have some simple engraving applied. The stock is quite unusu-
al as it has substantial flutes running from the triggerguard to the brass buttplate presumably for weight reduction. It rates good showing
some oil soaking around the lock and a couple of hairline cracks at the forend tip all over a dull very dry finish. A brass buttplate is pre-
sent with fancy oak leaf comb extension and is missing its lower screw. There are initials "CBT" applied to the left side of the comb in block
letters and the forend exhibits some remnants of fine scroll inlays extending back to the lock. What appears to be the original ramrod is
present and mounted on a full length rib under the barrel in two thimbles. An interesting gun. (115921-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1450. UNMARKED HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER about a .54” bore dia, 37" half round half octagon barrel having a dark
brown bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a heavy brown patina with oxidation staining and light surface pitting overall, the lock displaying
remnants of engraving and marked "Goulcher". The brass triggerguard is carved with finger rests and displays a tarnished surface. The
stock rates fair as a possible replacement showing moderately crazed finish chips and dings with an older repaired crack above the lock
and having crudely removed edges from the forend. There is a curved brass buttplate, brass ramrod tailpipe, and cross pin. The gun has
a tiny blade front sight and a single standing rear notch sight. The ramrod is missing as well as the under rib and thimbles. (116039-3)
{ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1451. UNMARKED FLINTLOCK MUSKET .69 cal, 30" round barrel with dark brown bore. The barrel displays a mottled brown and gray
patina showing surface oxidation spotting overall and is marked with a "P M", 1822, and "TF" in a very small square panel, all at the breech.
The lock, frizzen, and hammer are embellished with a single scroll and simple geometric shapes and are turning to a dark mottled pewter
color with oxidation staining. The lock is not seated into the wood and does not function although the frizzen seems to be fine. The long
tang triggerguard is made of brass as is the lock escutcheon plate, the ramrod tailpipe, and buttplate and all show tarnish. The straight
stock shows moderate crazing of an added finish with numerous dings and scratches. A steel ramrod is present and mounted in a single
brass thimble which is loose. (115991-17) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1452. U.S. MODEL 1899 KRAG BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #280053, 30-40 Krag, 22"
barrel with a bright very good bore showing strong rifling with some light frosting within the grooves. The barrel exhibits a dark gray
color with blued-over pitting covering most areas, the muzzle area being the most affected. The receiver, magazine, and sideplate dis-
play a mottled blue and gray patina with remnants of case color evident and having spots of pinprick pitting and some surface oxidation.
The bolt extractor displays 60% blue and surface oxidation spotting and the bolt handle has turned gray and brown also with surface oxi-
dation spotting. The stock rates good exhibiting numerous dings and scratches over a dry oil finish with a very good 1901 cartouche on
the left side and a visible firing proof on the bottom. The steel buttplate with cleaning rod trap shows a dull brown and gray finish with
areas of surface oxidation. The gun is equipped with a front blade sight and a 1st variation rear carbine sight with protecting handguard
hump. This gun most likely had some arsenal work done as the bolt cocking piece is of the flared rifle type. The action functions fine.
(116120-122) {C&R} (300/500)

1453. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL M12 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #AX5244138,
28" heavy barrel having a bright very good bore. The barrel retains 80% plus blue displaying scattered oxidation spotting over most of the
surface. The receiver exhibits 95% blue showing a few scratches and the bolt knob and triggerguard also show numerous scratches while
retaining 60 to 70% blue. The target style stock rates fair having virtually no finish with dings and scrapes but remaining solid with no
cracks. There is a thin rubber recoil pad fitted to the butt and a full length aluminum rail is mounted on the underside of the forend. A
sight block is installed at the muzzle and there is a Redfield Olympic aperture sight mounted on the receiver. Included is a Lyman dovetail
front target sight with hood and inserts and a certificate from the Civilian Marksmanship Program. With a little cleaning and oiling this would
make a good affordable target rifle. (116223-27) (200/300)

1454. DAVENPORT LARGE SINGLE SHOT HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #628, 12 ga, 36" damascus barrels choked full with bright
excellent bore. The barrel exhibits 80% of a brown and gray pattern with mottled and fading color toward the breech and the frame dis-
plays 70% fading case color showing fine oxidation spotting overall and silvering of the sharp edges. The top lever and triggerguard are
mottled brown and silver and the triggerguard tang has been broken and rewelded. The round knob pistolgrip stock and tapered schn-
abel screw-on forearm rate good plus having scattered dings and scratches over a fairly strong but fading varnish and displaying crisp but
soiled and slightly worn checkering. There is a fancy although somewhat worn hard rubber buttplate with an embossed bust of a Greek
god surrounded by acanthus leaves and fine checkering and providing a length of 14 3/8". The gun has a detachable hinge pin with thumb
lever for disassembly and the action works fine although it is quite loose. (116264-16) {C&R} (200/400)

1455.WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #426737, 12 ga., 26" plain takedown barrel choked cylinder
(so marked) with bright bore showing some light pitting throughout. The barrel retains about 50 to 60% blue toning to brown having a
series of scratches around the end of the magazine tube and displaying fine oxidation spotting overall with areas of pinprick pitting around
the breech. It appears that the magazine tube support has been moved as there are rub marks where it was originally. The frame exhibits
a brown patina with silvered edges. The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate good exhibiting scratches and dings over a thin
and drying varnish. There is a Winchester buttplate installed showing some wear providing a length of 14". This gun was made in 1909
and functions fine. (116257-68) {C&R} (250/350)
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1456. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #877537, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modified
with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80 to 85% blue having a few rub marks and scattered scratches, an occasional speck
of oxidation with silvering at the muzzle and on the edges of the frame and triggerguard. The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle
rate very good displaying nicks and dings with some chipping finish over a moderately strong varnish. A grooved hard rubber buttplate
is present providing a length of 14 1/8". A Weaver type scope base is affixed to the upper left side of the frame. A good functioning shot-
gun. (116306-17) (200/300)

1457. L. C. SMITH FIELD DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #171527, 16 ga., 30" damascus barrels choked improved modified
in both having bright bores showing some light frosting ahead of the chambers and in the chokes and a few scattered minor dents. The
barrels exhibit a mottled brown patina with small spots of oxidation staining and a small soldered repair about 2" back from the muzzle of
the left tube with about 50% visible pattern. The plain frame and locks display a pewter and brown patina with some oxidation staining
around the bottom. The left hammer has been broken but has been expertly brazed but the left firing pin is broken. The round knob pis-
tolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate good having dings and scratches with a few hairline cracks visible behind the locks over a
crazed added finish. Checkering is finished filled on both and there is a worn factory buttplate showing a dog with bird in its mouth pro-
viding a length of 14 1/2". The action on this 1913 gun is tight and functions fine. (116225-45) {C&R} (300/500)

1458. J. STEVENS MODEL 225 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN MARKED "W. F. C." serial #45982, 12 ga., 20" cylinder bore
barrels with bright moderately pitted bores. The barrels are of monoblock construction and exhibit a mottled brown patina with some oxi-
dation spotting. The plain frame is faintly marked "J. Stevens A & T Co., Chicopee Falls Mass USA, Made For, and then stamped W. F. C."
and it exhibits a brown patina with traces of case color in protected areas. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates good displaying numer-
ous dings and scratches with a crack emanating from the frame on the left side over a checked and crazed varnish showing some added
finish. The splinter forearm has a lever release and also rates good showing a worn finish with soiled checkering, and it is poorly fitted to
the iron and has a completely different serial number. There is a worn maker's marked buttplate providing a length of 14 1/4". The action
is slightly loose but the hammers function fine. There is a possibility that this is a Wells Fargo gun but there is no way to confirm this fact.
(116257-69) (250/450)

1459. BAKER S GRADE DOUBLE SIDELOCK SHOTGUN serial #60445, 10 ga., 32" damascus barrels choked full and full with bright
very good bores showing just very light frosting. The barrels retain 80% of a fine brown and gray pattern with a few dings and scratches
and some light scattered oxidation spots and show fading around the muzzle and under the forearm. The matted rib has two filled holes
about 3" from the breech. The frame and locks are embellished with some very simple scroll and stylized border engraving with one fly-
ing bird on the bottom and exhibit a silver patina displaying hints of case color and some oxidation staining. The pistolgrip stock and snap-
on splinter forearm rate fair having very little finish remaining, the stock showing a repaired crack running from the grip to the butt on both
sides and an open crack at right of tang, with worn and soiled checkering and the forearm basically worn smooth with added screws hold-
ing the metal in place. There is an ebony forearm tip which shows some shrinkage around it. A hard rubber gripcap is present and a con-
temporary rubber recoil pad is installed providing a length of 13 3/4". The gun features a single trigger which works, although it appears
to have started life with double triggers, extractors, and a top tang safety. The action is tight. (116225-41) (300/500)

1460. MARLIN MODEL 1889 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #37030, 38-40, 24" round barrel with gray pitted bore showing strong
rifling. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown patina with some oxidation staining and displaying scattered areas of pinprick pitting
on the frame and tang areas. The stock and forend rate about good exhibiting dings and scratches with some oil soaking around the frame
and showing a missing chip from the left side tang. There is a hairline crack behind the top tang and another running two thirds of the
way up the forend. There is a crescent buttplate turning brown with some pinprick pitting and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight
and open rear sight. The action is very stiff and balky. Made in 1890. (116277-2) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1461. COLT MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #5146, 12ga., 24 1/2" shortend damascus barrels un-choked with
gray pitted bores. The barrels show some pattern through a dark brown patina with some oxidation spotting and scattered dings and
nicks. The plain frame and locks are marked with the maker's name and exhibit a dark gray and brown patina with remnants of case color
showing through. The straight grip stock rates very good as refinished displaying a smooth oiled finish with no checkering. The top tang
is proud showing an enthusiastic cleaning. The splinter forearm with lever release has been broken and pieced together, some pieces
being loose and it is missing its tip. It also has no checkering. The right hammer spring is broken, the firing pin is missing, and the action
is very loose. (116257-70) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1462. PARKER GRADE 1 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #65811, 12 ga. on a #1 frame, 30" laminated steel barrels choked
modified and improved modified with bright bores showing moderate fine pitting throughout. The barrels display 70% of a smooth brown
and gray pattern with some oxidation spotting and a few scattered light dents. The frame and locks are embellished with a simple border
and the maker's name on each side and exhibit a mottled brown and pewter patina. The right hammer is a replacement which is not fin-
ished. The pistolgrip stock rates fair showing much wear, shrinkage around all of the metal, and virtually no checkering. The splinter fore-
arm rates similarly but has some added finish. It has a lever release and the checkering is visible although smooth. There is a worn hard
rubber gripcap and "dog's head" buttplate installed with a length of 14 1/4". The gun features a "fishtail" top lever and there is a gold
monogram shield inlaid into the top of the wrist. Manufactured in 1891. (116257-73) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1463. COLT MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #5958, 12 ga., 30" damascus barrels choked light modified in the
left and improved cylinder in the right having bright finely pitted bores with scattered dents toward the muzzles. The barrels retain 60%
brown and gray pattern with dings and scratches and silvering under the forearm and on top of the breech. The frame, hammers, and
locks are embellished with a simple border and the maker's name faintly visible on both sides and exhibit a flaking silver colored plating of
some type with scattered oxidation spotting. The hammers show replacement bolts and there is a stove bolt replacing the tang screw.
The round knob pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate fair showing much use, the stock being cracked completely across the top and
exhibiting oil soaking with dings and scratches over a thin dry finish. Checkering is visible but worn smooth. The forearm has a lever
release and a small detailed horn tip and the stock is fitted with a steel buttplate turning brown and providing a length of 14". The action
is loose although it functions fine. (116257-71) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1464.WINCHESTER MODEL 1892 HALF MAGAZINE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #685048, 32-20, 23 1/2" round barrel with
bright bore showing moderate frosting throughout. The barrel has been cleaned to silver with some fine oxidation spotting and the frame
and lever have been treated similarly with nicks and dings and spots of light cleaned-over pinprick pitting. The frame has a saddle ring
which might suggest that the gun was rebarreld at some point. The walnut stock and forearm rate good showing scratches and minor
dings over an added finish with a crack emanating from the magazine cap back to the barrel band. There is a checkered aluminum replace-
ment buttplate retaining some blue within the grooves and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a military wind gauge type
rear sight. Made in 1912, this rifle has undergone some changes but should make a good shooter. (116225-49) (350/550)
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1465. U. S. MODEL 1816 PERCUSSION-CONVERTED MUSKET BY WATERS, .69 percussion, 31" barrel with oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces show a mottled pewter color with oxidation spotting and pinprick pitting, more evident around the breech end of the
barrel. The lock shows the "cone" type conversion with the brass filler. It is marked "U. S." over "A. Waters" and the back of the lock is
marked "Millbury 1830". The stock rates good having a smooth worn surface with dings and scratches showing some age cracks in the
stock and an old repaired break on the left side above the lock escutcheon. There is a faint cartouche visible on the left stock shield. The
steel buttplate shows oxidation staining and is marked "US" on the comb extension. Sling swivels are present on the triggerguard and
on the front barrel band and there is a steel ramrod. (116257-47) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1466. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK MODEL 1870 RIFLE, 43 Egyptian, 35" barrel with bright very good bore showing light frost-
ing throughout. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown oxidized finish, the hammer and breech block retaining some blue. There are
Arabic markings on the barrel at the breech. The stock and full length forend rate fair showing very thin finish on the stock with a bit more
on the forestock exhibiting dings and scratches with tacks ringing the top tang ( possibly to keep the wood tight) and cracks behind the
top tang and in the base of the forestock. The buttplate is missing as are the sling swivels and cleaning rod. The hammer spring is bro-
ken. A good project or parts gun. (116257-34) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1467. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 67F SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 ga., 27" plain barrel with Poly Choke having a bright very good
bore. The metal surfaces show fine oxidation spotting over about 70% blue and the pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate good
to very good displaying scattered scratches and dings over a thin varnish . There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate installed providing a
length of 14". A solid shotgun which functions fine. (116251-56) (100/150)

1468. MOSSBERG MODEL 600CT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H308163, 20 ga., 28" ventilated rib barrel with a C-lect
Choke having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus blue showing nicks and dings with some silvering of the
sharp edges. The pistolgrip stock and tapered slide handle rate very good displaying some scratches and dings over a thin factory finish
and having very good press checkering. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate installed providing a length of 14". A nice affordable
field gun. (116251-64) (150/250)

1469. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT DEERSLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371729638, 12 ga., 20" plain
barrel choked cylinder having a bright good bore showing some fouling. The metal surfaces retain some blue showing fairly extensive
oxidation spotting and the pistolgrip stock and tapered slide handle rate good displaying dings and scratches over a moderately strong
varnish. The buttstock has cut checkering while the slide handle has press checkering suggesting that one or the other is a replace-
ment. There is a hard rubber gripcap installed and a hard rubber grooved buttplate is present providing a length of 14 1/4". The gun
features a ramp mounted high visibility front blade sight and an open rear sight mounted on a short rib. The action seems to function
fine. (116251-59) (100/200)

1470. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 27" ventilated rib barrel with an adjustable choke device fit-
ted with bright very good bore. The metal surfaces show lots of oxidation staining with remnants of bluing and the pistolgrip stock and
slide handle rate fair showing little finish remaining with scratches and dings and displaying crisp but soiled cut checkering on both. There
is a worn hard rubber gripcap present and the stock is fitted with a rubber recoil pad providing a length of 14 1/4". In addition, a metal
monogram plate is inlaid into the toeline of the stock. The action works fine. (116251-22) (50/100)

1471. MOSSBERG MODEL 500AB SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G126277, 12 ga., 20 1/2" plain barrel choked cylinder hav-
ing a bright very good bore showing some fouling. The metal surfaces retain about 50% blue showing widespread oxidation spotting on
the barrel and silvering of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and tapered slide handle rate good as cleaned with dings and scratches over a
crazed added finish. The gripcap is missing and there is a replacement hard rubber grooved buttplate providing a length of 13 1/2". The
action functions fine. (116251-60) (75/150)

1472. MOSSBERG MODEL 200K-A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel with C-Lect choke having a bright very
good bore showing light fouling. The metal surfaces retain 80% blue with oxidation spotting and fading, particularly around the action.
The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates fair with dings and scratches and a repaired break in the wrist and a crack emanating from the
magazine to the grip on the left side all over a thin added finish. There is a rubber recoil pad installed proving a length of 13 1/2". The
black plastic slide handle shows scuffs and marks but is solid and functions fine. One magazine is included. (116251-62) (50/100)

1473. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.14 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 26" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with fouled
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces exhibit heavy oxidation with remnants of blue showing here and there. The pistolgrip walnut stock
rates good displaying light dings and scratches over an evenly worn thin varnish. There is a dry and cracking rubber recoil pad fitted pro-
viding a length of 13 3/4". (116251-21) (50/75)

1474. MARLIN MODEL 55 GOOSE GUN BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #11601170, 12ga., 36" plain barrel choked full with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue having fine oxidation spotting, particularly around the breech and action. The
pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few scuffs and dings over a thin varnish. There is a rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length
of 14" and sling swivel studs are affixed to the stock and forend. One magazine is included. (116251-33) (100/200)

1475. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.17 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces exhibit a brown and oxidized finish, the magazine tube and action showing 60% remaining blue. The pistolgrip stock
rates very good displaying small dings and light scratches over a thin crazed varnish. There is a rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length
of 13 7/8". (116251-35) (50/100)

1476. MOSSBERG MODEL 195K-A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 26" plain barrel with adjustable choke device having bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% blue displaying fine surface oxidation overall. The Monte Carlo pistol grip stock rates
good showing dings and scuffs over a flaking finish. There is a rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14". Included is one maga-
zine. (116251-23) (50/100)

1477. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.21 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 16 ga., 26" plain barrel choked full having a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% blue with the balance showing fine heavy surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock rates about
good with dings and scratches with some oil soaking over a checked and flaking finish. There is a rubber recoil pad fitted providing a
length of 14". (116251-31) (50/100)

1478. MOSSBERG MODEL 195 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 26" plain barrel with C-Lect choke having a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 50% blue showing a coating of fine surface oxidation overall. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates fair to good
with numerous dings, scratches, and chips over a very thin and flaking varnish. There is a dry rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length
of 14" and holes for sling swivel studs are visible in the stock and forend. One magazine is included. (116251-20) (50/75)

1479. STEVENS MODEL 59A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 410 bore, 24" barrel choked improved modified with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 60 to 70% blue with fine surface oxidation prevalent over the remaining areas. The pistolgrip stock rates good
with dings and scratches over a thin and dry flat finish and having a painted black forend tip showing some flaking. There is a hard rub-
ber buttplate providing a length of 14". (116251-14) (100/200)
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1480. IVER JOHNSON MODEL SILVER SHADOW OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #045634, 12 ga. (3"), 27 3/4" ventilated
rib barrel choked modified and full with bright very good bore showing a little light fouling. The barrels retain 80% blue having areas of
fine oxidation, particularly along the upper barrel, and the frame exhibits about 60% blue also with a coating of fine oxidation. The frame
is embellished with a rabbit on the left side, pheasant on the right side, and an eagle on the bottom all bordered by some open foliate
scroll etching. The pistolgrip stock and tapered forearm rate good to very good exhibiting dings and scratches over a glossy finish and
displaying crisp but soiled checkering. The forearm has a lever release which shows some light oxidation. There is a red and gray plas-
tic gripcap with "IJ" printed on it and a checkered plastic buttplate is affixed to the butt providing a length of 14". The gun features a sin-
gle non selective trigger, extractors, and a non-automatic safety. The action is loose but functions fine. (116251-42) (100/200)

1481. A. H. FOX STERLINGWORTH DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #52904, 12 ga. (2 5/8”), 30" matted rib barrels choked full and full
with bright very good bores showing some very light fouling ahead of the chambers and in the choke area. The barrels retain 60% original
blue displaying rub marks, nicks, and dings with areas of oxidation spotting and some fine pinprick pitting around the muzzles. The frame
exhibits a pewter patina with brown highlights and some oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates fair showing much use and a repaired
break in the left side adjacent to the tang with oil soaking evident around the grip all over a very thin flaking varnish and having smooth worn
checkering. The snap-on splinter forearm, on the other hand, has been refinished to almost new with excellent checkering and finish
although the forearm metal matches the rest of the gun in condition. There is a hard rubber buttplate installed and a contemporary rubber
recoil pad has been fitted less than perfectly providing a length of 14 1/2". The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic
safety. It was made in the first year of Sterlingworth production, 1910, and likely remains a sold shooter. (116251-17) (250/450)

1482. HUNTER ARMS "THE FULTON" DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #34510, 16 ga., 28" matted rib barrel choked modified and
improved modified with bright very good bore showing some light fouling in the choke area. The barrels retain 50% blue toning to brown
with rub marks and nicks with fading around the muzzles. The frame has stippled sides and exhibits 20% case color, the balance turning
pewter with oxidation staining on the bottom plate. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate good displaying
scratches and dings over a crazed and checked varnish and exhibiting moderately worn and soiled checkering. There is a worn hard rub-
ber buttplate with a dog and bird embossed upon it providing a length of 14 1/4". The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an
automatic safety. (116251-73) {C&R} (200/300)

1483. ITHACA "LONG RANGE GUN" DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #58522, 12 ga., 28" barrels choked modified and full with bright
very good bores showing some light fouling. The barrels retain 60% blue with heavy oxidation covering the rest. The frame is embellished
with a pointing dog on each side and exhibits 60% fading case color with oxidation staining covering the remainder. The pistolgrip stock
and snap-on splinter forearm rate good displaying dings and scratches over a flaking varnish, the forearm showing less wear than the butt-
stock. There is a replaced grooved hard rubber buttplate with maker's name fitted providing a length of 14". The gun features double
triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety. With a little TLC this gun could be a good field gun. (116251-29) {C&R} (100/200)

1484. REMINGTON MODEL 597 SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE serial #A2631747, 22 LR, 20" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit 90% of a matte black finish with oxidation spotting along the barrel and silver rub marks on the receiver. The matte
black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates about excellent and has a rubber gripcap insert with a Remington logo on it and a checkered hard
rubber buttplate, also with a Remington logo. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and a ramp without rear sight
and the receiver is grooved for scope mounts. One magazine is included. (116251-18) (75/150)

1485. MARLIN MODEL 80-DL BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% blue showing very fine oxidation staining and silvering of the muzzle. The pistolgrip stock rates very good exhibiting minor
dings and scratches over a dry thin varnish. There is a Marlin checkered plastic buttplate installed and sling swivels are affixed to the stock
and forend. The gun has two empty drilled and tapped holes at the muzzle, a filled rear sight dovetail, and a Weaver B6 scope mounted
to the side of the receiver. In addition, there is a small cutout on the left side of the stock and two drilled and tapped holes on the side of
the action for a receiver sight. There is no magazine. (116251-58) (75/150)

1486.WINCHESTER MODEL 63 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 27" barrel with bright lightly worn bore. The
metal surfaces retain 50% blue with oxidation staining prevalent overall and showing some blued-over pitting on the barrel. The pistolgrip
stock with fluted forend rates good displaying light dings and scratches over a very thin and dry finish. There is a checkered hard rubber
Winchester buttplate installed which shows a little edge wear. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight with hood and
a rear wheel adjustable rear sight. (116251-43) {C&R} (100/200)

1487. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.229-220A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The bar-
rel exhibits mostly a brown fine oxidation staining and the receiver retains 85% blue with oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates
fair to good displaying scattered dings and scratches with a repaired crack running from the forend tip to the triggerguard all over a thin
dull finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate installed and sling swivels are affixed to the stock and forend. The gun is equipped
with a blade front sight and an open rear sight. The stock is cut out on the left side and there are two holes drilled for a receiver sight.
(116251-40) (50/75)

1488.MOSSBERG MODEL 51M BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 20" barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel and action
retain 30% blue with the remainder turning brown showing oxidation staining. The stock has been modified from the original full stock
and rates good having dings and scratches over a very dry thin finish. There is a right hand cheekpiece and the butt is fitted with an oxi-
dized steel buttplate. The sling swivels have been removed and the holes filled. The gun has a filled hole at the muzzle, a filled rear sight
dovetail, and a Weaver B4 scope mounted to the side of the receiver. (116251-32) (50/100)

1489. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.18 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 70% blue, the action having more, with the balance turning brown. The pistolgrip stock rates very good show-
ing dings and scratches over a thin but even varnish. A grooved hard rubber buttplate is present displaying a little edge wear and the gun
is equipped with a blade front sight and open rear sight. (116251-30) (75/125)

1490. K MART MODEL "SQUIRES BINGHAM" SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #23-888338, 22 LR, 17 1/2" barrel with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% blue with scattered fine surface oxidation The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock is comprised
of two pieces joined just in back of the pistolgrip with a bolt accessed from in front of the grip. It rates very good with dings and scratch-
es over a chipped glossy finish. There is a white line around the forend tip giving the impression of a decorative tip and a plastic gripcap
is installed with "Squires Bingham Mfg. Co." embossed on it and a sling swivel mounted in the center. A grooved hard rubber buttplate
is fitted to the stock and is slightly over size and there is a sling swivel attached to the forend. The gun is equipped with a front blade sight
with hood, an open rear sight missing its elevator, and a cartridge deflector. In addition, the receiver is grooved for scope mounting. One
magazine is included. (116251-61) (75/150)

1491. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 41 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S, L, LR, 22" barrel with bright very good bore show-
ing some light fouling. The metal surfaces retain about 60% blue with fine oxidation spotting over the barrel and some heavy oxidation on
the receiver. The pistolgrip stock rates very good with light dings and scratches over a strong varnish. There is a grooved hard rubber
buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and open rear sight. (116251-53) (50/75)
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1492. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #642938, 22 S, L, LR, 20 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 50 to 60% blue with a layer of fine surface oxidation and the frame exhibits 80% black displaying dings and scuffs. The
walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good showing light scratches and dings over a smooth dull dry finish. There is a Winchester
hard rubber buttplate installed and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and open rear sight and the receiver is grooved for scope
mounts. (116251-63) (75/150)

1493. WINCHESTER MODEL 270 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #154161, 22 S, L, LR, 20 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel and magazine tube exhibit a coating of oxidation and the alloy frame displays 80% black with rub marks and scratches. The wal-
nut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good, both showing a few scratches and dings. The buttstock has a strong added glossy finish and
the forearm shows the original satin finish in a lighter color. There is a plastic gripcap with white line spacer and a soiled Winchester
buttplate is present. Sling swivels are installed in the stock and on the magazine cap at the muzzle. The gun is equipped with a blade
front sight, a wheel adjustable rear sight, and the receiver is grooved for scope mounts. (116251-49) (150/250)

1494. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 29 SEMI AUTO RIFLE, 22 LR, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube
retain 80% blue having scattered surface oxidation spotting and the alloy frame exhibits a flat black with a few silver nicks in the finish.
The pistolgrip stock rates good displaying a few dings and scratches with some water spotting and with several hairline cracks emanat-
ing from the receiver, one which has been repaired near the bottom tang all over a dry dull varnish. The forestock is made with exten-
sions that cover the sides of the receiver and rates very good showing a few scuffs over a good satin finish. There is a grooved hard rub-
ber buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and an open rear sight and the receiver is grooved
for scope mounts. (116251-44) (100/200)

1495. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 29 SEMI AUTO RIFLE, 22 LR, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube
retain about 70% blue showing scattered fine surface oxidation overall and the alloy frame exhibits a dull flat black displaying a few scratch-
es. The pistolgrip stock rates fair having a worn, dull, and water stained finish with a crack on either side of the top of the action. The
forestock is made with extensions that cover the side of the receiver and rates good with a couple of noticeable scuffs and minor scratch-
es in a similar dull finish. There is a soiled grooved hard rubber buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade
sight, an open rear sight, and the receiver is grooved for scope mounts. (116251-38) (75/125)

1496. HUSQVARNA MODEL HI-POWER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #23070, 9.3x57mm, 24 1/2" barrel with bright very good
bore showing light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 80% blue exhibiting scratches and dings with some light pinprick
pitting around the breech and the front of the forward ring of the action. The pistolgrip stock with schnabel forend rates very good hav-
ing a few minor scrapes and dings over a flat thin oil finish. Only the grip is checkered but it is extensively covered and remains crisp but
lightly soiled. There is a hard rubber gripcap and buttplate present, both in good condition, and sling swivels are installed in the stock and
to the underside of the barrel. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front sight, a single standing leaf rear sight, and the left side of
the receiver has three drilled and tapped holes with dummy screws, probably for some type of scope mount. An attractive older
Husqvarna. (116245-4) (350/550)

1497. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 03-A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #4103492, 30-06, 24" original barrel with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain an even parkerized finish showing a few scratches, the exception being the checkered steel buttplate
which has turned silver with a mottled blue trap lid. The straight stock rates good displaying a few dings and scratches over an added
glossy finish showing some runs. The cartouche marks on the left side and bottom are still visible although finish filled. The handguard
has been removed and the forend shortened but the stock is solid. The gun is equipped with the original military sights comprised of a
barrel band mounted ramp front sight and an adjustable peep sight mounted to the rear receiver ring. A good basic hunting rifle dated
1943. (116229-327) (250/450)

1498. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #9M53930, 12 ga., 27 1/2" plain barrel choked about modified (.012"
constrictions) (originally marked full) with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of a hot immersion blue showing a few
specks of oxidation on the barrel. The frame has been polished diminishing much of the engraving but resulting in a high luster blue.
The round knob pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good to very good having numerous dings and scratches over the original
gloss finish and displaying good but soiled checkering showing some rounded diamonds. There is a Browning hard rubber buttplate
present showing some edge wear and some yellowing and providing a length of 14 1/2". Made in 1959, this gun is still very useable.
(116133-4) {C&R} (200/300)

1499. STEVENS MODEL 94B SINGLE SHOT HAMMER SHOTGUN, 12 ga., 30" plain barrel with Poly Choke having a bright
lightly pitted bore. The barrel shows heavy oxidation over a blue finish and the frame exhibits 80% fading case color with fine oxidation
spotting overall. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate good displaying dings and scratches and showing a stamping in the right
side of the stock of "S3647" all over a thin fading finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present showing some soiling.
(116251-57) (40/80)

1500. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NB309334, 20 ga., 25 1/2" plain barrel choked
improved modified with bright excellent bore. The barrel exhibits a heavily oxidized and pitted exterior and the frame retains 80% case
color with oxidation spotting overall. The round knob semi pistolgrip stock and tapered forearm rate good displaying dings and scratch-
es over a flat dull finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present. (116251-55) (50/80)

1501. J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 66 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN, 12 ga. (3"), 28" ventilated rib barrel choked full with bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 60 to 70% blue with areas of oxidation, more prominent on the top of the receiver and breech end of the
barrel. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate fair to good displaying dings and scratches over a thin flaking finish and showing crisp
but lightly soiled cut checkering on the grip and soiled and worn press checkering on the forearm. There is a metal monogram plate inlaid
into the toeline of the stock and a rubber recoil pad has been fitted providing a length of 14 1/4". (116251-67) (100/200)

1502. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #63315, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modified having a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 40% blue on the underside, the remaining surfaces being coated with fine oxidation spotting
and the frame displays an older hot immersion blue also showing fine oxidation spotting on the top and left side. The round knob pis-
tolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate fair with minor dings and scratches and a small crack in the bottom left side of the forearm over a
cleaned and oiled surface. There is no checkering. A good hard rubber Remington buttplate is present providing a length of 14 1/4".
(116251-28) (100/200)

1503. SAVAGE MODEL 775A SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #210259, 12 ga., 26" plain barrel with Poly-Choke having a bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel shows a heavily oxidized surface with 30% blue remaining on the underside. The alloy frame is etched in game scenes
and scroll and exhibits about 60% blue showing rub marks and scratches. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good displaying
dings and scratches and a hairline crack emanating from the left side of the receiver all over a thin and flaking varnish showing crisp but
lightly soiled checkering. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 13 1/4". (116251-72) (75/150)
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1504. STEVENS MODEL 940D SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, .410 bore, 26" plain barrel choked improved modified with bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel retains 60 to 70% blue showing a coating of fine oxidation and the alloy frame exhibits 95% of its original black dis-
playing a little edge wear on the triggerguard. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on tapered forearm rate good having scattered dings and
scratches over a flaking varnish. There is a rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 12 1/4". The gun features an automatic ejector.
(116251-65) (75/150)

1505. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #CAC157451, 28 ga., 25 1/2"
plain barrel choked modified with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% of a flat blue finish showing scattered specks of
oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and screw-on forearm rate good to very good displaying a few scratches and a loose chip behind the top
of the action over a flat factory varnish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate installed providing a length of 14 1/4" and the gun has
an automatic ejector. (116251-71) (150/250)

1506. SAVAGE MODEL 220C SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel choked extra full having a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 70% blue with areas of fine surface oxidation particularly around the forearm. The frame exhibits 70% plus fading case
color also with surface oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on tapered forearm rate good showing dings and scratches over
a thin flaking finish. There is soiled and worn grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 14 1/4" and the gun features
an automatic safety and ejector. (116251-25) (75/125)

1507. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NJ237244, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked improved modi-
fied with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 40% blue showing a mottled stained and rubbed surface with scattered spots of surface
oxidation and the frame exhibits 90% fading case color with oxidation spotting overall. The pistolgrip stock and tapered schnabel forearm
rate good to very good displaying a few scratches and tiny specks of paint over a dull but strong factory finish. There is a good grooved
hard rubber buttplate providing a length of 14 1/4" and the gun has a full time auto ejector. (116251-46) (50/125)

1508. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NA139518, .410 bore, 25 1/2" barrel choked full with bright
excellent bore. The barrel exhibits a coating of oxidation over about 60% blue and the frame displays 50% fading case color with surface
oxidation and pinprick pitting. The pistolgrip stock and screw-on tapered forearm rate good showing scattered scratches and some rub
marks over a thin and flaking finish. The buttstock is slightly loose. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length
of 14 1/4" and the gun features a full time auto ejector. (116251-19) (50/80)

1509.WINCHESTER MODEL 37A SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #C516609, 12 ga. (3"), 30" plain barrel choked improved mod-
ified having a bright good bore showing some light frosting ahead of the chamber and at the choke. The metal surfaces display a scat-
tered coating of surface oxidation over about 50% blue. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on fluted forearm rate fair to good showing dings
and scratches with a crack emanating from the bottom metal of the forearm and running about one third of the way up all over a moder-
ately strong varnish. Press checkering is lightly soiled but remains functional. There is a metal gripcap present and a soiled grooved hard
rubber buttplate has been fitted providing a length of 14 1/4". The gun features a full time automatic ejector. (116251-16) (75/150)

1510. GERMAN 98K RIFLE BY CZ serial #24075, 8 MM Mauser, 24" barrel with a gray, lightly pitted bore retaining prominent rifling.
The metal surfaces on this non-matching rifle retain approximately 50% blue finish with a plum brown patina mixed with wear and oxida-
tion staining. The date code and manufacturer has been polished off. There is a waffenamt stamp of "WaA63" on the floorplate as well as
an ordnance stamp on the right side of the buttstock of exhibiting a flaming bomb with "MP over8". The stock exhibits overall bruises and
handling marks consistent with a military rifle, in very good condition overall and includes a leather sling. (66128-98) {C&R} [Robert W.D.
Ball Collection] (300/500)

1511. CHINESE CHIANG KAI SHEK SHORT MODEL RIFLE serial #034397, 8 MM Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with an lightly
pitted bore retaining prominent rifling. The metal surfaces retain a majority of original blue finish mixed with areas of oxidation stain-
ing as well as light surface pitting. The triggerguard and buttplate exhibit a plum-brown patina with light surface pitting. The top of
the receiver ring retains sharp Chinese characters and the numbers. The receiver, barrel and bolt are matching. The hardwood stock
and handguard rate very good with light wear and handling marks. This rifle is featured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World
5th Edition on page 91, is in very good condition overall and includes a leather sling as wll as cleaning rod. (66128-63) {C&R}
[Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1512. MEXICAN M1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3059, 7 mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a dark, pitted bore. The metal surfaces
exhibit a pewter gray patina on the receiver with the other surfaces exhibiting original blue finish as well as dark oxidation staining with
light surface pitting. The top of the receiver retains the remnants of the Oviedo name. The receiver, floorplate and bolt exhibit the same
serial number. The walnut stock and handguard exhibit wear and handling marks rating excellent in spite of age. This rifle is feature in Ball's
Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition on page 352, is in good condition overall, includes leather sling and bayonet. (66128-5)
{C&R} [Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1513. TURKISH M1903/38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #39369, 8 mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a gray, lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces exhibit original blue finish mixed with a pewter-gray patina and light surface pitting. The top of the receiver retains the date of
1938 and the Turkish crescent and star. The walnut stock and handguard exhibit wear and handling marks consistent with a vintage mil-
itary arm rating very good. This rifle is pictured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition on page 382, is in very good con-
dition overall and includes a leather sling as well as bayonet. (66128-60) {C&R} [Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1514.MOROCCAN M1950 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY FN serial #980, 30-06, 18" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 70% original finish blue finish exhibiting general wear mixed with areas exhibiting plum-brown patina. The barrel band and
bayonet lug exhibit light surface pitting with an overall plum-gray patina. The receiver and bolt are matching and appear to be the only
numbered parts. The right side of the barrel near the muzzle exhibits the importer's stamp "C.A.I. Int.". The buttplate is the corrugated
style. The hardwood stock and handguard exhibit minor handling marks and the occasional bruise consistent with a military arm rating
excellent. This carbine is listed on page 263 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition and is in very good condition overall,
includes a leather sling. (66128-105) {C&R} [Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1515. HAITIAN MODEL FN24 RIFLE BY FN serial #2063, 30-06, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and receiver retain 80%
original blue finish with oxidation staining mixed with sporadic light surface pitting. The triggerguard, buttplate, barrel band and bayonet lug
exhibit a plum-brown patina with general wear. The receiver is marked on the side with "FN" as well as "Armee D'Haiti". The straight bolt,
stock and receiver have matching numbers. The hardwood stock and handguard exhibit light overall handling marks and bruises consistent
with government use rating excellent. This rifle is listed in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition on page 239 as well as 240,
is in very good condition overall, includes leather sling as well as bayonet. (66128-11) {C&R} [Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1516. SPANISH M1916 SHORT RIFLE serial #K9387, 7 mm Mauser, 21 3/4" barrel with an excellent, lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain 70% original blue finish with general overall wear as well as areas mixed with a pewter-gray patina. The metal surfaces also
exhibit areas of minor pitting. The stock and handguard feature an added oil finish with areas exhibiting minor handling marks rating excel-
lent. This carbine is featured on pages 354 and 356 in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition, is in very good condition over-
all and includes cleaning rod as well as bayonet. (66128-39) {C&R} [Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (300/500)
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1517. SPANISH M1916 SHORT RIFLE serial #A3337, 7 mm Mauser, 21 3/4" barrel with a gray, lightly pitted bore, retaining prominent
rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80-85% original blue finish with light, overall wear mixed with oxidation staining and light surface pitting.
The triggerguard, barrel bands and floorplate exhibit a plum-brown patina with areas of oxidation and pitting. The stock and handguard
exhibits general wear and handling marks consistent with a military arm. The handguard reveals a hairline crack just behind the rear sight
but is otherwise intact. This rifle is featured on page 354 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition, is in good to very good
condition overall and includes a bayonet as well as sling. (66128-110) {C&R} [Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1518. CHINESE M21 SHORT RIFLE serial #37059, 8 mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with a dark, pitted bore. The metal surfaces
retain remnants of original blue mixed with areas of plum-brown, pewter-gray patina and pitting. This rifle is a copy of the FN M30
rifle manufactured in 1935 at the Kwangtung Arsenal. The hardwood stock and handguard exhibit different finishes with the stock
exhibiting heavy wear and handling marks. The rifle is in fair to good condition overall and includes a sling. (66128-106) {C&R}
[Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (150/350)

1519. CHINESE M1907 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #1197, 8 mm Mauser, 21 3/4" barrel with a dark, pitted bore retaining some
rifling. The metal surfaces exhibit pewter-gray and plum-brown patina with light to moderate pitting. The stock rates fair with a past repair
as well as crack on the handguard just behind the rear sight. This rifle is featured on page 85 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World
5th Edition, is in fair condition overall , includes a leather sling and will make a fine "wall hanger" for exhibition. (66128-103) {C&R} [Robert
W. D. Ball Collection] (150/350)

1520. CHINESE M1907 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #274, 8 mm Mauser 21 3/4" barrel with a dark, pitted bore. The metal
surfaces exhibit a pewter-gray and plum-brown patina with light to moderate pitting. The receiver ring is interestingly marked
"Spandau 1916". The stock retains the outline of Chinese characters exhibiting wear and heavy handling marks. The handguard
is intact exhibiting the same amount of wear. The buttplate is loose and attached with a nail. The rifle is in fair condition overall
and is featured on page 85 in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles of the World 5th Edition. Includes a leather sling. (66128-107) {C&R}
[Robert W. D. Ball Collection] (150/350)

1521. REPLICA RUSSIAN DP28 MACHINE GUN 24" barrel with a dark rusted bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% refinished black
color. This is an exact replica complete with authentic parts including bipod, laminated wood buttstock, circular, flat drum, magazine and
shoulder strap but with a solid display receiver. The center post is missing from the front sight. The authentic Russian DP28 machine guns
were chambered in 7.62mmx54R with this replica in excellent refinished condition overall. (66128-133) [Robert W. D. Ball Collection]

1522.WALTHER P99 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #409816, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The slide retains 99% original
blue/black finish with minimal wear. The grip exhibits a black grip insert and is integrated into the green polymer frame rating excellent.
Equipped with drift adjustable three dot sights the pistol is in excellent to almost new condition overall and includes the original box as
well as (1) 10 round magazine. (66239-91) (300/500)

1523. J.P. SAUER 1913 POCKET AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #141336, 32 ACP, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue finish with light wear from handling and storage. The original hard rubber grips rate excellent. Equipped with
fixed sights, the revolver is in excellent condition overall, includes (1) 7 round magazine. (66240-53) {C&R} (150/350)

1524. UBERTI REGULATOR MODEL SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #113652, 357 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with an excel-
lent to almost new bore. The barrel, ejector housing and cylinder retain 99% original blue finish with negligible wear. The frame exhibits
lovely case-hardened color. The brass triggerguard and backstrap exhibit mild tarnish with beginnings of faint verdigris in the crevices. The
walnut grips rate excellent. Equipped with traditional sights, the revolver is in excellent condition overall and includes the original box.
(66239-99) (300/500)

1525. SIG TRAILSIDE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E0049200, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel, frame and trigger-
guard retain 99% original blue/black finish with minor wear. The stainless steel slide exhibits minor wear as well. The original black syn-
thetic grips rate excellent. Equipped with adjustable sights, the pistol is in excellent condition overall, includes (1) 10 round magazine.
(66239-119) (200/400)

1526. TAURUS MODEL 455 "TRACKER" REVOLVER serial #VF954742, 45 ACP, 6 1/2" ported barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel surfaces exhibit mild wear from handling and storage. The original soft rubber grips rate excellent. Equipped with
adjustable sights, the revolver is in excellent condition overall, includes original box but not full moon clips. (66239-86) (200/400)

1527. TAURUS PT945 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NOC54534, 45 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent to almost new bore. The stain-
less steel surfaces exhibit minimal wear. The original black synthetic grips rate excellent. Equipped with fixed three dot sights, the pistol is
in excellent to almost new condition overall and includes (1) 8 round magazine as well as original box. (66239-32) (300/500)

1528. FEG MODEL GKK-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AA000953, 45 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue finish with minimal wear. The original checkered walnut grips rate excellent. Equipped with fixed sights, the
pistol is in excellent to almost new condition overall, includes original box and (2) 8 round magazines. (66239-33) (200/300)

1529. BERETTA U22 "NEOS" SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #P18686, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a virtually new bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original matte blue/black finish with negligible wear. The original black synthetic grips are integrated into the frame rating excel-
lent. Equipped with adjustable sights and scope rail, the pistol is in almost new condition overall, includes (1) 10 round magazine as well
as original box. (66239-161) (200/400)

1530. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS MINI-MASTER CONVERSION REVOLVER serial #Y1113, 22 LR/22 WMRF, 4" barrel with
an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces exhibit minor wear from handling and storage. The original black rubber grips rate excel-
lent. Equipped with elevation adjustable rear sight as well as extra cylinder, the revolver is in excellent condition overall and includes orig-
inal box with rug. (66239-139) (100/200)

1531. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS NAA 22LR REVOLVER serial #V87656, 22 LR, 1 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The stain-
less steel surfaces on this single action revolver exhibit minor wear and faint fouling. The original laminated rosewood grips rate excellent.
Equipped with fixed sights, the revolver is in excellent condition overall and includes original box with rug. (66239-115) (75/150)

1532. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS NAA 22 MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #E037539, 22 WMRF, 1 5/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces on this single action revolver exhibit minimal weal. The original laminated rosewood grips rate excellent.
Equipped with fixed sights, the revolver is in virtually new condition overall, includes original box, rug and holster. (66239-121) (75/150)

1533.M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Russell manufactured, green canvas belt features (9) divided "puckered" pockets
with round eagle snaps. The canvas exhibits very minor wear with the fabric and stitching remaining intact. The blackened brass snaps
exhibit minor wear with light base metal showing through in a few minor spots. The belt's interior exhibits the company logo with no other
markings visible. The belt appears to have seen little if any use, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169U)
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1534. M1905 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This belt is made of tan canvas with "puckered" pockets and eagle snaps. The fabric
exhibits minor wear with the stitching remaining tight. The blackened brass fixtures exhibit minor wear. The metal tabs on the belt's interior
exhibit patent dates suggesting Mills manufacture with no other markings or stamps visible, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169E)

1535.M1914 CAVALRY BANDOLIER This tan canvas bandolier features (12) pockets for 30-06 rifle ammunition on stripper clips and
(3) small pockets at the rear for loose pistol ammunition. The canvas material exhibits minor wear with tight stitching. The blackened brass
fixtures exhibit minor wear and the occasional scuff. The belt does not exhibit stampings or markings but is believed to be Russell manu-
facture, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BS)

1536. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This tan canvas belt features (9) divided "puckered" pockets with round eagle snaps.
The canvas exhibits minor wear, fading with the fabric and stitching remaining intact. The blackened brass snaps exhibit wear consistent
with age with traces of original black finish remaining. There are no markings or stampings visible. The belt is in very good to excellent
condition overall. (65865-169M)

1537. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This tan canvas belt features (9) pockets with eagle snaps. The canvas exhibits wear and
fading with the stitching and seams remaining tight. The brass fittings retain a majority of original black finish with light wear. There are no
patent dates or markings visible with the belt in excellent condition overall. (65865-169K)

1538. M1904 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This simple, olive drab canvas belt features (2) "puckered" pouches for 30-06 rifle ammo
with "lift-the-dot" snaps exhibiting wear consistent with age. The canvas material and stitching remains tight. The blackened brass fixtures
exhibit wear with a majority of black finish remaining. The metal also shows areas of verdigris on the eyelets. The belt does not exhibit any
markings or stampings, in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169BF)

1539. M1904 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This simple, olive drab canvas belt features (2) "puckered" pouches for 30-06 rifle ammo
with "lift-the-dot" snaps exhibiting wear consistent with age. The canvas material and stitching remains tight. The blackened brass fixtures
exhibit wear with a majority of black finish remaining. The metal also shows areas of verdigris on the eyelets. The belt does not exhibit any
markings or stampings, in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169CG)

1540.M1904 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This simple, tan canvas belt features (2) "puckered" pouches for 30-06 rifle ammo with "lift-
the-dot" snaps exhibiting wear consistent with age. The canvas material exhibits moderate to heavy fading almost appearing to have been
bleached. The stitching remains tight. The blackened brass fixtures exhibit wear with a majority of black finish remaining. The metal also
shows areas of verdigris on the eyelets. The belt does not exhibit any markings or stampings, in very good condition overall. (65865-169BP)

1541.M1903/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills manufactured, tan canvas belt features (10) "puckered" pouches for
30-06 caliber ammunition on stripper clips with "lift-the-dot" snaps. The canvas material exhibits minor wear and light fading. The black-
ened brass fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with mild wear. The only markings on the belt are on the pouch flap interior
exhibiting the company logo, patent dates and date of manufacture "Nov. 1918". The belt appears to have seen little use and is in excel-
lent condition overall. (65865-169BZ)

1542.M1903/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Long manufactured, tan canvas belt features (10) pouches for 30-06 cal-
iber ammunition on stripper clips with "lift-the-dot" snaps. The canvas material exhibits wear consistent with age, areas of minor soiling
and some fading. The blackened brass fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with normal wear. The only markings are on the
belt's interior with the company name and date of manufacture "12-17". The belt is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BR)

1543.M1903 CAVALRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills manufactured, tan canvas belt features (9) pouches for 30-06 caliber ammuni-
tion on stripper clips with round eagle snaps. The canvas material exhibits minor wear with light soiling. The metal fixtures retain a major-
ity of original black finish with the round eagle snaps retaining sharp outlines. The leather saber hanger chape is in excellent condition
exhibiting the initials "HEK" on the front and "CJS" on the reverse. The belt's interior exhibits the correct patent dates on the metal tabs.
The interior also exhibits "302" over the letter "G" with crossed sabers in the middle as well as the No.14 to the right stenciled in black,
in excellent condition overall. (65865-169J)

1544. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills manufactured, tan cartridge belt features (9) pouches for 30-06 ammunition
on stripper clips with round eagle snaps. The fabric exhibits wear, moderate fading as well as light soiling. The metal fixtures retain a major-
ity of original black finish with exception to the "T" closures. The interior exhibits the Mills logo as well as patent dates. The remnants of
the letter "F" is still visible with the belt in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169AP)

1545.M1903 CARTRIDGE BELT This 38 caliber cartridge belt is believed to be Mills manufacture featuring (8) pockets with polished
eagle snaps. The holster is absent. The green canvas exhibits wear consistent with age. The eyelets and snaps have been polished pre-
sumably for parade use. The interior exhibits no markings with the belt in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169T)

1546.M1943 SUSPENDERS These green canvas suspenders are manufactured by the S. Froehlich company exhibiting a date of 1942
on the interior shoulder strap. The green canvas material exhibits minor wear and fading as well as light soiling. The metal fixtures retain
a majority of original black finish with minor wear. (65865-169A)

1547.M1909 SUSPENDERS These tan canvas suspenders are Mills manufacture exhibiting light wear and minor fading. The metal fixtures
exhibit the correct patent dates with the metal fixtures retaining a majority of original black finish. The Mills logo is stenciled on the interi-
or shoulder strap. The suspenders appear to have seen little use and are in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BB)

1548. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This tan canvas belt is by an unknown manufacturer and features (9) pockets for 30-06
ammunition on stripper clips, exhibits moderate to heavy wear and soiling. The eagle snaps retain portions of original black finish with the
stamped eagle retaining crisp outlines. The belt's interior is stenciled "Evanston Reserve Militia Association". The belt is missing the "T"
brass fixture with the belt in good condition overall. (65865-169G)

1549. WWI PISTOL MAGAZINE POUCHES These Mills magazine pouches are made of dark tan canvas with two magazine pouches
for the 1911 pistol. Both pouches exhibit minimal wear and appear to have seen little if any use. The "lift-the-dot" snaps exhibit minor wear
exhibiting the Mills logo and dates of "Nov.1918" and "Aug.1918" on the interior flaps. In excellent condition overall. (65865-169G1)

1550. WWII PISTOL BELT This green canvas belt is stenciled "S. F. Co. 1944" on the interior with the material exhibiting minor wear and
fading. The metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with the belt in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AF)

1551.WWII PISTOL BELT This green canvas belt is stenciled "S. F. Co. 1944" on the interior, "US" on the exterior with the material exhibiting
minor wear and fading. The metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with the belt in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AT)

1552.WWII PISTOL BELT This green canvas belt is by an unknown manufacturer, the faint outline of the stenciled "US" remains while
exhibiting wear and fading consistent with age. The metal fixtures retain portions of original black finish with the belt in very good condi-
tion overall. (65865-169BN)
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1553.WWII PISTOL BELT This green canvas belt is stenciled "Nasco 1942" on the interior with "US" on the exterior. The canvas exhibits
moderate fading, wear and soiling. The metal surfaces retain portions of original black finish combined with areas of verdigris, in good con-
dition overall. (65865-169AM)

1554. PISTOL BELT LOT This tan canvas belt is by an unknown manufacturer. The faint outline of the stenciled "US" can still be viewed on
the belt's exterior. The manufacturers stamp is illegible on the interior. The canvas exhibits moderate fading, wear and soiling. The metal
surfaces retain remnants of original black finish combined with areas of verdigris, in good condition overall. (65865-169AK)

1555. PISTOL BELT LOT This tan canvas belt is by an unknown manufacturer. The canvas exhibits heavy fading, wear and soiling. The metal
surfaces exhibit heavy wear with areas of verdigris, in fair to good condition overall. (65865-169AV)

1556. WWII PISTOL BELT This green canvas belt is stenciled "R.M.Co. 1941" on the interior with the faint outline of "US" on the exteri-
or. The canvas exhibits moderate fading, wear and soiling. The metal surfaces retain portions of original black finish, in good condition
overall. (65865-169BG)

1557. UNMARKED FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION MUSKET About .70 caliber percussion, 40 3/8" heavy smoothbore octagonal bar-
rel that has a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are in the white and have an overall mottled gray patina with light handling and tool
marks and some specks of light surface oxidation blending through. The tiger striped maple stock has some minor chipping with an 8-9"
sliver missing from the right side of the forend. There are also minor dings, scuffs and small divots throughout and a few small cracks as
well, the most noticeable is midline at the nosecap. The brass furniture has a mild ochre patina, a few of the pieces are a loose fit. The
lock is marked "DEMUTH" but the marking is very light and the rest of the inscription underneath is not discernable. The hammer has
some light chipping along its edges. The nipple sits vertical on an oversized barrel and its alignment to the hammer is not ideal. The bar-
rel is somewhat crudely finished and equipped with two rear sights and a slim brass front. Just ahead of the front sight is a second dove-
tail cutout which is vacant. The lock does function correctly and was most likely made by John Demuth, an 18th century gunsmith and
rifle maker from Lancaster, PA area. A wood ramrod, possibly the original, is included but appears a bit short. An interesting piece that
would make a fine addition to the mantle. (46139-17) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1558. NEW YORK STATE PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY JAMES & FERRIS About
.44 caliber Percussion, 32" octagon barrel that has a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces area mottled brown with lighter areas of
gray blending through. The metal also has some light handling and tool marks and has specks of light surface oxidation throughout. The
top of the barrel reads " JAMES & FERRIS'S / UTICA" there is a marking present on the lock as well, but it is not discernable. The wal-
nut stock rates about very good that has a few small cracks and bilateral repairs on the forearm along with the usual assortment of small
dings and chips. The brass furniture has a light ochre patina, some appears to be lightly polished. The upper tang has a small extension
present which would hold a lollipop style or similar style rear aperture sight, however one is not present. The lock seems to function cor-
rectly and has only one cocking position with no half-cock. The barrel is equipped with a semi-buckhorn style rear sight, minus the ele-
vator, and a bronze front sight with a simple "teat" style brass post. A wood ramrod is included, but is likely a newer replacement. An
about very good example overall that would make a fine addition to the mantle or on the camp wall. (46139-20) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1559. NEPALESE SNIDER BREECH LOADING RIFLED MUSKET .577 Snider, 36 1/2" barrel that has light pitting and oxidation
throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and gray with areas of light pitting and handling marks present. The brass furniture has
a dark ochre tarnish, the triggerguard is a lighter shade and has prominent Nepalese markings. The hardwood stock rates about good and
has several small dings and chips. There are a few cracks running through the wrist and upper tang areas. Included are a cleaning rod and
a Nepalese marked socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long with a 16 5/8" triangular blade that has Nepalese markings and
some minor deformities along its length. Both are in about good to very good condition overall. (46139-27) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1560. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1842 PERCUSSION FOWLER About 12 bore, 36" barrel that has an oxidized bore. The metal sur-
faces have a mottled brown appearance with areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting blending in. There are also a few small tool
marks toward the rear of the barrel and the arsenal markings are still visible. The modified walnut stock has an added finish and a few
minor cracks, the largest runs from the back of the "1848" dated lockplate to the upper tang. The lock has a crisp "(Eagle) / US" and
appear to function correctly though the nipple has been damaged beyond use. Included is a period wooden ramrod. An about good
example overall. (46139-19) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1561. ISRAELI MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY CZ serial #143, 7.62 NATO, 23 1/2" barrel that has
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal quality commercial blue finish that has a few light handling
marks present. The receiver is marked "7.62 / dot / 1944" and has a few partial Israeli proofs as well. The walnut stock rates near excel-
lent and has several light dings and is marked "7.62" at the toe. The triggerguard is the larger, stamped "winter" variation. Rifle is not
import marked and is not all matching. No cleaning rod is present but included is a leather sling. An excellent condition example over-
all. (46240-21) {C&R} (400/600)

1562. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #9405l, 8mmMauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has about
90% arsenal restored blue finish that has some light handling wear. The "byf" coded receiver is dated "41" and along with several
Waffenamts there is an additional "Do701" on the barrel. All of the numbered parts appear to be matching and there are no importer
markings. The laminate hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few light dings. The stock is not numbered but there is an "(eagle) /
H" on the right side of the butt. A cleaning rod is included. An excellent arsenal restored example overall. (46306-8) {C&R} (400/600)

1563. GERMAN MODEL G24(T) MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY CZ serial #3354, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel
that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal quality restored blue finish that has light handling marks
and a few minor tool marks present. The receiver is marked "dou / 42" and the markings have been filled in with white. The walnut stock
rates very good to near excellent and has light dings and a few small chips. The stock is not numbered to this rifle and the other parts
are not numbered. A cleaning rod and leather sling are included. Rifle is not import marked and is in excellent, arsenal restored condi-
tion overall. (46240-26) {C&R} (400/600)

1564. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY OBERNDORF serial #56080, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29" bar-
rel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is fading to gray overall. The bolt remains in the
white and is bright. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few small dings and very small chips. The buttstock has a blank disc
in place of the ID disc and there had been another small plaque alongside that has been removed. The numbers appear to be all match-
ing with the exception of the cleaning rod and rifle is importer marked on the underside of the barrel. A correct style leather sling is includ-
ed. A good clean 1896 that should shoot even better than it looks. (46239-244) {C&R} (400/600)

1565. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #5518e, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has a
very good bore with light freckling in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of an arsenal applied finish that has some light
handling wear present. The receiver is "42" coded and dated "1939", there are several crisp Waffenamts and eagle proofs as well. The
laminate wood stock rates very good and has added lacquer over light dings and handling marks. There are also a few small chips and
small cracks, with one repaired by the right side of the receiver. Both the stock and bolt body have been re-numbered to match. Rifle
has no provision for a cleaning rod or bayonet lug and was imported by Century Arms. A near excellent arsenal restored example over-
all. (46239-194) {C&R} (300/500)
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1566. ETHIOPIAN/ISRAELI MODEL 24 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #8583, 7.62 NATO, 23 1/2" barrel that
has a dark, pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a rich brown that has areas of mottled gray with light pitting and surface oxidation
mixing in. The receiver markings are mostly crisp and have been filled in white. There are both the Ethiopian crest and Israeli markings
as well as "7.62" above the crest. Similar Israeli markings along with "7.62" are found on the barrel as well. The laminate hardwood stock
rates very good and has some minor dings and chips and a few small cracks. The rifle is not all matching, but is not importer marked and
includes a cleaning rod, leather sling and bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet is marked "42 fnj" on the ricasso and measures
15 1/4" long with a 10" blade. The bayonet and matching steel scabbard have some minor oxidation staining and are a mottled gray over-
all. The black leather frog is torn at the scabbard hole but rates excellent otherwise. A very good example overall. (46128-80) {C&R}
[Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1567. ISRAELI MODEL 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CZ serial #347d, 7.62 NATO, 23 1/2" barrel that has a near excel-
lent bore with some light freckling in the grooves. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray and have areas of minor pitting and sur-
face oxidation present. The receiver has the Czech lion crest along with "7.62" and Israeli markings which are mostly crisp, some are filled
in white. The walnut stocks rate very good and have minor dings throughout. There is little original finish remaining and the butt is marked
"7.62". The numbers are not matching but rifle is not import marked either. A sling and VZ-24 style bayonet with scabbard and frog are
included, the cleaning rod is not. The bayonet measures 14 /78" long with a 9 5/8" blued blade with a sharpened edge. The grip has
minor tool marks present and dings to the wood panels. The included steel scabbard does not appear to be marked nor is the black
leather frog. A very good example overall of these seemingly rare variations. (46128-87) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1568. SERBIAN MODEL 1910 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY OBERNDORF serial #354, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel that has
a near excellent bore with strong rifling present and light freckling in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 70% of a mottled blue
finish that is fading to gray and mixing with brown patina and areas of light pitting. The walnut stocks rate about very good and have sev-
eral light to minor dings, small chips and cracks. The stock has a Mauser banner export marking on the right side of the butt with a small-
er cartouche above. Rifle is not matching and is importer marked on the right side of the rear receiver ring. A black leather sling is includ-
ed, the cleaning rod is not. Although most model 1910's have a lug underneath the nosecap, this model has the k98 style bayonet lug and
is Oberndorf marked along the side rail. An about very good example overall. (46128-88) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1569. SERBIAN MODEL 1910 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY OBERNDORF serial #6190, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel that
has a gray, lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mottled gray and brown with areas of light of minor pitting and light surface oxida-
tion present. The receiver markings are crisp and filled mostly with white. The walnut stocks rate about very good and have several dings
and a few small cracks present. The right side of the butt has the Mauser banner export marking, the left side marked "196" in a deep-
er relief cut. Rifle is not matching and is import marked on the underside of the barrel. Rifle is pictured on pages 318 and 320 of Ball's
Mauser Military Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition and is in about very good condition overall. A leather sling is included the cleaning rod
is not. (46128-96) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1570. TURKISH MODEL 1938 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #807, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel that has an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue finish and have some light handling wear and tool marks present. The wal-
nut stocks rate excellent and have light dings and scratches. The receiver is marked with the Ankora Arsenal markings and is dated
"1940". The receiver markings have been filled in white. A leather sling, cleaning rod and bayonet with scabbard are included. The bay-
onet measures 14 3/4" long with a 9 5/8" gray steel blade. The grip is a mottled brown and has light tool marks and ding in the wood
panels. The steel scabbard has a small amount of black enamel finish remaining and light dings overall. The rifle is import marked along
the right side of the receiver and the numbers are not all matching. The extractor collar is broken and prevents full extraction of the bolt.
The action works otherwise and this should be an easy repair. A near excellent example overall. (46128-122) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball
Collection] (150/250)

1571. ARGENTINE MODEL 1933 MAUSER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #1489, 7.65 Argentine, 22" barrel that has a gray,
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a rich brown with mottled gray and mixing with areas of light pitting. The walnut stocks rate
about very good and have light dings, some that have been filled, the finish is mostly worn away. The receiver is marked for the Buenos
Aires Providential Police and the markings are filled in with white. There is also a Mauser banner logo which is becoming faint, the remain-
der of the markings are crisp. The rifle is not all matching, but there are no importer markings either. Included are a leather sling and a
cleaning rod. A very good example overall. (46128-28) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1572. BRAZILIAN MODEL 1894 MAUSER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY FN serial #A632, 7mm Mauser, 18" barrel that has
a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a rich brown that is mixing with areas of minor pitting and light surface oxidation. The receiv-
er markings are mostly crisp and filled in white. The walnut stocks have been cleaned with a light oil finish added and have light dings,
minor divots and small chips and cracks. The numbers appear to be all matching and carbine was imported by Century Arms. Carbine
was pictured in Ball's Military Mauser Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition on page 63 and is in about very good condition overall. No clean-
ing rod is present but included is a bayonet with scabbard by Simson & Suhl. The bayonet measures 15" long with a 10" blade that has
a light gray patina and light pitting. The wood grips have a few small chips and the leather bodied scabbard rates very good and has light
crazing and small cracks. (46128-15) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1573. COLUMBIAN MODEL VZ 24 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY CZ serial #5887, 7mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has a
dark, pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blued finish that covers areas of light to minor pitting and is blend-
ing with areas of light surface oxidation. The receiver crest is light in center but prominent along the top edge and borders, and the mark-
ings along the side are crisp. The walnut stocks rate very good and have been cleaned with added lacquer present. The handguard has
a few small cracks and the buttstock has light dings. A cleaning rod and a leather sling are included. Also included is a VZ 24 bayonet
with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15" long and has a 9 3/4" inverted edge blade. The metal is a mottled gray with brown while the
wood grips have minor cracks and oxidation around the rivets. The steel scabbard and black leather frog are in similar condition. Rifle
does not appear to be importer marked and appears to be all matching, an about very good condition example overall. (46128-111) {C&R}
[Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1574. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #4006, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a commercial re-blued finish that covers some areas of light pitting. The receiver
markings are still visible including the "FN" logo and have been filled in white. The laminate hardwood stocks rate excellent, the buttstock
is numbered to the receiver. This late war production rifle features stamped parts and includes a sight hood, cleaning rod and leather sling.
The rifle does not appear to have any import markings but is not matching either. Rifle was pictured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The
World Fifth Edition on pages 210 and 212. A near excellent example overall. (46128-49) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

1575. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #4583, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" bar-
rel that has a near excellent, lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and brown with a small amount of original blue
that is mixing with areas of very light pitting and fine surface oxidation. The receiver markings are mostly crisp and have been filled in white.
The laminate hardwood stocks rate very good and have light dings and a few minor cracks forming. Rifle does not appear to be importer
marked and was pictured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition on page 330. A very good to near excellent condition
example overall that includes a leather sling. (46128-74) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)
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1576. ISRAELI MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #587990, 7.62 NATO, 23 1/25" barrel that has a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray and brown with areas of very light surface oxidation and handling marks
present. The receiver markings are crisp and mostly filled in white, the ring has the Israeli crest under a bold "7.62". The walnut stocks
rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks, the toe is marked "7.62" as well. A front sight hood and a leather
sling are included, there is no cleaning rod. The numbers are not all matching and rifle is importer marked along the left side of the receiv-
er. A very good condition example overall. (46128-86) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (350/550)

1577. ISRAELI MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #681280, 8mmMauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray and have light handling marks and specks of light surface oxidation through-
out. The receiver markings are all crisp and have been filled in white, the ring has the Israeli crest with "7.62" above. The walnut stocks
rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks associated with service use. The toe of the buttstock is marked
"7.62" as well. The numbers are not all matching but rifle is not importer marked either. This rifle was pictured in Ball's Mauser Military
Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition on page 245 and includes a front sight hood and leather sling but no cleaning rod. An about very good
to near excellent condition example overall. (46128-94) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

1578. ISRAELI MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #6657, 7.62 NATO, 23 1/2" barrel that has a very
good but lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a rich brown patina with areas of light pitting that is more moderate to heavy along
the wood line of the receiver. The receiver is marked "7.62" over "dou 45" and has several Israeli proofs and markings along the side. The
markings are soft and mingled with some light pitting. The walnut stock rates very good and has light dings and a few minor divots pre-
sent. The toe is marked "7.62". The numbers are not all matching, however the bolt does match the receiver, and there are no importer
markings. There is no cleaning rod and the rear barrel band is missing the retaining spring, but included are a front sight hood and leather
sling. An about very good condition example overall. (46128-97) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (250/450)

1579. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1899C MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #7162, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that
has an about very good pitted bore that has strong rifling still visible. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown with light handling
marks throughout. The receiver markings, including the Serbian crest, have been filled in white and have soft edges. The walnut stock
rates very good and has several light dings. The numbers are not matching, but rifle does not appear to have any import markings either.
This rifle was pictured on page 317 of Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition. A cleaning rod and leather sling are includ-
ed. A very good condition example overall. (46128-64) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1580. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY STEYR serial #397o, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel
that has a gray lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of a commercial blue finish that has a few areas of light han-
dling wear present. The receiver is marked "bnz / (triangle) / 44", the markings have light edges and receiver appears to have been pol-
ished prior to being refinished. The laminate hardwood stock rates excellent and has been nicely cleaned and has lacquer added. There
is a very small arsenal repair in the wrist. The numbers are not matching but rifle is not importer marked. Included are a cleaning rod,
front sight hood and a leather sling, the locking screws on the bottom metal are missing. A very good example overall. (46128-93) {C&R}
[Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1581. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY STEYR serial #1821, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" bar-
rel that has a gray, pitted bore with soft rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal reworked blue that is flaking to brown
and mixing with a mottled gray. The receiver is marked "bnz" over a date of "43". The laminate hardwood stock rates excellent and has
a few light dings. An overall near excellent condition arsenal reworked K98 that has a stamped, large or "winter" triggerguard and
includes a front sight hood, cleaning rod and a leather sling. Rifle is not matching but is not importer marked either. (46128-85) {C&R}
[Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1582. SERBIAN MODEL 1924 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #224202, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has
dark pitted and oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray that is mixing with brown patina and areas of light pitting. The Serbian
crest and markings are still visible and mostly crisp but are obscured slightly by pitting. The walnut stocks rate about very good and have
a few light dings and small cracks throughout. The numbers appear to be all matching and rifle was imported by Century Arms. A very
good example overall. (46128-66) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1583. UNMARKED MEXICAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #473, 7mm Mauser, 18" barrel with
a very good bore that has light freckling in the grooves and a few small pits toward the breech. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arse-
nal blue that is flaking to brown, the balance being a mottled gray and mixing with specks of light surface oxidation. The receiver is void
of any markings save the serial number, the bolt is matching however the remaining numbered parts are mixed. The walnut stocks rate
very good and have been lightly cleaned with an oil finish applied. There are light dings and small cracks present and stamped at the top
of the wrist is a small swastika. A leather sling is included, the cleaning rod is missing. Carbine is importer marked on the underside of
the barrel. This carbine was pictured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition on page 255 and is in very good condition
overall. (46128-6) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1584. PERUVIAN MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY DWM serial #S1074, 7.65 Argentine, 19 1/2" barrel that has a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a browning arsenal blue finish that is mixing with areas of minor to moder-
ate pitting and oxidation. The markings on the receiver are still visible though the Peruvian crest is fading and soft in the center. The wal-
nut stocks rate very good and have added finish over minor dings and a few small cracks. The bright steel bolt matches the receiver, the
bottom metal is mismatched. These carbine were originally Argentine Model 1891's, and so marked on the side rail of the receiver, that
were converted and marked for Peru. Carbine is pictured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World Fifth Edition on pages 288 and 289
and is in about very good overall condition. There are no import marks visible and included is a leather sling, but no cleaning rod, also the
muzzle cap retention spring is missing. (46128-118) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1585. PERUVIAN MODEL 1891 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #W6784, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel that has
a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% browning arsenal blue finish that is mixing with areas of minor to moderate
pitting and oxidation. The markings on the receiver are still visible though the Peruvian crest is fading and soft in the center. The walnut
stocks rate very good and have added finish over minor dings, minor divots and a few small cracks. The bright steel bolt has some light
tarnish and matches the receiver, the bottom metal is mismatched. These rifles were originally Argentine Model 1891's, and so marked
on the side rail of the receiver, that were converted and marked for Peru. Rifle is pictured in Ball's Mauser Military Rifles Of The World
Fifth Edition on page 288 and is in about very good overall condition. Rifle is import marked on the underside of the barrel and includ-
ed is a leather sling, but no cleaning rod. (46128-119) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1586. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #A3521, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel that
has a very good bore that is lightly freckled in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal quality blue finish that is
flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. The barrel bands, sling swivels and buttplate have a flaking chrome fin-
ish. The walnut buttstock rates about very good and has several light dings and a few minor cracks present. the number "226" has been
added in yellow paint behind the triggerguard. The handguard and sights are missing and included is an incorrect, stripped bolt with
chrome finish. No importer marks are visible and rifle appears to be otherwise matching. A good example overall. (46218-95)
{ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (75/150)
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1587. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1888/90 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8598A, 8mm Mannlicher, 30" barrel that has a very good, light-
ly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and brown overall with areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting present. The
walnut stocks rate about very good and have several light dings and other marks associated with service use. The right side of the butt
has two large characters carved into the side. A leather sling is included. The numbers are not matching and rifle is not import marked.
An about good to very good example overall. (46128-44) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (300/500)

1588. GERMAN GEW 88 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPANDAU serial #9663i, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel that has a very
good bore with strong rifling and light freckling in the grooves. The metal surfaces are a rich overall brown with areas of light surface oxi-
dation and light to moderate pitting present. The receiver markings are soft but still quite visible and receiver is dated "1891". The walnut
stock rates about very good and has added finish over light dings, small chips and divots. The buttplate is chipped around the edge and
the rear barrel band is missing. There are no cleaning rod or rear sling swivel present, the front swivel is in place. The numbers are not all
matching and rifle is not import marked. A good example overall. (46128-25) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1589. UNMARKED GERMAN 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #V19210, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal re-blue that has a few light handling and wear marks. There are a few
areas of light surface oxidation and the numbers appear to be all matching or re-numbered to match. The receiver has been polished and
is void of any markings except for the serial number. The laminate hardwood stocks rate about very good and have light dings and a few
small cracks, there is also an arsenal repair at the heel. A leather sling is included but is not a correct military sling and the cleaning rod
is not included. Likely this was a Russian or Yugoslavian rework. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in very good condition over-
all. (46199-D28296) {C&R} (300/500)

1590. PORTUGUESE MODEL 1886 MAUSER-KROPATSCHEK BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY STEYR serial #C409, 8mm
Mannlicher, 20 1/2" barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown and fad-
ing to a mottled gray. The walnut stock rates excellent and has added finish over a few light dings. Cartouches on either side of the butt
are faint but still visible. A leather sling and cleaning rod are included. The bolt is not matching but carbine appears to be otherwise com-
plete and is not import marked. An excellent example overall. (46240-2) {ANTIAUE} (300/500)

1591. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #M3515, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with a
gray bore that is lightly freckled in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 80% arsenal blue finish that is fading to gray throughout.
The laminate wood stocks rate excellent and have some minor nicks and dings and a few minor scratches. The rear sight has been
removed and in its place is a Weaver style mount. The numbers are not all matching and rifle was imported by GAI in Miami, FL. A good
sporting rifle overall in need of a good red dot sight or scout scope to be complete as a hunting rifle. (46195-2) (200/400)

1592. BRAZILIAN MAUSER MODEL 1908 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #9615L1, 7mm Mauser, 29 1/4" barrel with
a good bore that has light pitting and oxidation throughout but has strong rifling still visible. The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal
blue that covers a few areas of light pitting. The bottom metal and stock furniture have a matte blue finish while the barrel is gloss and
the receiver is in-the-white and has some light tarnish. The walnut stocks rate excellent and are likely arsenal replacements. The num-
bers appear to be all matching and rifle was imported by Springfield Armory Inc.. A cleaning rod, muzzle protector and a modern leather
sling are included, the sling has the correct style swivels. A very good example overall. (46195-1) {C&R} (200/400)

1593. GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BERLIN-LUBECKER serial #5387b, 8mm Mauser, 23
1/2" barrel that has a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal restored blue finish, that has some light han-
dling wear present. The receiver is marked "(eagle) / duv / 7 / 42" and has several crisp Waffenamts. The walnut stocks rate very good
and have added lacquer over several light dings, dents and bruises. The right side of the butt has a few cartouches visible still. Rifle has
been scratch numbered to match, and was imported by Century Arms. The small set screws on the bottom metal are missing and rifle
includes a canvas sling. A very good example overall. (46239-252) {C&R} (200/400)

1594. SERBIAN MODEL 1910 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #20263, 7mmMauser, 29" barrel that has a very good, light-
ly pitted bore. The barrel retains about 80% of what appears to be original blue, the remaining metal surfaces are a mottled gray. The
receiver markings are crisp and the numbers appear to be all matching. The walnut stock has been duffle cut at the rear barrel band, the
handguard is missing and the stock has a few light dings and other small handling marks. Just in case you were concerned about not
being able to identify this rifle, a yellow sun shaped sticker with "SERVIA" has been added to the underside just ahead of the bottom
metal. The sights have also been removed and the magazine follower and spring are not present. The sling swivels and cleaning rod are
present and rifle does not have any import markings. Also included is a copy of a legal document stating that this rifle had once been a
part of the Pratt-Whitney collection and was sold at auction when they filed for bankruptcy. An about very good example that would be
a great candidate for restoration. (46139-22) {C&R} (100/200)

1595. SAVAGE SUPER MODEL 40 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #19984, 30-06, 24" barrel that has a very good light-
ly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light to minor surface
oxidation. The smooth walnut stock has a minor crack through the top of the wrist and has had a solid rubber recoil pad added at the
butt. The stock has a few light dings as well and the pistolgrip cap is missing. The stock and the safety indicator have been modified for
a rear aperture sight, the safety still functions correctly and the sight is not present. The front sight is intact, the rear sight dovetail is vacant
and the receiver has been tapped for a Weaver sideplate mount which holds a Weaver K4 60-B riflescope. The scope features a fine
crosshair reticle and has very good to near excellent optics. No magazine is present and the center screw for the bottom
metal/triggerguard is missing well. (46269-1) (75/150)

1596. SAVAGE-SPRINGFIELD MODEL 84 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24" barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. The bolt retains some of its
original chrome plating, but is flaking to brown as well. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few light dings, it appears to have
been cleaned with added finish present. The butt has a simple steel buttplate which is oversized for the wood. The original sights are
intact and the receiver has been tapped for a side mount. Rifle appears to function correctly and there is no magazine present. A very
good to near excellent example overall. (46256-2) (50/100)

1597. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #D7640, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel that
has a very good lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of what appears to be the original finish, the Argentine crest
has been removed from the receiver, but the remaining markings are crisp and rifle appears to be all matching except for the bolt which
has a turned down handle. The bolt and cleaning rod has minor surface oxidation on the handle and tip. The walnut stocks rate excellent
and have a few light dings but crisp inspector's markings and cartouches. A near excellent example overall that does not have any import
markings. (46140-15) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1598. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #P7032, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel that
has a very good bore that is very lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal style restored blue fin-
ish that has some light handling wear, the Argentine crest has been removed from the receiver. The bolt and cleaning rod remain in the
white with light amounts of tarnish present. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have added finish over light dings. The rifle appears to
be all matching and is not import marked. An excellent example overall. (46296-17) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1599. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #K0015, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel that
has a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal style restored blue finish that has some light handling wear
and is lightly flaking to brown, the Argentine crest has been removed from the receiver. The bolt and cleaning rod remain in the white
with light amounts of tarnish present. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have added finish over light dings. The rifle appears to be all
matching and is not import marked. An excellent example overall. (46283-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1600. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of Remington 300 Win Mag 180 grain Core-Lokt pointed soft point (R300W2).
Each box contains 20 rounds and all are in excellent condition. (46076-1)

1601. LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION Eight boxes of 9mm ball cartridges each containing 25 rounds. These are Spanish manufacture,
May 1952 dated, non-corrosive and are headstamped “P S / 1952”. Clean and bright, unmarked grain weight, but projectile configuration
would suggest a 124 gr. bullet. Marked for “Pistola Parabelum”. (46076-2)

1602. LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION Eight boxes of 9mm ball cartridges each containing 25 rounds. These are Spanish manufacture,
May 1952 dated, non-corrosive and are headstamped “P S / 1952”. Clean and bright, unmarked grain weight, but projectile configuration
would suggest a 124 gr. bullet. Marked for “Pistola Parabelum”. (46076-2A)

1603. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of Remington 257 Roberts 117 grain Core-Lokt soft point (R257). Each box con-
tains 20 rounds and are sealed and in as-new condition. (46076-3A)

1604. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of assorted ammunition. First is a partial box of Federal 30-06 180 grain Hi-
Shok soft point (H3006B) that contains 21 live rounds and two pieces of fired brass. Second is a full box of 50 Winchester 44-40 225
grain cast lead Cowboy loads (CB4440W). The last is a full box of 50 American Eagle 25 ACP 50 grain FMJ (AE25AP). All are in excel-
lent to like-new condition. (46076-3B)

1605. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an assortment of new, unprimed brass for the 257 Roberts cartridge. Included are two bags of
Winchester brass, one containing 50 pieces the other 30, and two full bags of 20 Remington cases. All are in like-new condition. (46076-3C)

1606. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of two sets of reloading dies for the 257 Roberts cartridge. First is an RCBS group A two die set
for with a #11 shell holder. The second is a Redding neck sizing die. All are in excellent condition. (46076-3D)

1607. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two aftermarket 50 round 9mm Magazines for the UZI pistol and carbine. The magazines have
light handling wear but are in overall excellent condition. (46076-4A)

1608. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 32 round 9mm magazines for the UZI pistol and carbine. The mags are blued steel and
include two factory and one aftermarket, all of which are in excellent condition. (46076-4B)

1609. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two factory 32 round gray parkerized metal magazines for the UZI 9mm pistol and carbine. Both
are in excellent condition. (46076-4C)

1610. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 25 round magazines for the UZI pistol and carbine. The 9mm magazines are made by IMI
and are in excellent condition. (46076-4D)

1611.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 25 round 9mm magazines for the UZI pistol and carbine. Two of the magazines are
unmarked and have minor handling wear but appear to be factory, the third is made by IMI. All three are in excellent condition. (46076-
4E)

1612. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three, early style straight stick Heckler & Koch magazines for the MP5 carbine. The ribbed, 30
round magazines are housed in a green canvas and black leather triple mag pouch and are dated "11/67", "1/68" and "8/73". All are in
excellent condition. (46076-5A)

1613. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three, early style straight stick Heckler & Koch magazines for the MP5 carbine. The ribbed, 30
round magazines are housed in a green canvas and black leather triple mag pouch and are dated "10/67", "1/68" and "8/73". All are in
excellent condition. (46076-5B)

1614.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two, unmarked AK style magazines. The first is a ten round model, while the second is limited
to only five. Both are in excellent condition and come in a tan canvas magazine pouch. (46076-6)

1615.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four Heckler & Koch 30 round magazines for the MP5 carbine. These newer style, curved mag-
azines are in excellent condition and a couple have areas of very light surface oxidation. Two are housed in a factory magazine clamp,
while the other two come in a green canvas triple mag pouch that has black leather trim. (46076-7)

1616. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single, unmarked five round magazine for an Anschutz 22 Magnum bolt action rifle. This blued
magazine is in like new condition and is sealed in a small plastic bag. (46076-8)

1617.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 20 round AR-15 magazines with a green canvas bandolier. The magazines have light wear
and are made by Universal Industries. Also included is a small bag containing a few green nylon straps. All are in excellent condition.
(46076-9,11)

1618. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 20 round AR-15 magazines by Colt. All have light handling wear, and are in overall excel-
lent condition. (46076-9A)

1619. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 30 round AR-15 magazines by Colt. All are in excellent condition and are housed in a
green nylon magazine pouch. (46076-10)

1620. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.75-6X32 riflescope in the original box. The matte finished scope
features a standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope is in like new condition and has the original papers and green
chamois cloth in the box. (46076-12A)

1621. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10X40 riflescope with a box. This silver finish scope features a
standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has a few very light ring marks but is in otherwise excellent condition.
Scope comes in a correct but likely not original box. (46076-12B)

1622. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-II 2-7X28 ultralight riflescope with the original box. The scope features a
standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The gloss finished body has a few small handling marks, but is in otherwise excel-
lent condition. The box contains the original chamois cloth. (46076-12C)

1623. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-3 1.75-6X32 riflescope in the original box. This matte finished scope fea-
tures a standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope is in like-new condition and includes the original paperwork in
the box. (46076-12D)
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1624. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9X40 riflescope with adjustable objective and a box. The scope fea-
tures a tapered crosshair and has bright excellent optics. There are a few light handling marks on the tube, but scope is in otherwise
excellent condition. The included box is of the correct vintage, but not the original. (46076-12E)

1625. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-I 3-9X40 riflescope in the original box. The scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope is in like new condition and the included box has the manual and chamois
cloth. (46076-12F)

1626. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20X40 E.F.R. riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope fea-
tures a target dot reticle and has bright excellent optics and extended target knobs. The matte finish tube has a few very light ring marks
but is in near new condition overall. The box contains the original manual and foam spacers. (46076-12G)

1627. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5X20 riflescope with a box. The gloss finished scope features a
standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope is in like new condition and includes a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens
caps. The box, though not original has a manual included. (46076-12H)

1628. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-I 2-7X33 riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has
bright excellent optics. The tube has a few very light handling marks but is in excellent condition overall. (46076-12I)

1629. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-I Rifleman 2-7X33 riflescope with a box. The scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. This matte finish scope is in like new condition and includes a set of bikini style lens cov-
ers, the box is not original. (46076-12J)

1630. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5X20 riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition
overall. Included is a set of bikini style lens covers. (46076-12K)

1631. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5X20 riflescope. This matte finish scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has a few very light ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent con-
dition overall. Included is a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens covers. (46076-12L)

1632. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 4x28 riflescope. This matte finish scope features a standard duplex reti-
cle and has bright excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition overall.
Included is a rear Butler Creek flip-up lens cover. (46076-12M)

1633. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver R4 4X28 rimfire riflescope in the original box. This matte finished scope features
a standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope is in like new condition and included in the box are the original man-
ual and packaging. (46076-12N)

1634.WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a Weaver K12-C3 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex
reticle and has excellent optics. The tube has a few light handling marks but rates excellent overall. The included box is for a S&W scope
but is a good fit. (46076-12P)

1635. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a Weaver K4-W riflescope. The scope features a wide angle duplex reticle and has excel-
lent optics. An excellent condition example overall. (46076-12Q)

1636. LOT OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS This lot consists of a small box of firearms and hunting educational books and pamphlets.
Included are 13 New England Wildlife Identification Pocket Guides, two NRA Junior Rifle Shooting booklets, three copies of Into The
Woods by NH F&G, 15 copies of Today's 3 in 1 Responsibility Guide, 14 2008-2009 NH hunting Digests, 15 copies of Outsmart and
Outback II a pocket survival guide, ten NH animal tracking pocket guides, one NRA Basic Rifle Marksmanship book, a binder containing
Daisy owner's instructions and safety guides, and several pamphlets about gun safety, tree stand safety and firearms operation. Also
included are 20 copies of Learn Gun Safety With Eddie Eagle - Level 1 workbook and three parent guides. Do you have a youngster inter-
ested in shooting and hunting? Or are you involved in firearms and hunting education in your local town, church or school organization?
If so these materials will provide you with a wealth of knowledge and tools to provide years of instruction to the next generation of respon-
sible shooters and hunters. (45601-5)

1637. EOTECH SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a like-new-in-the-box EOTech model 517 A65 holographic sight. The sight comes in its origi-
nal hard case but does not include batteries and could not be tested. Capable of being able to be mounted to a picatinny style rail it can adapt
to nearly any firearm for use. Other features include a beveled housing to fit over standard handguards, left sided control buttons, 65 MOA
ring with 1 MOA center dot and can be used with any AA style batteries. The best holographic sight on the market today. (46194-14)

1638. H&K LOT This lot consists of a sighting tool for the Heckler & Koch diopter sights and a bayonet with scabbard for the G3/91 series rifles.
The sight tool has a red handle marked "PTR-91" and is in excellent condition. The bayonet has the 6 3/4" "AK" style blade with Eickhorn
logo and measures 12 1/4" overall. Both are in like new condition and are a must have for anyone with this series of rifles. (46194-16A,B)

1639.M14 LOT This lot consists of an M2 bipod to fit the M14 or M1A series Springfield rifle. The legs expand from 9" to 14" and clamps
to the gas tube. An excellent condition example overall that has a few spots of light surface oxidation present. (46194-16C)

1640. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 30 round magazines for the M-14/M1A series rifles. The magazines are in excellent con-
dition and have a few spots of light surface oxidation. One is unmarked, one is marked "OM" and the third "BRW/S-I". (46194-15A)

1641. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three, early style straight stick Heckler & Koch magazines for the MP5 carbine. The ribbed, 30
round magazines are housed in a green canvas and black leather triple mag pouch and are dated "9/67", "11/67" and "10/73". All are
in excellent condition. (46194-15B)

1642. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single 25 round 9mm UZI magazine. The magazine has a fading gray finish and is in excellent
overall condition. (46194-15C)

1643. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five 20 round AR-15 magazines. The magazines are made by Universal Industries and are sealed
in their original wrappers. (46194-15D)

1644.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 30 round AR-15 magazines. The magazines are made by Colt and are sealed in their orig-
inal wrappers. (46194-15E)

1645. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 30 round AR-15 magazines. The magazines are made by Circle Kay Industries and have
light wear, but are in excellent condition. (46194-15F)

1646. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 30 round AR-15 magazines. Two magazines are made by Adventure Line the third is by
Center Industries. All have light wear but are in excellent condition. (46194-15G)
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1647. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 20 round AR-15 magazines. The magazines are made by Adventure Line and have light
wear, but are in excellent condition. (46194-15H)

1648.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 20 round AR-15 magazines. The magazines are made by Colt and have light handling wear,
but are in excellent condition. (46194-15I)

1649.MAGAZINE LOT this lot consists of four assorted AR-15 style magazines. Included are one ten round magazine by E-Lander,
one unmarked 30 round and one unmarked 40 round magazine and one Orlite composite 30 round magazine. All are in excellent
condition. (46194-15J)

1650.MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three M-14/M1A magazines. Included are two ten round magazines and one five round mag-
azine. All are in excellent condition. (46043-11)

1651. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single Walther PPK/S flat base magazine. This 380 caliber magazine has a flaking nickel fin-
ish and is in excellent condition overall. (45288-6D)

1652. LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of 110 pieces of assorted 38-40 once fired brass. The bass is made by Winchester and Remington
and rate excellent overall with some having minor tarnish and damaged crimps. (45288-15)

1653. LOT OF HANDGUN GRIPS This lot consists of four pairs of assorted handgun grips. Included are two sets of single action revolver
grips, one set of small hard rubber revolver grips and a set of wood small pistol grips. The first set of SAA style grips are unmarked check-
ered plastic with light wear and have buffalo logos. The second are a yellowed faux ivory. The hard rubber revolver grips have an "S" logo
and are likely for a small spur trigger revolver. The last set are unmarked as well and have a rectangular shape, they are most likely for a
small Spanish or European made 25 ACP. All are in excellent condition. (45288-6E)

1654. LOT OF 1911 GRIPS This lot consists of two set of 1911 style grips. The first is a set of cast pewter style grips with foliate scroll
borders and has a Federal eagle on the left side and a horse themed coat of arms on the right with a Latin inscription that reads "Vincit
Qui Patitur" translated to mean "He that endures, conquers". The reverse sides of the grips are marked and design copy written by Sid
Bell. Bell is well known master engraver, some of work has been seen in our previous auctions. The second set are slim, carved bone
with the right panel having a rudimentary Rampant Colt design. Both are in excellent condition, no grip screws are included. (45288-6F)

1655. LOT OF ASSORTED PRIMERS This lot consists of 12 tins of percussion caps, four primer tins and three primer sleeves. The per-
cussion caps include are one sealed tin of Navy Arms No. 11 caps, three sealed and one open tin of RWS No. 11 caps, three tins of CCI
No. 11 caps, one green UMC tin and one yellow "F.L." Winchester Goldmark tin both with No. 11 caps, one sealed tin of Alcan musket
caps, and one plastic tin of CVA musket caps. The primers include one partial tin of Winchester No. 2 primers, one partial tin of UMC No.
2 primers, one partial tin of UMC No. 0 primers, one empty tin marked "Hicks Central Fire", and three sleeves of CCI No. 300 large pistol
primers - two partial and one full. All are in very good to excellent condition, some of the tins have minor flaking to the labels. (45288-10A)

1656.MUZZLELOADING LOT This lot consists of six total assorted muzzleloading tools and some cast round balls. Included are two
unmarked brass powder measures, one Uncle Mike's brass flint lock pan charger, one brass No. 11 capper and one blued nipple wrench
combination tool. One powder measure has a pour spout and is adjustable from 20 grains to 120 grains, the other from 10 to 100 grains.
The pan charger (No. 2953) is like new in its original packaging. The combination tool has a small reamer at the opposite end, but is miss-
ing the turn bar for added torque. All are in excellent condition, some of the brass tools have light tarnish. Included are three leather
pouches one containing .570 cast round balls the other two .45 caliber, three small containers with assorted size lead shot and solid pro-
jectiles, and a small box with a few .177 pellets. The last flask is a Colt style CVA #AC1405 and in like new in the box condition. Also
included is a small bag with about one dozen small flints and a percussion hammer (45288-14,11B)

1657. BOX OF LEATHER Includes two pieces of tanned leather each roughly 2’ x 2 ½’ with multiple patch holes cut from each with both in
very good overall condition. (103026-42)

1658. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot consists of an assortment of 22 Rimfire ammunition. Included are a full box of 50 CCI
Blazer 22 LR, a full box of 50 Nimrod 22 Short, a full sleeve of 100 22 Short rounds with 96 CCI and four UMC rounds, a partial tin of RWS
22 RF blanks and a small bag of assorted 22 RF rounds of various types and manufacturer. All are in excellent condition. (45288-8P)

1659. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes total: two partial boxes of 25 ACP ammunition. First is a
Red and yellow box of Winchester 50 grain metal case (W25AP) with 29 factory rounds and six rounds of Geco FMJ. The second is a
green box of Remington 50 grain metal case ammunition (4225) with white end labels and red logos and contains 24 rounds. The outer
boxes have minor wear with foxing and flaking, the edges of the Winchester box are becoming separated the Remington box has some
writing on it. The Winchester ammunition has some minor tarnish and light oxidation present the Remington rounds are bright. Next are
two boxes of 32-40 Win 170 grain KKSP ammunition by Canadian Industries Limited (CIL). The first is a blue and yellow box marked
"Dominion" which contains 15 live rounds and four pieces of fired brass. Both box and ammunition rate excellent. The second is a gold
and black box marked "Imperial" that contains 20 rounds. The box has some minor flaking and scuffs along the edges and corners and
is creased along the sides, ammunition rates excellent. (45288-8L,I)

1660. LOT OF WILDLIFE PRINTS Includes four select Remington print packages and four unmarked 8”x11” wild life scenes that include
flying game birds, ducks, leaping white tails and a single grouse with hunter all in excellent condition. The first select group is from the
“Remington Wildlife Arts Collection 1986” containing eight prints with the following titles; “ELK”, “Wild Turkey”, “Canada Goose”,
Woodcock”, “Canada Geese Coming in to Feed”, “White-Tailed Deer Come to Drink”, “Leave Him Alone, It’s a Grizzly” and “Pheasants in
the Snow”. Each reproduction T. Beecham prints measure 16 1/2”x12” and are in excellent condition. The second set is from “A Tribute
to Wildlife Management” series containing four prints with the following titles; “Black Bear and Salmon”, “White-Tailed Deer”, “Timber Wolf”
and “Bald Eagle”. The prints are works from T. Beecham and measure 16 1/2”x12” and are in excellent condition. The third group is “The
Hunters Role in Wildlife Conservation” containing three prints from T. Beecham titled “Canada Geese at Remington Farms”, “Pronghorn
Bachelors Eyeing the Harem”, and “Ringneck Pheasant on the Rise”. Each print is a work from the artist T. Beecham measuring 16 1/2”x12”
and are in excellent condition. Last is a collection of Remington wild life prints from T. Beecham grouped together under the title “Pioneers
in Conservation” with an insert showing four people (Aldo Leopold, Jay Norwood Darling, Harry Bartow Hawes, and John Wesley Powell)
who were relentless in their pursuit of wildlife conservation and management. The prints measure 16 1/2”x12” and are in excellent con-
dition with the following titles; “Cougar”, “Mallard”, “Small Mouthed Bass” and “White Tailed Deer.” (103026-19)

1661. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 25 round boxes of assorted 410 bore shotshells. Included two boxes of Winchester
and two boxes of Remington shells. The first box of Winchester is a full box of 2 1/2" #6 1/2 oz. loads (X41), while the next is a partial
box with 21, AA 2 1/2", 1/2oz. #9 shells (AA419). The Remington boxes included a partial box of 12, 2 1/2", 1/2 oz. #9 Skeet loads
(SP410-9) and a partial box with 18 Express 3", 3/4 oz. #7.5 paper hull shells (RX4103-71/2). The last box is red with white end label
borders and has the Express Long Range shell pictured and has some minor foxing and fraying along the edges and corners. The remain-
der are all in excellent to like new condition. (45288-8N)
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1662. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full box of 25 Cruzeiro 24 gauge #7 1/2 paper hull shotshells. The box is yellow and has
some ink writing along the top flap, both it and the shells are in like new condition. (45288-8M)

1663. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single box of 50 Winchester Western 25-20 Win 86 grain soft point ammunition. The car-
tridges are housed in a factory white box with red and blue lettering and are in excellent condition. (45288-8J)

1664. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two full boxes of 50 45 ACP 230 grain FMJ ammunition. Included are one box of Hansen
and one box of American Eagle. Both are in excellent condition. (45288-8A)

1665. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of assorted 45 Colt ammunition and brass. Included are a full box of 20 Winchester 225 grain
Silvertip hollow points (X45CSHP), one full box of 20 Winchester once fired brass, and one partial box of Federal 225 grain lead semi-wad-
cutter (45LCA) with 24 live rounds and 26 empties. Some of the brass has light tarnish, but all are in excellent condition overall. (45288-8C)

1666. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester 44-40 200 grain soft point (W4440). The first
is a full box of 50 while the second has 32 live rounds and 18 pieces of once fired brass. The boxes are yellow with white labels and red
lettering and are in excellent condition. (45288-8F)

1667. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two full boxes of 20 Winchester 38-55 Win 255 grain soft point ammuni-
tion. Both are commemorative runs: the first for Oliver F. Winchester, the second for the Legendary Frontiersmen. Each box depicts the
corresponding rifle on its side and the picture box image for the rifle box along the front. Two excellent examples overall. (45288-8B)

1668. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester 32 Win Spl 170 grain Silvertip ammunition (X32WS3). Each box
contains 20 rounds and are in like new condition. (45288-8E)

1669. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester 32-20 100 grain Lubaloy ammunition (32201).
The first is a full box of 50 while the second has 25 original rounds and 25 Remington soft points. The boxes are yellow with white labels
and red and blue lettering and are in excellent condition. (45288-8K)

1670. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of assorted 380 ACP ammunition. Included are one full box of 50 Federal 95 grain
metal case (380AP), one partial box with 42 rounds of Federal 90 grain jacketed hollow points (380BP) and two Remington FMJ, one
partial box of Winchester Western 95 grain full metal case (380AP) containing 40 rounds and one partial box of Winchester 95 grain full
metal case (W380AP) containing 38 rounds. The latter two come in yellow boxes with light foxing and fraying along the edges, all are in
excellent overall condition. (45288-8H)

1671. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three boxes of 9mm ammunition. Included are a partial box of 35 Winchester Western 115
grain FMJ (W9LP) in the yellow box with red "W" logo, a partial box of 23 USA by Winchester 115 grain FMJ (Q4172), and a full box of
50 115 grain FMJ by American Ammunition. All are in excellent condition. (45288-8G)

1672. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four boxes of 30-30 fired brass and loaded ammunition. Included are three boxes of fired
brass: one Remington with 15 pieces, and one Federal and one Winchester each with 20 pieces. Also included is a box of Winchester
170 grain Silvertips containing 11 live rounds and six pieces of fired brass. All are in excellent condition. (45288-8D)

1673. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of a single box of Navy Arms 41 Rimfire ammunition containing 43 live
rounds. Both box and cartridges are in excellent overall condition. (45288-8R)

1674. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of about 90 pieces of loose assorted collectible and sporting ammunition. Included are 30-06,
270 Win, 32 Win Spl, 8mm Mauser, 45-70, 338 Win Mag, 7mm Rem Mag, 50-70, 41 CF, 38 S&W, 22 RF BB Caps, 32 RF, 44 RF, 44 XL,
44-40, 38-40 and 38 Special. All are in very good to excellent condition, some have minor tarnish and light oxidation. (45288-8Q)

1675. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of a sealed box containing a tin of Remington 22 LR ammunition and play-
ing cards gift set. The set includes two decks of cards and 200 rounds of 22 LR ammunition in a collectible tin. Both the tin and card have
a waterfowl scene with Mallard ducks landing in a pond. A great gift or addition to your sporting memorabilia collection. (45288-7B)

1676. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an assortment of Lyman and Lee reloading tools. Included are a Lyman 310 tool #7000057, a
Lyman 310 die set for 44-40, a Lyman 310 die set for 38/40 and a Lee pistol reloading kit for the 45 ACP/AR. All are in their original boxes
and in excellent condition. (45288-13)

1677. COLLECTIBLE RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an antique Winchester Model 1882 reloading tool for 44 WCF. The tool is
blued and in near excellent condition with some light fading in the finish and minor handling marks overall. The de-capper is missing, which
is common, but it seems to function correctly otherwise. (45288-12)

1678. ANTIQUE SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of two, unmarked scissor type, single cavity bullet moulds. First is a rough, forged iron
mould that has a conical cavity that is about .44 caliber. The mould is loose and has minor oxidation. The second is a .50 caliber round
ball mould with sprue cutter and has minor staining and light oxidation as well. Two vintage moulds in very good overall condition. Next
are an assortment of cleaning rods. Included are two wooden three-piece shotgun style cleaning rods and a modern Outers three-piece
aluminum 30 caliber cleaning rod. All are in excellent condition. (45288-11A,9B)

1679. LOT OF BAYONETS Includes two first is a French MAS spike bayonet measuring 17” overall with a slight curve near the tip with metal
surfaces retaining an even pleasing brown patina. Second is a British SMLE No. 4 MKI bayonet with scabbard. Both the scabbard and
bayonet still show most of their original painted finish and all are in near excellent condition. (104906-2, 3)

1680. LEATHER LOT This lot consists of four leather holsters, one leather gun belt and two leather slings. The holsters include one Galco
belt slide holster for a Walter PPK/S or Sig P232 style pistol, one suede inside the pants holster for a snub-nosed revolver, one Bucheimer
Plainsman holster for semi-auto 22 pistols that has been modified and a Bianchi 44 SA #1 belt holster for a single action revolver that has
had the belt loop removed. The belt is a Bianchi B3 size 44 that has a brass buckle with light verdigris present. Lastly are two simple
adjustable leather slings one that has hook type swivels. These assorted items are all brown leather and vary in condition from very good
to excellent. (45288-7)

1681. LOT OF POSSIBLE BAGS This lot consists of two contemporary leather possibles bags. The first has a three heart design on
the flap, the second is more plain - but more rustic in appearance and has a knife holder in the back. Included is a nice-quality antique
looking horn with modern stopper ans nicely scalloped medial at the nozzle. An iron vent pick is included. Both are in excellent con-
dition. (45288-6A)

1682. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes six boxes of 22LR cartridges from Winchester and CCI. First is a sealed full 50
round box of CCI Stinger 22LR cartridges in excellent condition. Second are two full 50 round boxes of Winchester Wildcat 22LR high
velocity cartridges in excellent condition. Third are three full 40 round boxes of Winchester Wildcat HP 22LR cartridges in excellent
condition. (103818-5B)
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1683.MUZZLELOADER'S LOT This lot consists of a brown leather possibles
bag that is equipped with a vintage powder horn. The bag has a star design on
the flap that is bordered by brass beads and has a raised heart design below.
The horn measures about 10" long and has a wood base and wood stopper.
Included with the horn are three small tools fashioned from antler and include a
measure, nipple/touch hole pick and brush. A small carved fish hangs from the
butt end of the horn. An authentic looking ensemble that would look fine on the
shoulder of a frontiersman or along your favorite mantle decorations. (45288-4A)

1684. POWDER HORN LOT This lot consists of a small contemporary pan horn
used for priming powder. This engraved horn measures about 6 1/2" long and
has a fashioned wood stopper, flat butt and nice extension lobe. The horn has an
inscription that reads "Take Care To Keep This Powder Dry - A Flash In The Pan
Could Mean You Die" - sound words to live by. The horn also depicts a drawing
of Fort Edward and has "Liberty or Death" inscribed over some foliate carv-
ings as well. A quality piece of contemporary work that is sure to be a
family heirloom in generations to come. (45288-5C)

1685. POWDER HORN LOT This lot consists of an engraved, contempo-
rary double powder horn. The combined horns measure about 23" long
and features several Colonial American themes and designs. The
designs include depictions of British and Colonial troops and warships,
and even a segmented (the American Colonies) serpent facing a winged
beast above “Join or Die”. Each end is fitted with a colored wood bung,
one red, one black to help distinguish the contents. A high quality con-
temporary horn in excellent condition that resembles examples from
early America. (45288-5D)

1686. POWDER HORN LOT This lot consists of a large, fully
engraved contemporary powder horn in excellent condition. The
horn measures about 14" long and has a carved wood stopper,
flat butt and extension lobe. The primitive style engraving resem-
bles Colonial American period work and depicts military and
sporting scenes with a "map" of the Albany and upper Mohawk
and Hudson river valley areas. The spout area is reduced with a
scalloped edge, facetted with medials, and engraved near the
transition is the British Royal seal. A super modern example that
resembles early American work. (45288-5B)

1687. POWDER HORN LOT This lot consists of a large, fully
engraved contemporary powder horn that measures about
18" long. The carvings depict early American and French
and Indian War era scenes. There is a map of the Albany
and upper Hudson river valley areas and a large rendition of
the Royal British seal which is dated beneath "Oct 2nd,
1762" and stated the horn was made at Crown Point. Along
the top is inscribed "What I Contain Shall Freely Go To Bring
A Indian Savage Low". Has a flat butt with nice extension
lobe, nicely reduced nozzle-end with light scalloping, medi-
als and facetted nozzle. A very handsome contemporary
horn in excellent condition. (45288-5A)
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1688. FORGED STEEL LOT This lot consists of five early forged items. The first two are what appear to be screw on ice crampons for the
heel of a boot. The small, horse shoe shaped plates have five pointed studs on each and hook onto the heel with an adjustable screw
back. The next two items are what appear to be axle pins with spring steel clasps. The pins measure 4" long and have patents dates of
"May 4, 75". The last item is a small chisel with a head that is perpendicular to the body. It measures 5" long. All are in very good con-
dition and have areas of light surface oxidation present. (45288-9A)

1689. THREE BOOK LOT This lot consists of three reference type manuals. First is Winchester Dates Of Manufacture 1849-1984 by George
Madis. Second is The Colt Single Action Army Revolver: A Pocket Chronology by Larry Hacker. Third is the Lyman Ideal Handbook No.
39 for ammunition reloading. All are in very good to excellent condition. (45288-16)

1690. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Kabar made "J. Bowie" hunting knife with sheath. This vintage knife measures 13 1/2" long with
an 8 1/2" heavy Bowie style bright steel blade marked "J. Bowie" near the top edge. The knife features a double brass guard and has
stag handle grips. The included paddle style sheath is tan leather and marked "Genuine Kabar Leather" near the tip. The knife rests in
a felt backed wood presentation case with glass top. The case has brass protected corners and brass hanger in back. An excellent
example overall. (45288-2)

1691. COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a commemorative George Wostenholm & Son Washington Works I*XL bowie
knife with sheath. The knife measures 14" with a 9 1/4" blade and stag grip. The blade is etched in large block letters "CALIFORNIA
KNIFE" along the side with "Geo. Wostenholm & Son's Celebrated" above. The blade is also marked with the maker's name both along
the top edge and on the ricasso. The top edge is also marked with a Federal eagle and "I*XL" " The Hunter's Companion" and "The Real
I*XL Knife" in a banner. The ricasso also has inscribed "None Are Genuine But Those Marked I*XL". The steel is bright with a few specks
of light staining present, the guard has bright nickel plating. The stag grip panels have scalloped brass liners and brass pins. One grip
has a small nickeled shield numbered "477/1000". These hefty knives were produced in the mid 1970's in Sheffield, England this one being
#477 of a 1000 piece special run. The included sheath is black and brown leather and in excellent condition. (45288-1) (300/500)

1692. UNMARKED SHORT SWORD This lot consists of a unmarked short sword that measures 26 3/4" long with a 22" curved blade
that has three fullers along the top edge. The steel has some mottled gray patina and the edge has been ground and reshaped. The grip
has a nickeled D-guard and checkered horn handle both which rate excellent and has nickel floral escutcheons and a nickeled backstrap.
A scabbard is included which has a nickeled throat and tip and nickeled bands separating faux leather wraps. The bottom few sections
of the pleather material are missing. (45513-7)

1693.WESTERN BOOT KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Western USA Model W77 Boot knife with sheath. The knife measures 8 5/8"
long with a 4 1/2" double edged blade. The knife has a full stainless steel tang construction and "H" style wood grips. It is in like new
condition and black leather clip-on sheath with basketweave design along the front. (45648-30)

1694.WESTERN BOOT KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Western USA Model W75 Boot knife with sheath. The knife measures 7" long
with a 3 1/2" double edged blade. The knife has a full stainless steel tang construction and "H" style wood grips. It is in like new condi-
tion and tan leather clip-on sheath with basketweave design along the front. (45648-31)

1695. SHORT SWORD LOT This lot consists of a United Cutlery Black Ronin Ninja short sword. This slimline tanto styled machete mea-
sures 27” long and has a 17 1/2" blade. The all metal construction has a black finish and there is a black nylon cord wrapped grip.
Included is the original Zytel scabbard shoulder sling. An excellent condition example overall. (45684-9P)

1696. WARHAMMER LOT This lot consists of an English Warhammer by Windlass Steelcrafts. This 15th century replica battle arm mea-
sures about 25 1/4" long and has a 6 1/2" long head from hammer to spike. The arm weighs in at about 1 3/4 lbs. which makes it a light-
weight and effective tool for mounted knights or ground troops. The metal has some areas of light surface oxidation but is otherwise bright
steel. The handles features a steel butt and has a leather wrapped handle. An excellent example overall by a museum quality replica arm
maker. (45684-9AR)

1697. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two replica knives. The first is a decorative short sword that measures about 17 1/2" long and has a
13" etched blade. The sword was made in India and has a wood grip with brass guard and includes a purple velvet lined scabbard. The
second is an unmarked Scottish Dirk with scabbard. The Dirk measures 17 1/4" and has an 11 3/8" etched blade. The blade is plated
and bright, the grip is black composite with a cast pommel with a British crown. The scabbard has traditional cast designs and a black
leather body. Both are in excellent condition. (45684-9AR1)

1698. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Nolen Knives machete style combat knife that measures 20" long and has a 14 1/2" long 1/4" thick
blade. The full tang construction knife has a bead blast satin finish and is equipped with a set of gray micarta grips. Included is a Kydex
style scabbard. An excellent example overall. (4584-9Z)

1699. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Junglee JU-2000 short sword that measures 21 3/8" long overall with a 15" Teflon coated AUS-8
stainless blade. This tactical machete style knife features a Kraton rubber handle and includes a Kydex belt scabbard. An excellent exam-
ple overall made in Seki Japan. (45684-9AA)

1700. AXE LOT This lot consists of a Junglee Panda Skinning Axe with sheath. The axe measures about 15" long and has a 6" wide face on
the axe. The axe is bright AUS-8 stainless steel and features a Kraton rubber grip. The back side of the axe is equipped with a gut hook
and there are finger grooves along the shaft just below the head. Included is the original tan leather sheath. An excellent example over-
all. (45684-9U)

1701. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Cold Steel Carbon V Kukri Machete with sheath. This knife measures 18" long overall and has
a 13" long black coated 1055 carbon steel blade and rubber grip. Included is the original lined leather sheath. An excellent exam-
ple overall. (45684-9D)

1702. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Ontario Knife Company Spec Plus machete model SP8-95 with sheath. The machete measures 15
1/8" long and has a 10" 1095 carbon steel square tipped blade with sawback. The metal has a black coated finish and features a Kraton
rubber grip. Included is the original black leather and nylon sheath. An excellent example overall. (45684-9K)

1703. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Colt CT26 Pathfinder Tactical knife that measures 12 3/4" overall and has a 7 3/4" 420J2 stainless par-
tially serrated steel blade. The knife features a blackened aluminum grip with rubber inserts and included is the original Kydex and nylon
sheath. An excellent example overall. (45684-9F)

1704. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a TOPS Condor Alert knife (TPCA99) with sheath. The knife measures 14 3/4" long and has a 9 1/2"
full tang blade that is a solid 1/4" thick its entire length. The 1095 blackened carbon steel blade has a Rockwell hardness of 58 and is
partially serrated on the back near the tip. The knife is equipped with a set of black linen micarta grips and included is the original
Kydex sheath. The knife is unmarked with the exception of the TOPS logo which is on the side of the grip. An excellent to like new
example overall. (45684-9I)
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1705. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a TOPS Condor Alert knife with sheath. The knife measures 15" long and has a 9 1/2" full tang
blade that is a solid 1/4" thick its entire length. The 1095 blackened carbon steel blade has a Rockwell hardness of 58 and is par-
tially serrated on the back near the tip with three simple sawback serrations, unlike the current "scalloped" design. The knife is
equipped with a set of black linen micarta grips and included is the original Kydex sheath. The knife is marked on the ricasso "Hoods
Woods" with logo and has "T.O.P.S. / Tactical-Ops. / U.S.A. / 145" alongside, the TOPS logo is on the side of the grip. An excellent
to like new example overall. (45684-9M)

1706. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a SOG Mini Pentagon M14 tactical dagger with sheath. The knife 7 7/8" overall and has a 3 1/2" dou-
ble edged blade that is serrated on one side and Rockwell hardness tested to 57-58. The AUS-8 blade has a matte gray powder coat fin-
ish and knife features a Kraton rubber grip. The included sheath is the original black Kydex and both are in excellent condition. A seri-
ous back-up or defense knife that is perfect for a vest or inside a boot and was made in Seki, Japan. (45684-9Q)

1707. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of an early style SOG Pentagon S14 tactical dagger with sheath. The knife measures 9 3/4" overall and
has a 4 3/4" bright AUS-8 stainless steel, double edged blade. The blade is serrated along one edge and is Rockwell hardness tested to
57-58. The knife features a black rubber Kraton grip and includes the original black Kydex sheath, both rate excellent. A nice earlier Seki,
Japan made example. (45684-9L)

1708. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Cold Steel Kobun tanto knife with sheath. The knife measures 9 7/8" overall and has a 5 3/8" fully
serrated blade. The knife features AUS-8A stainless steel and a Kray-Ex rubber grip. The included sheath is Kydex. An excellent condi-
tion example overall. (45684-9W)

1709. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a CRKT Hissatsu fighting knife with sheath. The knife measures 12" long overall and has a 7 1/8" bright
stainless steel blade. The double grind on the blade works for both slashing and thrusting and is optimal for close quarters combat. The
knife features a "twin fused" double injection molded, impact resistant rubber grip that has a traditional Japanese look and feel. Included
is the original Kydex sheath. An excellent example overall. (45684-9C)

1710. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a CRKT Ultima 7 tactical knife with sheath. The knife measures 11 1/2" overall and has a 6 3/4" tanto
style blade with patented Veff serrations. This full tang knife features glass filled nylon grips with specially formed grooves to help chan-
nel away water, oil or debris. The included sheath is black, ballistic nylon and both rate excellent. (45684-9E)

1711. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a CRKT Ultima 5 tactical knife with sheath. The knife measures 9 3/4" overall and has a 4 3/4" tanto
style blade with patented Veff serrations. This full tang knife features glass filled nylon grips with specially formed grooves to help chan-
nel away water, oil or debris. The included sheath is black, ballistic nylon and both rate excellent. (45684-9X)

1712. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Blackjack Blackmoor 2000 fixed blade tactical knife with sheath. The knife measures 10 5/8" long
and has a 5 1/2" matte finished blade. The tip has some very light grind marks present. The knife is equipped with gray micarta scales
and included is the original Kydex sheath with brass retention pin. An excellent example overall. (45684-9H)

1713. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Applegate-Fairbairn fighting knife by Boker with sheath. The knife measures 11" long overall and has
a 6" double edged blade, one side is partially serrated. The blade is a bead blasted 440c stainless that is Rockwell hardness tested at 58
and has both Applegate and Fairbairn's signatures etched on one side. The Delrin grip has a brass guard that is numbered "6199".
Included is the original Kydex sheath with retention. An excellent example overall. (45684-9J)

1714. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Gerber Mark II 35th Anniversary combat knife with sheath. The knife measures 11 7/8" long overall
with a 6 5/8" double edged bright steel blade. The blade is etched on one side "Mark II / 35th Anniversary 1966-2001". The stippled
grip has a gray body with black guard and pommel. The included sheath is the original brown leather. An excellent to like new condition
example overall. (45684-9Y)

1715. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Camillus 1A1 bayonet with sheath. This special production run bayonet measures 12 1/2" long
and has a 7 3/8" double edged blade, one side is partially serrated. The blade is high carbon steel and has a matte black coating. The
grip is brown with green inserts and matches the sheath. The sheath is a U.S. military design and features an integral sharpener and a
set of wire cutters that incorporates along the sides. A like new example of these experimental M9 style bayonets that would double as
a great survival tool. (45684-9B)

1716. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson model SW-830 military tactical knife with sheath. The knife measures 9 5/8" long
overall and has a 4 3/4" double edged blade. The R.O.C. 440 stainless steel blade has "Military #830 U.S.A. / First Production Run" etched
on the blade. The knife features a black, glass filled Grilon handle and includes the original tooled, black leather sheath. An like new exam-
ple overall, missing only the original box to be complete. (45648-26)

1717. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Becker Tac Tool by Camillus with sheath and box. This hefty combination tool measures 12 1/2" long
overall with a 7" square edged blade that has a gut hook along the spine and is partially serrated near the base. The blade is coated black
and has a Rockwell hardness of 56-58. The knife features Grivory grip scales and includes the original Kydex sheath and box. A like new
condition example for all of your outdoor needs. (45684-9AB)

1718. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Myerchin Classics Offshore System with sheath. This marine purposed knife measures 8" long with
a 3 1/2" serrated sheep's foot blade. The blade features Myerchin's logo and whale design etched on either side. The knife has an all
stainless construction with a powder coated grip and includes a 6 7/8" polished steel marlin spike. Both are housed in a Cordura nylon
sheath. These systems are one of the few knives approved by the U.S. Coast Guard for issued use, this earlier-example is in excellent con-
dition. (45684-9N)

1719. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Myerchin LightKnife Crew Pro folding knife. The knife measures 5 1/4" closed and has a 3 1/4" par-
tially serrated sheep's foot blade and 3" marlin spike. The knife features a Zytel grip with belt clip and has the DoubleLock blade locking
system, there is a lanyard ring at the base which releases the lock. This handy marine inspired knife features a red led light integrated in
the side, which will be handy for chart or map reading in low light. An excellent example overall. (45684-9AJ)

1720. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Dozier K-13 Whittler with sheath. The full tang knife measures 7" long and has a 3" semi-clip point
blade. The D2 blade is Rockwell hardness tested at 60-61 and is bright throughout. The knife features black Micarta grip scales and the
included sheath is the original black Kydex. An excellent to as-new example of these quality knives. (45684-9T)

1721. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Puma White Hunter fixed blade knife with sheath. This 1960's production example measures
10 5/8" long and has a 6" bright steel, partially serrated drop point blade. Made in the 3rd quarter of 1967 as identified by the "63607"
code on the guard the blade is etched near the tip "6377" along with the Puma model information. The grip features a hand crafted and
unique set of stag grips which rate excellent as well. The included leather sheath shows some minor flaking and light wear but is in oth-
erwise very good condition. An excellent example of these classic knives. (45684-9V)
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1722. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Finnish Mora style Bronze Bird knife by Marttiini with sheath. The knife measures 9 1/4" long and
has a 4 1/4" high polish steel blade with "F. Mattiini Finland" in script etched along one side. The grip features a rosewood body with
blackened brass guard and pommel that has been polished and maintains a two-toned look. The pommel has an obvious bird's head
design with a large loop in center that mimics the all-seeing eyes of a bird of prey. The original black leather and brass sheath is includ-
ed and has a gold embossed eagle on the front. This Eagle knife series was the first of Marttiini's special knives collection and remains in
like new condition, missing only the original presentation box to be complete. (45684-9A)

1723. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Boker 580 Bud Nealy Multi Concealment Sheath knife (MCS) in the original box with accessories.
This 7" long knife features a 3 1/8" spear point, bright steel blade and has a polymer coated grip. The "MCS" system includes a mag-
netic Kydex holster, with separate belt loop and lanyards capable of being worn in nine different configurations. The two-piece box also
contains the manual and paperwork showing the systems potential uses. A new in the box concealment knife with endless possibilities
for carry. (45684-9AN)

1724. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Boker Bud Nealy Illumination Multi Concealment Sheath knife (MCS) in the original box with acces-
sories. This 7" long knife features a 3 1/8" spear point, bright steel blade and has black G-10 grip scales. The "MCS" system includes a
magnetic Kydex holster, with separate belt loop and lanyards capable of being worn in nine different configurations. The hinge top box
also contains the manual and paperwork showing the systems potential uses. A new in the box concealment knife with endless possibil-
ities for carry. (45648-16)

1725. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Buck Kalinga fixed blade knife with sheath. This impressive hunting knife measures 10 1/4" long and
has a 4 3/4" upswept bright steel blade. A favorite of Al Buck this knife features a rosewood grip and brass guard. Included is the orig-
inal russet brown leather sheath and knife is date coded for 1997. An excellent to like new example overall. (45684-9AM)

1726. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Case XX fixed blade Kiowa skinning knife with sheath. The knife measures 9 1/4" overall and has an
4 1/4" upswept blade that has the Kiowa logo etched on one side with the Case model # "R703" marked on the opposite ricasso. The
knife features a wood handle and nickeled guard. The brown leather flap style sheath has a tooled basketweave design and all are in
excellent overall condition. (45648-27)

1727. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Swiss Model 57 bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 14 5/8" long and has a
9 3/8" double edged, high polished blade. The polymer grip rates excellent as does the composite scabbard and brown leather frog. An
excellent example overall. (45684-9G)

1728. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a CRKT Serengeti Hunter folding knife system with sheath. The knife measures 5" long and has a 3 1/4"
folding skinning blade and small, fixed skinning and caping knives attached to the sides. The small knives are about 4 1/2" long and have
a detailed 1 3/4" upswept skinning blade and serrated caping blade. The smaller knives are held to the sides via a sturdy metal clip and are
chisel ground to fit flush against the sides. The all stainless construction is bright and the blades are AUS-4 and hardened to Rockwell 55-
57. Included is the original black Cordura nylon sheath and all rate excellent. The perfect all-in-one game care knife. (45684-9AI)

1729. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two fixed blade knives with sheaths. First is a CRKT Bear Claw knife that measures 5 3/4" long with a
2" full tang AUS-4 stainless steel blade. The steel is Rockwell harness tested 55-57 and rates excellent and knife features glass filled nylon
grips. Included is the original Kydex sheath. The second is a similar designed Frost Cutlery Cat Skinner knife that measures 5 3/4" long
and has a 2 1/8" blade. The grip features bone scales, one side is jigged the other has a brass wolf's head inlaid in it. The included sheath
is tooled black leather and has a basketweave pattern design. Both are in excellent condition and have finger holes at the base of the
blades. (45684-9AG)

1730. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a William Henry S07 Evolution folding knife with sheath. This delicate looking gentleman's folder mea-
sures 4" long overall and has a 3" VG-10 steel drop point blade that is etched with the atlas William Henry logo. The grip features G-10
scales and has stainless steel liners. Included is the original black leather pocket style sheath. An excellent example overall. (45684-9AF)

1731. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Swedish barrel knife by Holmberg. The knife measures about 5" from tip to lanyard loop and has a
3 1/8" blade that has some light staining and fine pitting present. The wood barrel has steel bolsters and rates excellent with a few light
handling marks present. An excellent example overall. (45684-9AF1)

1732. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Xikar Elan gentleman's folding knife. The knife measures 2 3/4" closed and has a 1 7/8" Lion steel
blade. The knife features stainless steel locking liners and has special Ambonia Burl wood scales that have exceptional figure. A small
knife with executive appeal. (45684-9AF2)

1733. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Gerber Blackie Collins fixed blade diver's knife with sheath. The knife measures 7 7/8" long and has
a 3 1/2" partially serrated blade. This all stainless steel, one-piece construction knife is in excellent condition and has a black nylon cord
wrap. Included is the original Kydex sheath. (45684-9R)

1734. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two CRKT Sting fixed blade daggers designed by A.G. Russell. Each knife measures 7" long and has
a 3 1/4" double edged blade. They feature an enameled black finish and have a few light handling marks. Included are the original Kydex
and Cordura sheaths. An excellent example of these smaller boot knives overall. (45684-9AC)

1735. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a CRKT fixed blade Ryan Plan B knife with sheath. The knife measures 6 3/4" long overall and has a
3" partially serrated blade. The knife features grooved Zytel grip scales and included is the original Kydex sheath. An excellent example
overall. (45684-9S)

1736. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of an Emerson Persian Tactical folding knife. The knife measures 5 1/2" long and has a 4" upswept blade.
The 154 cm blade has a matte black finish and knife is equipped with G-10 scales and titanium locking liners. The knife is in excellent to
like-new overall condition and would make an excellent primary or back-up defense item. (45684-9AE)

1737. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of three CRKT folding knives. First is an M16-12 tactical knife that measures 4 1/4" closed and has a 3"
partially serrated tanto blade and gray anodized aluminum grip. Second is a Crawford designed Point Guard (6762) that measures 3 3/4"
closed and has a 2 3/4" partially serrated spear point blade and black anodized aluminum grip. Third is an Apache II (7012) that measures
4" closed and has a 2 3/4" partially serrated spear point ATS-34 blade and black anodized aluminum grip. All three are in excellent con-
dition and are equipped with belt clips. (45684-9AH)

1738. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Buck model 110 folding Hunter with sheath. This 1988 vintage folder measures 4 7/8" closed and
has a 3 1/2" bright steel clip point blade. The grip features brass bolsters and wood panels that rate excellent. The included flap style
sheath is brown leather and rates excellent as well. (45684-9AK)

1739.MULTI TOOL LOT This lot consists of an original Leatherman tool with sheath. The tool features stainless steel construction, a set
of folding pliers and eight different folding blades and tools. An excellent example overall in its original flap style brown leather sheath.
(45684-9AJ1)
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1740. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Spyderco Poliwog folding knife in its original box. The knife measures 3 1/2" closed and has a 1
7/8" VG-10 spear point blade. The knife features all stainless steel construction and rates like new. The right side of the blade has an
"E" logo etched near the thumbhole. This compact but very useful knife features a spring side clip and the original box and is in like-
new condition. (45648-26)

1741. KNIFE LOT This lot consist of three knives. First is a Buck #605 Pathmate with the original black nylon sheath. This handy out-
door, fixed blade knife measures 9 1/4" long with a 4 3/4" bright steel blade and Kraton rubber handle. Next is a Gerber 450 EZ Out
folding knife that measures 4 1/2" closed and has a 3 1/4" partially serrated blade and black composite grip. Lastly is a Gerber
Guardian I fixed blade fighting knife. The knife measures 9" overall and has a 4 3/4" double edged blade that has been sharpened and
tip is slightly malformed. It features a black anodized grip and includes the original leather sheath. All are in very good to excellent
condition. (45684-9AL)

1742. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two Cold Steel “The Spike” fixed blade knives. Each measures 8" long and has a 4" drop point blade.
The knife maintains its 1/4" thickness nearly its entire length and has a fine paracord wrapped grip. Designed by Barry Dawson this sim-
ple, minimalist design is ideal for any use and each includes the original Kydex sheath with chain lanyard. Two excellent examples from
this quality manufacturer. (45684-9AD)

1743. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of an unmarked automatic opening folding knife. The knife measures 4 3/8" closed and has a 3" stain-
less steel, drop point blade. The knife features a black rubber grip and is in excellent condition. Please note this item can be sold to NH
residents only. (45684-9AS)

1744. KNIFE LOT This Lot consists of a Maserin #380 Gourmet folding knife with ebony handles. This fine Italian crafted knife measures 4 3/4"
closed and has a 3 3/4" AUS8 stainless steel drop point blade. A high quality, elegant looking folding knife in like-new condition. (45648-21)

1745. KNIFE LOT This lot consists an unmarked fixed blade knife with sheath. The knife measures 14 1/8" long and has an 8" stainless steel
blade. The knife features black composite grip panels and has a double brass hilt. Similar in design to the Cold Steel Black Bear Classic
this Taiwan made copy is in excellent condition and includes the original black leather sheath. (45648-23)

1746. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of an unmarked Filipino style Kris blade knife with scabbard. The knife measures 15 1/2" long with a 10"
heavy Kris curved blade that has some light tarnish and surface oxidation. The grip is a mix of buffalo horn and wood with silver pin designs
and has a brass guard, the pommel has a few small cracks. The scabbard is made in the same fashion with a horn front and wood back.
The knife is in very good condition overall. (45648-13)

1747. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two tactical fixed blade knives with sheaths. The first is an unmarked stiletto style dagger that measures
12" long and has a 6 3/4" double edged blade that is a hollow ground on the reverse side. The knife features stainless steel construction
and has a rubber grip and includes what appears to be the original nylon sheath. The second is a smaller 7 1/2" long dagger with a 3
1/2" double edged partially serrated blade. The knife is made by Valor in Seki, Japan and also features a rubber grip and includes the orig-
inal faux leather sheath. Both are in excellent overall condition. (45648-22,29)

1748. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two fixed blade survival knives, one with sheath. The first is camo painted and measures 11" long and
has a 6" blade with sawtooth back and cap opener. The handle is hollow for your litany of survival equipment, the ball compass is miss-
ing from the handle. Included is the original green leather sheath with sharpening stone and has some minor damage on the loop. Second
is a Survivor knife that measures 10" long with a 5 1/4" stainless steel blade that has a sawtooth back and is missing the screw on grip
cap and sheath. Both are in very good condition. (45648-24,25)

1749. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two folding knives. The first is a Gerber Sportsman knife that measures 3 1/2" long with a 2 1/2" blade.
The brass grip has wood inlays and the brass is fully engraved with foliate scroll patterns and scalloped edges. The blade is bright with
some speckled light oxidation and the brass has a mild ochre tarnish. Second is a Kamp King by Imperial that measures 3 3/4" closed
and has four blades, including a knife blade, awl, combination screw driver/bottle opener and a can opener. The knife has black resin grips
and nickel bolsters, and rates excellent with some scattered light speckled oxidation. (45648-32,33)

1750. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of two vintage folding knives. First is a Kabar folding hunter with stag grips. The knife measures 5 1/4" closed
and has a 3 3/4" clip point and drop point blades. The drop point blade has minor damage at the tip and both have mottled patinas and show
signs of having been sharpened. The knife features genuine stag grips and has nickeled bolsters. Second is a George Wostenholm IXL sin-
gle bladed knife that measures 4 5/8" long and has a 3 1/2" clip point blade. The metal has a mottled brown patina and the knife features
jigged Delrin grip panels. This is a Sheffield, England vintage example. Both are in very good condition. (45648-37,38)

1751. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of three single bladed folding knives. First is a Frontier "Double Eagle" by Imperial. The knife measures
3" closed and has an etched 2 1/4" drop point blade and wood grip panels with brass bolsters. The next is by Winchester and measures
4 3/4" closed and has a 3 1/4" partially serrated drop point blade. Lastly is a 4" Pakistani made knife with a 3" clip point blade that has
light surface oxidation and a wood grip with brass bolsters. All three are in very good to excellent condition and have stainless steel blades
and light tarnish and minor wear overall. (45648-34,35,36)

1752. RAZOR LOT This lot consists of a German made Dovo No. 105 razor in its original box. The razor features and etched damascus pat-
tern on its 3" Solingen steel blade and has G10 grips. The side of the razor has gold etching stating it as being ice tempered frozen steel
and handcrafted in Germany. A like-new example overall. (45684-9AQ)

1753. RAZOR LOT This lot consists of a German made Case XX razor in its original box. The razor features a 3" Solingen made bright steel
blade and has red hardwood grips. The side of the razor is etched with the "W.R. Case & Sons" logo along the side. A like-new exam-
ple overall. (45684-9AP)

1754. RANGE BAG LOT This lot consists of a Cabela's hunter green Cordura nylon multi-pocket bag in excellent condition. This multi-use
bag measures roughly 12"x12"x10" and has a hard rubber base. With its many pockets and elastic retention straps this bag would make
a great range, fishing or muzzleloading supplies bag. (45684-6D)

1755. MUZZLELOADING LOT This lot consists of an assortment of Muzzleloading loading and cleaning supplies. First are four partial
containers of cleaning products including Hoppes lube oil (16 oz, and 2 oz), Butch's Bore Shine, and Cabela's black powder solvent. Next
is a package with two cleaning systems for traditional black powder rifles one for flintlock the other percussion. Third is a partial box of
Hornady .457 round balls, two bags with 22 caliber 30 grain ballets and three tins of Remington #11 percussion caps. Fourth is a Lee
#90424 .390 single cavity round ball mould with handles and sprue cutter, a lead dipper, small pot and a priming tool. Lastly are a small
assortment of patches, a container of Lee NRA Alox beeswax and a wipe down cloth. All the items are in excellent condition some show
minor use. (45684-6C)
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1756. LOT OF MUZZLELOADING ACCESSORIES This lot consists of 3 powder flasks and eight assorted tools for blackpowder and
muzzleloading use. Included are three ball starters - one brass and two wood, one brass inline capper, one Lee .3cc plastic dipper, one
nipple/touchhole pick, and two powder measures - one brass and one clear plastic T/C measures that have a 125 grain capacity and adjust
in 5 grain increments. Next are three, modern brass powder flasks of varying size. The first is the largest measuring about 6" tall and has
the Colt pattern design with crossed rifles, pistols, flags, cannon and anchor. Second is a smaller, unmarked flask that measures about 4
1/4" tall. Lastly is an even smaller, unmarked flask that has an adjustable pour spout marked in drams and would likely be good for prim-
ing. All are in excellent condition. (45684-6G,A)

1757. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS A total of five boxes of mixed caliber ammunition and brass to include; two full 20 round
boxes of Sellier & Bellot 30-06 fired brass. Second is a partial box of 50 Winchester Super–X, 380 Auto, 85 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges
containing 32 rounds. Also included are two full 50 round boxes of American Eagle 380 Auto, 95 gr., full metal cased cartridges. Items
in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (103818-4)

1758. LOT OF MUZZLELOADING ACCESSORIES This lot consists of two matching, contemporary powder horns with wood bases
and stoppers. The first measures about 12" long the second about 7". Two excellent modern examples, each has a rawhide strap for car-
rying. Next is a TDC brass, flint fire starter kit, two TDC marked capped nickel tins with Fleur-de-lis engraving on the lids and a TDC brass
oiler. The fire starting kit includes a steel striker, flints a rope cord and fire starting material. The cap removes from the lid and has a mag-
nifying lens. The TDC items are housed in a brown leather dual-pocket pouch. All are in excellent condition and would make perfect addi-
tions to your primitive possibles bag. (45684-6E)

1759. LOT OF SHOTSHELL RELOADING COMPONENTS Includes a sealed box of Remington 12 ga., Power Piston Wads No. W23694.
The box is sealed showing some light scuffing and mildew staining; items inside are presumed to be in very good condition. (103746-2B3)

1760. POSSIBLES LOT This lot consists of a five assorted leather items. Included are three tan - possibly deerskin- fringed pouches, one
brown leather pouch with flap and a suede brown leather, fringed rifle case that measures 58". All are in excellent condition. (45684-6B)

1761. STOCK LOT This lot consists of forearms for UZI and Heckler & Koch rifles and carbines. Included are two UZI forearm sets and three
H&K rifle forearms. Two of the H&K forearms are the round variation that fit the various G3 clone rifles, the third is a factory forearm for
the 91 series rifles. All are in excellent condition but do not include any mounting hardware. (45242-40AU)

1762. BIPOD LOT This lot consists of a G.P.S.-Grip Pod System bipod designed to fit picatinny style forearm rails. The grip has a push-but-
ton release which allows the 4" legs to extend and has a padded foam grip section. An excellent example overall. (45242-40AQ)

1763. H&K TRIGGER GROUP LOT This lot consists of a Heckler & Koch complete trigger group assembly for the 91 series rifles. The
metal has a parkerized gray finish and a green composite grip. The safety selector in not present, but the unit appears otherwise com-
plete. (45242-40AP)

1764. H&K FOLDING STOCK LOT This lot consists of a folding stock for the Heckler & Koch SL8 rifle. The stock is black composite and
is in like new condition, but does not include any hardware. (45242-40AM)

1765. STEYR AUG LOT This lot consists of a 5.56mm barrel and bolt assembly for the Steyr AUG bullpup carbine. The barrel measures 17
3/4" long with an integral flash hider and folding grip and has a bright excellent bore. There are a few pieces of tape on the barrel. The
bolt assembly appears complete. Two excellent examples overall. (45242-40AK)

1766. FAKE SUPPRESSOR LOT This lot consists of a fake Gemtech CMMG P-90 5.7mm suppressor. The suppressor measures 8 1/4"
long and has a matte blue finish. It is like new condition and includes the original box. The perfect accessory for any 22 or 5.56 caliber
firearm for when your real "can" iS not in use. (45242-40AT)

1767. STOCK LOT This lot consists of a Rock River Arms four position collapsible stock for an AR-15 or similar rifle. The black composite
stock rates excellent and a pistolgrip is included. (45242-40AN)

1768. STOCK LOT This lot consists of a Rock River Arms four position collapsible stock for an AR-15 or similar rifle. The black composite
stock rates excellent and is a ready replacement for your fixed M2 stock. (45242-40AL)

1769. BIPOD LOT (3 total) This lot consists of two FN FAL style folding bipods that work integrally with the aluminum FAL forend. The bipods
are unmarked but in excellent condition and have only a few areas of light surface oxidation present. Last is an unmarked heavy duty bipod
for the AK47 or SKS rifles. The bipod is blued steel and is in excellent condition overall. (45242-40AR,40AR1)

1770. 12 POWER TARGET SCOPES BY R.A. LITSCHERT A project lot between the two target scopes one is near complete with
cloudy optics and fine crosshair reticle. The other is missing glass on one end; both are near devoid
of finish on the tubes but remain dent free. With some TLC you may be to bring one of

these to life. (103750-22C, 22D)

1771. FEINWERKBAU MODEL 300S AIR
RIFLE serial #355850, 4.5mm/.177 cal., 29 1/2"
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-

faces retain 99% original blue finish. The satin walnut finish
competition style wood stocks rate excellent plus with minor edge wear. This

10.8 lbs., sidelever, spring piston gun known for its accuracy is in
great condition and imported by Beeman. (76239-277) (400/600)

1772. FIENWERKBAU MODEL 300S
AIR RIFLE serial #362983, 4.5mm/.177

cal., 29 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
blue finish. The satin walnut finish competition style stocks rate excellent plus with slight wear at some
high edges. Mounted to the gun is an excellent condition Tasco 3-9 X 50 scope. The original sights
are not present. This reputable side lever air rifle was manufactured in Germany and imported by
Beeman. (76239-279) (400/600)
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1773. WALTHER MODEL LGR AIR RIFLE
serial #105456, 4.5mm cal., 31" barrel with a bright

excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
blue finish. The beech stocks rate excellent with a few small impressions on the left

side of the butt. This side lever gun comes with a mounted Beeman SS2 scope in excellent condition.
The original sights are not present. This is a high quality German made target air rifle imported by
Interarms. (76239-288) (400/600)

1774. WALTHER MODEL LGR MATCH
UNIVERSAL AIR RIFLE serial #116902, 4.5mm cal., 31" barrel with

a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The walnut stocks are
excellent plus and feature an adjustable cheekpiece and an inlaid medallion commemorating Walther's
100 years from 1896-1996. A high quality target air rifle in near new condition. (76239-294)(400/600)

1775. DIANA MODEL 100 AIR RIFLE serial #003234
4.5mm/.177 cal., 26" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue
finish. The wood stocks rate excellent plus with only the slightest handling marks. This is a side lever
action in outstanding overall condition and includes the original Styrofoam box with outer carton.

(76239-282) (400/600)

1776.WEIHRAUCH MODEL HW 77 AIR RIFLE serial #1025444, 4.5mm/.177 cal., 18
1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The wood stocks

rate excellent plus. Replacing the original rear sight is an excellent condition Tasco 1.75-5X 40 mounted to
the gun. This outstanding condition single shot features underlever action with spring piston and would be suitable for small

game hunting or target practice. (76239-278) (250/450)

1777. DIANA MODEL 48/52 AIR RIFLE serial
#984427,4.5mm/.177 cal., 17" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%

original blue finish. The wood stocks rate excellent with a few light handling marks and a small chip at the
toe of the checkered pistol grip Monte Carlo stock. Included with the gun is a Bushnell Sportview scope in excellent con-

dition and the original box. Imported by RWS. (76239-280) (300/400)

1778. GAMO HUNTER EXTREME AIR RIFLE serial #729212-07, 4.5mm/.177 cal., 18"
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% finish with a similar amount on the

black matte barrel. Nice looking beech stocks rate excellent plus. Mounted to the English manufactured
air rifle is the original Gamo VFGE3-9x50IRW1R with covers. Also featured is a ventilated rubber butt pad and adjustable
trigger. (76239-258) (350/450)
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1779.WEBLEY AND SCOTT VULCAN AIR RIFLE serial #765550, .177 cal., 19" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% finish and the beech stocks rate excellent with the muzzle showing some adhesive label residue. The rifle features underlever
action, a rubber buttpad and a mounted Bushnell Sportview scope in excellent condition. (76239-291) (75/125)

1780. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 77A AIR RIFLE serial #G031392, .22 cal., 22" barrel, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
black oxide finish with light surface oxidation and wear marks present on the swinging forearm and light scratches on the barrel and frame.
The wood stocks retain 98% finish and exhibit a few moderate dings on the right side of the buttstock. This single shot air rifle has a trig-
gerguard that drops for breech loading and features an adjustable rear sight and a multi stroke pump. (76239-296) (75/125)

1781. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 77A AIR RIFLE serial #G015186, .22 cal., 22" barrel, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
black oxide finish with a few minor scratches. The wood stocks rate near excellent with a couple of handling marks on the butt. Included
is the original factory box showing small tears and some tape residue. (76239-285) (100/150)

1782. BSA AIRSPORTER STUTZEN AIR RIFLE serial #GR02135, .22 cal., 14"
barrel, 39" overall length. The metal surfaces retain 99% blue finish and the Mannlicher style

stock with Schnabel cap rates excellent with a handling mark and some light scratches on the right
forend. This nice looking air rifle features a concealed under lever, original front and rear sights and a ven-

tilated rubber butt pad. Included is the original factory box, unused bottle of oil, tube of pellets, six paper targets and steel
target holder. Box is structurally sound with ingrained dirt and a few small liquid stains. (76239-289) (350/500)

1783. SHERIDAN MODEL CB BLUE STREAK AIR RIFLE serial #96911, .20 cal./5 mm., 19 1/2" barrel. This multiple stroke fore-
arm pneumatic rates excellent overall with 99% black finish remaining on the metal surfaces and walnut stocks with light handling marks,
mainly at the toe of the butt. This example has the original Williams rear peep sight and blade front sight. Also included is the original fac-
tory box in excellent condition and the outer shipping carton. (76239-284) (75/125)

1784. SHERIDAN C SERIES AIR RIFLE serial #379436, .20 cal./5 mm., 19 1/2" barrel. Gun retains 99% black matte finish with excellent
plus walnut stocks, original fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Single shot pump rifle in excellent overall condition. (76239-293) (75/125)

1785. SHERIDAN C SERIES AIR RIFLE serial #424947, 20 cal./5 mm., 19 1/2" barrel. Metal surfaces retain 99% silver finish and the
walnut stocks rate excellent plus. This forearm pump rifle measures 37" in overall length. (76239-276) (75/125)

1786. SHERIDAN MODEL F AIR RIFLE serial #416196, 20 cal./5mm., 19 1/2" barrel. This CO2 powered gun measures 37" in overall
length and exhibits metal surfaces retaining 99% nickel finish and excellent plus walnut stocks. (76239-286) (75/100)

1787. SHERIDAN MODEL FB AIR RIFLE serial #365514, 20 cal./5mm., 19 1/2" barrel. The metal surfaces retain 99% black finish with
verdigris present between the barrel and the magazine tube. The walnut half stock rates excellent plus. This CO2 powered air rifle mea-
sures 37" in overall length. (76239-295) (75/100)

1788. SPORTSMAN MODEL QB 77 STANDARD AIR RIFLE serial #1291B00190, 177 cal., 21 1/2" barrel. This is a CO2 powered
single shot, Chinese manufactured air rifle with metal surfaces retaining 99% blue finish. The wood stocks appear to be beech and rate
excellent plus. (76239-287) (50/75)

1789. BSA SUPERSPORT MARK II AIR RIFLE serial #DS62599, .22 cal., 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue and the walnut stock rates excellent with only one small blemish. The gun measures 41 1/2" in overall length
with a ventilated rubber butt pad and includes a mounted Bushnell Sportview scope in excellent condition with lens covers. Also includ-
ed is the original factory box which also rates excellent. (76239-283) (300/400)

1790. BARNETT SPITFIRE AIR RIFLE serial #11933, .177 cal., 12" barrel, 36 1/2" in overall length. The metal surfaces retain 99% orig-
inal blue finish. The beech stocks rate excellent plus and mounted to this hard to find English manufactured side lever gun is an excel-
lent Bushnell Sportview 4x32 scope. (76239-281) (100/200)

1791. SAXBY AND PALMER ENSIGN RIFLE .22 cal., 39 1/2" overall length. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and the wal-
nut stock is excellent. The gun is equipped with a ventilated rubber butt pad and a mounted Bushnell Sportview scope with crosshair ret-
icle and crisp clear optics. This uses a compressed air cartridge. These rifles were supplied with a table pump from the factory. No acces-
sories are present with this lot. (76239-290) (75/150)

1792. WEIHRAUCH HW30 AIR RIFLE serial #353603, .177 cal., 17" barrel with bright excellent bore. The butt has a 1 1/2" oak extension
bringing the overall length to 41 1/2". The metal surfaces retain 99% blue finish. The wood stock exhibits fancy grain and a grooved forend.
The gun is equipped with a tunnel front sight and a Williams peep rear sight. Also included is a leather sling. (76239-292) (150/200)

1793. CROSMAN MODEL 1 AIR RIFLE serial #118103209, .22 cal., 21" barrel with bright excellent bore. This forearm pump single shot
rifle exhibits metal surfaces and wood stocks retaining 99% original finish. (76239-297) (75/100)

1794. RWS MODEL 5GS AIR PISTOL serial #590278, .177 cal., 7" barrel with bright excellent bore. This West German manufactured
pistol retains 99% black finish and the wood grips rate excellent plus. The mounted factory 1.5x15 scope is mounted to the gun and also
rates excellent. Included is the factory box with wrench. (76239-275) (75/125)

1795. TAU BRNO MODEL TAU-7 AIR PISTOL serial #8853, .177 cal. This Czech manufactured CO2 powered single shot, target style
pistol rates excellent overall retaining 99% metal finish and excellent wood stocks. Comes in the Styrofoam lined attaché style case also
housing extra seals, counterweights, screwdriver and CO2 cartridge. (76239-272) (100/200)

1796. BAIKAL MODEL IZH 46 AIR PISTOL serial #943359, .177 cal. This Russian manufactured single stroke pneumatic, target
style, single shot pistol retains 99% metal and wood finishes and comes in the original plastic case with manual and accessories.
(76239-274) (150/250)

1797. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight containers: (2) full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Long Range 12 ga., 2 3/4", mixed 4
and 6 shot; (1) full 25 rd. box & (1) containing 17 rds. of Winchester Super Target 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7 1/2 shot; (1) full five rd. box of Federal
Hi-Power & (1) full mismatched five rd. box of Rottweil 12 ga., 2 3/4 in. slug; (1) excellent condition Kassnar canvas cartridge belt with 25
suede pockets currently housing 21 rds. of Winchester 20 ga., 2 3/4"; (1) zip-lok plastic bag containing approximately 60 mixed manufac-
turer and ga. (mostly 12 ga.). The overall condition is very good with some showing light tarnish. (74634-3)
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1798. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of ten sleeves to include eight featuring carry handles and thickly padded, most-
ly green or blue in color and manufactured by Allen and two expandable cloth by Remington. These excellent condition 52" long sleeves
have seen minimal use but exhibit long strips of tape residue on the outer shells. (76252-23A)

1799. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of ten well-padded long gun sleeves with carry handles, mostly by Allen. These
excellent condition sleeves are 52" long and have blue or green outer shells, many exhibiting adhesive residue from tape that was used
for ID purposes. (76252-23B)

1800. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES Total of ten sleeves in excellent overall condition to include eight nicely padded with various col-
ored 52" long nylon shells complete with carry handles. There are also two stocking type cloth sleeves with draw strings. These sleeves
have seen very little use and have lots of life left in them despite the tape residue present on many of the nylon shells. (76252-23C)

1801. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES These are a quantity of ten very protective, camo pattern soft sleeves measuring 52" in length
and featuring sturdy carry handles. The condition is excellent but with areas of adhesive residue where there was once tape used for ID
purposes. (76252-23D)

1802. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of ten soft sleeves with a length of 52". These are well padded sleeves with han-
dles, most by Allen. The nylon outer shells exhibit various colors and patterns with some tape residue evident. (76252-23E)

1803. LOT OF LONG GUN SLEEVES This is a lot of ten soft sleeves measuring 52" in length and in excellent overall condition. They
feature a formidable amount of padding to complement the rugged nylon outer shells and dual carry handles. This lot comes in a mixture
of colors with adhesive residue present on most. (76252-23F)

1804. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three factory sealed 50 rd. plastic boxes of CCI .22 WMRF, 45 gr., HP in bright excel-
lent condition. (74006-5A)

1805. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven boxes of .22 LR: (3) full 50 rd. Remington HiSpeed Kleanbore; (1) full 50 rd. of
Remington Kleanbore in an excellent condition dog bone style box; (1) full 50 rd. of Western Super-X and (1) containing 22 of Western
Xpert; (1) containing 15 rds. of Eley Tenex. The overall condition is excellent although the Kleanbore shows mild oxidation to the tips and
traces on the Eley. (74006-5B)

1806. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes to include two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC .22 LR Hi-Speed Long
Range Shot in the dog bone style Kleanbore box. Both boxes rate excellent with crisp edges and white background that now has a pleas-
ing gold tint. The ammunition also rates excellent with only traces of oxidation. The third box is also an excellent Remington UMC
Kleanbore but without the transition in color and this one labeled for Lubricated Bullets, of which one rd. is enclosed, as are 12 rds. of
shot, all rating very good to excellent. (74006-5C)

1807. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC .22 Short Hi-Speed HP Kleanbore. These
old style boxes have strong graphics with a white background that has faded to a pleasing yellow gold tone and strong crisp edges.
All three appear to have never been opened prior to this inspection which reveals bright excellent casings but the tips exhibit mild oxi-
dation. (74006-5D)

1808. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of Remington Kleanbore .25 Remington, 117 gr., SP: (2) full 20 rd. and (1)
containing 16 rds. of Express; (1) full 20 rd. of standard. The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition while the boxes are near
very good with edge wear, a missing flap on one and some large notations in black marker. (74006-5E)

1809. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 218 Bee Hi-Speed, 46 gr., Mushroom
Bullet in excellent plus condition. This box was clearly stored properly and rates excellent with light wear at some corners. (74006-5F)

1810. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 25-20 Win., 86 gr. lead in excellent con-
dition with nice bright casings and clean tips. (74006-5G)

1811. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes of .30 Remington SP, 170 gr.: (2) full 20 rd. and (1) containing 19 rds. of
Remington Kleanbore Express; (1) containing three rds. and eight fired cases of Hi-Speed Core-Lokt; (1) full 20 rd. of Remington High
Velocity Core-Lokt; (1) full 20 rd. of Peters High Velocity Inner Belted. The ammunition is in excellent overall condition with a few show-
ing light tarnish. The boxes show mild wear and a couple of missing flaps, the blue and yellow Peters box has a price written in black mark-
er but otherwise is near excellent. (74006-5H)

1812. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes of 25-35 Win., 117 gr., SP: (3) full 20 rd. of Remington Hi-Speed; (1) full 20
rd. of Western Super X; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester Super Speed; (1) containing 18 rds. of Western Super X boat tail. The conditions
range from very good with very light traces of verdigris (boat tail) to bright excellent (Remington). (74006-5I)

1813. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of 32 Remington, 170 gr., SP: (2) full 20 rd. of Remington Express Core-
Lokt; (1) full 20 rd. of Remington Hi-Speed Core-Lokt; (1) containing 14 rds. of commercial reloads by Old Western Scrounger Inc. The
overall condition is near excellent. (74006-5J)

1814. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 50 rd. of Navy Arms 32 short rim-fire made in Brazil by CBC; (1)
full 50 rd. of a mixture of Remington and Western 32 S&W center fire; (1) full 50 rd. box of Remington UMC of 32 S&W center fire in a
near excellent teal colored two piece box; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester 32 cal., 40 gr., in a two piece green labeled box in excellent con-
dition. The ammunition ranges from very good to excellent. (74006-5K)

1815. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 33 Winchester 200 gr.: (2) full 20 rd. of Winchester; (1) containing 16
rds. and four fired cases of Remington. The ammunition rates about very good with light oxidation on the tips. The boxes are good to very
good with tape repairs and missing flaps on one. (74006-5L)

1816. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes including four full 20 rd. of .32 Win. Special, 170 gr.: (1) Federal SP Hi-Shok;
(1) Remington Express Core-Lokt SP; (1) Winchester Super Speed SP; (1) Winchester Super X Power Point; (1) full 20 rd. of Savage .243
Winchester 80 gr., pointed SP. The conditions range from very god to bright excellent. (74006-5M)

1817. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Peters .33 Win., 200 gr. SP in very good to excellent condition
with a few showing very light tarnish. The boxes have prices written on them including one with a torn but present end flap, otherwise
structurally sound with mild edge wear. (74006-5N)

1818. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of .35 Remington: (2) Remington 200 gr., (one Express, one Hi-
Speed) SP Core-Lokt; (1) Peters 200 gr. High Velocity Inner Belted SP; (1) Remington Hi-Speed 150 gr., Pointed SP, Core-Lokt Bullet.
The overall condition is very good to excellent with a few of the pointed rds. showing traces of verdigris. (74006-5Q)
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1819. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes including three of .32 Remington: (1) Western Super X Silvertip,
170 gr., expanding bullet; (1) Peters High Velocity 170 gr. Inner-Belted SP; (1) Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore, 110 gr., Mushroom Bullet
(1) Winchester Super X .32 Win. Spl., 170 gr. Power-Point. The ammunition ranges from near very good (Remington) to bright excellent
(32 Win. Spl.) and the boxes are about very good overall. (74006-5R)

1820. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Winchester 45 Colt, 250 gr. LFN. This is the Theodore Roosevelt 150
Year Commemorative Series edition with a group photo of the Rough Riders serving as a drop back for the close up image of Roosevelt him-
self serving as the main focus of the impressive foil coated box which rates excellent with minor impressions at two corners. The nickel cased
ammunition which is head stamped "ROOSEVELT/45 COLT" rates bright excellent and is housed in a nice Styrofoam tray with the Winchester
name stamped along its lengths. An impressive package that would make a great compliment to the commemorative gun. (74006-5S)

1821. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester 45 Colt in excellent plus condition: (1) 250 gr. lead
flat nose in the natural tan box with black graphics including the horse and rider logo on the front; (1) 255 gr. lead in the old style yellow
box with red and blue graphics. (74006-5T)

1822. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes. First is a full 50 rd. box of Remington UMC 38 S&W, 146 gr. in near excel-
lent condition with clean tips and light tarnish on the casings. The two piece black box is structurally sound with wear along the edges
and a green label that is securely affixed and exhibiting pronounced graphics. The second box is also the old style two piece black box
with a tan .38 Colt Police Positive label with strong graphics and mild wear at the edges. It currently houses 30 rds. with "U.M.C/.38 COLT
N.P." head stamps and 6 rds. of Remington U.M.C. 38 S&W. The ammunition is in excellent condition with clean lead tips. (74006-5U)

1823. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes. First is 16 rds. of very good to excellent condition Remington Kleanbore
348 Win. Hi-Speed, 150 gr., SP in the one piece green and red box with a price sticker attached to the back, and mild wear to some edges,
with cardboard tray. The second is a one piece green and red Remington Kleanbore box with text reading "32 Winchester (32-20)" with
a torn but present flap and currently housing a full 50 rds. of a mixture of manufacturers and tips of 32 Win. ranging from very good to
excellent. (74006-5V)

1824. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. green and red one piece box of Remington Kleanbore 38-55 Win., 255 gr., SP. The box
and ammunition are in excellent condition. (74006-5W)

1825. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Remington Kleanbore 30-06 Springfield Hi-Speed, 180 gr.,
S.P. Core-Lokt in an excellent one piece green and red box. (1) containing 20 rds. of an assortment of manufacturers and tips of 30-06
Springfield; (1) full 20 rd. of Peters high velocity 30-30 Win., 170 gr., Inner-Belted SP; (2) full 20 rds. of an assortment of manufacturers
and tips of 30-30 Win. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (74006-5X)

1826. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 12 rd. packet of Frankford Arsenal .45 cal. It is dated August 1874 and also reads "12
Cartridges/Colt's Revolver, Cal; .45/Powder, 30 grains. Bullet, 250 grains. The top and drawstring are not present but the main body is
sound with the exception of the front edges which are loose but attached. The box has pleasing shades of gold patina serving as a back-
drop to crisp clear black text. The ammunition is very good with light tarnish and mild oxidation. (74006-5Y)

1827. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of .38 S&W: (2) of Winchester Super X 145 gr., lead-round nose;
(1) Remington 146 gr. lead. The ammunition is in bright excellent condition. (74006-5Z)

1828. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. boxes of 32-40 Win.: (1) full 20 rd. of excellent Western 165 gr. SP in an
also excellent condition blue, yellow and red box. (1) full 20 rd. box of Dominion 170 gr. KKSP in very good to excellent condition; (1) one
containing 10 rds. of mixed manufacturer, 4 fired cases, and 3 rds. of 32-40. Their conditions range from good to excellent. (74006-7A)

1829. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester Super Speed Silvertip .303 Savage, 190 gr.,
expanding bullet. (1) full 20 rd. box containing a variety of manufacturers and tips of .303 Savage; (1) full 20 rd. box (old style with bear
image) of Winchester Silvertip .300 Savage Super Speed, 180 gr., controlled expanding; (1) full 20 rd. of CAC (New Zealand manufac-
tured) .303 HP. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (74006-7B)

1830. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of .303 Savage: (2) of Remington Hi-Speed 180 gr., SP, Core-
Lokt; (1) of Winchester Super X 190 gr. Silvertip expanding. The lot is in excellent overall condition. (74006-7C)

1831. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 20 mixed rds. of Winchester Super X Power Point .338 Winchester Magnum in very
good to excellent condition. (74006-7D)

1832. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of Winchester 44 WCF in the attractive Cheyenne Cartridge
box from the 1880 Classics series. Box and ammunition rate excellent. (1) of Peters .44-40 in the old style two piece box with portions of
some labels missing and ammunition rating very good and showing light tarnish and oxidation; (1) of Winchester Cowboy Action Loads
44-40 Winchester, 225 gr. lead flat nose in bright excellent condition and contained in the natural tan box with black graphics including
the horse and rider logo. (1) Remington 44 S&W Special, 246 gr. lead in bright excellent condition. (74006-7E)

1833. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. box of Remington UMC .40-65 Winchester & Marlin, 260 gr., SP in
about very good condition with mild tarnish and spots of surface oxidation on some. The ammunition is housed in an excellent old style
dog bone green box with red graphics and bright white text. (74006-7F)

1834. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. box of Western Super X 358 Win. Silvertip, 200 gr., controlled expand-
ing bullet in excellent plus condition. The original yellow box with blue, red, and white graphics is in similar condition. This lot has with-
stood the test of time wonderfully. (74006-7G)

1835. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one 50 rd. size Western box containing 45 rds. of Western 38-40 Winchester, 180 gr.
SP in excellent plus condition and 5 rds. of mixed Remington rating near very good. The box rates about very good with a liquid stain
and a name written in ink. Also included is an empty box and tray. This is the Western Standing Grizzly box for Super-X 30-40 Krag (30
Army), 180 gr. Silvertip rating about good to very good with a missing side flap, some penciled in notes on the inner cardboard tray and
light wear along the edges. These boxes are not common. (74006-7H)

1836. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight boxes of .38 Special: (1) full 50 rd. of very good Remington Targetmaster
Kleanbore 148 gr. wad cutter; (1) factory box for the above listed containing 40 rds. of very good Western wad cutter. They are the
one piece green box with red and white graphics and rate very good with light wear and prices written in ink on the backs; (1) full 50
rd. of Federal Premium 125 gr., Nyclad, HP rating bright excellent. (2) full 25 rd. plastic boxes of Federal Premium Personal Defense
110 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP rating bright excellent; (2) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 46 rds. of Winchester Super X 158 gr., HP rating bright
excellent. (74006-7I)
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1837. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 packages: (1) factory sealed 25 rd. box and (1) containing 17 rds of Interarms 9mm
Luger; (1) full 16 rd. box of 1942 dated Teuto Metallwerke G.m.b.H., Osnabruck, Germany 9mm Luger with black tips; (1) full 20 rd. box
of 1942 dated Winchester 30-06 in the natural tan box with red stripe; (1) box containing 11 rds. of Rheinisch-Westfalische Sprengstoff
A.-G., Nurnberg-U. Germany 9.3x72R; (1) box containing 15 rds. of Remington Kleanbore 25 Auto, 50 gr. metal cased bullet in the red
and green one piece box; (2) full 100 rd. boxes of Remington Kleanbore C.B. Caps; (1) zip lok bag containing approximately 35 rds. of
mixed manufacturer and caliber including .32 Rem., 44 Henry rimfire, 338 Win. Mag. and 38 W.C.F. and 3 decorative pins; (1) factory sealed
100 rd. box of Winchester No. 116 Staynless Primers; (1) tin containing approximately 70 Giulio Fiocchi-Lecco No. 11 percussion caps.
The overall condition of the lot is about very good. (74006-7J)

1838. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 7 boxes: (1) full 25 rd. of Winchester Ranger 16 ga., 2 9/16", 4 shot with the original box
with pointer in foreground with box and paper shells rating near excellent; (1) full 25 rd. of Winchester Super Speed 16 ga., 2 9/16", 6
shot in original very good box with ink ID note applied. Shells rate near excellent with very light tarnish on some; (1) full 25 rd. of American
Eagle 12 ga., 9 shot in red box rating very good to excellent as do the paper shells; (1) correct box containing 9 rds. of Peters 20 ga., 2
3/4 ", 6 shot. Box is good to very good with wear and tape, shells very good; (1) mismatched box containing 13 rds. of excellent red paper
Western 3B Super X 20 ga.; (1) full 5 rd. box of Imperial 20 ga., 2 1/2 in. in very good to excellent condition; (1) full 5 rd. box of Peters 20
ga., 2 1/2" rifled with correct tan box and paper shells rating very good to excellent. (74006-7K)

1839. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 8 boxes of 16 ga.: (1) full 25 rd. of Winchester Western 2 3/4", 8 shot; (1) full 25 rd. of
Winchester Super Speed 2 9/16", no. 7 1/2; (1) full 25 rd. of Peters Victor 2 3/4", 4 shot; (1) full 25 rd. of Canuck 2 3/4", 6 shot; (1) full
25 rd. of Winchester Ranger Mark 5, 2 3/4", 5 shot; (1) full 25 rd. mismatched box of mixed Western Super X Mark 5, in the red paper
casing; (1) full 25 rd. Western Xpert box containing a variety of manufacturers and loads; (1) Remington Express box containing 17 mixed
rds. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (74006-7L)

1840. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 8 boxes of 12 ga.: (1) full 25 rd. of Remington Kleanbore Nitro Express in a very good to
excellent box and excellent shells; (1) factory sealed 25 rd. of New England Arms 2 1/2", 6 shot in the solid orange box with black graphics;
(1) full 25 rd. of Alcan 2 3/4", 7 1/2 shot; (1) full 25 rd. box of Western Xpert 2 5/8", 8 shot; (1) containing 20 rds. of Winchester Western 2
3/4", 4 Buck; (1) full 25 rd. of Western Popper Load smokeless blanks; (1) full 25 rd. of Remington UMC Nitro Express Long Range Game
Loads in very good sunburst label box; (1) 25 rd. size Remington UMC New Club box rating near very good and filled with an assortment of
vintage shells including New Club. Also included are 4 loose shells highlighted by a Winchester Nublack 10 ga. (74006-7M)

1841. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box of Remington UMC Kleanbore 22 LR in an excellent "dog bone" box. The ammu-
nition is very good to excellent with faint traces of oxidation on the tips and fairly bright casings. (75877-4)

1842. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box of Fiocchi 9X21 IMI, 123 gr., FMJ in bright excellent condition. (76240-240)
1843. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of .303 Savage: (1) full 25 rd. of Peters High Velocity 180 gr., SP in very

good condition with light tarnish and a partially torn blue, yellow and red box with a missing end flap; (1) tattered Remington box con-
taining 17 rds. of mixed head stamps in very good condition. (76298-1A)

1844. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a vintage natural tan Winchester box with a label that reads in black text "25 SHELLS, SHOTGUN/12
GAGE, BRASS/NO. OO BUCKSHOT/LOT W.R.A. 22057/WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY". Within the box are housed 25
rds. of brass 12 ga. buckshot to include 8 correct rds. matching the box label and 17 with head stamps reading "REM-UMC/No.12/BEST"
in near excellent condition with only very light tarnish observed. (75942-24)

1845. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a vintage factory sealed natural tan paper packet of Winchester buckshot with areas of ingrained
dirt and a small tear at one edge which exposes what appears to be very bright brass. The strong black text stamped to the front reads
"25 SHELLS, SHOTGUN/12GAGE, BRASS/SMOKELESS POWDER/#00 BUCKSHOT/FOR USE IN HUNTING SMALL GAME LOT
NO 5656". (75942-12A)

1846. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a vintage factory sealed natural tan paper packet of Winchester buckshot. There are scattered black
spots mainly on the sides and the top crease of the paper is reinforced with a pink foil. The front stamp crisply reads "25 SHELLS, SHOT-
GUN/12 GAGE BRASS/No. 00 BUCKSHOT/LOT W.R.A. 22057/WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO." (75942-12C)

1847. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a vintage factory sealed tan paper packet of Winchester shotshells. The packet is in excellent condition
and exhibits a pleasing hint of an even blackish layer which serves as the backdrop to the robust stamp stating "25 SHELLS SHOTGUN/12
GAGE PAPER/SMOKELESS POWDER/No. 8 CHILLED SHOT/FOR USE IN HUNTING SMALL GAME/LOT RA 5708" (75942-12B)

1848. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a partial box of 19 rds. of Remington Kleanbore 45-70 Government, 405 gr., SP. The ammunition
rates about near very good with areas of mild tarnish and a hint of oxidation at the tips. The one piece 20 rd. size green and red box has
a missing flap and scuffing at the corners. (75942-26)

1849. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes: (1) containing 45 rds. and 5 fired cases of Remington 45 Colt, 225 gr. lead
semi-wadcutter; (1) containing 14 rds. and 6 fired cases of Winchester Super X 41 Rem. Mag., 210 gr., jacketed SP. The ammunition is
in excellent condition. (75942-14, 15)

1850. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 4 full 50 round plain tan boxes of .45 ACP Ball: (1) of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
Lot WRA 22562 with 1967 head stamps and in excellent condition; (1) Of Western Cartridge Co. with 1953 dates and rating bright excel-
lent; (1) of Remington Arms Co. Inc. Lot RA 5603 in very good to excellent condition with light tarnish on most; (1) of Remington Arms
Co. Inc. Lot R.A. 5536 rating near very good with a darkened patina to the tips. (75942-13)

1851. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 80 rds. of .308 from Lake City Ammunition Plant with mainly 1987 dates.
The condition is very good with light tarnish. (75942-28)

1852. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 7 boxes: (1) full 25 rd. of Winchester Super Speed, 10 ga., 2 7/8", 2 shot; (1) con-
taining 24 rds. of Winchester Ranger Super Skeet Load, 16 ga., 2 3/4", 9 shot; (1) Winchester Super Speed, 10 ga., 2 7/8", 2 shot box
containing 12 rds. of the correct shell and 13 rds. of Remington Express Kleanbore Extra Long Range, 10 ga., 4 shot; (1) full 25 rd. size
box of mixed 16 ga.; (1) full 25 rd. box of Winchester Super Speed 16 ga., 2 3/4", 2 shot; (1) containing 19 rds. of Western Super X Long
Range Short Shot String 10 ga., 6 shot; (1) Western Super X 16 ga., 2 3/4" rifled slug box containing 8 correct rds., 2 rds. of Remington
Express Extra Long Range rifled slug, 9 rds. of Sears Roebuck Extra Range 12 ga., 4 shot, and 1 rd. of Western Super X 12 ga. The over-
all condition is about good plus with tarnish levels reaching moderate on some and mildew observed on many. Only one of the boxes has
missing flaps, with all showing ingrained dirt and wear. (73714-11B)
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1853. LOT OF MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot consists of military ammunition, mostly in stripper clips. First is an opened box of ten
rounds of 8X56R M30 "S" Mannlicher cartridges , each in two steel five-round stripper clips with 1938 headstamps. The blued stripper
clips rate excellent and the ammunition is clean and bright. The lid of the box shows clear markings with the Nazi eagle beneath the pro-
file of the bullet projectile. Next are 13 rounds of 6.5 Carcano, Second World War-era military ammunition in 3 blued 1939-dated strip-
per clips. The ammunition is bright and clean, some of the cases are lacquered, the blued stripper clips about excellent. Next are 51
rounds of 30-06 Govt ammunition in 1903 Springfield five-round stripper clips. The ammunition shows light some oxidation overall, a few
with a couple more moderate spots, there are 11 rounds of red-tipped tracer; six rounds of "AMA 62" headstamped ball; 34 rounds which
appear to be brown-tipped, possibly maroon that is merely oxidized (also tracer) with FA 41 headstamps, the stripper clips also showing
light oxidation. It appears as though all this would clean readily with some steel wool. Last are loose assorted military ball: four "HXP"
headstamped 303 British and one "P315" headstamped 8mm Mauser, mostly bright with a bit of tarnish. (36123-3A)

1854. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a box of Canuck 25 Stevens Short, 65 gr., rimfire containing approximately 47 rds. in excellent con-
dition The 50 rd. size box also rates excellent with crisp edges and a price written in ink on the top flap. (76250-5)

1855. LOT OF ACCESSORIES First is a two piece suede padded shooting rest measuring 5" tall with light wear and no maker name.
Additionally there is an equal height homemade pine block rest and a two piece alloy and leather rest. Also included are two Outers
Gunslick Rifle Kits with a few scratches and wear to the red paint. They contain several accessories including 4 cleaning rods, several used
and unused brushes and mops, 3 tubes of Gunslick lubricant, and a 100 pc. factory sealed package of Sears .22 cal cleaning patches.
The last group is approximately 300 paper targets including 50 ft. slow fire pistol and Leupold 100 yard. The targets rate very good over-
all with a few showing small tears or folded edges. (74567-2, 3)

1856. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 5 boxes: (3) full 20 rd. and (1) partial containing 4 rds. and 4 fired cases of assorted
tips by Winchester, Remington, and Federal .30-30 Win.; (1) two piece plastic Dickson containing 12 rds. and 6 fired cases of mixed .270
Win. Also included is an identical but empty yellow Dickson Large Rifle Cartridge Box. The ammunition rates near very good overall but
several rds. exhibit mild tarnish. (74567-1A)

1857. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 8 boxes of .30-06 Springfield: (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester Super Speed, 180 gr., SP;
(1) full 20 rd. of Remington Kleanbore Express, 220 gr., SP, Core-Lokt; (1) containing 19 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed, 180 gr., SP, Core-
Lokt; (1) containing 19 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed, 150 gr., Bronze Pointed; (1) mismatched Remington box containing 12 Remington
Bronze Pointed and 8 HP; (1) containing 16 rds and four fired cases of Winchester Super X 180 gr. Silvertip; (1) 20 rd. .30-06 size yellow
plastic Flambeau Cartridge Box containing 16 rds. of Remington SP and 4 rds. of Norma pointed SP; (1) Herter's white plastic cartridge
box containing 3 rds. of Winchester Super X Silvertip. The overall condition is very good. (74567-1B)

1858. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 6 boxes of .30-06 Springfield: (3) full 20 rd. and (1) containing 15 rds. and 1 fired
case of Western Super X Silvertip, 180 gr., controlled expanding bullet; (1) containing 17 rds. and 3 fired cases of Western Super X, 150
gr., SP; (1) containing 10 rds. of mixed manufacturer and tip. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (74567-1C)

1859. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 boxes: (1) containing approximately 300 rds. of 1968 dated Western military .38
Special with light to moderate tarnish on some; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington Kleanbore Targetmaster, 148 gr., Wad Cutter; (1) containing
approximately 45 rds. of Remington 38 Special Kleanbore Police Service, 158 gr., lead bullet; (1) containing 41 rds. and 4 fired cases of
Remington 38 Special, 158 gr., lead bullet; (3) full 50 rd. boxes of Western Super Match 38 Special Mid-Range, 148 Gr. Lead Clean Cutting
Bullet; (1) box containing 19 rds. and 26 fired cases of 357 Magnum Hi-Speed 158 gr., S.J.H.P.; (1) containing 32 rds. of Western .32 Auto,
71 gr., metal case. Box is heavily damaged but the ammunition is excellent; (3) full 6 rd. boxes of Speer 38/357 shotshell. Other than the
aforementioned military, the ammunition in this lot is in very good to excellent condition. (74567-1D)

1860. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 5 boxes: (1) containing 23 rds. of Winchester Super Speed Mark 5, 12 ga., 2 3/4", 7
1/2 shot; (1) full 25 rd. of Western Super X Mark 5, 16 ga., 2 3/4", 4 shot; (1) containing 12 rds. of Remington 12 ga., 2 3/4", express
rifled slug; (1) containing 17 rds. of Remington 12 ga., 2 3/4" express buckshot; (1) plastic box containing 8 rds. of Remington Extra Long
Range 12 ga., 00 Buck. Also included is one loose rd. of Remington Shur Shot 12 ga., Power Piston, 6 shot. The lot is in very good to excel-
lent overall condition. (74567-1E)

1861. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 10 boxes of .22 cal.: (4) full 50 rd. of Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore LR; (1) full 50
rd. of Remington Hi-Speed LR Golden Bullet HP; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington Hi-Speed LR Golden Bullet including about 10 of HP; (2)
full 50 rd. of Sears LR Copper Plated; (1) containing approximately 45 rds. Hy-Score (Imperial) Subsonic CB caps reduced velocity; (1)
containing approximately 45 rds. of Acorn-Stoeger BB caps. The ammunition in this lot is in excellent condition. (74567-1F)

1862. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 boxes of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR Standard Velocity: (8) full 50 rd; (1) con-
taining approximately 42 rds.; (1) containing 7 rds.; (1) full 50 rd., hinged, two piece wood cartridge display box. This lot is in excellent
overall condition. (74567-1G)

1863. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 13 boxes of rimfire: (3) full 50 rd. two piece plastic boxes of CCI maxi mag, 22 Win.
Magnum HP; (3) full 50 rd. of Winchester Super-Speed 22 Win. Mag. JHP; (2) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 49 rds. of Canuck 22 LR,
standard velocity; (1) full and (1) containing approximately 45 rds. of Western Super X 22 LR Long Range; (1) CCI 22 LR standard veloc-
ity, mini-group box containing 21 rds. of the correct ammunition and 14 rds of Remington Golden Bullet HP; (1) plastic box containing 17
rds. of Winchester .22 Win. Mag. The lot is in excellent overall condition. (74567-1H)

1864. ACCESSORY LOT This is a very solid all-purpose steel box measuring 18"x9 1/2"x 9" and features a forged steel handle and brack-
ets for the included excellent Yale lock complete with two functional keys. The case has no visible markings as it has been repainted OD
green, of which 99% remains to the interior and exterior surfaces. This impressive box weighs in at 17 lbs. and would provide capable
storage for just about anything. (74567-1I)

1865. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a partial box of 19 rds. of excellent plus condition Remington High Velocity, 416 Remington Mag.,
400 gr., Barnes Solid. The box has a strip of clear tape applied with a large ID written in black ink. (74497-2C)

1866. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Remington Express Rifle .45-70 Government, 300 gr., Semi-Jktd. HP with bright
casings, but some tips showing the onset of light oxidation. (74497-2D)

1867. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 9 packages: (1) full 20 rd. and (1) containing 16 rds. of Remington Express Core-Lokt
.30-30 Win., 150 gr., SP: (1) containing 19 rds. of Remington High Velocity 25 gr. Power-Lokt HP; (1) full 50 rd. box of Winchester Super
X 22 Win. Mag., JHP; (2) full 20 rd. boxes of CCI 22 WMRF shotshell and (1) of the same two piece tray style box containing 5 rds. and
11 rds. of Winchester Super X 22 Win. Mag., JHP; (1) containing 4 rds. of CCI 44 Magnum Shotshells; (1) Zip-Lok bag containing approx-
imately 120 rds. of several manufacturers and calibers including 375 H&H Mag., 348 Win., and 44 Rem. Mag. The overall condition is very
good to excellent. (74497-2B)
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1868. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 8 full 10 rd. boxes of 8x56R. The 1938 dated and Nazi marked ammunition rates very
good to excellent with light tarnish on some and are housed in correct 5 rd. stripper clips. The plain tan boxes have the following
stamped over a large orange S: "10 Stuck/8 mm M. 30 scharfe/S-Patronen/B/VIII 1938. The boxes rate excellent with only one miss-
ing a flap. (74497-2A)

1869. LOT OF SCOPES This is a lot comprised of two scopes. First is a Japanese Model 781-00b, 4x32, nitrogen filled with 96% black
finish, clear optics and standard crosshair reticle. The second is a Bushnell Command Post 4x Scopechief II retaining 96% black finish
with a few scratches to the metal surfaces. It also features standard crosshair reticle and clear optics. (74603-5W)

1870. KNIFE LOT This is a Case XX 562-4 1/2 SS with a stag handle and double edge blade with rounded point and light wear marks. This
is the I.A.M. (International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers) 100th. Anniversary Limited Edition knife. It measures 8 1/2"
in overall length and comes in the original wood display box with commemorative plaque. (74497-4T)

1871. LOT OF FIVE EDGED WEAPONS Includes three hand wrought African spear fishing tips with barbed points and throats with
metal surfaces exhibiting moderate oxidation with two measuring 12 1/2" in overall length and the third 17". Next is a Sudanese arm knife
with an overall length of 13". The 8" double edge blade exhibits 30% surface oxidation and the included decorative scabbard with
attached lanyard compliment the handle nicely. The last item is a 12" long bone handled North African knife with an 8" single edged blade
with mild surface oxidation present mainly around the tang. It is housed in a tan leather scabbard with only light wear. (74497-4R)

1872. BELT AND AMMUNITION LOT This model 1923 cartridge belt is the post 1950 version with no small pocket strap and snap.
The condition is excellent with virtually no wear or fading. In addition this belt comes complete with all 10 pockets filled with correct en
bloc clips housing 8 rds. each of 1952 dated Frankford Arsenal 30-06 in very good condition with light tarnish. (74543-8)

1873. MILITARY ACCESSORY LOT First is a U.S. M-1916 holster marked "Milwaukee Saddlery Co./1942" and experiencing light mildew
particularly on the flap which retains a crisp "US" marking. There are scattered wear marks throughout the surface but the leather is sup-
ple and the holster is still very sound structurally. The attached lanyard, swivels and "AJ" marked belt loop are in similar condition. The next
item is a 1912 pattern two pocket .45 cal. magazine pouch marked "R. H. Long/7-18". The khaki canvas shows light wear and ingrained
dirt and the pouch currently houses two unmarked 1911 magazines with parkerized surfaces exhibiting mild surface oxidation. (73765-16E3)

1874. MILITARY ACCESSORY LOT Includes two 15 rd., .30 .cal. magazines for the M1 Carbine. They remain in the unopened cos-
moline wrap and are housed in a correct and excellent condition U.S. magazine pouch with light ingrained dirt and marked "Pittsburgh
Garter Co./1944". The belt loops are firmly attached and the markings are bold and crisp. (73765-16E4)

1875. MILITARY ACCESSORY LOT This is a British machete measuring 23" in overall length with an 18" blade marked "Bainco 1945"
and a mainly blackened patina and several small areas of surface oxidation. The smooth, black, plastic, riveted grip panels show light han-
dling marks with the left one marked "AF/0100". The machete comes with a near excellent OD green canvas scabbard marked "MECo
1945/A.F.0101" with a firmly attached belt loop with hanger and marked "MADE IN ENGLAND". (73765-27C)

1876. MILITARY ACCESSORY LOT First is an excellent condition and apparently unused U.S. M-1942 canteen in a late WW2 pattern
cover with hook and correct belt, all OD green canvas showing virtually no wear and the metal surfaces exhibiting light surface oxidation
and light wear in isolated areas. Next is a U.S. M-1910 ten pocket khaki cartridge belt dated 1943 and showing light wear and stains of
ingrained dirt. Attached by way of a correct hanger is a similar condition and matching khaki color U.S. M-1924 first aid pouch by the
American Awning Co. The last item is also a ten pocket cartridge belt but this one being the later version OD green minus the internal
snap/strap configuration. This one is also complete with correct hardware and rating very good to excellent. (73765-16E10, 11, 12)

1877. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of a total of three leather holsters. First is an apparently unused and excellent condition light
tan and stamped S-2 and dated 1989 and compatible with the CZ 52. Next is a Bucheimer measuring 10" in length and in excellent con-
dition with minor wear marks to the brown outer shell and light wear to the interior and complete with belt loop and strap. Lastly is a brown
Safariland #25 suitable for a large frame Smith & Wesson and in nearly identical condition as the Bucheimer. (73765-16E13, 14, 15)

1878. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 24 full ten rd. stripper clips of 1952 dated Remington Arms 30 .cal in excellent condi-
tion. They are complete with cardboard sleeves and housed in two correct excellent condition six pocket bandoliers stamped "Cal. 30
Carbine/Ball M1/10 Rd. Clips/RA5289" (74543-4)

1879. LOT OF MILITARY EDGED WEAPONS First is a U.S. M-1942 Machete with an 18" blade marked "True Temper 1945" and
exhibiting a dark patina with moderate surface oxidation particularly on the right side. The grip has black electrical tape applied to its entire
surface. Included is a 1945 dated OD green canvas scabbard with a small wear hole on the right side and an accompanying correct belt.
The overall condition is about near very good. Next are two M-4 bayonets for the M1 Carbine. One is by Case and rates about very good
with light oxidation towards the guard and a Camillus rating good plus with oxidation and pitting throughout most of its surface, a round-
ed tip and moderate grip wear. (74543-5, 6A)

1880. LOT OF BAYONETS This lot consists of two U.S M1 bayonets with 10" blades and OD green plastic scabbards. The first is marked
AFH and retains 99% of a reparkerized blade surface and a sharpened edge. The black plastic grips have moderate smoothening to the
right panel and mild wear on the left side. It is housed in a very good scabbard retaining 98% OD green and mild surface oxidation at the
throat. The second retains 99% of a chrome plating and is also marked AFH with the grips showing light wear and minor handling marks.
The scabbard retains 98% OD green finish and a throat showing mild and moderate spots of oxidation. (74543-6B,C)

1881. LOT OF BOOKS 9 total Vanishing Victory: Custer’s Final March, by Bruce R. Liddic; c. 2004 Bruce R. Liddic 196 page hardcover
with jacket. Excellent condition and is Vol. V of the Upton and Sons collection of the Battle of the Little Big Horn Series. With Crook at
the Rosebud, by J.W. Vaughn; c. 1956, J.W. Vaughn, new material c. 1994 Stackpole Books. 245 page hardcover with jacket. Excellent
condition and is one of six works of The Custer Library by publishers Stackpole Books. The Troopers: An Informal History of the Plains
Cavalry 1865-1890, by S.E. Whitman; c. 1962 S.E. Whitman. 256 pages near excellent condition hardcover with jacket and with a few
spots on the top edge. Battles and Skirmishes of the Great Sioux War, 1876-1877: The Military View, compiled, edited, and annotated by
Jerome A. Greene; c. 1993 U. of Oklahoma Press. 228 pages paperback that appears unused but has light mildew stains on top edge.
Life in Custer’s Cavalry: Diaries and Letters of Albert and Jennie Barnitz, 1867-1868, edited by Robert M. Utley; c. 1977 Robert M. Utley.
302 pages near excellent condition and apparently unused paperback with a slight crease to the cover and first few pages. Custer
Battlefield: A History and Guide to the Battle of the Little Bighorn, by Robert M. Utley which serves as Official National Park Handbook
132, Custer Battlefield National Monument, Montana. 112 pages paperback rating near excellent. Little Bighorn Battlefield: Touring the
Battlefield. Official National Park Service tour pamphlet that unfolds to 16 ½ x16” and in excellent condition. Guns of the Little Big Horn,
13 page undated booklet provided by The Pennsylvania Antique Gun Collectors Association measuring 9x6” and rating very good to excel-
lent. Wild West, June 1998, Tenth Anniversary Edition of the periodical chronicling the American frontier which includes lead article titled
“Guns of the Little Bighorn. Very good with wear marks on cover. (75538-17A)
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1882. LOT OF BOOKS 11 total History of the U.S. Cavalry, by Swafford Johnson; c. 1985 Bison Books Corp. 192 pages excellent con-
dition and wonderfully illustrated hardcover with jacket. Large book (12 1/4”x9 1/4”) with mild mildew on top edge. War Horse: Mounting
the Cavalry with America’s Finest Horses, by Phil Livingston & Ed Roberts; c. 2002 Phil Livingston and Ed Roberts. 352 pages excellent
condition hardcover with jacket and appears virtually unused. To Hell with Honor: Custer and the Little Bighorn, by Larry Skenar; c. 2000
U. of Oklahoma Press. 393 pages excellent hardcover with jacket. I Fought with Custer: The Story of Sergeant Windolph, Last Survivor
of the Battle of the Little Big Horn as told to Frazier and Robert Hunt. c. 1947, 1974, 1987 U. of Nebraska Press. 236 pages paperback
rating excellent with light stain to the foredge. We Trailed the Sioux: Enlisted Men Speak on Custer, Crook, and the Great Sioux War, by
Paul L. Hedren; c. 2003 Stackpole Books. 98 pages hardcover with jacket. Excellent condition and very portable (7 1/4”x 5 1/4”). On the
Western Frontier with the United States Cavalry…Fifty Years Ago, by Herman Werner; c. 1934. 98 pages paperback with stains mainly at
the spine from contact with a liquid, but otherwise near excellent. The U.S Horse Cavalry Association Roster, May 1985 edition; 84 pages
paperback with two window placards and accompanying letter signed by its president J.R. Spurrier. Cavalry Tactics: OR. Regulations for
the Instruction, Formations and Movements of the Cavalry of the Army and Volunteers of the United States, Vol I. 1862 issue reprinted by
J.M Carroll & Co. 217 pages 5 1/2”x4” paperback in near excellent condition. Basic Cavalry Commands: Summary and Execution, by W.C.
Spencer; homemade copy of 15 pages (51/2”x 4”) bound by one staple. Big Hole National Battlefield and Little Bighorn Battlefield
National Monument official park guides from the National Park Service in very good condition. (75538-17B)

1883. LOT OF BOOKS 8 total North American Indian Wars, by Richard H. Dillon; c. 1983 Brompton Books Corp. 256 pages well illus-
trated 12”x 9 ½” hardcover with jacket. The West that Was: A Lively and Authoritative Story and Picture Album, edited by Thomas W.
Knowles and Joe R. Lansdale; c. 1993 Thomas W. Knowles. 320 pages hardcover with jacket. Near excellent with mild mildew on top
edge. Natural History, June 1986 edition from the American Museum of Natural History featuring a full cover spread and a ten page arti-
cle titled “Post-mortem at the Little Bighorn by Douglas D. Scott and Melissa A. Connor. About very good with a cover adhered by tape.
The Indian War of 1864, by Captain Eugene F. Ware; c. 1994 U. of Nebraska Press. 483 pages excellent paperback with light yellowish
spots on the top edge. 1876 Facts About Custer and the Battle of the Little Big Horn, by Jerry L. Russell; c. 1999 Jerry L. Russell. 256
pages paperback in excellent condition. Showdown at Little Big Horn, by Dee Brown; c. 1964 Dee Brown, this printing 2004 U. of
Nebraska Press. The Flight of the Nez Perce… through the Bitterroot Valley-1877. 17 page excellent booklet from the USDA Forest
Service. (75538-17C)

1884. LOT OF BOOKS 10 total A Pictorial History of the American Indian, by Oliver Lafarge; c. 1956 Oliver Lafarge and Crown Publishers.
272 pages hardcover. Custer's 7th Cavalry: From Fort Riley to the Little Big Horn, by E. Lisle Reedstrom; c. 1992 Ernest Lisle Reedstrom
156 page illustrated 11x 8 1/4" paperback. US Army in the Plains Indian Wars 1865-91 by Clayton K S Chun; c. 2004 Osprey Publishing
Ltd. 96 pages, apparently unused paperback from the Osprey Battle Orders Series. U.S. Cavalry by John Selby; c. 1972 Osprey Publishing
Co. 40 pages paperback from the Osprey Men-at Arms series. Custer Battlefield by Edward S. and Evelyn S. Luce; c. 1949 this printing
1957 National Park Service. 36 pages hardcover which is No. 1 from the Historical Handbook Series. Morning Star Dawn : The Powder
River Expedition and the Northern Cheyennes, 1876, by Jerome A. Greene; c. 2003 U. of Oklahoma Press. 288 pages hardcover with jack-
et, and is vol. 2 in the Campaigns and Commanders series. Death Song: The Last of the Indian Wars, by John Edward Weems; c. 1976
John Edward Weems. 310 pages hardcover with jacket. Four Days with Custer, by Don Weibert; c. 1985 Don Weibert. 74 pages paper-
back. Little Bighorn Battlefield Official tourist pamphlet from the National Park Service. The March of the Montana Column: A Prelude to
the Custer Disaster, by Lieutenant James H. Bradley, edited by Edgar I. Stewart; c. 1961 U. of Oklahoma Press, this printing 1991. 179
pages paperback. The overall condition of the items in this lot is very good to excellent with mild mildew on the top edge of two of the
hardcovers. (75538-17D)

1885. LOT OF BOOKS 8 total Cowboy: The Enduring Myth of the Wild West, by Russell Martin; c. 1983 Russell Martin and Stewart, Tabori
& Chang Publishers Inc. 432 pages hardcover with jacket. 12"x10" book with hundreds of high resolution photos. "Hell, I Was There!"
by Elmer Keith; c. 1979 Elmer Keith. 308 pages hardcover with jacket. Cowboy and Gunfighter Collectibles: A Photographic Encyclopedia
with Price Guide and Makers Index, by Bill Mackin; c. 1989 Bill Mackin, this printing 1991. 172 pages paperback. Cowboy Tales: Western
Classics from American Masters; c. 1990 Fly Productions. 86 pages hardcover with jacket and color photos by John Land Le Coq. High
Country, by Rutherford G. Montgomery; this edition c. 1993 The Derrydale Press Inc. This copy is one of 2500 by in a limited edition and
features a maroon pebble grain, gilt embossed cover and edges with moiré end papers. The Log of a Cowboy, by Andy Adams; c. 1903
Andy Adams. This was reprinted in 1981 as part of the Classics of the Old West from Time Life Books and features a faux leather cover,
moiré end papers and linen page keeper. Cowboy Clothing and Gear: The Complete Hamley Catalog of 1942, c. 1995 Dover Publications.
168 pages paperback. Load 'Em Up Tie "Em Down; by Gordon Jesse Walker. c. 1982 Gordon Jesse Walker. 41 pages paperback.
Instructional material for the beginning packer of horses and mules. The overall condition of this lot is near excellent. (75538-17D)

1886. LOT OF BOOKS Total of 8 Guns and the Gunfighters, by the editors of Guns & Ammo; c. 1975 Peterson Publishing Co., this 1982
edition by Bonanza Books. The Guardsmark Diary; c. 2008 Guardsmark LLC. Approximately 200 pages gilt embossed hardcover which
includes much helpful information pertaining to security services. Fired in Anger: The Personal Handguns of American Heroes and Villains,
by Robert Elman; c. 1962,1963,1964,1965,1966,1967,1968 Robert Elman. 480 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. American Frontier
Lawmen 1850 -1930, by Charles M. Robinson III; c. 2005 Osprey Publishing. 72 pages illustrated paperback. The Guns that Won the
West: Firearms on the American Frontier, 1848-1898, by John Walter; c. 1999 John Walter. 288 pages hardcover with jacket. No Second
place Winner, by Bill Jordan; c. 1965 W. H. Jordan, this printing 1984. 114 pages hardcover with jacket and dedicated by the author.
Instructional material for use of the handgun as a fighting tool. Bad Boys of the Black Hills...and Some Wild Women Too, by Barbara Fifer;
c. 2008 Farcountry Press. 189 pages paperback. Gun Fighters, by Colonel Charles Askins; c. 1981 N.R.A. of America. 289 pages gilt
embossed hardcover. The overall condition of the books is very good to excellent. (75538-17E)

1887. LOT OF BOOKS 8 total Fighting Vehicles: The Machines that Revolutionized Land Warfare in the Twentieth Century, by Chris Ellis
and Peter Chamberlain; c. 1972, second impression 1973. 95 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. The GMC 6x6 and DUKW: A
Universal Truck, by Jean-Michel Boniface and Jean Gabriel Jeudy; c. 1978 EPA. 254 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. WWII Jeep
Guidebook: Buying, Owning and Enjoying Your WWII Jeep, by Ren Bernier; c. 2005 Rene Bernier. 118 pages illustrated paperback ded-
icated by the author. WWII Jeep, by David Doyle; c. 2009 Squadron/Signal Publications. 48 pages photograph based paperback from the
In Action series. All-American Wonder Vol. III: The Photographic History of the U.S. Military 1/4 Ton Truck, by Fred W. Crimson; c. 2005
Fred W. Crimson. 622 pages paperback. Jeep: Mechanical Mule to People's Plaything, photography by Henry Rasmussen; c. 1987 Henry
Rasmussen. 128 pages hardcover with jacket. Hail to the Jeep: A Factual and Pictorial History of the WW2 Jeep, by A. Wade Wells; c.
1946 Harper & Brothers. 120 pages paperback. Cavalry from Hoof to Track, by Roman Jarymowycz; c. 2008 Roman Jarymowycz. 276
pages paperback from the Stackpole Military History Series. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (75538-17F)
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1888. LOT OF BOOKS 10 total Indian Wars 1850-1890, by Richard H. Dillon; c. 1984 Bison Books Corp. 128 pages illustrated hard-
cover with jacket. The Old West, George Daniels, consulting editor; c. 1990 Time Life Books. 432 pages illustrated hardcover with jack-
et. Apache Wars: An Illustrated Battle History, by E. Lisle Reedstrom; c. 1990 Ernest Lisle Reedstrom. 256 pages illustrated paperback.
The Custer Myth: A Source Book of Custeriana, by Colonel W. A. Graham; c. 1953 W. A. Graham. 413 pages hardcover with jacket and
illustrated frontispiece in the form of a photo of statue named "The Passing of the Yellow Hair". The Apaches, by Jason Hook; c. 1987
Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages illustrated paperback from the Men-at-Arms Series. The American Indian Wars 1860-1890, Philip
Katcher; c. 1977 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages illustrated paperback also from the Men-at-Arms Series. Indian Fighting Army, by
Fairfax Downey; c. 1941 Fairfax Downey. 329 pages hard cover with jacket and illustrations from Frederick Remington and others.
Includes a personal note on the front end paper dated April 22, 1942 as this copy was a gift of appreciation. The Custer Adventure, com-
piled by Richard Upton; c. 1981 Custer Battlefield Historical & Museum Association. 119 pages paperback. Little-Benteen Entrenchment
Trail, issued by National Park Service. 15 page tourist pamphlet published in 2004 of the site of the second half of the Battle of the Little
Bighorn. Little Bighorn Battlefield, pullout pamphlet provided by the National Park service serving as a visitor's guide to the Little Bighorn
Battlefield National Monument. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (75538-17G)

1889. LOT OF BOOKS 11 total Horse Equipments and Cavalry Accoutrements, introduction by James S. Hutchins; c. 1970 Socio-Technical
Publications, second printing 1984. 59 pages hardcover with jacket.This is Ordnance Memoranda No. 29 as Prescribed by G. O. 73, A.
G. O., 1885. Colt Cavalry, Artillery and Militia Revolvers (1873-1903), by Keith Cochran; c. 1987 Keith Cochran. 288 pages hardcover with
jacket. United States Military Saddles 1812-1943, by Randy Steffen; c. 1973 U. of Oklahoma Press. 158 pages illustrated hardcover with
jacket. The U.S. Cavalry, 1865-1890: Patrolling the Frontier, by Antonio Mayoralas; c. 2006 Andrea Press. 51 pages illustrated paperback
from the Historical Warriors series. Sound the Charge: The U.S. Cavalry in the American West, 1866-1916, by John P. Langellier; c. 1998
Lionel Leventhal Limited. 72 pages paperback from the G.I. Series The Illustrated History of the American Soldier, his Uniform and his
Equipment. The Story of the U.S. Cavalry 1775-1942, by Major General John K. Herr and Edward S. Wallace; c. 1953 Major General John
K. Herr and Edward S. Wallace. 275 pages hardcover with slightly torn jacket and an illustrated frontispiece comprised of "A Fight for
Water" by Charles Schreyvogel. The Plains Wars 1757 -1900, by Charles M. Robinson III; c. 2003 Osprey Publishing Co. 95 pages paper-
back from the Essential Histories series. 9th. Virginia Cavalry, by Robert K. Krick; c. 1982 H.E. Howard Inc. 132 pages hardcover that
serves as a history and roster from the Virginia Regimental Histories Series. The U.S. Horse Cavalry Association Roster, dated May 1988.
96 pages paperback. Bugles in the Afternoon, by Ernest Haycox; c. 1944, this edition 2003. Compelling tale of Custer's Seventh Cavalry
at the Little Bighorn. They Rode with Custer: A Biographical Directory of the Men that Rode with General George A. Custer, c. 1987, 1993
J.M. Carroll Co. 290 pages paperback. The overall condition is excellent with the older ones exhibiting light wear and some mildew stains
on the top edge. (75538-17H)

1890. LOT OF BOOKS 9 total Cowboys: America's Living Legend, by Claude Poulet, text by Bill Harris; c. 1986 Colour Library Books Ltd.
Approximately 120 pages oversized (14 1/2"x10"), color photo based offering. Cowboys & the Trappings of the Old West, by William
Manns and Elizabeth Clair Flood; c. 1997 Zon International Publishing Co. 224 pages heavily illustrated hardcover with jacket. The
Backyard Horseman, by Ron Dude; c. 1987 Mountain Press Publishing Co. 146 pages illustrated paperback which serves as a complete
guide to small-scale ownership and horse care. Border States Leatherworks, 1994 dated 16 page catalog in pamphlet form. Pony Tracks,
written and illustrated by Frederick Remington; c. 1982 Crown Publishers Inc. Originally published in 1895, this 221 page hardcover with
jacket includes 15 articles covering the experiences of the period's most popular artist. Practical Horsemanship, by H.S. Burnham; c. 1937
American Horseman. 83 pages hardcover. The Cowboy: An Unconventional History of Civilization on the Old_Time Cattle Range by Philip
Ashton Rollins; c. 1922, 1936 Charles Scribner's Sons, this edition 1997 U. of Oklahoma Press. 402 pages paperback. Ride Western: A
Complete Guide to Western Horsemanship, by Louis Taylor; c. 1968 Louis Taylor. 228 pages hardcover with jacket. Trail Dust & Saddle
Leather, by Jo Mora: c. 1946 Jo Mora, this printing 1987 Bison Books. 246 pages paperback. The overall condition is near excellent with
most of the books exhibiting light mildew on the top edge. (75538-17I)

1891. LOT OF BOOKS 8 total The Peacemakers: Arms and Adventure in the American West, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1992 R.L. Wilson. 392
pages hardcover with jacket. Cavalry & Artillery Revolvers…a Continuing Study, by John A. Kopec and H. Sterling Fenn; c. 1994 John A.
Kopec. 304 pages hardcover with jacket and dedicated by Kopec. Custer Battle Guns, by John S. du Mont; c. 1974 John S. du Mont;
113 pages illustrated hardcover. Gun Digest, 21st. edition, 1967, edited by John T. Amber. 400 pages paperback. Custer's Last Battle
1876, by E.S. Godfrey Captain, 7th Cavalry; c. 1995 Vistabooks, reprinted from Century Magazine January 1892, 44 pages staple bound
paperback. They Died with Custer: Soldiers' Bones from the Battle of the Little Bighorn, by Douglas D. Scott, P. Willey and Melissa A.
Connor; c. 1998 U. of Oklahoma Press. 389 pages hardcover with jacket. Information unfolded by archaeologists. The .45-70 Springfield,
by Joe Poyer and Craig Riesch; c. 1991,1996,1999, and 2006 North Cape Publications, Inc. 274 pages illustrated paperback. Troopers
with Custer: Historic Incidents of the Battle of the Little Big Horn, by E. A. Brininstool; c. 1952 E. A. Brinninstool, this printing 1989. 343
pages paperback. The overall condition of the books in this lot is excellent. (75538-17J)

1892. LOT OF BOOKS 10 total The Civil War: An Illustrated History, by Geoffrey C. Ward with Ric Burns and Ken Burns; c. 1990 American
Documentaries, Inc. 425 pages hardcover with jacket. Civil War Times, August and December 1960 issues exhibiting tears to several
pages. Carbines of the U.S. Cavalry 1861-1905, by John D. McCauley; c. 1996 John D. McCauley. 144 pages illustrated hardcover. Great
Civil War Heroes and their Battles, edited and with an introduction by Walton Rawls; c. 1985 Cross River Press, Ltd. 303 pages illustrat-
ed hardcover with jacket. Biographies and captions derived from nineteenth-century publications. Notes on Cavalry Weapons of the
American Civil War 1861-1865, by Col. Berkeley R. Lewis; c. 1961 American Ordnance Association. 31 pages staple bound booklet.
Confederate Cavalryman 1861-65, by Philip Katcher; c. 2002 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 64 pages illustrated paperback. Custer and his
Wolverines: The Michigan Cavalry Brigade 1861-1865, by Edward G. Longacre; c. 1997 Edward G. Longacre. 352 pages hardcover with
jacket. Mounted Raids of the Civil War, by Edward G. Longacre; c. 1975 Edward G. Longacre, this printing 1994. 348 pages paperback.
Overview of Civil War cavalry raids by way of twelve noteworthy expeditions. Custer Victorious: The Civil War Battles of General George
Armstrong Custer, by Gregory J.W. Urwin; c. 1983 Associated University Presses, Inc. 308 pages hardcover with jacket. The overall con-
dition of this lot is excellent. (75538-17K)

1893. LOT OF BOOKS 10 total One binder containing approximately 14 issues of The Guidon, the newsletter of the Cavalry Collectors
Assn. circa 1968-1971 as well as 4 annual membership rosters and a copy of the association's constitution and by-laws. We Remember
U.S. Cavalry Association, by Ed Daily; c. 1996 Turner Publishing Co. 151 pages illustrated hardcover. Arming & Equipping the United
States Cavalry 1865-1902, by Dusan P. Farrington c. 2004 Dusan P. Farrington 594 pages illustrated hardcover. Civil War Times, Vol. 1,
No. 5, Aug., 1959 issue of the Civil war Times. 8 page, excellent condition newspaper style periodical. The U.S. Horse Cavalry
Association Roster, May 1989 issue, 107 pages booklet. Following the Custer Trail of 1876, by L.J. Chorne; c. 2001. 200 page paper-
back. Little Big Horn 1876: Custer's Last Stand, by Peter Panzeri; c. 1995 Reed International Books Ltd. 96 pages illustrated paperback
from the Osprey Campaign Series. Warriors at the Little Bighorn 1876, by Richard Hook; c. 2004 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages illus-
trated paperback from the Men-at-Arms series. Little Big Horn 1876: Custer's Last Stand, by Peter Panzeri; c. 1995 Osprey Publishing
Ltd. 96 pages illustrated paperback from the Osprey Campaign Series. In Custer's Shadow: Major Marcus Reno, by Ronald H. Nichols;
c. 1999 Ronald H. Nichols. 407 pages hardcover with jacket and one of only 250 Autograph Edition copies signed by the author.
Excellent condition lot overall. (75538-17L)
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1894. LOT OF BOOKS 10 total Great Battles, Sept. 1992 issue presented by Military History Magazine including a lead article on the
pursuit of Pancho Villa. Roosevelt's Rough Riders, by Alejandro de Quesada; c. 2009 Osprey Publishing. 64 pages illustrated paperback
from the Warrior series. Uncle Sam's Little Wars: The Spanish-American War, Philippine Insurrection and Boxer Rebellion, 1898-1902, by
John P. Langellier; c. 1999 Lionel Leventhal Limited. 72 pages paperback from the G.I. Series The Illustrated History of the American
Soldier, his Uniform and his Equipment. The U.S. Army 1890-1920, by Philip Katcher; c. 1990 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 40 pages paper-
back from the Men-at-Arms Series. The Spanish-American War and Philippine Insurrection 1898-1902, by Alejandro de Quesada; c. 2007
Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages paperback from the Men-at Arms series. US Cavalryman 1865-1890: Weapons-Armour-Tactics, by
Martin Pegler; c. 1993 Reed International Books Ltd. 64 pages paperback. The Great Pursuit: Pershing's Expedition to Destroy Pancho
Villa, by Herbert Molloy Mason, Jr.; c. 1970 Herbert Molloy Mason, Jr. 269 pages hardcover with jacket. The Philippine War 1899-1902,
by Brian McAllister Linn; c. 2000 University Press of Kansas. 427 pages paperback. Wings and Saddles: The Air and Cavalry Punitive
Expedition of 1919, by Stacy C. Hinkle; c. 1967 Texas Western Press. 47 pages staple bound paperback. Pancho Villa, by William Douglas
Lansford; c. 1965 William Douglas Lansford. 283 pages hardcover with jacket. The overall condition is very good with foxing occurring on
the older books. (75538-17M)

1895. LOT OF BOOKS 11 total Images of the Spanish-American War April-August 1898, by Stan Cohen; c. 1997 Stan Cohen. 392 pages
paperback dedicated by the author. Uniforms & Equipment of the Last Campaign 1916: The Pursuit of Pancho Villa, by William C.
Machado; c. 1993 William C. Machado. 112 pages reference paperback. The Texas Rangers, by Dr. Stephen Hardin; c. 1991 Osprey
Publishing Ltd. 64 pages paperback from the Osprey Elite series. The Alamo and the War of Texan Independence 1835-36, by Philip
Haythornthwaite; c. 1986 Osprey Publishing. 48 pages paperback from the Men-at Arms series. The Mexican Revolution 1910-20, by P.
Jowett & A de Quesada; c. 2006 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 64 pages paperback from the Elite series. US Cavalryman 1891- 1920, by
Alexander M. Bielakowski; c. 2004 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 64 pages paperback from the Warrior series. One Ranger: A Memoir, by H.
Joaquin Jackson and David Marion Wilkinson; c. 2005 H. Joaquin Jackson and David Marion Wilkinson. 279 pages hardcover with jack-
et of Jackson's account of his long career as a modern-day Texas Ranger. A Practical Spanish Grammar for Border Patrol Officers, by the
U.S. Dept. of Justice Immigration and Naturalization Service. 194 pages paperback printed in 1955. Tales of the Rio Grande, by Bill Jordan;
c. 1995 Bill Jordan. 141 pages hardcover with jacket. Personal accounts by the famous Border Patrolman. The Western Peace Officer: A
Legacy of Law and Order, by Frank Richard Prassel; c. 1972 U. of Oklahoma Press. 330 pages hardcover with jacket. Five Years A
Cavalryman: Or Sketches of Regular Army Life on the Texas Frontier 1866-1871, by H. H. McConnell; c. 1996 U. of Oklahoma Press. The
overall condition of the lot is near excellent with light foxing on two. (75538-17N)

1896. LOT OF BOOKS 7 total Ranch: Portrait of a Surviving Dream, photographs by Dudley Witney, text by Moira Johnston; c. 1983 Key
Porter Books, text c. 1983 Moira Johnston. 237 pages 12"x10 1/2" hardcover with jacket. Ranching Traditions: Legacy of the American
West, photographs by Kathleen Jo Ryan and text by 8 separate essayists. 293 pages hardcover with jacket. Historic Dress of the Old
West, written and illustrated by Ernest Lisle Reedstrom; c. 1986 Ernest Lisle Reedstrom. 160 pages hardcover with jacket. Historic
Ranchers of the Old West, by Bill O'Neal; c. 1997 Bill O'Neal. 361 pages hardcover with jacket. Large portion of upper right corners of
last two pages (index and end paper) are torn and not present. With Badges & Bullets: Lawmen & Outlaws in the Old West, edited by
Richard W. Etulain & Glenda Riley; c. 1999 Richard W. Etulain & Glenda Riley. 223 pages paperback. Cowboys: Vol. 4 Old Oregon Country
Series, by Rick Steber; c. 1988 Rick Steber. 59 pages paperback signed by the author. The Great West, by David Lavender; c. 1965
American Heritage. 468 pages paperback serving as an overview of the Westward Movement. The overall condition of this lot is near
excellent. (75538-17P)

1897. LOT OF BOOKS 8 total Colt Firearms {from 1836}, by James E. Serven; c. 1954, 1979 James E. Serven, this printing 1980. 401
pages hardcover with jacket. Shooting Colt Single Actions: In all Styles, Calibers, & Generations, by Mike Venturino; c. 1995 MLV
Enterprises. 205 pages illustrated paperback. A History of the Colt Revolver and the Other Arms Made by Colt's Patent Fire Arms
Manufacturing Company from 1836-1940, by Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden; c. 1940 Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden, this
printing 1978. 711 pages hardcover with jacket. Colt Single Action Army Revolver Study: New Discoveries, by C. Kenneth Moore; c. 2003
c. Kenneth Moore. 199 pages hardcover with jacket. The Peacemaker and its Rivals: an Account of the Single Action Colt, by John E.
Parsons; c. 1949, 1950, 1953 John E. Parsons. 184 pages hardcover with jacket. Next is a 14 page 1996 dated parts catalog by Whitmore
CA based Peacemaker Specialists measuring 8"x5". Next are two issues featuring Colt revolvers of the Monthly Bugle, 4 page, 11"x8 1/2”
September 1974 and December 1979 newsletters by The Pennsylvania Antique Gun Collectors Association. The items in this lot rate near
excellent overall with minor jacket tears and stains. (75538-17Q)

1898. LOT OF BOOKS 12 total Jeep Goes to War, by William Fowler; c. 1994 PRC Publishing Ltd. 112 pages illustrated hardcover with jack-
et. The Standardized War-Time Jeep 1941-1945, by John Farley; c. 2002, published by Jeep Books Ltd. Flying, 174 pages, May 1944 mag-
azine issue featuring articles on U.S. WWII aircraft. All-American Wonder Vol I: Information Regarding the History, Production, Features and
the Restoration of Military Jeeps 1941-1945, by Ray Cowdery; c. 1986, 1993 Ray Cowdery. 139 pages illustrated paperback. The Marines
in World War II: From Pearl Harbor to Tokyo Bay, by Christopher J. Anderson; c. 2000 Lionel Leventhal Ltd. 72 pages illustrated paperback
from the G.I. series The Illustrated History of the American Soldier, his Uniform and his Equipment. US 1st Marine Division 1941-45, by Philip
Katcher; c. 1979, Osprey Publishing Ltd., this printing 1986. 40 pages illustrated paperback from the Vanguard series. The Wonder Book of
Knowledge, compiled and edited by Henry Chase Hill; c. 1925 L.T. Myers. 608 pages hardcover with edge wear, foxing, and the spine fairly
loose, mainly the bottom half. About near very good overall. The Oxford Companion to American Military History, edited by John Whiteclay
Chambers II; c. 1999 by Oxford University Press, Inc. 916 pages hardcover with jacket. Fact Book Trucks 1959, c. 1959 Popular Mechanics
Co. 160 pages magazine-like paperback that has come apart at the spine. Platoon Leader, by James R. McDonough; c. 1985 James R.
McDonough. 195 pages hardcover with jacket and dedicated by the author. Account of an Army lieutenant in Vietnam. Indestructible Jeep,
by D. Denfeld and M. Fry; c. Ballantine Books Inc., first printing 1973. 160 pages paperback with first 12 pages separated from spine. This
is Weapons Book No. 36 from the series Ballantine's Illustrated History of the Violent Century. Vietnam Doctor: The Story of Project Concern,
by Dr. James W. Turpin; c. 1966 James W. Turpin; Project Concern, Inc.; and Al Hirshberg. 210 pages hardcover with jacket and signed by
the author. Unless otherwise mentioned the books in this lot rate near excellent overall. (75538-17R)
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1899. LOT OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 28 total USMC: A Complete History, by Colonel Jon T. Hoffman, USMCR; c. 2002 Marine
Corps Association. 664 pages hardcover. Impressively constructed, this 13 1/4"x 10"x2 1/4" book weighs 10 lbs. and features a padded
camo pattern cover with a USMC gilted cloth patch adhered front and center. Ten information and illustration rich chapters structured
chronologically beginning in 1775. Excellent condition. The US Marine Corps since 1945, by Lee E. Russel; c. 1984 Osprey Publishing Ltd.
52 page illustrated paperback from the Osprey Elite series and in excellent condition. Ambassadors in Green: A Pictorial Account of U.S
Marines in Vietnam, edited by Tom Bartlett; c. 1971 Leatherneck Association, Inc. 160 pages paperback with fading to the pages. The M-
1 Does My Talking: The U.S. M1 Garand Rifle in Pictures-WW2 & Korea-Also Origin, Development and Postwar Experimentation From WW1
to the M14, compiled by Robert Bruce; c. 1992-93 Robert Bruce. 80 pages paperback with wear marks and a small crease to the front
cover. 19 excellent condition issues circa 2002-2007 of GCA Journal, the official publication of The Garand Collectors Association.
Guidebook for Marines, c. 1953 The Leatherneck Association Inc. 476 pages paperback with a liquid stain to the bottom of several back
pages and a previous owner and U.S. Marine's name stamped on the front cover. War Department Technical Manual Instruction Guide
Small Arms Data, dated June 12, 1942. 138 pages, 9"x6" manual TM 9-2200 with a back corner torn off and a moderate liquid stain at
spine and surrounding area. Department of the Army Field Manual Fm 23-5: U.S. Rifle Caliber .30, M1, dated September 1958. 382 pages,
7"x4 1/2" Dept. of the army issued manual with a small tear at the top of the spine and ingrained dirt and fading throughout. Operator's
Manual for Machine Guns, Caliber.50; M2, heavy Barrel, dated June 2001, and excellent condition 6"x4"x1" staple bound and issued to
U.S Army, Marine Corps, Air Force and Navy. U.S. Marine Corps 8-Man Squad Drill, 5"x4", 38 page manual in near excellent condition
with Marine's name written in ink on front cover and identified as "Enclosure (1) to MCO 1500.13" (75538-17S)

1900. PT XTREME CO2 PAINTBALL GUN .68 Caliber Paintballs, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The painted black gloss surfaces and
polished aluminum surfaces are in excellent condition with a few light scratches present. The polymer lower receiver and rubber grips are
in excellent condition. This paintball gun features a top mounted magazine and cross bolt safety. This gun is in excellent condition and
would be a fine addition to a paintballer's arsenal. (85800-52)

1901. LOT OF SNAP CAPS This lot includes (4) Pachmayr 12 gauge snap caps, (2) Armsport Inc. 20 gauge snap caps, (2) A-Zoom 16
gauge snap caps and (4) A-Zoom 45 ACP snap caps. All are in excellent condition and appear to have had only light use. (86179-2)

1902.MAGAZINE LOT Containing a rare, hard to find magazine for the Walther Model 1936 Funkampf-Olympia Pistole. The magazine is
for the 22 Long Rifle and is in excellent condition. The magazine features a chrome follower, loading button on the side and flat steel base
plate. (86020-161A)

1903. LOT OF THREE MAGAZINES FOR A WALTHER PPK PISTOL These 32 ACP magazines are in near excellent condition with
light silvering present on the body from use. All three are marked with the Walther banner and two are also marked with the model and
caliber. All three have a flat metal floorplates. (85849-48A)

1904. ROMANIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #39742, 380 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with a good bore
exhibiting heavy frosting in the grooves. The rifling remains visible but exhibits considerable wear to the lands. The original blue finish of
this importer marked pistol is in very good condition with about 90% remaining. The bluing is starting to thin on the slide with silvering pre-
sent on the high edges, scattered scratches, light pin pricking and some light dents on the edges by the triggerguard. The black grips have
the Beretta logo and are in very good condition with some of the pebble grain finish wearing on the right grip panel. The slide is marked
"P. BERETTA-CAL 9 SCURT-Md 1934-BREVET" and is dated 1941 beneath it. Two magazines are included as is a smooth brown leather
holster. The holster is an unmarked, full flap style with a pouch to hold a spare magazine. Overall, the holster is in very good condition with
some wrinkles in the leather, scrapes and scuff marks. The sewing is starting to fail at the bottom of the holster. This limited production
Romanian contract pistol (about 20,000 made) would make a great addition to a Beretta collection. (86128-128) {C&R} (300/500)

1905. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BROWNING serial #31135, 380 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with a good
bore with pitting throughout but, strong rifling remains. The factory blue finish is in very good condition with about 92-94% remaining. The
metal surfaces exhibit light silvering on the high edges, oxidation blemishes, and handling wear. The hard rubber grips with "FN" logo are
in very good condition with handling and wear blemishes, scuff marks, dings and dents present. The pistol bears the correct Browning
marks on the left of the slide, the Yugoslavian crest on the top of the slide, and "Property of the State" marking in their native language on
the right side of the slide. The frame, slide, barrel, and barrel bushing are correctly numbered. The pistol includes an incorrect "FN" mag-
azine that is marked 7.65 caliber. A Yugoslavian marked, full flap holster with a magazine pouch mounted on its front edge is included. The
holster is numbered to the pistol and is in very good condition with some light cracking by the stud hole. (86128-130) {C&R} (300/500)

1906. SMITH & WESSON 38/32 TERRIER FOUR SCREW REVOLVER serial #77820, 38 S&W, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The original factory nickel finish is in near excellent condition with about 96% remaining. There are two small areas of pit-
ting on the frame above the trigger, a heavy scratch mark along the topstrap, and some scattered scratches on the metal surfaces. The
nickel is fading along the backstrap, bottom of the trigger guard and the front of the grip frame from handling and holster wear. The cylin-
der exhibits a turn ring and two very small areas of pitting. The case-hardened colors on the trigger and hammer are in near excellent
condition with some light freckling present. The diamond centered walnut grips with Smith & Wesson medallions are numbered to the
revolver and are in very good condition with dents, scratches, scuff marks and flattened diamond points present. The cylinder on this flat
latch, pre-model 32, I frame revolver is correctly serial numbered to the frame. (86139-6) {C&R} (250/350)

1907. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #170552, 22 LR, 10" heavy bull barrel with an excellent
bore. The pistol retains 94-96% of its original blue finish with most of the loss on the bottom of the triggerguard and on the right side of
the frame. The pistol is equipped with smooth walnut, finger groove, grips with a thumb rest. It exhibits scattered light dings and dents
and the butt cap is missing, but the screws are present. The tapered forearm is a smooth walnut with scattered light dents and dings. The
pistol has the earlier hammer with a cross bolt safety mounted on it and has the circular selector that required a screwdriver to change
from centerfire to rimfire and vice versa. The barrel is equipped with fully adjustable iron sights. The barrel release functions but, is a lit-
tle stiff to operate. The Contenders are "Mr. Versatile" when it comes to hunting or target shooting with the wide array of barrels, calibers
and accessories that are available. (86214-4) (250/425)

1908. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #330505, 7mm TCU, 10" bull barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol retains 98% of its original blue finish with areas of pitting and oxidation on the barrel in front of the forearm. A set of
Pachmayr "Presentation" grips and forend have been installed in lieu of the original factory grips. These grips are in near excellent con-
dition with a some light scuffs and handling blemishes present. The cushioning effects of these rubber grips are an asset when heavy
recoiling cartridges are used. The pistol features a set of fully adjustable iron sights and the later style hammer with three way selec-
tor/safety. The phenomenal accuracy of the Contender when combined with the 7mm TCU cartridge makes for an excellent gun / car-
tridge combination for Silhouette shooting and light big game hunting. (86214-6) (250/450)
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1909. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #310910, 7mm TCU, 10" bull barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol retains 95 - 96% of its original blue finish with light silvering present at the muzzle, on the right side of the frame and bot-
tom of the trigger guard. A set of Pachmayr "Presentation" grips and forend have been installed in lieu of the original factory grips. These
grips are in near excellent condition with a few light scuffs and handling blemishes present. The cushioning effects of these rubber grips
are an asset when heavy recoiling cartridges are used. The pistol features a set of fully adjustable iron sights and the later style hammer
with three way selector/safety. The 7mm TCU cartridge was originally designed for Silhouette shooting but, also found favor as a light big
game hunting cartridge. (86214-5) (250/425)

1910. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #159047, 357 Remington Maximum, 10" bull barrel with
an excellent bore. This pistol retains 99% of its original blue finish with very light silvering present at the muzzle, on a few of the high edges
and the bottom of the triggerguard. A set of Pachmayr "Presentation" grips and forend have been installed in lieu of the original factory
grips. These grips are in near excellent condition with a few very light scuffs and handling blemishes present. The cushioning effects of
these rubber grips are an asset when heavy recoiling cartridges are used. This pistol retains the original front sight, but the rear sight has
been removed and a silver Tasco 2x22mm long eye relief scope mounted in its stead. The anodized finish on the scope is in near excel-
lent condition with some light scratches, dings and scuff marks. The optics are clear and features a duplex cross hair. This pistol features
the older style cross bolt safety mounted on the hammer and circular selector that requires a screw driver to change from centerfire to
rimfire and vice versa. The 357 Maximum cartridge was originally designed for Silhouette shooting but, also found favor for big game hunt-
ing and has the added bonus of being able to chamber and fire 357 Magnum, 38 Special, 38 Long Colt and 38 Short Colt cartridges.
(86225-14) (300/500)

1911. LOT OF REMINGTON XP-100 ACCESSORIES This lot consist of two Remington marked, light brown, vinyl gun cases with
cloth lining that made for the Remington XP-100. (1) case measures 10" by 19" and (1) case measures 10" by 25" . Included in this lot
is (1) Remington XP-100 Zytel stock that is like new condition. (86214-15)

1912. LOT OF WALTHER PP MAGAZINES The lot consist of (2) magazines that are marked with the Walther banner and "PP 7.65mm"
and (2) magazines that are marked with the Manhurin logo and "PP 7.65". All four magazines are in excellent condition. (86020-167A)

1913. GERMAN P.38 PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #8019d, 9mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1944 manufactured ac-44
coded pistol retains about 40% of its original bluing with all of it remaining on the barrel and locking block assembly. The remainder of
the pistol is gunmetal gray with scattered light oxidation and surface pits. The barrel and locking block have light freckling present on the
surfaces. The horizontally grooved grips are in near excellent condition with light scratches and scuff marks visible. The pistol has match-
ing serial numbers on the correct parts and is Waffenamt marked eagle / WaA135 on the appropriate parts. A single "jvd" marked mag-
azine with light oxidation and operational use marks is included with the pistol. The nice bore on this pistol should make it a good shoot-
er for military enthusiast. (86020-60) {C&R} (300/500)

1914. WALTHER MODEL 8 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #713489, 25 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The bluing is in very
good condition with heavy silvering present on the high edges, around the muzzle and scattered silvering on the sides of the slide giving
it a mottled appearance. A few light scratches are also present but, overall about 85% of the finish remains. The hard rubber grips have
the early Walther logo medallion on the left grip panel and the medallion on the right indicates the caliber (6.35). Both panels have the
Walther banner and overall, are in very good condition with a few light scratches and light compression to the diamond points. A single
eight round magazine is included with the pistol. Commercial Crown/N proofs are present on the pistol. (86020-202) {C&R} (200/400)

1915. FRENCH MODEL 1935A BY S.A.C.M. serial #9601A, 22 Frogbee, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent but lightly bulged barrel just
forward of chamber area. The pistol retains 99% plus of a re-finished bluing. The metal surfaces have been amateurishly engraved in a
punch dot pattern with about 75% of the frame and slide covered. The black plastic grips are in very good condition with light scattered
compression of the diamond points and a few worn away in several spots. A single magazine comes with the pistol and is in near excel-
lent condition. The chamber of the barrel is marked "22 Frogbee" and features a drift adjustable front sight. (86020-418) (150/250)

1916. LOT OF WAR CERTIFICATES AWARDED TO SECOND LT. THOMAS ASHWORTH JR. for his service to his country
They consist of a Purple Heart certificate dated November 3rd, 1944, awarded for wounds received June 6, 1944 in Europe, resulting in
his death. Also included is a Presidential memorial certificate awarded to Lt. Ashworth for giving his life in defense of his country and bear-
ing a stamped signature of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The last item in the lot is a cardboard shipping tube addressed to Mr. Thomas
Ashworth Sr. with a War Department return address. Both documents are in near excellent condition with a few light spots present on the
Presidential memorial document. (83634-B22PH1)

1917. LOT OF 12 GAUGE WINCHOKES This lot includes a Full choke tube with a few light oxidation blemishes, an Improved Cylinder
tube in excellent condition and a choke tube spanner wrench also in excellent condition. These tubes feature a knurled end to ease hand
tightening and holes for the spanner wrench. Also included is an original plastic container for the tubes and wrench with Winchester logo,
but the container is in poor condition. (84132-2B2)

1918. LOT OF WALTHER ACCESSORIES This lot consist of a set of checkered plastic target thumbrest grips for a Walther PPK/S pis-
tol. A Walther PPK/S, 22 caliber magazine with oversized factory floor plate grip adaptor is also included in the lot. All items are in near
excellent condition with only light scratches and scuff marks present. (86020-227A)

1919. DAISY MODEL 118 TARGET SPECIAL "TARGETEER", .118 Air Gun Caliber. This all steel, spring air, pistol retains 88 - 90%
of its original factory blue finish with most of the loss to scattered freckling and some light flaking of the bluing along the front of the lower
receiver. The grips are part of the frame and bear the Daisy logo on the sides with lightly scribed lines to highlight the outline of the "grips".
The pistol features fixed sights and is cocked by pulling the upper slide to the rear similar to a modern semi-auto pistol. The top of the
slide has the model and caliber marks and bears the early Plymouth Michigan address. The air pistol was designed to fire Daisy #6 lead
or steel pellets. (86020-246)

1920. SMITH & WESSON .38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS 4TH MODEL REVOLVER serial #209618, 38 S&W, 5" barrel with a
bore exhibiting light oxidation blemishes. This double action only revolver retains 97% of its nickel, blue and case-hardened colors. There
is evidence of very light, scattered, bubbling and flaking on the left and right side of the frame, with a few very light pits and oxidation
blemishes also present. The cylinder has been re-nickelled and appears as a duller finish with evidence of pits in the underlying metal.
The case-hardened trigger retains its vivid colors and has some light freckling present on the right side. The checkered diamond cen-
tered, Smith & Wesson monogrammed, hard rubber grips are in excellent condition and correctly numbered to the gun. The serial num-
bers on the frame, cylinder and barrel latch all match. An original, red cardboard box is included with the pistol and is in very good con-
dition overall. The box is marked "New 38 Departure" and contains a small sample bottle of "3 in One" oil and advertising bill for the
oil. (86226-3) {C&R} (250/350)
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1921. HI-STANDARD M101 DURA-MATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1499300, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This fix sighted pistol retains 94-95% of its original blue finish with most of the loss on the right side of the pistol along the slide and bar-
rel. There are lightly flaked areas of bluing with pitting present along with a few light oxidation blemishes and slivering on some of the high
edges. The one piece, brown plastic factory grips are in near excellent condition with a few scuff marks and scratches present. An excel-
lent condition ten round magazine is included with this Hamden Connecticut manufactured pistol. This is a nice condition Dura-matic and
would make a great companion in the woods or for a little informal plinking. (85890-20) (150/250)

1922. E.M.F. OLD MODEL DAKOTA SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ARMI JAGER serial #62159, 44-40 W.C.F., 7 1/2" bar-
rel with an excellent bore but, exhibits a light manufacturing defect in the rifling. About one third down from the muzzle there are sever-
al reamer marks running perpendicular the rifling for about one half the circumference. The revolver retains 98% plus of its original blue
finish and case-hardened colors with a light turn ring on the cylinder and a few light scratches on the metal surfaces. The one piece, hard-
wood grips are in very good condition with a numerous small scratches and a few dents visible. The finish is starting to flake in several
areas on the grip. The brass grip frame has mellowed to mottled brownish - gold patina from handling. The revolver features adjustable
sights and a cylinder pin that doubles as a safety. The safety is operational but, is very stiff to turn. (86223-36) (275/375)

1923. LOT OF TAURUS PT-100 BARRELS, PARTS AND MAGAZINES This lot consist of (1) unmarked, 9mm, 5 5/8" stainless
steel barrel with two compensator cuts on the top of the barrel and an excellent bore. There is (1) 40 S&W, 5 5/8" stainless steel barrel
with two compensator cuts on the top of the barrel and an excellent bore. A single (1) locking block for these barrels are included. (2)
Unmarked, 9mm magazines are also included. One of these magazines has had the magazine catch notch modified to fit the PT-100. (2)
Unmarked, 40 S&W magazines are also included. One magazine is marked made in Brazil and is in excellent condition. The other mag-
azine has had the magazine catch notch and the top left side of the magazine, below the feed lips modified to fit the PT-100, but does so
poorly and does not seat properly. (86212-2A)

1924. DIANA MODEL 5 AIR PISTOL 4.5mm (.177) air gun pellet, 7 1/4" rifled barrel with an unknown bore condition. This spring air
powered pistol has about 96% of its original blue finish present on the metal surfaces. The hardwood stock is completely broken in half
and the break extends across the mounting screws on the left side of the pistol and then extends down and across the upper side of the
right grip. All the stock pieces are present. The triggerguard and trigger mechanisms are also missing. The barrel cannot be opened at
this time and probably should not as the mainspring may not be able to be decompressed. (86020-113)

1925. RUGER MARK I TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12-48160, 22 LR, 5" bull barrel with an excellent bore. This 1974
manufactured pistol retains 95 - 96% of its original blue finish. The pistol displays some light silvering at the muzzle and dispersed
scratches on the barrel and frame. The checkered plastic grips feature the silver Ruger Phoenix and some light crazing of the diamond
points. A single nine round magazine is included with this pistol. This is a nice condition pistol ready for hours of fun on the range.
(86229-512) (300/500)

1926. NAVY ARMS REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK PISTOL BY UBERTI serial #08424, 357 Magnum, 9 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This pistol retains 99% plus of its original blue and case-hardened colors. The frame and backstrap retain all of their live-
ly case-hardened colors and the brass triggerguard has mellowed to a pleasing light straw color. The hardwood grips and forend are in
near excellent condition with only a few light dents and scratches present. The front sight is dovetailed into the barrel and the step ele-
vation adjustable rear sight is also drift adjustable. Original rolling block pistols are difficult to shoot due to condition, value, ammunition
availability, etc. but, this reproduction eliminates those concerns. (86223-38) (250/450)

1927. STEVENS OFFHAND NO. 35 PISTOL serial #16757, 22 LR, 8" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light surface pitting and
oxidation near the chamber end. This pistol retains 90 - 92% of its original blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes and silver-
ing present. The metal surfaces also display light, scattered dings and scratches. The walnut grips are in very good condition with con-
siderable flaking of the varnish present on both grip panels. The rear sight is broken off just in front of the dovetail with the base still pre-
sent. The rear of the firing pin has started to peen outwards from repeated blows from the hammer. This is one of the later production
No. 35's with the stamped metal trigger guards and pre-war barrel markings. (85919-3) {C&R} (200/400)

1928. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 56A STARTER PISTOL serial #S10557, 22 Rimfire Blank, 2 1/4" solid barrel with spike. This revolver
retains about 95% of its original blue finish with light silvering on the high edges, oxidation blemishes, scattered light dings and the bar-
rel turning to a pewter color. The plastic grips are in very good condition with scattered dents and scratches. The pistol is missing the
loading gate and related parts but, the pistol is still fully functional, (and still transfers as a modern handgun). This would make a great
addition to your next track meet or dog trial. (85694-2) (50/100)

1929. HI-STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #170724, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
pistol retains about 80 - 85% of its original blue finish with most of the loss on the sides of the barrel, grip frame and slide. The blue has
worn fairly evenly on the grip frame and right side of the barrel but, the left side of the barrel and slide is scattered, giving a mottled appear-
ance. The checkered plastic grips are in very good condition with lightly flattened diamond points and a scattered assortment of dents,
scratches and scuff marks. The pistol includes a single ten round, two tone magazine. (86229-513) {C&R} (200/400)

1930. COLT ARMY SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #468280, 38 Special, 5" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a rambling of light
pits and surface oxidation. This 1922 manufactured revolver retains about 80% of its original blue finish with the barrel and grip frame man-
ifesting the most loss, having turned to a pewter finish. The remainder of the blued metal surfaces exhibit light oxidation blemishes and are
starting to turn to a purple hue with a mix of brown from freckling and light oxidation blemishes. The hard rubber grips are in fair condition
with a 1" chip missing from the front of the right grip panel and some mixed scratches, scuffs and dents. The grips have the word Colt in
an oval at the top of the panel, a stylized "C" at the center, and a fleur-de-lis motif on the edges. The serial number appears on the frame
and crane; and a correct, barely visible, handwritten serial number appears on the left grip panel. (86229-243) {C&R} (250/450)

1931. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #N014059, 22 LR, with two barrels. The first barrel is 3 3/8" long with an excellent
bore. The second barrel is 5" long with an excellent bore. This barrel is threaded to accept a suppressor and comes with the necessary
tools and accessories (less suppressor) to change the barrels. The black finish on the metal surfaces is in excellent condition with 99%
plus remaining with light silvering present on the edges of the hammer. The polymer frame is in like new condition. Features include
windage adjustable three dot rear sight and interchangeable front sight, and ambidextrous magazine release. This pistol includes a pair
of ten round magazines, spare backstrap, spare front sight, compensated frame extender for 5" barrel, threaded suppressor adaptor, spare
5" barrel, fired case, safety lock key, manual, and paperwork. Overall, an excellent condition, suppressor ready pistol with a lot of options
and accessories provided as a package with the gun. (86294-16) (300/500)

1932. DAN WESSON ARMS MODEL 744 REVOLVER serial #44S005145, 44 Magnum, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
brushed stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with a turn ring visible on the cylinder. The Hogue Monogrip is in excellent con-
dition and feature finger grooves and a pebble texture. The revolver is equipped with a factory adjustable rear sight but the front sight
blade is missing. A B-Square silver colored scope base is mounted on the full lug ventilated rib barrel shroud. The barrel shroud is also
cut for the Power Control feature but, this barrel is not vented. The revolver includes a factory Styrofoam box with sleeve. All you need is
to add a scope and you are ready for the fall hunting season. (86239-156) (300/500)
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1933. GERMAN P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #060232, 9mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The phosphate and
anodized finishes are in near excellent condition with 99% remaining on this Walther refurbished pistol. There are scattered light scratch-
es and silvering on the high edges. The black plastic grips are in very good condition with worn and compressed diamond points, scratch-
es and scuff marks. This Army issue pistol was date stamped W 12.79 indicating a rebuild by Walther on that date. The slide is date
stamped 8/82 star which may have been swapped out at a later date. This importer marked P1 includes a single eight round magazine.
This should make a nice shooter. (86239-103) (300/500)

1934. BERETTA MODEL 950 BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BU11162V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The matte blue and matte anodized finishes are in excellent condition with 99% remaining. There are a few light scratches, scuff marks,
and handling blemishes present. The checkered plastic grips are in excellent condition with a few light scuffs and scratches. This little
pocket pistol includes a factory box, a single eight round magazine, manual and paperwork. (86239-148) (100/200)

1935. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA SW9F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAE9261, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte blue finish on the metal surfaces is in excellent condition with a few light scuff marks and scratches present. The polymer receiver
is in excellent condition with no blemishes visible. This pistol includes a single sixteen round magazine and a correctly numbered factory
hardcase. A nice condition Sigma exhibiting little use. (86239-163) (200/300)

1936. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL, serial #2186B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The blue metal
surfaces retain 85 - 88% of their original factory finish with light silvering present on the high edges and around the muzzle. The back of
the grip frame is thinning with some slight silvering present. The case-hardened colors on the trigger are in excellent condition. The
checkered hard rubber grips with the Savage logo impressed on the grip panels are in near excellent condition with light handling blem-
ishes. A single nine round magazine is included with the pistol. (86225-17) {C&R} (300/500)

1937. COLLECTIBLE FACTORY SAVAGE BOX This lot consist of a Savage Arms Corporation two piece box for a Model 1907 semi auto
pistol in 380 ACP. The box is in near new condition with an end tag and "Caution" sticker on the top of the cover. The inside of the box
cover has a Savage address sticker that remains in excellent condition. Overall, this box looks almost as good as the day it left the Utica,
N.Y. factory. (86225-17A)

1938. RUGER MK II GOVERNMENT TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #224-07336, 22LR, 6 7/8" bull barrel with
an excellent bore. This pistol retains 99% plus of its original factory blue finish. The checkered factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix are
in like new condition. This pistol includes a single ten round magazine with warning sticker still in place, correctly numbered factory hard
case, padlock and a test target. This pistol appears to be as new in the box. These are really great pistols for competition, practice or,
hunting. (86239-166) (300/500)

1939. RUGER MK II TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #210-70450, 22LR, 10" bull barrel with an excellent bore. This
pistol retains 99% plus of its original factory blue finish. The factory grips have been replaced with a set of Volquartsen checkered syn-
thetic grips. The grips feature finger grooves, thumb rest and palm rest. The big target grips do not properly fit the frame and there are
visible gaps between the grip panel and also between the frame. This pistol includes a single ten round magazine, factory cardboard box
with shipping sleeve, and manual. This is a nice condition pistol with the less commonly seen 10" bull barrel. (86239-146) (200/400)

1940. RUGER MK II COMPETITION TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #218-33375, 22LR, 6 7/8" slab sided bull
barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with a few, light handling blemishes. The factory grips
have been replaced with a set of smooth unmarked, nicely figured hardwood grips that are in excellent condition. The pistol features a
silver plated "Illusion" model dot sight manufactured by Laseraim. The sight features a brightness adjustment knob and clear optics. The
sight is mounted in Ruger rings on a Ruger base. The sight does not have a battery in it. The original factory adjustable sights are still
present and usable with the red dot optics removed and scope base in place. This pistol includes a single ten round magazine, factory
hard case with correctly numbered shipping sleeve, padlock, and manual. (86239-155) (200/400)

1941. RUGER MK II STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #211-56778, 22LR, 6" standard barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol retains 97% of its original factory blue finish with oxidation blemishes present on the left side of the barrel and the top
of the receiver. The checkered factory grips, with silver Ruger Phoenix are in like new condition. This pistol includes a single ten round
magazine, factory box, manual and paperwork. This pistol appears to be as new in the box except, for the aforementioned blemishes.
(86251-1) (200/300)

1942. RUGER MK II TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #219-98807, 22 LR, 5 1/2" bull barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes present. The checkered factory grips, with sil-
ver Ruger Phoenix are in like new condition. This pistol includes a single ten round magazine, factory hard case, and correctly numbered
shipping sleeve. This pistol appears to have seen very little if any use. (86239-130) (200/400)

1943. RUGER GP-100 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #171-31005, 357 Magnum, 6" full lug barrel with an excellent bore. The
polished stainless steel surfaces of this revolver are in excellent condition with a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The wood paneled rubber
factory grips are in excellent condition. This revolver features a white outline adjustable rear sight; and a blued, interchangeable, serrated
ramp front sight. The revolver includes a factory box with correctly numbered shipping sleeve, manual and paperwork. This revolver is in
excellent condition and is ready for field use or the range. (86239-165) (350/550)

1944. RUGER MODEL P94DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #340-48774, 40 S&W, 4 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel and anodized finishes are in excellent condition overall, and rate 98% plus. The grip screws are blue finished and exhibit
light silvering on the left side and a few spots of oxidation on the right side. There is also a small oxidation mark on the right de-cocker
and slide near the de-cocker. The black, synthetic grips feature a Ruger Phoenix on each grip panel and coarse, square checkering. This
pistol features three dot sights, ambidextrous de-cockers and magazine releases. The pistol includes a single magazine, hard case, pad-
lock, manual and paperwork. (86280-8) (300/500)

1945. RUGER MK II GOVERNMENT TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #224-30274, 22 LR, 6 7/8" bull barrel with
an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition and rate 99% plus overall. The checkered factory grips with
silver Ruger Phoenix are in like new condition. This pistol includes a single ten round magazine, correctly numbered factory hard case,
and a fired case. This pistol appears to be as new in the box. These are really great pistols for competition, practice or hunting.
(86239-145) (350/550)

1946. RUGER OLD ARMY SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #145-22737, .44 Caliber Percussion, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The brushed stainless steel surfaces of this revolver rate 99% plus with a faint turn ring visible on the cylinder. The smooth walnut
grips feature a medallion with silver Ruger Phoenix. They are in excellent condition with a few, very small dents on the left grip panel. This
revolver features blued Ruger adjustable sights and rust resistant stainless steel construction. Included with this revolver are a Ruger nip-
ple wrench, factory box, manual and paperwork. This revolver appears to be as new in the box. (86287-143) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
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1947. SMITH & WESSON FIELD MODEL 2206 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL, serial #TFT2077, 22LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces on this pistol rate 99% plus factory satin finish. The checkered black synthetic grips are in like new condition.
The pistol includes a ten round factory magazine, correctly numbered factory box and S&W sight adjustment tool. This particular model
features fully adjustable blue sights making it an excellent candidate for hunting, target shooting and practice. (86239-129) (200/400)

1948.WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L050910, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel is threaded and is
covered with a smooth, slotted thread protector. The black finish on the metal surfaces is in excellent condition with 99% plus remaining,
with light silvering present on the edges of the hammer and a small blemish near the left rear of the ejection port. The green polymer
frame is in like new condition. Features include windage adjustable three dot rear sight and ambidextrous magazine release. This pistol
includes a single ten round magazine and factory hard case. A nice condition P22. (86239-90) (200/400)

1949.WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #N025142, 22 LR, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel is equipped with a
compensated frame extender. The black finish on the metal surfaces is in excellent condition with 99% plus remaining. The black poly-
mer frame is in like new condition. Features include windage adjustable three dot rear sight and ambidextrous magazine release. This
pistol does not include a magazine but does come with a factory hard case. A nice condition P22. (86239-173) (200/400)

1950. EUROPEAN AMERICAN ARMORY BOUNTY HUNTER COMBO REVOLVER serial #Z2532, 22 WMRF, 6 3/4" barrel
with an excellent bore. This combination gun is missing the 22 LR cylinder. The blue and anodized metal surfaces are in excellent con-
dition with 99% remaining. The smooth hardwood grips are in like new condition. The revolver features fixed sights and transfer bar safe-
ty. Included with this like new revolver is a factory box and cleaning brush. (86239-131) (75/175)

1951. A. UBERTI MODEL 1873 STAINLESS COLT STALLION REVOLVER serial #85410, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore (the 22 magnum cylinder is missing). The lightly polished stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition and rate 98% with a few
light scratches and handling blemishes present. The one piece walnut grip is in excellent condition with a few light surface dents. This
revolver is reminiscent of the Ruger Single Six in size and configuration. The adjustable sights are stainless steel for the rear sight and
chrome plated ramp front sight. (6239-101) (200/400)

1952. A. UBERTI MODEL 1873 CATTLEMAN REVOLVER serial #106547, 45 Long Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver retains 99% plus of its original factory blue finish and rich case-hardened colors. There is a faint turn ring present on the cylin-
der. The one piece hardwood grips are in like new condition with one tiny dent on the left side. The factory included box is marked as a
having a spare cylinder, but the 45 ACP cylinder is not present. A surprisingly well made revolver, ready for the Old West enthusiast or
Cowboy Action shooter. (86239-123) (350/550)

1953. LOT OF COLT GRIPS One set of excellent condition, checkered, black plastic factory Colt Mustang grips. One set of excellent con-
dition, checkered, black plastic factory Colt Government 380 grips. (86294-18A)

1954. RUGER MK II TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #216-72156, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
heavy barreled pistol retains 99% plus of its original factory finish. The original factory grips have been replaced with an unmarked set of
smooth, hardwood grips that are in like new condition. This pistol includes a single ten round magazine, factory box, manual and paper-
work. This pistol appears to be as new in the box. (86239-93) (200/400)

1955. NORINCO MODEL 213 TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #303691, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
pistol retains 98% of its factory finish with some scattered light scratches that are most prominent around the muzzle area of the slide.
This importer marked pistol features vertically grooved, plastic grips that are in excellent condition. The pistol features a manual safety
located on the left rear of the frame. There are matching serial numbers on all appropriate parts. A single eight round magazine is includ-
ed. This is a nice rendition of the Tokarev pistol in a more easily obtained caliber. (86239-112) (150/350)

1956. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL SECOND ISSUE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #444662, 38 Special, 4"
barrel with an excellent bore. Overall, this revolver retains about 80 - 82% of its original blue finish. Most of the loss is on the sides of the
barrel at the muzzle, the backstrap, and the cylinders high surfaces. The cylinder has turned to a brown pewter color with bluing visible
in the flutes and protected areas. The bluing has thinned on the sideplate and frame to a brownish - blue color. The unnumbered grips
have been sanded smooth and re-varnished. The silver Colt medallions are present but show considerable wear. The bottom of the butt
is stamped: B - 86 -. This is probably an inventory number for an unknown Law Enforcement agency. This would make a nice shooter
as the little revolver still times and locks up tight. (86239-154) {C&R} (250/450)

1957. SMITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE POST WAR PRE-MODEL 10 REVOLVER serial #C128857, 38 Special, 4"
barrel with an excellent bore. This round butt revolver was manufactured between 1948 and 1952 and retains 92-94% of its original blue
finish. The revolver exhibits silvering on the high edges, numerous scattered oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces, and the bluing is
thinning on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger are still vivid with a few light specks of oxidation present.
The original grips have been replaced with a set of Hogue Monogrip's with Smith & Wesson medallions. The grips are in near excellent
condition with light handling blemishes and few scuff marks. The revolver still times and locks up properly, has a nice smooth action, and
should make a good shooter. (86251-6) {C&R} (250/450)

1958. AMERICAN ARMS MODEL CX-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #003270, 22 LR, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore.T h e
black enamel finish is in near excellent condition with 99% remaining. The finish is starting to flake in a few areas on the metal surfaces.
The checkered black plastic grips with the American Arms logo are in near excellent condition with a few light scuff marks. This pistol is
fashioned after the Walther PPK and includes an eight round, finger extension magazine. (86239-97) (100/200)

1959. AMERICAN ARMS MODEL PX-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #002266, 22 LR, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
black enamel finish is in near excellent condition with 99% remaining. The finish is starting to flake in a few areas on the metal surfaces.
The checkered black plastic grips with the American Arms logo are in excellent condition. This pistol is fashioned after the Walther TPH
and includes a seven round, finger extension magazine. (86239-109) (100/200)

1960. AMERICAN ARMS MODEL P-98 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #001973, 22 LR, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The black
enamel finish is in excellent condition with 99% remaining. The black plastic grips feature horizontal grooves and are in excellent condi-
tion, with a few light scratch marks. This pistol is fashioned after the Walther P-38, and includes an eight round magazine with the origi-
nal factory box. (86239-118) (100/200)

1961. AMERICAN ARMS MODEL PK-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #006438, 22 LR, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
black enamel finish is in very good to excellent condition with 96% remaining. The finish on the serrated backstrap has silvered on the
high edges with enamel still present in the protected areas. There is also light silvering near the muzzle and one small area on the left side
of the frame, above the triggerguard. The black, plastic checkered grips are in excellent condition. This pistol is fashioned after a reduced
scale Government Model and includes an eight round, finger extension magazine with the original factory box. This pistol features a drift
adjustable white outline rear sight and red insert front sight. (86239-102) (100/200)
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1962. BERETTA MODEL 950 BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH FAUX SUPPRESSOR serial #BER93766T, 22 Short,
3 3/4" and 2 3/8" barrels with an excellent bores. The matte and polished blue and anodized finishes are in excellent condition with 99%
remaining. The checkered plastic grips are in excellent condition with a few light scuff marks. The pistol currently has a Cobray 3 3/4"
threaded barrel installed with a faux suppressor with knurled end. This barrel has a matte blue finish that does not match the original fac-
tory finish. The original 2 3/8" factory barrel is included. Also included is a factory box, manuals, a single magazine and bore brush. This
little pistol could easily be upgraded by adding an authentic suppressor and if necessary returned to its original configuration by reinstalling
the original barrel with some light gunsmithing. (86239-151) (150/350)

1963. RUGER MODEL P90DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #660-17385, 45 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte and
polished stainless steel and anodized finishes are in excellent condition and rate 99% plus with a few, faint handling blemishes present. The
black, synthetic grips feature a Ruger Phoenix on each grip panel with horizontal gripping grooves. This pistol features three dot sights,
ambidextrous de-cockers, and lanyard loop. The pistol includes a single magazine, hard case, and shipping sleeve. (86239-29) (300/500)

1964. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS MODEL R92 ULTRA REVOLVER serial #NG013437, 22 S, L, LR, 6" heavy barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This revolver retains 99% plus of its original factory blue finish with a faint turn ring present. The smooth hardwood grips fea-
ture the N.E.F. medallion and are in like new condition. This revolver features a barrel rib, dovetail Patridge front sight, and adjustable rear
sight. This is a nice condition revolver that has not seen a lot of use and would be an ideal shooter. (86239-88) (100/200)

1965. BROWNING BUCK MARK VARMINT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655PN13563, 22 LR, 9 7/8" barrel with an
excellent bore. The matte blue and anodized finishes are in excellent condition with 99% remaining. The smooth, contoured, thumbrest
walnut stocks are in like new condition and feature a laser engraved Browning Buck Mark logo. This pistol features a .900" diameter,
straight heavy barrel with full length rib designed to accept Weaver style mounts. The rib allows adjustment of the optics position to suit
the shooter. Mounted on the pistol is a Redfield 2x-6x extended eye relief scope with clear optics. The pistol includes a single ten round
magazine. (86239-157) (200/400)

1966. CZ MODEL 52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D10075, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte and lightly polished
blue finish is in excellent condition with 99% remaining and exhibiting some scattered light scratches and scuff marks. The horizontally
grooved, bakelite grips are in very good to excellent condition with light scuff marks and scratches visible. The slide, barrel and frame have
correct matching numbers. This importer marked pistol includes a single eight round magazine. (86239-168) (150/350)

1967. CZ MODEL 70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #724184, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte and lightly polished
blue finish is in very good condition with about 95-96% remaining. There are some scattered light scratches, oxidation blemishes, and scuff
marks present. The bluing is starting to thin on the high wear areas. The horizontally grooved, bakelite grips are in very good to excellent
condition with light scuff marks and scratches visible. The slide and frame have correct matching numbers. This pistol is importer marked
but it is barely visible. “NB 52” is stamped on the front of the grip frame. Includes a single eight round magazine. (86239-105)(250/450)

1968. ARGENTINE BALLESTER-MOLINA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15546, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This arse-
nal refinished pistol is in excellent condition with 99% blue remaining. There is only slight silvering of the high edges present. The verti-
cally grooved grips are in excellent condition with a few light dents present. The pistol is marked with property number “B3074” on the
frame only. The slide, frame and barrel have correct matching numbers. The pistol includes a single seven round magazine and an orig-
inal factory box. Overall, a very nicely refinished Molina ready for the range or collection. (86240-219) {C&R} (250/450)

1969. GERMAN MODEL P 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CZ serial #200481, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with a corroded bore still exhibit-
ing strong rifling. The pistol has been arsenal refinished and still retains about 85 - 90% blue finish. Most of the loss is on the right side
of the slide where a roughly 1/2" X 1/2" square section of slide has turned to a gunmetal gray color. The bluing is also silvering under
the dust cover giving a mottled appearance and there heavy pits visible under the bluing. The one piece checkered brown grips are in
near excellent condition with light scratches and scuff marks visible. The right side of the frame is Waffenamt marked with an eagle /
WaA76 and bears the correct proof on the chamber. A single magazine with P. Mod 27 stamped on the base is included. A black,
cowhide, soft-shell flap holster believed to be a Kriegsmodell or MAB D are included with the pistol. The holster bears an eagle / WaAD20
Waffenamt mark on the flap and is near excellent condition overall. (86225-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1970. SMITH & WESSON 44 DOUBLE ACTION FIRST MODEL REVOLVER serial #2371, 44 Russian, 6 1/2" barrel with a pit-
ted bore with strong rifling still visible. Overall, about 60 - 70%
of the original bluing remains with the majority of the loss on the
frame and grip frame. The checkered hard rubber grips are not
numbered to the gun and a 1/4" chip off the bottom of the left
grip panel is missing. The Smith & Wesson logo remains crisp on

the grip panels but the grip screw exhibits slot damage as does the
edges of the grip screw escutcheon. The barrel catch screw and one triggerguard pin also exhib-

it damage. The revolver still functions properly in single and double action modes and the frame, bar-
rel catch and cylinder are correctly numbered. (86225-8) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)

1971. GASSER-KROPATSCHEK MODEL 1876 PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #120170, 9x26mm
Gasser, 3 7/8" octagonal barrel with a corroded bore with rifling still visible. The metal surfaces a gunmetal
gray color with light oxidation blemishes and pitting visible. The hard rubber grips are in good condition,

exhibiting considerable wear to the diamond points with scattered scratches and scuff marks present. It appears
the grips were amateurishly checkered at a later date as they exhibit considerable overrun along the borders. The cylinder pin head
is missing, and the bolt (cylinder stop) and hand are in need of professional attention. There is a prominent stress crack forming on
the inside bend of the hammer spur where it meet the hammer. The frame of the revolver is marked: “L Gasser Wien” on the left side
of the frame. (86225-9) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1972. BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER PINFIRE REVOLVER 45 Caliber Pinfire, 4 7/8" barrel with a lightly oxidized bore exhibiting
crisp rifling. The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with light oxidation blemishes present. About 10% of the frame and cylinder exhibit a
light scroll engraving. The smooth hardwood grips have shrunk slightly leaving the metal proud around the wood. The grips are in near
excellent condition with light dents present but, they appear to have been refinished. The revolver still functions in double action mode
but the trigger return spring is in need of professional services. The single action notch is not working on the pistol and will also need
services. The cylinder is marked with Belgian proofs. (86225-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1973. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #5017, 22 Rimfire, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore exhibiting light to mod-
erate pitting. The pistol retains about 80 - 85% of its original finishes. The blue finish on the barrel is starting to mellow to a slight plum
color with several small but distinct dark blue spots present. The majority of the loss of finish is due to the nickel plating flaking through-
out the surface areas of the brass frame, giving the metal a mottled appearance. The hammer still retains traces of the case-hardened col-
ors. Several of the screw heads display rich Nitre blue colors and may be replacements as they do not match the wear on the rest of the
pistol. The walnut grips are in very good plus condition with a slight amount of the finish flaking off the bottoms and there are scattered
dents and scratches present. A later addition to the firearm was a brass lanyard loop attached to the bottom of the butt. The frame, trig-
ger and barrel have matching serial numbers. (86225-12) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1974. MEDITERRANEAN FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS Dag approximately .70 Caliber, 12 1/2" barrel exhibiting light oxidation and
scattered deep pits in the bore. The barrel flares to 1 1/2" diameter at the muzzle, giving this ancient alley cleaner its fearsome appearance
and quick loading capability. The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with light oxidation blemishes and pits present. The hardwood stock
has some light carving around the wrist but exhibits cracks at the buttstock, forend, and opposite the lock. The stock also exhibits con-
siderable wear, abrasions, dents and scratches from hard use. The stock was lightly refinished in the past as the condition of the remaining
finish does not match its past use; overall, the stock on this gun rates as good. The buttplate, sideplate and triggerguard are assembled
from heavy brass and they exhibit numerous light surface blemishes. The lock and frizzen still operate correctly. There are no markings on
this piece to indicate who or when it was manufactured but it is very Mediterranean in character. (86225-11) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1975. HI-POINT FIREARMS MODEL JHP-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #X4136698, 45 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The black painted metal surfaces are in excellent condition with 99% remaining. The polymer frame is in near excellent condition
with a few scuff marks present on the front of the grips frame. This big, blow back operated pistol comes with a single nine round mag-
azine that exhibits scattered freckling on the surfaces. (86251-2) (100/200)

1976. ROHM RG 10 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #853760, 22 Short, 2 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The black paint-
ed surfaces are in excellent condition with 99% original enamel remaining but exhibit light handling blemishes. The checkered white plas-
tic grips are in near excellent condition with light handling blemishes present. This revolver utilizes a single action style loading gate and
ejector. (86239-114) (25/50)

1977. COLT THUER 4TH MODEL DERRINGER 22 Short, 2 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has had all of the enamel fin-
ish removed from the barrel but, there is still some visible in the markings, breech face and bottom of the barrel. This was probably done
to remove an oxidation pit on the top of the barrel. The nickel plating on the frame is thinning on the butt and starting to cloud in areas.
Overall, the pistol retains about 60% of its original finish. The smooth varnished, walnut grips are in near excellent condition as-refinished
with just a few light dents present. The trigger screw is broken off but, enough remains to allow it to still function. (86239-96) (50/125)

1978. FRENCH MODEL 1873 REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #F38669, 11mm Centerfire, 4 1/2" barrel with a very good bore
exhibiting light scattered surface oxidation and pits. The revolver has been refinished in matte chrome that rates 99%. There are numer-
ous pits and dings visible under the finish from prior use. The checkered hardwood grips are in good to very good condition with the dia-
mond points showing considerable wear in addition to numerous light dings, dents and scratches. The top of the barrel is marked Mle
1873 with a manufacture date of 1875. The numbers on the frame, barrel and cylinder pin all correctly match. Overall, the revolver still
functions but, the trigger return spring is in need of attention. (86239-176) {ANTIQUE} (100/300)

1979. NORINCO MODEL OF 1911A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #306804, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
retains 98% plus of its original Parkerized finish with a few light scratch and scuff marks on the slide. The brown checkered plastic grips
are in excellent condition. In addition to the three dot sights there is a Quarton Beamshot laser sight with remote wire switch mounted
to the front of the triggerguard. The switch is held to the frame by an elastic band utilizing a Velcro pad to keep the switch in place. The
laser is fully operational. This pistol is a duplicate of the G.I. spec pistols and includes a single seven round magazine, factory box, clean-
ing rod and bore brush. (86239-54) (400/600)

1980. CHIAPPA DOUBLE EAGLE OVER / UNDER DERRINGER serial #D07451, 22 S, L, LR, 2 7/8" barrels with excellent bores.
The enamel finish is starting to thin on the high edges and on the barrel. The barrel has thinned enough to give it a mottled appearance
with about 93-95% remaining on the pistol. The hardwood grips are in very good condition with the finish flaking off randomly on the grip
panels. This Remington style derringer features a cross bolt safety. A factory box and manual are included. (86251-8) (75/150)

1981. NAVY ARMS TU-90 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #7880, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This Chinese version of the
Tokagypt pistol retains about 96-98% of its blue finish with considerable flaking present on the slide and scattered scratches, nicks and
scuffs also present. The wrap-around vertically grooved plastic grips are in near excellent condition with handling blemishes and some
clouding visible. The numbers correctly match on the frame, barrel bushing and slide but the fire control bears a different number. The
pistol includes a factory box, cleaning rod and a single magazine. (86239-159) (75/125)

1982. BAIKAL IJ-70 RUSSIAN MAKAROV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #J047227, 9x18 Makarov, 3 5/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. Overall, this pistol retains 99% plus of its original blue finish. The checkered black synthetic grips are in like new condition. The pis-
tol features adjustable sights, slide mounted de-cocker and lanyard loop. This pistol includes two, eight round magazines; spare grip, brown
leather flap holster, cleaning rod, manual, and factory boxes. This pistol appears to be as new in the box. (86239-179) (150/350)

1983. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION One full brick, 500 rounds 22 LR, standard velocity, lead round nose by Olin Corporation in excellent
condition. (125501-5A)

1984. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION Approximately 400 rounds 22 LR, standard velocity, lead round nose by Olin Corporation in excellent
condition. (125501-5B)

1985. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION Approximately 460 rounds 22 LR Remington ammo; 400 rounds 22 Subsonic and approximately 60
rounds 22 Viper all in excellent condition. (125501-6)

1986. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 4x rifle scope in a gloss black finish. It features a duplex reticle with bright excellent optics. The
scope has a couple of ring marks from previous mounting and a few handling blemishes present. Overall excellent condition. (125501-12)

1987. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION A total of four boxes 12ga 2 3/4” shotgun ammunition; two boxes Remington Express rifled
slug, 5 shotshells each box; two boxes Federal Hi-Power 00 buckshot with 5 shotshells each box. All in excellent condition. (124132-2H)

1988. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION A total of six boxes 22 LR ammunition; two full boxes 50 rounds each Federal Hi-Power with lightly
tarnished brass and lightly oxidized lead; one full box 50 rounds Remington Kleanbore with tarnished casings and moderate to heavily oxi-
dized lead; one box containing approximately 40 rounds Winchester Staynless with tarnished casings and moderate to heavily oxidized
lead; two full boxes 50 rounds each Winchester Super-X No. 12 shot with bright casings. (124132-2C)

1989. LOT OF AMMUNITION Two full 20 round boxes Winchester Super-X 45 Colt, 225 gr cartridges; one box Silvertip hollow point,
one box round nose flat point. All in excellent condition with some light tarnishing. (124132-2E)

1990. LOT OF AMMUNITION Two full 20 round boxes Remington 44 Magnum, 240 gr., semi-jacketed hollow point in excellent condi-
tion with some light tarnish. (124132-2I)

1991. LOT OF AMMUNITION One partial box containing 46 rounds Remington 38 S&W, 146 gr lead round nose, nickel plated casing
in excellent condition. One full box 50 rounds Remington 357 Magnum, 158 gr., semi-jacketed, hollow point, nickel plated casing in excel-
lent condition. (124132-2A,2J)

1992. BARREL LOT Includes An unmarked percussion 36”, .45 caliber, round rifled barrel with fixed sporting sights with an about very good
bore. The barrel retains 85% plus of its original blue finish with spots of light oxidation and several scratches scattered over its length. An
ideal candidate for a cleanup worthy of a stock and action. (103750-25I2)
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1993. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full box 20 rounds Western Super-X Silvertip, 300 H&H Magnum, 220 Gr, expanding bullet.
Cartridges show some light tarnish and spots of oxidation. (124132-2K)

1994. LOT OF AMMUNITION A total of four boxes; one partial box containing 46 rounds Remington 38 Special, 148 gr, lead wadcut-
ter with lightly tarnished brass; one full 50 round box and one partial box containing 49 rounds Remington 38 Special +P, 158 gr, lead hol-
low point with nickel plated casings and light oxidation on the lead; one full box containing 6 rounds Speer ShotShell for handguns in 38
Special and 357 Magnum. (124132-2G)

1995. LOT OF AMMUNITION A total of 2 boxes One partial box containing approximately 22 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 22 Short
with light tarnish and moderately oxidized lead in a green box with red lettered Kleanbore dog-bone logo; the box is in very good to excel-
lent condition with a couple of impact marks, lightly worn edges and handling wear. One UMC BB Caps box with a variety of 22 ammu-
nition totaling 44 rounds, including BB Caps, CB Caps, Short, LR and shotshell in mixed condition with some tarnishing and heavy lead
oxidizing. The box is in good to very good condition with worn edges and moderate handling wear. (124132-2D)

1996. BARREL LOT This lot consists of one High Standard Olympic 6 3/4" barrel for 22 Short with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
face retains 40% original blue with moderate oxidation covering 60% of the surface. The barrel has a compensator cut into the muzzle
and has a grooved rib running its length with a Patridge style sight. (124132-2B1)

1997. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four military manuals. M60 Machine Gun Maintenance Manual; dated Oct. 1965 by the Dept of the Army.
47 page booklet stapled and punched for a 3 ring binder. Survival: gear, guns & gadgets; c. 1981 by the National Rifle Association. 24
page booklet with stapled binding. Infantry Live Fire Training; dated Sept 1993 by the Dept of the Army. Approximately 160 pages sta-
pled and punched for a 3 ring binder. M16A2 Maintenance Manual; dated Aug 1987 by the Dept of the Army, US Marine Corps.
Approximately 240 pages stapled and punched for a 3 ring binder. All books are in very good to excellent condition showing some age
and staining mostly on the covers. (125501-15)

1998. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one blued Hi-Standard 22LR magazine in very good to excellent condition with some spotty
oxidation and light handling wear. (4132-2B)

1999. LOT OF AMMUNITION CANS This lot consists of four 10”x3 1/2"x7” OD Green ammunition cans in very good to excellent con-
dition. (125101-16)

2000. LOT OF BOOKS This lot consists of 6 books total all written in French. La Passion des Armes A Feu, by Joseph G Rosa and Robin
May; c. 1974 by Octopus Books Limited. 96 page jacketed hardcover. Les Plus Belles Armes de Chasse Du Monde, by Howard L
Blackmore; c. 1983 by Editions Minerva SA, Geneve. 88 page hardcover. Armes A Feu De Collection, by Aldo G Cimarelli; c. 1973 Grange
Bateliere SA, Paris. 64 page hardcover. Nouvel Annuaire Des Armes: Guilaume Tell 8, c. 1988 by Crepin-Llblond et Cie. 266 page soft
cover. Les Armes A Feu: et Leur Histoire, by F Wilkinson; c. 1977 by The Hamlyn Group Publishing Ltd. 253 page jacketed hardcover.
Armes, a hardcover collection of Gazette des Armes from 1976 and 1977. All books are in very bon to excellent condition with minor han-
dling blemishes. (125366-20A)

2001. LOT OF BOOKS 4 total One Hundred Great Guns: An illustrated History of Firearms, by Merrill Linsay. 379 page jacketed hard-
cover. An Illustrated Book of Guns, edited by David Miller; c. 2000 by Salamander Books Ltd. 304 page jacketed hardcover. Pistols of
the World, by Claude Blair; c. 1968 by Claude Blair. 205 page jacketed hardcover. The Fireside Book of Guns, by Larry Koller; c. 1959 by
Artists and Writers Press, Inc. and The ridge Press, Inc. 284 page jacketed hardcover. All books are in very good to excellent condition
with minor handling blemishes. (125366-20B)

2002. LOT OF BOOKS 5 total Gun Digest Treasury, edited by John T Amber; c. 1969. 416 page soft cover. 2000 Standard Catalog of
Firearms: 10th Anniversary Edition, by Ned Schwing. 1311 page softcover. Sports Afield Gun Annual: 1966 Edition, edited by Ted Kesting;
c. 1965 by The Hearst Corporation. 146 page hardcover. Cartridges of the World: 4th Edition, by Frank C Barnes. 384 page soft cover.
Antique Guns, by Hank Wieand Bowman; c. 1953 by Fawcett Publications, Inc. All books are in very good condition with some edge wear
and handling blemishes. (125366-20C)

2003. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Small Arms of the World, by W H B Smith & Joseph E Smith; c. 1969 by The Stackpole Company. 768 page
jacketed hardcover. Arms and Armor in Colonial America, by Harold L Peterson; c. 1956 by Harold L Peterson. 350 page jacketed hard-
cover. Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant; c. 1955 by Lewis Winant. 281 page jacketed hardcover. All books are in very good to excel-
lent condition with small tears on the jacket edges and minor handling blemishes. (125366-20D)

2004. BOOK LOT The Rifle in America, by Philip B Sharp; c. 1995 by The National Rifle Association. 641 page hardcover in excellent to
like new condition featuring gold gilt page edges, embossed gold gilt black faux leather cover and linen end pages. A beautiful book that
appears to have seen little use. This special edition was privately printed for the members of The Firearms Classics Library. (125366-20E)

2005.WWI WOOD GAS ALARM This wooden alarm is 11” x 3” x 1 1/4" with a wooden cog at one end attached to a handle. The alarm
was sounded by spinning it and a noise was made as the center piece of wood slapped against the cog. “For use as gas alarm only” is
printed on one side. This simple alarm is in very good to excellent condition. (124316-3)

2006. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes of 22 LR. One full box 50 rounds Federal Hi-Power bird shot in excel-
lent condition with the Remington red and white box also in excellent condition with light wear on the edges and a price tag on its face.
One full box of 50 rounds Western Super-X containing mostly Super-X and a few rounds from other manufacturers all in very good con-
dition with some tarnish, with the yellow, red and white Western box in very good to excellent condition with wear on the edges. One par-
tial box containing 46 rounds mostly Remington in very good condition with some light tarnish, with the red and white Remington Hi-Speed
box in excellent condition with light edge wear. Last are two full boxes of 100 rounds each of Winchester Super-X 22 LR all in excellent
condition. (124324-4B,4A)

2007. WINCHESTER 1873 BARREL 28”, 38 W.C.F, barrel with about good frosted and moderately oxidized bore. The barrel is near
devoid of any blue except along the underside where the forend protected it. The metal surfaces are a blended balance of smokey grey
and brown patinas; it is equipped with a fixed blade front sight and has single dovetail slot in the rear. An about good overall condition
barrel. (013750-25I1)

2008. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full box 50 rounds of Winchester Super-X 218 Bee 46 gr hollow point in excel-
lent condition. Also includes one full box, 25 rounds of Winchester-Western 12 Ga. Dove & Quail shotgun shells. The shells are 2 3/4",
plastic hull, 1 oz, #8 shot in excellent condition. The box is yellow and white with a dove and quail pictured in very good to excellent con-
dition with minor edge and corner wear. (124324-3,1)

2009. RUGER BOX LOT Includes a two piece black and red Single Six box. The top has several scuffs, impressions and a torn corner that has
separated at the seam. The bottom is in very similar condition. Also included is a Ruger handout both in good overall condition. (103750-E1)
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2010. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 999 SPORTSMAN TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#AT042070, 22 LR, 6" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a few light handling marks,
minor silvering on some high edges and a couple of scuffs and a light turn ring on the 9 shot cylinder. The checkered walnut grips rate
excellent with light rounding of some of the checkering and minor handling marks. The gun features adjustable front and rear sights and
a vented rib barrel, and comes with a brown leather holster by Hunter. (126256-11) (250/450)

2011. CUSTOM ITALIAN SINGLE ACTION ARMY BUNTLINE REVOLVER serial #SA5450, 45 Colt, 16 1/4" unmarked custom
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 99% original blue with a few light handling and tool marks present; the
frame, trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case-hardened colors; the brass gripstrap and triggerguard rate excellent. The hardwood
grips also rate excellent with a few minor handling marks and a couple of spots where the finish is worn. This pistol is set up for a stock
attachment with a notch on the bottom of the grip strap and a pin in the back of the frame. (126287-24) (250/450)

2012. HOPKINS AND ALLEN XL NO 5
REVOLVER serial #242, 38 CF, 3” barrel with a
bright near excellent bore with a little light frosting.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original nickel finish
with some light freckling; the trigger and hammer
exhibit vibrant case-hardened colors. The dog’s head
hard rubber grips rate excellent showing very light
handling wear. A very nice original revolver with all
parts displaying matching serial numbers. (126287-
19) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2013. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE
serial #252-35862, 22 LR, 20” bull barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
plus original blue; the brown laminated hardwood pis-
tolgrip stock rates excellent with sling swivels
attached. This target 22 appears like new and comes
with its original box. (126239-82) (250/450)

2014. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE
serial #128-25565, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with added
flash suppressor and a bright excellent bore. The barrel and receiver retain 99% original blue; the Butler Creek black composite stock and
hand guard with stainless side folding butt rates excellent with some light discoloration around the trigger and grip. This rifle comes with
a Bushnell Sportview 4x32 scope with lens covers and no magazine. (126239-211) (200/300)

2015. REMINGTON MODEL 552 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B1593771, 22 S,L,LR, 21" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue; the checkered hardwood Monte Carlo style pistolgrip stock rates excellent.
This rifle appears as new and comes with its original box. (126239-69) (200/300)

2016. SAVAGE MARK II-FV BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0486901, 22 LR, 21” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% plus original blue; the black checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent. Rifle appears as new and comes
with its original box and a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x scope with lens caps. (126239-74) (200/300)

2017. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #230-54224, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue; the hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent. A very nice like new rifle. (126280-3) (150/250)

2018. HENRY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #126292H, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue; the walnut stock and forearm rate excellent. This rifle is like new and comes with its original box. (126239-9) (200/300)

2019. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% dark gray-brown fading original blue with a few light freckles, a tiny spot or two of oxidation and some minor
handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a couple of spots of fading finish and multiple light handling marks.
(126257-39) {C&R} (150/250)

2020.WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 80% fading original blue with areas thinning to a brown patina and moderate light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip
stock with finger groove forend rates very good plus with multiple minor handling blemishes. (126257-55) {C&R} (150/250)

2021.WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% fading original blue turning to a brown patina with light handling marks and mild freckling. The hardwood pis-
tolgrip stock rates very good plus with multiple light handling marks and some minor wear. (126257-44) {C&R} (150/250)

2022.WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 70% fading original blue turning to a brown patina with silvering around the muzzle and high edges. The hard-
wood pistolgrip stock with finger groove forend rates very good with multiple impact marks, handling blemishes, and an added finish.
(126257-41) {C&R} (150/250)

2023.WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #178252A, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 80% original blue with some thinning to a plum-brown patina, mild freckling, and scratches and other light handling marks. The
hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with minor handling marks and an added finish. (126257-43) {C&R} (150/250)

2024.WINCHESTER MODEL 121 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are toning to a smooth gray-brown patina with light handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus
with multiple minor handling blemishes and a lightly cleaned added finish. (126257-45) (50/100)

2025.WINCHESTER MODEL 72 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-
97% original blue with some light freckling and minor handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with moderate
dings on the forend and other light handling marks. Features a tube magazine and rear aperture sight. (126257-61) {C&R} (250/350)

2026.WINCHESTER MODEL 72 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L, LR, 25” barrel with a bright bore with a ring about a quarter of the
way down its length from the breech. The metal surfaces are toning to a gray-brown patina with some light freckling, spotty pitting, and
mottled cold applied blue touchup. The hardwood stock rates excellent with some light handling blemishs and an added finish.
(126257-66) {C&R} (50/100)
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2027.WINCHESTER MODEL 04A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are
toning to gray with moderate oxidation and pitting present. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good with some checking in the butt,
and multiple light and a few moderate handling marks. (126257-54) {C&R} (50/150)

2028.WINCHESTER MODEL 55 TOP LOADING SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% fading original blue with freckling, a few tiny spots of superficial oxidation, and a mottled silver-blue receiver.
The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with multiple light handling marks. (126257-56) {C&R} (75/150)

2029. REMINGTON MODEL 511 SCOREMASTER SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with a few light handling marks and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip
stock rates very good to excellent with light handling marks. This rifle comes with a single removable magazine and a Weaver G4 scope.
(126306-18) {C&R} (150/250)

2030. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2384258, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a few freckles. The Mohawk Brown checkered plastic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few light han-
dling marks. Comes with a Weaver K2.5-1 scope with some oxidation on the adjustment knobs and lens covers. (126282-3) (300/400)

2031. REMINTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with a couple of light scuffs on the receiver and a few very minor handling marks. The Mohawk Brown checkered plastic pis-
tolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of scuffs and a few light handling marks. (126270-6) {C&R} (300/400)

2032.MARLIN MODEL 70P PAPOOSE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #07467053, 22 LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scratches around the takedown knob, some minor freckling and a few light handling
marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. Comes with a red Marlin Papoose take-
down soft case. (126280-10) (75/150)

2033. AR-7 EXPLORER TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #D010459, 22LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few
minor handling marks. The takedown barrel, action and magazine store in the stock. Comes with its original factory box and instruction
pamphlet. (126239-305) (100/200)

2034. INTERARMS/NORINCO MODEL 22 ATD SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #522345, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock and
forearm rate excellent with a few minor handling marks. Comes with a Simmons 4-9x scope and a violin shaped wooden takedown case.
(126278-38) (175/275)

2035. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #124-44055, 22 LR, 16 1/2" unmarked threaded barrel with added flash sup-
pressor and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. The Butler Creek black
composite stock with stainless steel side folding butt rates excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. Comes with a nylon sling,
NcStar barrel mounted laser, extended magazine release, and a 25 round magazine. (126278-39) (200/300)

2036. RUGER MODEL 10/22 DSP SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #233-01572, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent. This rifle
comes with sling swivels; the filler screws are not present. Overall an excellent condition rifle that appears like it has had little use.
(126287-199) (200/400)

2037. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris 4x Mini rifle scope with rings and mounting rail. This scope has a gloss black
finish in excellent condition, features a duplex reticle, and has bright excellent optics. The Weaver rings are mounted on the scope with
the rail attached. (126287-199A)

2038. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #706593, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 40% original blue thinning to a gray-brown patina with some light freckling and a couple of spots of superficial oxidation.
The hardwood stock and grooved slide handle rate excellent with a few light handling blemishes. (126302-5) {C&R} (200/300)

2039. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #128489, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a dark pitted bore with some vis-
ible rifling. The metal surfaces retain 40% original blue with thinning to a gray-brown patina with some light freckling. The pistolgrip wal-
nut stock and grooved slide handle rate excellent with light handling marks and an added finish. (126288-95) {C&R} (50-100)

2040.WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #257148, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a good mildly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to a gray-brown patina with some scratches and other light handling marks, and a couple of spots of light pit-
ting. The walnut stock and slide handle rate very good with multiple light handling marks and a crack in the slide handle. The hard rub-
ber buttplate is chipped. (126306-19) {C&R} (150/250)

2041.WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #530326, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a good moderately pitted
bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown-sliver patina with some spotty light pitting. The stock and grooved slide handle rate
good with a couple of checks, multiple moderate and minor handling marks, and little to no finish. Comes with a leather soft case.
(126257-27) {C&R} (50/100)

2042.WINCHESTER MODEL 06 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #783236, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a bright very good bore and a
pitted ring a few inches in from the muzzle. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown-silver with a few small areas of pitting. The hard-
wood stock and grooved slide handle rate very good with mild handling blemishes, an added finish, and some repairs evident. The butt-
stock fits loose in the frame. (126257-28) {C&R} (100/200)

2043.WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #231406, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a near excellent lightly frost-
ed bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a silver-brown patina with a few areas of light pitting. The hardwood stock rates very good
with multiple light and few moderate handling blemishes and a worn finish. (126229-326) {C&R} (100/200)

2044. CALICO M-105 SPORTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #D007441, 22 LR, 16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue; the walnut stock rates excellent. This rifle appears to have had little if any use and comes with a box.
(126239-201) (450/650)

2045. BROWNING BUCK MARK SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #213MX04014, 22 LR, 18" bull barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The walnut Monte Carlo stock and forearm rate
excellent. This rifle appears to have had little if any use and comes with a Leapers scope, lens covers and its original factory box.
(126239-216) (350/550)

2046.MARLIN MODEL 81 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90%
original blue with freckling and some spotty superficial oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with han-
dling marks and areas of thinning finish. (126256-10) {C&R} (50/100)
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2047. REMINGTON MODEL 552 SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A1549916, 22 S,L,LR, 21" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with minor handling marks. The pistolgrip hardwood stock and forearm rate
excellent with a few minor handling marks and a chip from the toe and buttplate. (126280-6) (175/275)

2048. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #05249136, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 97% original blue with some light freckling and small areas of superficial oxidation. The Monte Carlo hardwood pistolgrip stock rates
excellent with a couple of very minor handling blemishes. (126251-69) (100/200)

2049. REMINGTON MODEL 514 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light freckling and a spot or two of superficial oxidation. The hardwood stock rates very
good to excellent with minor handling marks. (126229-311) {C&R} (125/225)

2050. CUSTOM CHIPMUNK BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#40654, 22 S,L,LR, 16 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a bit of light freckling on the front sight. The cus-
tom, beautifully figured walnut Mannlicher style pistolgrip stock with a flared shadowline
cheek piece rates excellent with a couple of light handling blemishes. Features an adjustable rear aperture sight.
(126287-170) (350/550)

2051. CUSTOM CHIPMUNK BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #33356, 22
S,L,LR, 16 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue.

The custom figured walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates excellent. The beautifully figured wal-
nut stock would surely be an eye catcher at the range. (126287-169) (350/550)

2052.MARLIN MODEL 88 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% origi-
nal blue with some thinning to a plum-brown and light handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with
a couple of dings and other minor handling marks. Rifle comes with a Weaver B4 scope and lens covers. (126288-85) (75/150)

2053. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY M6 SCOUT COMBINATION RIFLE/SHOTGUN serial #M14266, 22 LR/410 bore, 18 1/4" bar-
rels; the rifle barrel has a bright excellent bore with some moderate fouling in the last few inches; the 410 barrel has a bright excellent
smooth bore with some fouling mid-bore. The parkerized metal surfaces retain 99% original finish with minor handling marks. This fold-
ing gun comes with a plastic hard case. (126239-208) (300/400)

2054. SPRINGFIELD STEVENS MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with some light and a few moderate dings and other handling marks, some areas thinning to a gray-
brown patina, silvering on some high edges, a couple of small areas of oxidation, and some spots of added finish. The oil finished hard-
wood pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece rates very good to excellent with multiple light handling marks. (126251-45) (75/100)

2055. GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #26378614, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 85% original blue with moderate freckling on the barrel and magazine tube, and a chip and scratches in the finish on the alu-
minum receiver. The walnut finished Monte Carlo hardwood stock with pressed checkering rates very good plus with multiple light and
a couple of moderate handling marks. (126251-27) (75/150)

2056. GLENFIELD MODEL 75 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #71446361, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 70% original blue with moderate spotty oxidation on the barrel and scratches and rub marks on the aluminum receiver. The
Monte Carlo pistolgrip hardwood stock with pressed checkering rates very good plus with handling marks and a crack behind the trig-
ger. (126251-51) (75/125)

2057. MARLIN MODEL 99 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original
blue with areas thinning to a silver-brown patina and a few spot freckles on the barrel and magazine tube, and a few scratches and sil-
vering on high edges on the aluminum receiver. The refinished hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with multiple light handling
marks and a crack behind the trigger. (126251-52) (75/100)

2058. REMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with freckling and spotty oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very
good with some moderate and multiple minor handling marks. Comes with a sling, hooded front sight, and rear target aperture sight.
(126223-25) (75/150)

2059. MOSSBERG MODEL 142A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a couple minor handling blemishes. The Monte Carlo walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a couple of
scratches and other minor handling marks. Features a fold down forearm and T shaped bolt handle, and comes with a green canvas sling.
(126229-321) {C&R} (200/300)

2060.MARLIN MODEL 99M1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% orig-
inal blue with a couple minor handling marks. The Monte Carlo hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few light handling blem-
ishes. Comes with a BSA 3-7x20 scope. (126280-11) (100/200)

2061.WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% thinning original blue with freckling and light handling marks. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good
to excellent with multiple light handling marks. (126296-16) (175/275)
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2062. MOSSBERG MODEL 151M(B) SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
80% original blue with some thinning to a gray-brown patina and oxidation present. The Mannlicher style pistolgrip walnut stock with
cheekpiece rates very good with thinning finish, handling marks, and a crack running back from the trigger. The plastic finger groove trig-
gerguard is cracked near the rear retaining screw. (126251-47) {C&R} (75/150)

2063. REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have
toned to a blue-brown with light oxidation present overall. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good with multiple handling blem-
ishes and areas of worn finish. The receiver has been drilled and tapped for a scope mount. (126288-115) (50/150)

2064. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with a couple of areas worn to a silver-brown patina with a little pitting. The pistolgrip walnut stock
rates very good to excellent with multiple minor handling marks and a thinning finish. Comes with sling swivels and a Weaver B4 scope.
(126288-116) (100/150)

2065. WINCHESTER MODEL 60A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are predominantly a blue-brown patina with some spotty oxidation and light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock with
grooved forearm rates very good to excellent with a few dings, minor handling marks and a flaking added finish. (126288-71) (150/250)

2066.WINCHESTER MODEL 67A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION BOYS RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue fading to a freckled blue-brown with minor handling marks and some light oxidation.
The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with some minor impact and other light handling marks, and some areas with a worn finish.
(126229-322) (100/200)

2067. EXCAM MODEL GT27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MK02316, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with minor handling blemishes. The wood grips rate excellent with a few light handling marks. Comes with
its original box and manual. (126239-304) (40/60)

2068. JENNINGS MODEL J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #672941, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces satin nickel finish rates excellent with a couple of minor handing marks. The wood grips also rate excellent. This pistol appears
to have had little if any use and comes with its original box and a total of two magazines. (126239-300) (40/80)

2069. SUNDANCE MODEL A-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #012941, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The grooved black synthetic grips rate excellent. This pistol
appears to have had little if any use and comes with its original box and manual. (126239-299) (40/80)

2070. SUNDANCE MODEL A-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #007936, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces satin nickel finish rates excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes; the grooved black synthetic grips also rate excellent.
This pistol appears to have had little if any use and comes with its original box and manual. (126239-298) (40/80)

2071. RAVEN MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1466968, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with minor handling marks. The walnut grips rate near excellent with a couple of light scuffs and a fad-
ing finish. The pistol comes with its original box and instruction sheet. (126239-303) (40/80)

2072. RAVEN MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1755070, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces bright chrome finish rates excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. The walnut grips rate near excellent with a couple of
light handing marks and a faded finish. Comes with its original box and instruction sheet. (126239-302) (40/80)

2073. DAVIS MODEL D-22 DERRINGER PISTOL serial #231022, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal sur-
faces bright chrome finish rates excellent with a few light handling marks. The wood grips also rate excellent. Comes with its original box
and instruction pamphlet. (126256-13) (125/175)

2074. LORCIN MODEL L25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #033028, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces bright chrome finish rates excellent with minor handling blemishes. The white pearl plastic grips rate near excellent with a couple of
cracks. This pistol comes with its original box and instruction sheet. (126239-301) (40/80)

2075. RAVEN MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #940215, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces bright chrome finish rates excellent with minor handling marks. The white ivory plastic grips rate good with cracks on both sides
and a small chip out of the left side. (126252-7) (25/50)

2076. TAURUS MODEL 85 ULTRA-LITE NRA EDITION REVOLVER serial #FX55569, 38 SPL, 2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original phosphate finish with a few very superficial handling marks; an NRA logo appears on
the left side of the frame. The textured rubber grips are like new. This is a new-in-the-box pistol and comes with its original box and all
the original papers, manual, spent cartridge and internal lock keys. (126324-1) (250/350)

2077. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #26545, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with light freckling, silvering on high edges and minor handling marks; the
trigger shows strong case-hardened colors. The hard rubber grips rate very good with moderate rounding of the checkering and few light
handling marks. (126225-2) {C&R} (300/500)

2078. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #22566, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with a few scattered freckles, and a couple of light handling marks;
the trigger shows strong case-hardened colors. The hard rubber grips rate very good with light rounding of the checkering and a chip
out of each side. (126225-3) {C&R} (350/550)

2079.WINCHESTER MODEL 290 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #401450, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with some minor freckling and light handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut finished
hardwood stock and forearm rate very good plus with multiple light handling marks, a few scuffs and areas with a thinning finish.
(126269-4) (75/150)

2080. STEVENS MODEL 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 LR, 18” barrel with a mildly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces retain 50% original blue with areas that have thinned to a dark gray mottled brown patina, and some handling marks; the receiv-
er shows moderately faded case-hardened colors with light freckling. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a few light han-
dling marks and an added finish. (126288-54) {C&R} (100/200)

2081. HOPKINS AND ALLEN NUMBER 722 ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #701, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with
a mildly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with some thinning to a gray-brown patina, a couple of spots of light pit-
ting and a few light handling marks; the receiver has strong case-hardened colors with light freckling and mild oxidation on the trigger-
guard. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with light handling marks and an added finish. (126288-64) {C&R} (100/200)
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2082. STEVENS MAYNARD JR. TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 Short, 18” barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The metal sur-
faces are toning to a brown patina with a few areas of moderately light pitting, some light handling marks, and tool marks near the breech.
The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light handling marks. (126288-59) {C&R} (100/200)

2083. HOPKINS AND ALLEN NUMBER 722 ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 19 1/2" barrel with a moder-
ately pitted bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a dark blue-brown patina with a couple of scratches and other handling marks; the
receiver shows strong case hardened colors on the sides, fading to gray on the top and bottom with moderate freckling all over. The wal-
nut stock rates very good plus with multiple moderate to light handling blemishes and an added finish; there is a chip on the toe and an
accompanying chip from the buttplate. (126288-58) {C&R} (100/200)

2084. STEVENS NUMBER 26 CRACKSHOT FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a lightly frosted
near excellent bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a dark silver-brown with remnants of a mottled cold applied blue. The walnut stock
and forearm rate near excellent with minor handling marks and an added finish. (126288-60) {C&R} (75/150)

2085. REMINGTON IMPROVED MODEL 6 FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #470858, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces show 50% flaking mottled enamel finish with areas showing a gray-brown patina with some
areas of silvering, a few spots of pitting and handling marks. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus with multiple light to mod-
erate handling marks and an added finish. (126223-44) {C&R} (75/150)

2086.WINCHESTER MODEL 1900 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L, 18” barrel with a very good mildly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces show 40% thinning dark gray-brown patinated original blue with some light oxidation and a few areas of pitting. The
gumwood stock rates good with a mottled finish and multiple handling marks. (126223-45) {C&R} (75/150)

2087. STEVENS FAVORITE NO. 17 FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #V262, 25 Stevens, 22” part octagon/part
round barrel with a dark moderate to heavily pitted bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a dark gray-brown with spots of oxidation
and pitting; some original blue is still evident on the block and hammer; there is a light crack on the upper tang through the forward
screw hole and one of the frames screws has been replaced with a bent nail. The walnut stock and forearm rate good with a worn fin-
ish, multiple light to moderate handling marks, cracks near both the upper and lower tangs, and chips broken off near the receiver.
(126223-43) {C&R} (40/80)

2088. REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #J199977, 22 S,L,LR, 22 1/2" octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% fading original blue showing areas thinning to a gray-brown patina with silvering on high edges;
the frame shows good mottled case-hardening with light freckling on the flats, and a mottled gray patina with moderate freckling on
the rounds. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with multiple light handling marks and a flaked original finish.
(126313-15) {C&R} (175/275)

2089. STEVENS FAVORITE NO. 17 FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #K123, 25 Stevens, 22” part octagon, part
round barrel with a near excellent very lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% fading original blue showing areas thinning to
a gray-brown patina with light to moderate freckling, scratches and other minor handling marks; the frame shows excellent case-hard-
ened colors with light freckling and some spotty oxidation with pitting. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light
handling marks and an added finish. (126288-110) {C&R} (150/250)

2090. REMINGTON NO. 4 SOLID FRAME ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #94710, 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a moderately
frosted bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with some light handling marks; the frame exhibits good case-hardening
with moderate freckling, some light oxidation and pitting. The walnut stock rates very good with light and moderate scratches, and other
handling marks. (126288-81) {C&R} (100/200)

2091. GERBER KNIFE LOT Includes a Paul series II Model 2 folding knife with case. The knife measures 6 1/2” overall with a 2 1/2” drop
point blade with an edge that appears untouched. The two piece carbon fiber and nylon resin handles rate excellent and are fastened by
silver colored torx screws. This is a handsome folder manufactured and backed by Gerber in excellent condition. (6020-K59)

2092. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of 44 Rem. Mag. There are two 20 round boxes (one partial containing 12 casings
and six cartridges and one full) of Remington High Velocity 240 gr., SP cartridges in very good to excellent condition. Also included is a
full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 180 gr., HP cartridges in excellent condition. (106182-1A)

2093. LOT OF MIXED BRASS Includes ten boxes total. There are four boxes of 44 Magnum casings, three boxes of .257 Weatherby
Magnum cases, one box of 30-06 (containing 16 casings) and two boxes of 30-40 Krag (one full and one partial containing six cartridges
and three casings. All items are in good overall condition. (106137-1)

2094. U.S. MARKED BARRACKS BOX Likely a WWI style steel box with wooden tray containing ten unmarked brass cleaning rods,
ten .45 caliber brushes, and ten combination tools (9 by Stanley Works one unmarked), a brass grease pot and oiler. The items in this lot
are in excellent condition. (104211-4G)

2095. LOT OF PISTOL RACKS Includes three six place Versatile Pistol Racks. Each rack is rubber coated and in excellent condition mea-
suring 14” X 5 1/2” X 5” overall. (106220-6A)

2096. LOT OF PISTOL RACKS Includes three six place Versatile Pistol Racks. Each rack is rubber coated and in excellent condition mea-
suring 14” X 5 1/2” X 5” overall. (106220-6B)

2097. LOT OF POWDER TINS Includes two unmarked 5lb cans. Each can has a screw-on cap with all seams showing even flow along
the solder joints. There are spots of light active oxidation staining and one has several pin-head size holes in the bottom. Overall these
two cans are in very good to near excellent condition and would make a great addition to any country themed décor. (103851-3A, 3B)

2098. LOT OF REMINGTON RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of 22 caliber rimfire cartridges. First are two full 50 round
boxes of Hi-Speed Kleanbore .22 Short cartridges in the green, red, and white box. The cartridges rate very good to near excellent and the
boxes are in good to very good overall condition showing some areas of scuffing and yellowing. Second is a full 25 round box of Hi-Speed
Kleanbore .22 Long Rifle cartridges in very good condition with a green, red, and white box in similar condition. (104324-5A)

2099. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes one full and three partial boxes of .22 short. First are two boxes of Remington Hi-
Speed Kleanbore .22 Short in the green, red and white box. The boxes are in fair to good condition with the cartridges ranging from good
to very good plus. One box is full and the other is a partial containing 24 cartridges with light levels of white oxidation on the lead. Second
is a partial 50 round box of Remington Hi-Speed “Golden Bullet” .22 Short HP cartridges in very good condition. Third is a partial box of
Federal Hi-Power .22 Short cartridges in very good to near excellent condition containing 30 cartridges. (104324-5B)
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2100. LOT OF LEAD POURING TOOLS Includes four assorted tools and a wooden crate. There is a small cast iron smelting pot rough-
ly 6” in diameter in very good condition with light surface oxidation that should clean easily with a heat and oil rub. Second is a Lyman
single cavity round ball mould No. 378 in excellent condition with a proper set of wooden handles that show several large stable cracks.
Third is a cast iron ladle with a 3” cup and repaired 11” handle in good working order. Last item is a cast iron Lyman four ingot mould
measuring 6 1/2”x3”x1 3/4” overall. The above items come in a small topless modern looking ammo crate that bears no markings and
measures 16”x9”x7”. (103851-1, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D)

2101. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes 86 linked rounds of 308 caliber ball ammunition with heads stamp markings that read “FNM 83-
24” in good overall condition some showing spots of light verdigris along the throats and bodies most showing signs of minor discol-
orations. (106220-7A)

2102. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes 81 linked rounds of 308 caliber ball ammunition with heads stamp markings that read “FNM 83-
24” in good overall condition some showing spots of light verdigris along the throats and bodies most showing signs of minor discol-
orations. (106220-7B)

2103. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes 84 linked rounds of .308 caliber ball ammunition with heads stamp markings that read “FNM 83-
24” in good overall condition some showing spots of light verdigris along the throats and bodies most showing signs of minor discol-
orations. (106220-7C)

2104. LOT OF ICEBREAKER GEAR Includes a pair of insulated boot blankets in Real Tree camo pattern. They appear to have seen lim-
ited use or none at all. They are a size large (11-13) in very good plus to near excellent condition. (103880-1E1)

2105. STOCK LOT A Magpul Industries Corporation RPS AR-15 adjustable buttstock with attaching screw. The black composite stock has
a fully adjustable cheekpiece and appears like new in its original plastic wrap. (104343-8553)

2106. STOCK LOT Includes a Sully short buttstock for an M16 / AR-15 rifle measuring 8” overall in a desert tan color. The stock is in near
excellent condition with several light scratches scattered near the buttplate and comes with buffer spring and weight. (104343-8552)

2107. STOCK LOT Includes an unmarked standard length fixed buttstock with compartment for an M-16 / AR-15 rifle in green. The stock
has a small casting blemish that will not impede its performance as well as several light surfaces scratches consistent with use. The stock
is in very good plus condition and comes with buffer spring and heavy weight. (104343-8551)

2108. H&K ACCESSORIES Includes three items; first is an adjustable 1” leather sling with spring clip. Second are two unmarked alu-
minum G3 style 30 round magazines. All items are in near excellent condition. (104750-1A)

2109. ACCESSORIES LOT Includes seven items. First are four slip on cartridge carries to include three shotshell and one rifle from Kolpin
and Uncle Mike’s all in good overall condition. Second are three pairs of S&W, likely L frame, checkered target grips. These grips range
in condition from fair to very good overall with evidence of poor refinish on two and one in original configuration with several handling
marks consistent with use. Third is a single pair of Ruger diamond checkered grips possibly for a Redhawk or similar style revolver in
excellent condition. (104445-15GP1A, 95G1)

2110. ACCESSORIES LOT Includes three items. First are two unmarked sunshades, one measures 4” in length with a 2” male thread in
a digital dot camo pattern the other measures 2 1/4” overall with 2” male thread black in color with eagle /globe / anchor logo, both in
very good condition. Third is a like new in the box Mueller 50mm AO 3” sunshade in excellent plus condition. (104343-81S1)

2111. LOT OF ARCHERY SUPPLIES Includes two packages of Muzzy broad heads and components. First is a Matador II bundle pack
that includes 4 screw-in 150 gr., 4 blade large game broad heads with wrench and bonus practice blade setup. Second is a practice blade
insert pack containing 10 blades. Items are in near new condition and in original sealed packaging. (104445-14AB1)

2112. KNIFE LOT Includes two folding “Buck” style knifes and three sheaths. First is a Schrade folding knife with pinned wooden handles
measuring 8 1/2” overall with a 3 1/2” drop point blade. The edge appears to have hone marks and the knife comes in a leather sheath
both items are in very good overall condition. Second is an unmarked folder with handcrafted leather sheath with brass rivets. The knife
measures 9” overall with a 4” sheep foot blade. It has several scratches and grind marks along the edge. Also included is a small black
leather sheath perfect for a small folder or Swiss army style knife. (104445-15FK1)

2113. CARTRIDGE BOARD LOT Includes a wooden Sierra Bullets display that measures 24” x 18” with a very rustic distressed look. It
includes an identified example of the bullets they manufacture from .22 caliber through .45 caliber. There are four bullets missing but one
should be able to find replacements easily. Item is in good overall condition. (104289-3A)

2114. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES Includes three padded nylon gun sleeves ranging in length from 50” to 54” in very good plus condition. Two
are from Allen and one is Cabela’s marked. (104007-5)

2115. LOT OF HITLER PHOTOS Includes five total there are three framed 8” x 11” photos and two loose. They show Adolf at a variety
of military events to include a shot with two officers aboard a ship in front of a large gun, a greeting between generals, and a walking
salute through his troops and a softer side in street clothes holding his hat in hand. An interesting lot of photos in very good overall con-
dition. (103634-B1PHOT1)

2116. RELOADING LOT Includes a L.E. Wilson Universal Case Trimmer with three addition shell holders in .222 Rem, 220 Swift, and 256
Win Mag. Items are all in their original boxes in very good to near excellent condition. (105100-9)

2117. ARCHERY LOT Includes an older Bear Super Magnum “44” compound bow with quick detach 6 place quiver. Mounted to the frame
is a Check-It sight missing its sight pin. The bow has a peep sight in the string standard stabilizer and should be checked by a profes-
sional prior to firing. Included with the lot are six assorted weight Easton arrows most missing at least one vein. (105250-2)

2118. LOT OF 14 BOOKS Included are a variety of hardcover titles and one soft cover that list as follows; Guide to the Military Posts of the
United States, by Francis Paul Prucha, copyright 1964, Seacoast Fortifications of the United States, by Emanuel Raymond Lewis, copyright
1970, Citadels, Ramparts, and Stockades Americas Historic Forts, by Irvin Haas, copyright 1979, 2 copies of Fort Leavenworth 1827-1927,
by Elvid Hunt one dated 1926 the other 1937, the History of Fort Riley, by W.F. Pride, copyright 1926, America’s Armories, by Robert M.
Fogelson, copyright 1989, Army Posts and Towns, by Charles J. Sullivan, copyright 1942, Veterans of Foreign Wars- Pictorial History of
WWII, volumes I and II, copyright 1951, Reports on Russo-Japanese War, parts I-III and IV & V, Webster’s New World Dictionary of the
American Language, copyright1968. Last comes a soft cover title Outline of Posts, by Lt. General P.H. Sheridan dated 1972 facsimile edi-
tion. The books range in condition from good to near excellent and would make a great addition to any history section in one’s literary
collection. (106220-5A)

2119. LOT OF FIVE BOOKS Includes the following hardcover selections; the Greenhill Dictionary of Guns and Gunmakers, by John Walter,
copyright 2001 in excellent condition. Second is a copy of Steel Canvas the Art of American Arms, by R.L. Wilson, copyright 1955 / 1995
(photography) personally dedicated and signed by the author in excellent condition. Third is Packing Iron Gunleather of the Frontier West,
by Richard C. Rattenbury copyright 1993 in excellent condition. Fourth are two copies of Arms and Armor in Colonial America 1526-1783,
by Harold L. Peterson both in good to very good overall condition. (106220-5B)
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2120. LOT OF BOOKS Includes a variety of five hardcover titles and nine soft cover titles. First is a hardcover title Military Collectibles, chief
consultant Joe Lyndhurst, copyright 1983. Second is a hardcover catalog from Assmann & Sohne mostly in German script with fabulous
illustrations and partial English translation. Third are two copies of Air-Guns and Air-Pistols, by L. Wesley, copyright 1955 both in very
good condition. Fourth is a hardcover title American Firearms Makers, by A. Merwyn Carey copyright 1953 in very good overall condi-
tion. Fifth are eight soft cover titles to include; Colors of the SS and Third Reich, 1895 Catalogue Raymold Military Uniforms and
Equipments, the Original Mauser Magazine Sporting Rifle, Antique Trader Books American Military Collectibles price Guide, Boots and
shoes of the Frontier Soldier, and Military Posts of Montana 1876, Know your Ruger Single Action Revolvers 1953-63, by John C Dougan,
copyright 1981, with moderate water damage leaving heavy staining and wrinkling of the pages the balance of the books are in very
good overall condition. (106220-5C)

2121. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS Includes four boxes and two bags of assorted gauge manufacturer and hull type shotshells. First
are two partial boxes of Remington Extra Long Range Nitro Express 12 ga., shotshells one 00 Buck (24) the other No.6 C (20) both in
good overall condition. Second is a partial torn box of Remington Shure Shot Shotshells in 20 ga., No. 6C, containing 11 shotshells in
good condition. Third is a mixed partial (19) box of Western Super X brand 12 ga., shotshells in varying levels of condition with many dis-
playing active oxidation staining on the brass. Fourth is a mixed partial box of Western Super X 00 Buck 12 ga., containing 22 shotshells
in good overall condition. Fifth are two mixed bags of shotshells one weighs about 7lbs the other about 14lbs both in varying levels of
condition from good to very good. (105100-10)

2122. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS Includes 6 full and partial boxes and three mixed assorted bags. First are three boxes of Western
Super X 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No. 7 1/2 shot, two are full and one is a partial containing 18 shotshells in good to very good overall condition.
Second is a full box of Western Super X 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No.6 shot shotshells in good overall condition with varying levels of oxidation on
the brass and minor staining on the paper hulls. Third is a full 5 round box of Peters High Velocity 12 ga., 1 0z, rifled slugs in very good
condition. Fourth is a full 5 round box of Remington 20 ga., 2 1/2”, 5/8 0z rifled slugs with small amounts of white oxidation on the lead
in good overall condition. Fifth are three bags of mixed gauge, manufacturer and hull type shot shells with each bag containing approxi-
mately 8lbs of assorted shotshells in varying conditions. (105100-10A)

2123. TWO-SECTION CRAFTSMAN ROLLING TOOL CHEST Includes a part #65219 twelve drawer locking “top-box” tool chest
and a part #65062 rolling 12 drawer tool chest. Each section is lockable separately and all keys are included. This tool chest would make
a fabulous gift for the hobbyist, gunsmith, tinkerer or back yard mechanic. Excellent plus condition overall. [Please note freight shipping
required] (106019-23)

2124. GUN SAFE By Homak an eight gun safe with two keyed tumblers (1 key included). The safe is brown in color measuring 55”x21”x10”
overall in near excellent condition. This is not a fire rated safe. [Please note freight shipping will apply] (106031-6)

2125. LOT OF ARCHERY SUPPLIES Includes seven items; first is a box of six Thunder Head 125 gr., broadheads in its original pack-
aging in excellent condition. Second is a Bjorn Bengtson bow string server. The item is in its original unopened packaging. Third is a
sealed tube of Barnett International PO Pin Oiler in its original packaging. Fourth is a sealed package of Barnett International nylon serv-
ing twine. Fifth is a Barnet standard crossbow string, tube of Lube Wax both in sealed original packaging. Also included in this lot is a
Barnett International Inc. sew-on patch featuring the company logo and knight with lance and bow. (106020-K323)

2126. TREADLOK GUN SAFE Includes a vertical keyed entry steel cabinet with two wooden adjustable shelves that will accommodate up
to 15 long guns and several handguns or boxes of ammunition. The safe measures 63”x24”x19” and is brown in color. Lot comes with
two keys and is in excellent condition. [Please note item must be picked up] (106019-27)

2127. TREADLOK GUN SAFE Includes a vertical keyed entry steel cabinet with two wooden adjustable shelves that will accommodate up
to 15 long guns and several handguns or boxes of ammunition. The safe is brown in color, comes with two keys and is in excellent con-
dition with overall measurements of 63”x24”x19”. [Please note item must be picked up] (106019-27A)

2128. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST Includes a bottom keyed entry chest converted to accommodate 16 rifles. There are two wood-
en shelves full adjustable with a movable platform to aide in offsetting the guns to stack neatly and safely in the chest. It is tan in color
and measures 63”x24”x19” with several small scratches evident along the edges and corners but remains in near excellent condition. Safe
comes with one key. [Please note item must be picked up] (106019-25)

2129. PRO STEEL GUN SAFE Combination lock safe measuring 61”x30”x28” overall with provisions for 12 long guns and a combination
of multiple pistols or accessories. The interior is carpeted in red with five shelves along the left side. This is an older model steel safe suit-
ed to fit most security needs in excellent condition overall. [Please note item must be picked up] (106019-26)

2130. PRO STEEL GUN SAFE Combination lock safe measuring 61”x30”x28” overall with provisions for 28 long guns with one large top
shelf suitable for a combination of multiple pistols or accessories. There interior is carpeted in red. This is an older model steel safe suit-
ed to fit most security needs in excellent condition overall. [Please note item must be picked up] (106019-26A)

2131. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST Includes a bottom keyed entry chest converted to accommodate 12 rifles. There are 2-two place
wooden shelves located on the left and right sides and one fully adjustable center which provides plenty of offset for the guns to stack
neatly and safely in the chest. It is tan in color and measures 63”x24”x19” with several small scratches, and a somewhat tough to work
lock, but remains in near excellent condition. Safe comes with two keys. [Please note item must be picked up] (106019-25A)

2132. LOT OF RELOADING EQUIPMENT Includes two Dillon Precision 550 quick change roller kits as well as numerous related parts.
There are set ups for 9mm, and 357 Magnum with cartridge conversion kits for both as well as 243 Win. and 308 / 30-06. Also includ-
ed in the lot are 13 primer drop tubes a flat primer try, video and a couple of spare parts. A great addition lot if you have the Dillon base
to work from. (104445-2A)

2133. MILITARY HAT LOT Includes an assortment of six lids. First are two likely Viet Nam era ranger hats one woodland camo pattern
size 7 1/2 the other a hot weather type II size 7 1/4 both in excellent condition. Second is a pair of Vietnamese Army caps with insignias
in very good condition. Third is a felt crusher that shows spots of insect damage in fair to good condition. Fourth is J.A. Joel & Co. cap-
tains hat with brass buttons and letter A sewn in the peak in good overall condition. (104584-1)

2134. AMERICAN FLAG LOT Includes a Valley Forge Flag Company Cotton Best 5’x9.5’ American flag in excellent condition. (104584-12)
2135. LOT OF FISHING REELS A total of four to include two unmarked wooden ice fishing tip-ups complete in very good to excellent

condition and two Penn surf casting reels. First is a Penn No. 155 reel needing only new line and a cleaning in very good overall condi-
tion. Second is a Penn Senator 4/0 reel in excellent condition with sparse light oxidation staining along the spool side of the reel. Also
included is a reel wrench designed for maintenance needs on Penn reels. (104445-16R1, 16PU1)

2136.MISCELLANEOUS LOT Includes six items; first are two Allen No. 206 rifle cartridge holders in original packaging. Second is a
Bianchi right hand thumb release hip holster for a small framed automatic pistol in good overall condition. Third is an unmarked leather
two pocket magazine pouch with moderate mildew staining in good overall condition. Fourth is a five round steel Chinese manufactured
AK-47 magazine in very good condition. Fifth is a Crosman model Z77 air pistol. The air pistol is a replica of the full size Uzi complete
with folding stock in .177 caliber powered by C02 and in need of a rehab. (104445-18, 14)
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2137. LOT OF MACHETES Includes two; first is a post WWII MK 2 marked machete by S.W.I. bearing the U.S.M.C. stampings dated 1944
with a plastic U.S. 1988 Steamco labeled sheath. Please note this is a post-war surplus item with an electrical tape wrapped handle in
good overall condition. Second is a Montero manufactured machete with decorative leather sheath with moderate oxidation spotting along
the blade in good overall condition. (104445-ME1, ME2)

2138. LOT OF BAYONETS Includes three; first is a Model 1917 bayonet by Springfield Armory serial #1003032. The bayonet measures
20 1/4” overall with a 15 3/4” blade less the tip as it has been broken off and there are scattered spots of oxidation and the grips rate near
excellent no scabbard included. (104210-19A)

2139. LOT OF BAYONETS First is an unmarked M1905 style bayonet with an overall measurement of 11” the resin grips fit poorly and the
retaining screw has moderate slot damage. Second is a Japanese type 30 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20” overall with
a 15 1/2” blade that shows minor oxidation and areas of blackening in good overall condition. (104445-15JP1, 15BT1)

2140. LOT OF DUTY GEAR Includes two belts and a two way radio. First is a Safariland black leather belt size 44 with the original hang
tag. Second is an Uncle Mike’s nylon X-large belt. Third is a Standard two way radio with mic attachment. The radio needs to be charged
to determine if it works or not, no charger provided. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (104445-14B1A, 15RR1)

2141. LOT OF HELMETS Includes two first is a 2nd pattern M-1 helmet with plastic liner. The outer shell has light surface oxidation near
all over, the webbing is complete missing only the chin strap, in very good overall condition. Second is a Russian M-40 helmet with star
and partial headliner. The helmet is dated 1948 with chinstrap in good overall condition. (104395-2)

2142. RELOADING LOT Includes two items first is an RCBS hand held scale similar in design to a fish scale in good overall condition.
Second item is an RCBS “Green Machine” progressive loading press with “little dandy powder measure”. The press is set up with 9mm
dies and seems to function properly. A good cleaning and possibly a few preferential add-ons could make this a functional loading tool
again. Also included is the operator’s manual. (104445-14SCL1, 5P2)

2143. BARREL LOT A Winchester model 1911 barrel and forend measuring 26” with a bright excellent cylinder bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 65% blue with several light scratches and silvering around the muzzle and along the working edges. The smooth walnut
forend rates about good with added finish and a with-the-grain crack that runs its entire length along the right side. (104395-100A)

2144. RELOADING LOT Includes A Dillon RL550 loading press (body only) and three paperback titles relating to reloading and black pow-
der rifles. The titles list as follows; Lyman Reloading and Cast Bullet Guide, The CVA Muzzleloading Hunter’s Handbook, and The
Muzzleloading Rifle Handbook, all items are in good to very good overall condition. (104445-5P1)

2145. PROJECT LOT Includes two items; first is a blank steel scabbard that has no throat or tip with moderate amounts of surface oxidation
over its entire length. Second is a set of percussion 12 ga. barrels that appear to have been trimmed slightly measuring 31 1/2” The bore
is dark with light amounts of surface oxidation present its entire length. The metal surfaces are a blended blue brown mix with scattered
spots of heavy oxidation and minor oxidation staining over its length. (104395-2A)

2146. DUTY RIG Includes four items first is a Smith & Wesson size large, black leather duty belt. Second is a Smith & Wesson LH B30 hol-
ster in black. Third is a Jay–Pee black leather handcuff holster. Fourth is a S.D. Myers dual pouch basket-weave pattern holster in black.
All items are in excellent condition. (104395-2C)

2147. LOT OF SPORTING KNIVES Includes six first is a miniature bowie style knife with sheath marked U.S.A measuring 4” overall with
a 2 1/8” blade with light oxidation staining along the blade. Second is a Mora fishing knife with red wooden handle and plastic sheath.
The blade shows spots of light oxidation and staining near its entire length and the name Richard has been written in marker along the
handle. Third is a Mora fillet knife with sheath showing light oxidation along the length of the blade measuring 10 1/2” overall. Fourth is
a Sportsman’s Line “Skinner” with imitation stag grips measuring 9 1/2” overall. The 5” drop point style blade shows hone marks and active
oxidation over its entire length. Fifth is an unidentified sporting knife marked Pakistan along the blade similar design to a Bowie measur-
ing 13” overall with a wooden riveted handle and drop point blade comes with a black leather sheath. Sixth is a CVA short Bowie pattern
knife with leather sheath measuring 11” overall with active verdigris staining along its brass hardware. (104445-15K1)

2148. REPRODUCTION DAHLGREN BOWIE BAYONET A very nice reproduction marked “U.S.N. / D.R. / 1862” along the right side
ricasso and “Ames Mfg. Co. Chicopee Mass” with a left to right slant in the stamping on the left side. The blade, walnut handle and brass
body have all been nicely distressed to give the bayonet a period-correct look, does not come with a sheath. (104395-8A)

2149. MODEL 1819 HALL RIFE BAYONET The bayonet has a 16” triangular blade with an overall measurement of 19”. The metal sur-
faces are unpolished with spots of light pinprick pitting evident scattered over its length. The rear of the mortise has a crack above the
lug channel. This is an overall good to very good example. (104395-8B)

2150. BRITISH SOCKET BAYONET An Enfield No.9 MKI 1950 dated bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet retains 30% original black
painted finish with several scratches and silvering along the high edges. The scabbard is in similar condition; a very good example over-
all. (104395-8C)

2151. U.S. 1917 BAYONET With leather body and metal throat & tip scabbard marked Winchester on the reverse and shows the flaming
ordnance bomb / U.S. on the obverse. Measuring 21 1/2” overall with a 16 1/2” blade. There are several handling marks and two small
slivers missing from the left side grip panel. The metal surfaces retain 30% original black finish with the balance blending to a silver tone.
There is evidence of verdigris present inside the scabbard; still a very good example overall. (104395-8D)

2152. U.S. 1917 BAYONET With leather body and metal throat & tip scabbard marked Winchester on the reverse and shows the flaming
ordnance bomb / U.S. on the obverse. Measuring 21 3/4” overall with a 17” blade showing several handling marks in the grip panels. The
metal surfaces retain 60% original black finish with the balance blending to a silver tone, a very good example overall. (104395-8E)

2153. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET With type 2 scabbard showing light discoloration and a short split seam along the leather tip. The
bayonet measures 20 1/2” overall with a 16” blade marked S.A / flaming Ordnance bomb / 1918 on the reverse and U.S. / 862857 on the
obverse. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue parkerized finish with sporadic spots of light oxidation present. The textured walnut
grip panels rate excellent; a very good example overall. (104395-8F)

2154. CUSTOM KNIFE LOT Includes a shortened brass handle sword that measures 14” overall with a 9” heavily oxidized blade. There
are no visible maker marks and the item is sheathed in a leather picket pin scabbard, an interesting pairing in fair to good overall condi-
tion. (104395-8G)

2155. LOT OF PROJECTILES Contains approximately 55 lbs of loose assorted manufacturer and configured .30 caliber jacketed bullets
stored in a small green military ammo can in very good to excellent condition. (104529-2A)

2156. LOT OF PROJECTILES Includes 8 boxes of assorted .243 bullets to include; four full 100 count boxes of Sierra 85 gr., 243 Spitzer
bullets, two full 100 count boxes of Sierra 100 gr., 243 Spitzer bullets, one partial 100 count box containing 50 Nosler 100 gr., SP Semi
Spitzer bullets, and last a full 100 count box of Nosler 85 gr., Spitzer bullets. All items are in excellent condition waiting for a turn to be
thrown down range. (104529-2B)
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2157. LOT OF PROJECTILES Includes five boxes of 8mm bullets to include; two full 100 count boxes of Norma 226 gr., 8mm, SPRN bul-
lets, one full 100 count box of Norma 196 gr., 8mm, SPRN bullets, one full 100 count box of Herter’s 150 gr., 8mm, Sp bullets, and last is
a full 100 count Herter’s 150 gr., 8mm, SP bullets. All Items are in very good to excellent condition. (104529-2C)

2158. LOT OF PROJECTILES Includes eight full or partial 100 count boxes of 30 caliber bullets. First are three full boxes of Sierra 200 gr.,
Match King HP bullets. Second are two full boxes of Norma 180 gr., SPBT bullets. Third are three 2 full and one partial boxes of Sierra
180 gr., SBT, Spitzer and Match King bullets. All items are in very good to near excellent condition. (104529-2D)

2159. LOT OF PROJECTILES Includes ten full and or partial boxes of 30 caliber bullets to include; two Hornady 100 gr., Short Jacket
Bullets, two Speer 100 gr., RN Plinker. Also included are one of each of the following; Hornady 150 gr., RN bullets, 170 gr., FP bullets,
168 gr., BTHP bullets, 190 gr., BTHP bullets and Sierra 150 gr., Spitzer bullets, 165 gr., BTHP bullets. All items are in very good to excel-
lent condition stored in a full size GI can. (104529-2E)

2160. LOT OF PROJECTILES Includes eleven boxes of assorted manufacture and diameter bullets. First are two partial 100 round boxes
each containing 50 +/-, 9.3mm 200 gr., and 285.5 gr., soft point round and flat nose cartridges by Norma. Second is a full 100 count
box of Speer 145 gr., 7mm BT bullets. Third is a partial 100 count box containing 40 + /- 115 gr., HP bullets. Third are three (2 full one
partial near full) boxes of Sierra 140 gr., 264 Spitzer bullets. Fourth is a single full 100 count box of 100 gr., 264 HP bullets. Last are
four partial near full boxes of unknown diameter and weight bullets. All items are in good to near excellent condition and come in a GI
Ammo can. (104529-2F)

2161. LOT OF PROJECTILES Includes nine full or partial 100 count boxes of 30 caliber bullets. First are four full boxes of Sierra 180 gr.,
Match King bullets. Second are two Sierra boxes full of Norma 180 gr., BT bullets. Third is a less than half full box of Speer 190 gr., BT
Gold Match bullets. Fourth is a near half full box of 190 gr., gold match bullet. And last is a full box of unknown diameter, weight and
manufacturer bullet stored in a Speer 30 caliber plastic box. Items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (104529-2G)

2162. AMMUNITION LOT Includes one 140 round battle pack of South African 7.62x51mm Ball M1A2 ammunition. The plastic pack is
sealed and ammunition is speculated in excellent condition. (104445-1A)

2163. AMMUNITION LOT Includes one 140 round battle pack of South African 7.62x51mm Ball M1A2 ammunition. The plastic pack is
sealed and ammunition is speculated in excellent condition however one box seems to be opened. (104445-1C)

2164. AMMUNITION LOT Includes one 140 round battle pack of South African 7.62x51mm Ball M1A2 ammunition. The plastic pack is
sealed and ammunition is speculated in excellent condition. (104445-1B)

2165. RELOADING LOT Includes an assortment of new brass and bullets. First is a sealed bag of 50 Winchester 308 Win., unprimed shell
casings. Second is a sealed box of 100 6mm Rem. Mag., unprimed shell casings. Third is a sealed box of 50 unprimed 308 Win., shell
casings. Fourth is a sealed box of 100 Hornady 100 gr., 6mm, SP bullets. Fifth is a sealed box of 100 Hornady 150 gr., 30 cal., BTSP bul-
lets. All items presumed to be in excellent to like new condition. (104445-7B1)

2166. RELOADING LOT To include: one 9lb bag of loose 125 gr., 9mm, RN lead bullets, one 500 count box of 124 gr., 9mm RN, lead bul-
lets, one partial 100 count box (46) of Speer 9mm 147gr., RN bullets, one full 100 count box of Speer 125 gr., 9mm, RN bullets, and last-
ly a full brick of CCI small pistol primers. The individual 100 count boxes are stuck together but the primers all appear to be in excellent
condition. (104445-7B2)

2167. LOT OF MEDIEVAL WALL DÉCOR Includes four wall hanging wooden displays with daggers, and maces. Each piece measures
approximately 24” X 6” and features a single dagger and mace with one piece having crossed daggers and a mace. This is a truly inter-
esting lot suited for the Dungeon room or an addition to any Halloween décor. (104449-4)

2168. LYMAN RELOADING LOT Includes an Ez-Loader in its original metal carrier with an assortment of shell holders and one 7mm siz-
ing die. Items are in excellent condition needing a new home. (104457-S17)

2169. LOT OF REPRODUCTION CALENDARS Includes five calendars from Peters Cartridge Co. First are three 1926 complete cal-
endars with art work by G-Muss Arnolt with days and dates corresponding to 1982 all in very good to near excellent condition. Second
is a 1920 dated calendar featuring the artwork of G-Muss Arnolt based on days and dates from 1976. Third is a 1931 dated calendar fea-
turing the artwork of Lynn Bogue Hunt based on the days and dates of 1981. The calendars are all in very good to near excellent condi-
tion they have been stored rolled up in heavy cardboard cylinders. (103559-65)

2170. LOT OF PRINTS To include two first is a numbered Albert Bierstadt print titled “Grandeur of the Rockies”. The print is number 933
and measures 40”x26” and is in excellent condition. Second is a numbered Frederick Remington print titled “The Stampede”. The print
is numbered 264 and measures 35”x23” and is in excellent condition. The prints have been stored rolled up in a heavy duty cardboard
tube. (103359-58)

2171. LOT OF COMMEMORATIVE CIVIL WAR PLATES Includes seven 8” decorative themed plates offered by the Bradford
Exchange in 1994 all with titles that list as follows; Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, Nathan Bedford Forrest, and Joshua Chamberlain.
These plates are issues one through four in the series “The Gallant Men of the Civil War” with art work done by John Paul Strain. Second
are two from the “Battles of the Civil War” Series titled Vicksburg and Gettysburg with art work done by Jim Griffin issues one and two.
Third is a single plate from the series “World War II: A Remembrance” titled D-Day with artwork by Jim Griffin and is the first issue. All
eight plates are in excellent condition seven of which have brass spring wall hanging attachments. (104449-15)

2172. LOT OF POSTERS Includes nine; there are six 25”x20” “Breech Loading Small Arms for Metallic Cartridges” from the engraving by
Norm Flayderman and Jack Malloy, four are holiday greetings posters. Second are two Remington Advertising posters measuring 23”x25”.
The reproduction prints show a variety of Remington black powder and cartridge firearms with one having brown paint spatters on the back-
side. Third is a Buffalo Bill Museum poster. Fourth is a Nation Muzzle Loading Rife Association Print titled “Return to High Country” by R.
Dorman. Fifth is a print measuring 23”x36” and is a copy of an old Union Metallic Cartridge Company cartridge identification list. The items
in this lot are in good to very good overall condition with some showing light foxing or minor crinkles on the edges. (103559-59)

2173. LOT OF GUN ACCESSORIES AND TOOLS Includes three items first is a 19 piece tap n die set in a wooden case. Kit includes
drills and taps in sizes ranging from 3/56” – 10/32” in good overall condition. Second is a 9 piece brass and steel punch set to include
sizes from 1/16” – 5/16” in good overall condition. Third is a Laserlyte Universal Pistol Laser Sight. Item appears complete in its original
packaging. (104449-6)

2174. LOT OF SLINGS Includes twelve black nylon rifle slings in a variety of configurations for use on an assortment of compact semi rifles
or AR-15 style sporting guns. Also included are a magazine pouch and an in-the-pants style snub nose holster. The items are in excel-
lent condition overall. (104427-157)

2175. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS Includes a pair of steel nipping pliers, a small bore three section cleaning rod with wooden handle and
a shotshell hand loading press. All items are not maker marked and are in very good overall condition. (103729-3)
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2176. UMC SHOTSHELL BOX A two piece Remington UMC New Club Loaded Paper Shells box containing ten 12 ga., 3 1/4 drs., 1 1/8
Oz, No. 7 shot paper hulled shotshells. The shells are in good overall condition as is the box. The box does however have a few imper-
fections to include scuffs, dirt staining, small separated seams along the top and a small partial tear along the side. It is married to a cor-
rect bottom with a complete label. (103729-2A)

2177. LOT OF COLLECTIBLES Includes two items; first is a Calvine Cotton Mills Inc., Individual Troop first aid kit in its original packaging.
The outer cardboard shell is heavily stained but lettering is still visible and the contents are still sealed. Second item is a Union Metallic
Cartridge Co., primer tin containing nine primers. (103729-5)

2178. COLT BOX A hinged black colored box labeled “Colt’s Police Positive Revolver .32”. The box shows several light scuff marks along its
edges with a complete label inside and along the bottom end. It is complete with pencil numbered serial number on the bottom half. The
lid has a rippled impression on the upper left corner but remains intact. A very good plus condition box sure to enhance any Police Positive
Revolver in this configuration (4” blued with wood grips). (103559-32)

2179. SMITH & WESSON BOX A red colored two piece box with metal reinforced corners for a K-22 Woodsman Revolver. The box shows
light dirt staining and scuffing along its top flats and edges. There is a small rub mark inside the top half making part of the printed label
hard to read but the box remains in very good plus condition overall. (103559-33)

2180. LOT OF CATLIN PRINTS Includes two black and white reprints of Catlins adventures one “Shooting Buffalo” the other “Shooting
Colt Rifle” both with minor tears and crinkles along the edges with some yellowing present as well. (103559-63)

2181. LOT OF PRINTS Includes two; first is a 26”x20” print from the Nation Muzzle Loading Rifle Association titled “Return to the High
Country” by R. Dorman in very good plus condition. Second is a print of the portrait titled “Sierra Nevada Morning” by Albert Bierstadt.
The print is numbered 936 and is in excellent overall condition. (103559-64)

2182. SMITH & WESSON LIGHT RIFLE MANUAL Includes an original pocket sized handbook for the Light Rifle. The green cov-
ered booklet is in excellent plus condition and complete with several illustrations. Very seldom encountered. (106240-1A)

2183. CATALOG LOT Includes a near complete Bannermans catalog missing pages 1-8 and its covers. The remainder of the book remains
intact with several torn and lightly tattered pages. Item is in overall good condition. (103559-35)

2184. WINCHESTER LITERATURE LOT Includes a copy of the “Winchester Pocket Catalog of Guns and Ammunition 1922” that has
been stored flat and opened to pages 14 and 15. The booklet is in excellent overall condition. (106080-48A)

2185. LOT OF COLT LITERATURE Includes eight related items. First is a copy of “Colt pistol and revolver targets price list” dated 1948
in excellent condition. Second are two copies of the pamphlet “Colt Engraving Fancy Stocks”, price list one has a fold near through the
middle in good overall condition, the other is near excellent. Third is a fold out pamphlet “Colt Revolvers & Automatic Pistols” with some
light fading but remains in excellent condition. Fourth are two copies of “List of Component Parts for Obsolete Colt Models”. Both are in
very good to excellent condition one has two small ink spots on it. Fifth are two copies of “Colt Revolvers and Automatic Pistols Parts and
Price List” both show light staining in near excellent condition. (103559-37)

2186. SMITH AND WESSON LITERATURE Includes seven items first is a handout showing the cutaway view of the 38 M&P revolver
in excellent condition. Second is a catalog titled “Centennial Catalog Smith & Wesson Superior Revolvers 1852-1952” in excellent condi-
tion. Third are five handouts to include dealer price lists, all model circulars and advertisements on new models all in very good to excel-
lent condition. (103559-36)

2187. LOT OF THREE CATALOGS First is a Freeland catalog dated 1957-58 with addendum insert. Both items are in very good to excel-
lent condition. Second is a 1951 dated catalogue from the H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., Inc., with several smudges and an additional 4 page
insert. Third is an 89th Anniversary catalog No. 39 from the Herman H. Heiser Saddlery Co. The catalog shows light fading and a few
scattered scuff marks along the edges. (103559-39)

2188.MILITARY UNIFORMS IN AMERICA PRINTS Includes a blue folder marked Series 3 Vol. VIII No. 4. There are four plates
included numbers 109-112 in full color with titles listed as follows “Virginia Colonial Militia, 1611-1615”, “Alexandria (Virginia) Dragoons,
1810 circa 1813”, “U.S. Corps of Cadets, U.S.M.A., 1853-1861”, and “Feild Battery, 7th U.S. Field Artillery Regiment, 1925-1926” all in
excellent condition. (103559-26)

2189. LOT OF WINCHESTER PRESS-RELEASE SALES LITERATURE Includes three portraits of Buffalo Bill with attached letters
on Olin letterhead announcing the release of the 1873 commemorative. One photo shows a collage of four views of the rifle and the inlaid
medallion, another is a sitting pose with his rifle, and the third is him standing next to his horse holding his Winchester. Also included are
eight pages of literature corresponding to the line of commemoratives and a single copy of “The Story of Winchester- the gun that won
the west” all items are in very good plus to near excellent condition. (103559-38)

2190. LOT OF R.H. PALENSKE PRINTS Includes eleven reproduction drawings that were part of a holiday greetings package from Shultz
Steel Company. The prints are in excellent condition and have the following titles; “Our Country”, “Moving Up”, “A Long Pull”, “Up the Trail”,
“Let’s Go”, “A Helping Hand”, “Branding Time”, “Lost Your Ma”, “Bringing ‘em in”, “Pony Express”, and “Heading Him Off”. Each print comes
with an envelope and a small season’s greetings card with story about the print and all are in excellent condition. (103559-66)

2191. LOT OF PERIODICALS Includes ten nonconcurring issues of Magazine of Antique Firearms, with the following dates; April, July,
August, September, October, November, and December 1911. Also included are three months from 1912 that include January, June, and
August. The magazines are in good overall condition with light staining evident on some as well as crinkles on the edges and some light
scuffing. (103559-25)

2192. LOT OF PRINTS BY CHARLES M. RUSSELL A total of four reproduction prints offered from Shultz Steel Company as a holi-
day promotion to include the following titles; “Innocent Allies”, “The Cinch Ring”, “In Without Knocking” and “Wild Horse Hunters”. The
prints are in a decorative sleeve with a short blurb about the talented frontier artist and are in excellent condition. (103359-71)

2193. LOT OF REPRINTS Includes two; first is a C.M. Russell painting titled “Gun Fighters” measuring 16”x22”, wrapped in plastic to a
hard board backing showing a Wild West scene with a shoot out in front of the local saloon. The print has some yellowing around the
border with each corner showing two small circular holes likely from being stapled to a wall but remains in very good condition. Second
is a John Barsetti print titled “Mountain Men and Hawken Rifles” depicting a scene of frontier America with trappers and Indians camped
around a fort commissioned by the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association. The portrait is framed and measures 18”x24” in very good
condition. (103559-68, 69)

2194. LOT OF COLT MEMORABILIA Includes a reproduction poster and set of prints. First is a 17”x22” poster on thin yellowing paper
showing a price list for Colts pistols and revolving rifles. The print is ink stamped at the bottom with H.G. Young, House of Guns, General
Delivery Morris Plains, NJ. with six small pieces of tape in the spots where it was pinned to a wall in very good overall condition. Second
is a set of six black and white prints titled “Colt Historical Prints 1836-1873”. The collection examples the following; “Colt Texas Patterson”,
“Colt Walker”, “Colt Wells Fargo”, “Colt Navy”, Colt Army, and “Colt Peacemaker”. The prints are extremely detailed and of high quality in
excellent condition. (103559-70)
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2195. PARTS AND ACCESSORY LOT Includes three magazine tubes possibly for a Winchester or Marlin lever action rifle, three carbine
style buttplates, three sets of barrel bands, an assortment of screws, one magazine spring, and three magazine tube stops . All items are
blued in excellent overall condition. Also included in this lot is a two place Protecto Caddy hard plastic travel case measuring 49”x13”x4”.
The case is lined with an egg crate style material with some oil staining present in good overall condition. (104006-1)

2196. LOT OF T. BEECHAM WILD LIFE PAINTINGS Includes six canvas prints measuring 16”x20” each. The prints are un-stretched
in their original shipping cartons from Calendar Promotions Inc. several prints have some light foxing and mildew staining on the back side
of the canvas but remain in very good to excellent condition. There are two Dall Rams, two Mule Deer, One Elk, and one Canada Goose
all of which would make a handsome addition to any den wall or hunting cabin. These were available special order through Remington
Arms Co. and were from their yearly Remington Calender pages. (103559-76, 77, 75, 74, 73, 72)

2197. REMINGTON 870 BARREL 28” Vent rib Rem-Choke, 12 ga., matte blue finished barrel with bright bore showing spots of lead foul-
ing near the breech end of the barrel. There are scattered spots of light oxidation staining present however this would make a great rainy
day barrel and is in very good overall condition. (103750-25E)

2198. PERCUSSION BARREL LOT Includes a .45 caliber Thompson Center Arms blued octagon barrel measuring 24” overall with a
lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain near 90% original blue and this would make a great candidate for a spare barrel given a
little TLC. (103750-25I)

2199. REMINGTON 870 BARREL 30” Ventilated Rib, 12 ga., full choke blued magnum barrel with bright excellent bore. The 3” mag-
num barrel retains near 80% faded blue with spots of light oxidation and staining present. This would make a great swap over barrel for
rainy day or the behind the pickup seat gun. (103750-25D)

2200. REMINGTON TARGET THROWER A wooden handled automatic hand trap thrower with its original box. The thrower is in excel-
lent condition and the box rates fair missing its end flaps with several scuffs, crinkles and small seam separations. (103746-2BI)

2201.WINCHESTER 1897 PARTS Includes a 12 ga., barrel slide, canvas M9 case and magazine tube. The 26” barrel is choked cylin-
der with a bright very good bore showing some light oxidation staining near the breech. The metal surfaces retain near 70% original blue
with spots of wear consistent with use and signs of silvering along the high edges. The ribbed walnut slide rates very good overall with
lots of original finish left showing minor handling marks. The canvas case is marked “cover spare barrel M9-D30674” and is in very good
overall condition. (103750-25C)

2202. LC SMITH BARREL LOT Includes a 12 ga., 26” set of barrels for a field grade shotgun. The barrels are choked full and improved
cylinder and have bright very good bores showing some faint lead fouling. The barrels surfaces retain near 50% blue with loss due to
even fading also showing sporadic spots of oxidation staining. This is an overall good condition set of L.C. barrels. (103750-25H)

2203. REMINGTON REPEATING SHOTGUN BARREL 12 ga., 28” barrel choked modified with bright good bore showing light frost-
ing over its length with spots of pitting evident. The metal surfaces on the barrel and magazine tube are an overall plum brown patina with
spots of black paint evident along the magazine tube and barrel. The grooved walnut forend rates very good overall with several impres-
sions and light handling marks. (10375025F)

2204. ARCHERY LOT Includes an older Howatt Wart Hog compound bow. The bow has a laminate wooden riser with fiberglass reinforced
wooden limbs. This bow has a draw length range of 28”-30”, weight range of 45-60lbs at 50% let off. We highly recommended that you
have a professional inspect this item prior to attempting to shoot. (103765-14A)

2205. BROWNING BARREL LOT 32”, 12 ga., 3” Auto 5 magnum barrel with ventilated rib, choked full with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% blue with several light scratches with sporadic spots of light oxidation staining and a small dimple in the right
side of the barrel 4” from the muzzle. The dimple is minute in size but can be seen when looking down the bore. A very good condition
replacement or spare barrel overall. (103750-25G)

2206. REMINGTON 11-87 BARREL 12 ga., 30”, ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with bright very good bore that shows one spot of light
pitting 3” forward of the breech end. The metal surfaces retain 80% plus original blue with spots of oxidation and minor pitting present
near the barrel ring. Overall a very good condition 3” magnum barrel. (103750-25D)

2207. REMINGTON 11-87 BARREL 12 ga., 30”, ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with bright very good bore showing faint signs of frost-
ing and two small spots of pitting about 6” forward of the breech end. The barrel retains near 85% blue with several light scratches and
is in very good overall condition. (103750-25B)

2208. REMINGTON 11-87 BARREL 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with bright very good bore showing faint signs of frost-
ing throughout. The barrel retains near 90% blue with several light scratches and multiple small patches of cold blue over its length. This
would make a great rainy day field gun barrel and is in very good overall condition. (103750-25A)

2209. LOT OF 5.56 AMMUNITION Includes 280 rounds in two cloth bandoleers containing 140 rounds each of 5.56mm M193 ball
ammunition on ten round stripper clips. The brass cartridges are head stamped L C / 7 5 and are in excellent condition. (106262-10A)

2210. LOT OF 5.56 AMMUNITION Includes 280 rounds in two cloth bandoleers containing 140 rounds each of 5.56mm M193 ball
ammunition on ten round stripper clips. The brass cartridges are head stamped L C / 7 5 and are in excellent condition. (106262-10B)

2211. LOT OF 5.56 AMMUNITION Includes 280 rounds in two cloth bandoleers containing 140 rounds each of 5.56mm M193 ball
ammunition on ten round stripper clips. The brass cartridges are head stamped L C / 7 5 and are in excellent condition stored in a green
military style ammo can. (106262-10C)

2212. BALL AMMUNITION LOT Includes one sealed “sardine” style can of Romanian manufactured 8mm Mauser ball ammunition pre-
sumed to be in excellent condition. (106262-9A)

2213. BALL AMMUNITION LOT Includes one sealed “sardine” style can of Romanian manufactured 8mm Mauser ball ammunition pre-
sumed to be in excellent condition. (106262-9B)

2214. LOT OF PISTOL RACKS Includes three six place Versatile Pistol Racks. Each rack is rubber coated and in excellent condition mea-
suring 14”x5 1/2”x5” overall. (106220-6C)

2215. LOT OF PISTOL RACKS Includes three six place Versatile Pistol Racks. Each rack is rubber coated and in excellent condition mea-
suring 14”x5 1/2”x5” overall. (106220-6D)

2216. LOT OF PISTOL RACKS Includes four Versatile Pistol Racks. There are two four place and two six place rubber coated racks in
excellent condition. (106220-6E)

2217. RELOADING PRESS Includes an MEC 600 Jr. single stage shotshell reloading press. The press is set up for loading 12 ga., shot-
shells and is in near excellent condition missing only the powder jug. (103750-15)
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2218. RELOADING PRESS Includes a Lyman Easy Shotshell reloading press with spare adjustable powder bar. The press is in good work-
ing condition missing only the cap for the shot and powder tubes. (103750-16)

2219. RELOADING PRESS Includes a complete Herter’s Model N72M shotshell reloading press. The solid cast iron single stage press
appears complete set up for loading 12 ga., shells. It does seem to function correctly and would make a great aesthetic addition to any
gun room, den, man cave or hunting cabin. (103750-17)

2220. LOT OF M1A1 ACCESSORIES A total of three; first are two Combination tools, one loose the other with its original wrapping. The
wrapper is marked “4933-768-0211 / Combination Tool / 1 EA. A-11/68 / DAAF01-68-C-0899”. Second is a U.S. marked M2 bipod with
adjustable legs and articulating mount. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (103167-6E)

2221.MACHETE LOT Includes two; first is a Briddell panga style machete with an overall measurement of 24”. The 18” blade is heavily oxi-
dized and the wooden handles show several handling marks as well as water damage to include mildew and mold staining. Second is an
unmarked plastic handle machete measuring 23” overall with a painted 18” blade. The machete comes with a green cloth sheath that has
a hole near the point. This is an overall about very good condition lot of brush whackers. (103167-6G)

2222. HOLSTER RIG Includes a black leather belt and holster rig by Hunter. A model 1060BFB holster attached to a 44” belt (overall length).
The belt and holster are dressed with silver colored hardware and aside from some light mildew staining this rig is in excellent useable
condition. (103294-6A)

2223. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Military ball .45 caliber M1911 cartridges. They are from Lot RA
5852 and 5916 with two being full boxes of 50 the other a partial containing 30 with evidence of minor oxidation staining along the brass.
A very good overall lot of 45ACP. (103167-6J)

2224. FOOT LOCKER LOT Belonging to a Major O.J. Menard measuring 30”x17”x12 1/2” overall with brass hardware and reinforced cor-
ners. The locker contains several items inside to include: 5 leather padded long gun cases, a pair of MSA marked dark lens goggles, one
plastic hard pistol case, one leather covered pistol case, and a Bucheimer leather bull whip. The items in this lot are in very good overall
condition. (103167-5)

2225. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes an assortment of loose and boxed 12 ga., shotshells. First is a partial 25 round box (23) of
Remington Modi-Pac 12 ga., plastic pellet shotshells in very good overall condition. Second is a full five round box of Winchester Super-
X 12 ga., 00 Buck, in very good condition. Third is a full five round box of S&W 12 ga., slugs in very good condition. Fourth are five loose
Remington 12 ga., buck shot, 18 loose Winchester Super X 12 ga., No. 4 shot, 22 Western 12 ga., AA Skeet No.9 and a bandoleer con-
taining a mixture of 24 Winchester –Western slugs and Remington Buckshot. Items are all in very good condition. (106137-6K)

2226. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes first is a partial 50 round box of Western Super Match 45 ACP., 210 gr., Lead Clean
Cutting Bullets containing 25 nickel brass cartridges in excellent condition. Second are two full 50 round boxes of Remington 45 ACP,
230 gr., metal cased cartridges in excellent condition. (106137-6I)

2227. BLANK LOT Includes 40 rounds of M82 blank loads one in a sealed box from the lake City Armory the other is 20 loose rounds with
head stamp markings of “L C / 8 7” all in very good overall condition. (103167-6H)

2228. COLT MAGAZINE LOT Includes one AR-15 plastic bottom 10 round magazine. The magazine is in excellent condition showing only
light surfaces scratches in the parkerized finish. (103941-16)

2229. LOT OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES Includes seven gun related items first are a pair of checkered aftermarket Contender style
forends both in near excellent condition. Second are two rifle buttplates one bears a Winchester Repeating Arms logo centered between
the screw holes with mildly worn points on the checkering. The other simply reads Browning between the screw holes and has a smooth
surface. Next is a likely a cleaning rod for a Nagant revolver it is unmarked and in excellent condition. Last are a cloth tether strap and a
wooden handle. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (103941-18, 25)

2230. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS Includes the following hard cover titles first is a 109 page hardcover title Americas Premier Gunmakers:
Colt, by K.D. Kirkland, copyright 2007 in like new condition. Second is a 109 page hardcover title Americas Premier Gunmakers:
Remington, by K.D. Kirkland, copyright 2007 showing a few scuff marks on the outer dust cover yet remains in excellent plus condition.
Third is a 233 page hardcover title Browning Auto-5 Shotguns, by co authors H.M. Shirley Jr., and Anthony Vanderlinden, copyright 2003
and signed by both authors. The book is in like near new condition. Fourth is a 112 page hardcover title Americas Premier Gunmakers:
Browning, by K.D. Kirkland, copyright 1989 showing some minor scuffing and staining to the dust cover but remains in very good over-
all condition. (103941-28A)

2231. LOT OF THREE BOOKS First is a 309 page hardcover title Colt Single Action from Patersons to Peacemakers, by Dennis Adler, copy-
right 2006 in like new condition. Second is a 358 page hardcover title Ruger & His Guns, by R.L. Wilson, copyright 1996 and the book
remains in excellent plus condition. Third is a 370 page hardcover title The World of Beretta, by R.L. Wilson, copyright 2000, in excellent
plus condition. (103491-28B)

2232. REPLICA JAPANESE TANEGASHIMA MATCHLOCK 26" ROUND BARREL. This is a rather neat display matchlock car-
bine. The barrel is an overall very pleasing plum brown with overlays of silver which have tarnished to a dark blue-gray; the motifs are pri-
marily geometric and foliate. The brass hardware has toned to a dull goldenrod patina and consists of a nonfunctional slow match arm,
spring, triggerguard, trigger, lockplate and dual bands. There is also a pivoting touchole cover and there are numerous simple floral inlays
on the left and right of the stock. The hardwood stock rates very good plus to about excellent with much original varnish and some minor
dings and handling marks from the years. While not a functional piece, this is still a very attractive tanegashima matchlock for display.
(36225-33) (300/500)

2233. UNMARKED GERMAN MAGAZINE
SPORTING RIFLE serial #2257, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" part octagon part

round barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The barreled action retains about 90% dull fading
gray-blue original rust blue finish, toning also to brown, the areas of wear being the high edges and

contact points, especially at muzzle and leading edge of the action. The pear-shaped bolt knob has toned primarily to
gray and the bolt body and shroud are overall blued. The bottom metal has faded primarily to a gray patina with some good blue

on the guard. The European walnut stock is very classic with scant schnabel tip, Oberndorf sidepanels and rounded pistolgrip. The
grip is checkered and the forend is keyed and the gun features a rounded left-side cheekpiece, the stock rating very good to very good plus

overall with only minor dings and handling marks from the years; a small divot missing from the schnabel. The gun is single trigger, smooth buttplate
and open sight-equipped. The left receiver rail shows three 8x40 TPI drilled and tapped holes for a no-longer-present scope mount, the stock was
slightly inletted for it. The full-length integral barrel rib features a sourdough front sight and three-leaf rear sight; two folding, one standing. The top
of the receiver ring is lightly matted and there is some very light engraving in this area with some light geometric engraving on the barrel just ahead
of this. A classic German sporting magazine rifle overall, not maker marked but importer marked by Sarco. (36245-3) {C&R} (400/600)
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2234. UNMARKED PNEUMATIC CANE
GUN .32 Caliber, 35 1/2" overall with a
19" barrel having an excellent, bright
bore. This is a muzzle-loading, two-piece
gun that has 85-90% of its original black
painted finish remaining which has
chipped and flaked along the exterior in
spots and has mild surface oxidation on
the protective iron muzzle cap. The cane
is topped with a dome-shaped horn cap that unscrews to reveal the reservoir filling tap which is marked "LM" next to the threads. The
pneumatic pump and winding key are missing. There is a simple iron-blade front sight and small u-notch rear sight attached to the for-
ward body of the cane. This is a nicely made, presumably British, air cane and would make an interesting bit of curiosa to add to a col-
lection. (75120-3) {NON-GUN} (350/550)

2235. COLLECTIBLE CANE AND AIR GUN LOT This lot consists of two collectible canes and a somewhat tired Markham "Chicago"
model spring air gun. The first cane is a contemporary hollow-bodied flask cane measuring 33" overall. There is a screw-off brass top,
the knob is no longer present. The body retains about 97% dark blue anodized finish. The second cane features a Mediterranean hard-
wood body with German silver tip ferrulle and steel tip which is lightly oxidized. There is an ivory pear-shaped knob atop the cane, when
withdrawn it reveals a 9 3/8" cruciform style blade which is unmarked and is mostly bright showing some oxidation at the terminus of the
hilt. The body of the cane is cracked for 10" from the throat forward, the throat ferrulle is no longer present. The last item is a Markham
Chicago model airgun which is showing its age quite a bit. The wooden stock rates about good with overall evidence of a light cleaning
and a later-applied heavy varnish which is now crazing and crackling with age. The forward "barrel" section shows a few minor cracks
and its top portion which retained the barrel now has a couple iron brads retaining it, it is slightly askew in relation to the stock. The iron
cocking rods are present and in place, the left-side catch rod slightly bent, its detent no longer in place. The gun will however function
with the brass-topped piston present. The brass barrel shows moderate oxidation from the years. An interesting "example" piece or per-
haps for parts salvage. (35120-2,14)

2236. LYMAN CENTENNIAL CENTURY MODEL TELESCOPIC SIGHT serial #78-1012, This is a full-length blued steel telescopic
sight measuring 34" that mounts on a Lyman Centennial II Century Model Commemorative Ruger No. 1 rifle. The scope retains 98-99%
original blue and is equipped with the original rings, the rear adjustable for windage and elevation. The body features the correct com-
memorative roll marking. Features crosshair reticle and the optics appear to be bright excellent. No caps are present. (36315-2)

2237. ANTIQUE SMALL HUNTING OR PRIMING HORN MARKED TO JACOB WILHELM This is an antique powder-
horn, rather smallish, either a large-sized priming horn or a small powderhorn for a small hunting rifle. The horn features a semi-
bulbous softwood plug retained by 13 wooden pegs showing an old iron sta-
ple as hanger provision. The body is reduced after 5 1/4 inches showing
a lightly scalloped edge and three small incise-carved rings, with a
turned medial ring 1 1/2" from the point of reduction. The reduc-
tion continues into a small slightly bulbous spout, also with three
incise-carved rings in between. The body of the horn is a deep
cream color and is lightly soiled and patinated with age. It shows
a number of, or single large, building(s) the left side of which is fly-
ing what appears to be a Swiss flag from its top-most spire; a
depiction of the sun; a depiction of a fort; a rudimentary depiction
of a pistol; and a gentleman walking up the road with a button waist-
coat, hair in a long braid or ponytail. The base of the building from
which the flag flys shows two panels in which is etched "Croun Bint" and "Jacob Wilhelm"; no doubt Mr. Wilhelm must have been at Crown
Point at some time. The horn shows a number of areas of light insect damage which sadly is somewhat modern and there is a chip from
the nozzle. Still a very interesting old powderhorn overall, some research into how many Jacob Wilhelm's were at Crown Point certainly could
be interesting. (35442-1)

2238. PORTUGUESE 1943 MODEL LUGER HOLSTER This
is a brown leather hard-sided holster for the 1943 P.08 Mauser
Portuguese pistol contract. The holster is mostly smooth with only
some minor scuffing and handling marks overall. There is no
appreciable flaking nor crackling. All of the seam stitching is tight
and appears intact. The rear of the holster is unmarked. The brass
closure loop shows a couple small impact marks and the closure
tab shows some very light crackling on the flex point. Inside the
holster is a single blued body "fxo/Waffenamt 37" stamped alu-
minum base magazine serial numbered "3589u" rating very good
plus overall. Additionally there is a blued steel magazine load-
ing/takedown tool which is rectangular "SA" Finnish marked.
There is a correct steel cleaning rod included as well, it rates about
very good. A nice example overall of the Portuguese 1943 model
P.08 holster. (36240-194A)

2239. LOT OF BOOKS 7 Books total: The Big Game Animals of North
America, by Jack O'Connor; c. 1961 by Outdoor Life, 264 page
hardcover in very good condition with warped covers that are slight-
ly loose fitting, most likely from being dropped; Gallery of North
American Game, by Outdoor Life, c. 1946 by Popular Science
Publishing Co. Inc., 142 page 10x13" small coffee table book with 31 color illustrations by
Francis Lee Jaques and text by a variety of distinguished authorities on wildlife. This book is also warped with a bit faded and soiled cover
in overall very good condition; Farmer Takes a Wife, c. 1942 by John Gould. 153 page hardcover; “Tales from Rhapsody Home”, c. 2000
by John Gould, 182 jacketed hardcover; You Should Start Sooner, c. 1949 by John Gould, 236 page jacketed hardcover; “This Trifling
Distinction”, c. 1978 by John Gould. 211 page jacketed hardcover. Europe on Saturday Night, c. 1968 by John Gould, on excellent con-
dition. (124387-1T)

2240. LOT OF BOOKS Seven books by John Gierach: Still Life with Brook Trout, c. 2005, 213 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author:
Even Brook Trout Get the Blues, c. 1992, 223 page jacketed hardcover; Death, Taxes. And Leaky Waders, c. 2000, 413 page jacketed hard-
cover signed by the author; Another Lousy Day in Paradise, c. 1996, 233 page jacketed hardcover; Standing in a River Waving a Stick; c.
1999, 235 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author; Good Flies, c. 2000, 179 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author; Sex,
Death, and Fly-Fishing, c. 1990, 238 page jacketed hardcover. All seven books are in excellent to like new condition. (124387-1S)
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2241. DUPONT POWDER CAN LOT This lot consists
of a DuPont 1/2 lb., cylindrical smokeless shotgun pow-
der keg style can. The can measures 3 7/8" tall and has
a green finish. The top label has minor foxing and a few
small tears while the bottom label is painted on. The can
has a few minor handling marks but is otherwise in
excellent condition. (44278-8B)

2242. LOT OF DUTY BELTS Includes two leather belts
with accessories. First is a black colored Service Mfg.,
belt that measures 2”x43” with a Bucheimer B3 holster
and Cart West No.38 marked combination cartridge and
handcuff caddy. The items are in very good overall con-
dition with light scattered scratches, scuffing and spots
of mildew staining. Second is a Service Mfg., black col-
ored belt that measures 2”x46” with accessories. They
include an unmarked 12 loop cartridge caddy,
Bucheimer handcuff holster with Astra manufactured
handcuffs (keys not included) and a brown colored
George Lawrence Co., No. 250/528 holster. The items
are in good overall condition with appropriate wear from
use. (105750-1)

2243. COLT SIGN ON HARDBOARD Black lettering
reading "Colt's Model 1877 D.A." on white background
with gray border. Sign is 18" high and 51" long showing
some light scattered soiling. Overall very good condition.
Would make a great addition to a Colt collection of dou-
ble action revolvers. [Extra Shipping] (115698-75)

2244. FRAMED REMINGTON-UMC POSTER
CIRCA 1920 This colored print is of two gentlemen
next to a log cabin admiring a shotgun with the
Remington and UMC brands prominently displayed
across the bottom. Image size is 18" x 26" and framed
size is 23" x 31". In very good condition overall with
some lightly torn edges and corners; print has been
glued to the matt backing. The wood fame is in very
good to excellent condition. (116002-1)

2245. INDIAN ART LOT This lot consists of two items of
Navajo tribal art. The first is a Calumet or “peace pipe”
that measures 19” in length and is made and ornament-
ed with several materials and items. The sleeve around
the wood stem depicts a trio of wild horses adorned on
what is possibly deerskin. It is bordered by sections of
beads in rows of turquoise, black and red. The base for
the smoking bowl appears to be of deer antler and is
both striking and functional as it serves as a handle. The
decorative loop attached to the bottom of the stem also
features slices of antler included in a pattern of brass

and wood beads. Attached to and hanging artfully from this arrangement are five sections of a pairing of nat-
ural turkey feathers and horse hair and at its center the tip of an antler. There is also an additional lan-
yard exhibiting these items and long enough to function as a wall display mount. Attached to the lan-
yard is a certificate of authenticity that is signed by the artist Margaret Pino and includes her Navajo
Tribal Registry number which certifies that it is officially recorded. The second item is an artist’s
version of a shield. The round deerskin piece has a 14” diameter and displays the general image
of what appears to be a turtle or tortoise that has been painted in black with Navajo style décor

painted on and around it over a blue and turquoise background. Attached to the face of
the shield just above the reptile’s head is a black pointed tool and at the feet a small chip
of white stone. The piece is bound by strands of leather which also hold decorative beads
and feathers which are attached by a silver plated metal clip. Each of the items rates
excellent in overall condition. (75684-8)
2246. COLT COMMEMORATIVE MEDALLION serial #30,000. This is a ster-

ling silver medallion weighing approximately 3 oz and measuring approximately 5"
in circumference. The surfaces exhibit an uneven light pewter-gray patina with
light storage wear. The front of the medallion bears the title "SAMUEL COLT-
SEAMAN-AGE 16-1830" with a detailed figure of a young Samuel Colt in a
sailor's uniform whittling the prototype of his soon to be legendary revolver. The
reverse exhibits the Colt crest with the title, "THE MAN" "THE HERITAGE"
above. This medallion commemorates the early beginnings of Samuel Colt while
serving aboard the ship "Corvo". Colt had been sent to sea by his father to learn
a trade and it is reported that while at sea, Colt envisioned the idea of his revolver.
The serial number and proof mark are on the medallions outside edge. This high-
ly desirable medallion is in excellent condition overall and includes an original
hardwood display stand. (64528-115) (400/600)

2247. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE MAGAZINES Includes two unmarked magazines. First is a white plastic M16 magazine to fit a 22 LR con-
verted rifle. The magazine will hold ten rounds and is in very good to excellent condition. Second is an in-the-white steel magazine that mea-
sures 4”x2 1/2”x5/8” with a single rear catch that sits down 1 1/4” from the top. It has some light surface oxidation and appears to be in
very good overall condition. It is purported by the consignor that it may be an experimental magazine for a SPIW rifle. (105853-24G)

2248. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a clear 20 round GE M16 experimental magazine with constant force roll down spring in excellent condi-
tion. (105853-24A)
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2249. POPE GREASE PUMP This Harry Pope bullet lubing
pump has a brass body which shows a one-time polishing
which is now reacquiring a lightly tarnished copper-colored
patina. The steel surfaces showing a light polishing as well
and are primarily a bright gunmetal silver, the lubing die set
screw is likely a newer replacement. The diameter of the lub-
ing cavity is .340" and seems conical. The tool is complete-
ly unmarked and seems to operate properly. (31915)

2250. LOT OF 19TH CENTURY PHOTOGRAPHS Two
pieces in all. The first is a ninth plate tintype of a seated,
clean-shaven young man in civilian dress. The wooden case
is missing the cover. Also included is a c.d.v. portrait of a
young woman seated in a chair wearing a plain black dress.
The photo measures 4" by 2 1/2" and is backed with a heavy
paper. The photographer, J.C. Elrod, was known to be at the
address listed on the backside during the late 1870's. The
photo is in excellent condition with slight foxing at the cor-
ners. (43892-4A,4B)

2251.WINCHESTER BUTTON LOT Includes an assortment of 7 Winchester and Western Logo "gold electroplated" designed buttons.
There are three resembling 20ga., shotshell head stamps that read "Western, Super - X, No. 20, Made in USA" and four that read "WRA,
410 bore, Made in USA". These are a neat collectible item that would round off any Winchester rarities collection. (105132-15C)

2252. LOT OF FRAMED COLT REVOLVERS BY DAGLEY This lot consists of (4) 7 1/4"x11" facsimile pencil and charcoal drawings
of famous Colt revolvers ( two are missing the glass) (1) left side of a Walker Colt revolver prominently displayed. Below this rendition is
a smaller vignette of several mounted Texas Rangers on the prairie in search of hostiles--revolvers at the ready. (1) right side of a Colt
Model 1860, .44 caliber Army revolver prominently displayed. On the lower right portion is a smaller vignette of hundreds of Union sol-
diers in battle, one soldier with a Colt revolver at the ready; (1) left side of a Colt Paterson .40 caliber Revolver prominently displayed. On
the lower left portion is a smaller vignette of mounted Texas Rangers (perhaps Captain John Coffee and his men) on the prairie in pursuit
of hostiles; (1) 11" facsimile pencil and charcoal drawing of the right side of a Model 1873 Colt Single Action Army "Peacemaker" .45 cal-
iber revolver prominently displayed. On the lower right portion is a smaller sketched vignette of a showdown in a barroom, the town sher-
iff having drawn both Colts on desperados. The framed prints show a bit of brown near the edges. The economy metal frames measure
11 1/8"x14 1/8". Lot is in overall good plus condition. (24449-5D)

2253. REARING HORSE AND COWBOY BRONZE STATUE BY LOBO This “Lost Wax” casting of the original creation by
unknown sculptor Lobo depicts a mounted horse with bent legs and cowboy with one hand on bridle in the other outstretched trying to
keep balance. The bronze measures 15”x9” and is signed on the base. The bronze is mounted on a 6 3/4”x4 3/4” semi-rectangular black
marble plinth and weighs 22 lbs. An excellent bronze for the Western art collector. Please note: Due to size and fragility extra shipping
will apply. (56098-1) (200/400)

2254. REARING STALLION BRONZE SCULPTURE after Debut This “Lost Wax” casting of the original bronze creation by Marcel
Debut (1859-1933) depicts a bucking stallion with bent legs and flowing mane. The bronze measures 19”x9” and is signed on the base.
The bronze is mounted on a 5 1/2” oval blank marble plinth and weighs 16 lbs. A great bronze for atop the desk. Please note: Due to size
and fragility extra shipping will apply. (56098-2) (200/400)

2255. SITTING NATIVE AMERICAN BRONZE SCULPTURE after Rubin This “Lost Wax” casting of the original bronze creation by
Auguste Rubin (1841-1906) depicts a sitting Native American elder next to cattle skull preparing to beat a drum. The bronze measures
11” x 8” and is signed on the base. The bronze is mounted on a 8 1/4” square black marble plinth and weighs 24 lbs. A neat bronze for
the western or Native American collector. Please note: Due to size and fragility extra shipping will apply. (56098-4) (200/600)
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2256. MILITARY ACCESSORY LOT Two items total: (1) "U.S.N." marked AerVoid food carrier No. 400 by the Vacuum Can Company.
The container measures about 18” tall and has a brass information plaque on the outside of the can and four brass locking screws on top
to hold the lid in place. Inside are five metal containers of equal size for hot or cold foods which are sealed and held together in a metal
frame with rubber gaskets between each. The insulated outer container and interior containers are all in excellent condition; (1) . U.S
Army Signal Corps, Philco Signal Generator Model I-196-A serial #34C7. The generator is in the original khaki colored case which exhibits
wear and some soiling due to age. The generator exhibits some wear and working order cannot be verified. (64687-14,10)

2257. MILITARY AND AMMUNITION LOT Six groups of items total (1) collection of medical sterilization equipment likely of World War
II vintage or earlier. First is a white enameled tray with lid that measures 12" long by 8" wide and is 4" tall. There are a few small chips in
the enamel around the rim. Inside is a smaller enameled tray with lid 1 1/2" deep. The lid is raised with a small handle, and the tray that
measures 8 1/2" long by 3 1/4" wide and has a slightly greater amount of chipping to the enamel. The last item is a stainless steel tray
with locking lid that contains an inner tray and has two gauze rolls and a small glass medicine bottle with rubber membrane cap. The tray
measures 10 1/2" long by 4 1/2" wide and is 3" deep. The enameled trays are unmarked, the stainless steel tray is stamped "PIONEER"
on the bottom; (2) empty Davidson’s No.1 and No.2 syringe boxes from the Civil War period. The boxes are covered in black colored mate-
rial measuring approximately 6 3/4” with the original label inside the box. The boxes exhibit surprising light wear given their age and are in
very good condition overall; (1) small metal cooking pot measuring approximately 4 1/4” in height. The exterior surfaces exhibit heavy oxi-
dation freckling and staining. The pot is complete with lid and handle; (1) Lanagan CT-18 battery cell tester in very good to near excellent
condition. The tester is painted OD green, presumably for military use, and appears to be complete. Also included is a brass metal tube
that is marked "Rome Metal Ware" on the end cap. The tube was most likely used as a document carrier for the military. Attached to the
tube is a thin tan canvas harness marked "LAKE" in ink. The tube is missing one end cap and has minor tarnish and light verdigris through-
out; (1) tin of ammunition which consists of a single round of French made .46 caliber (12mm) Pinfire ammunition. Also included are four
vintage lead round ball and conical bullets. There is a .58 caliber Willams Cleaner Type III bullet, a .58 caliber mini-ball and one smooth
.58 caliber round that has obviously been fired and is plugged in the rear with cork. The remaining round is a .66 lead round ball. The
lead bullets all have minor oxidation. (44687-24,22)

2258. UNMARKED HAND TOOLED GUN BELT RIG This is a right-handed hand-tooled gun belt and leather flap holster. The holster
will accommodate medium frame Colt Single Action Army revolvers with 4 3/4"-5 1/2" barrels. The holster and belt show hand-tooled flo-
ral and foliate decoration with background punch-dot shading. The holster features a single retention buckle and full flap and rides in a
wide slot, drop-down Buscadero-style. The belt has eighteen 38 caliber loops and will accommodate a waist of 44"-47" measured from
the buckle to the buckle holes in the strap billet. In addition to the holster slot there are two additional slots on the left side of the belt
about 1 1/4" in length each, perhaps to accommodate some type of knife scabbard or machete-hanger, they are vacant. There is a light-
ly scroll-embossed nickel silver buckle and keeper while the strap billet has a lightly embossed nickel silver tip. The belt itself is 3 1/4"
wide and is overall supple and flexible with only very light drying and light scuffs from the years of use. It is quality-made and possibly
Mexican manufacture. A nice flap holster for your Colt Single Action Army revolver overall. (35420-23) (400/600)

2259. LOT OF FRAMED AND GLASSED PRINTS Two total: (1) "A QUIET NIGHT IN THE BATTERIES" This 18" x 12" matted print
is housed in a 25 1/4"x19 1/4" gilded frame. Subtitled, "A SKETCH IN THE GREENHILL BATTERY (MAJOR CHAPMAN'S) 29TH JANy
1855". The artist uses stark hues of grays and light browns and depict soldiers on guard in a sun set scene during the winter behind
artillery fortifications. Published by Paul & Domino Colnaghi, publishers to Her Majesty; (1) "A QUIET DAY IN THE DIAMOND BATTERY"
This 18"x12" matted print is housed in a 25 1/4" x 19 1/4" gilded frame. Subtitled, PORTRAIT OF A LANCASTER 68

POUNDER 15TH DEC 1854". This print depicts a scene inside an artillery fortification; two officers are perusing
the landscape, assessing enemy positions while the common soldiers deal with the day in and day

out boredom. Published by Paul & Domino Colnaghi, publishers to Her Majesty.
Both in about excellent condition overall. (25622-1A,B)

2260. M1912
CAVALRY BANDOLEER

This rare Mills 1916 bandoleer is made of
green canvas, rimmed eagle snaps with (12) 30-06

caliber stripper clip pockets and (3) pockets in the rear to hold loose
45 caliber pistol rounds. The blackened metal tongue tip exhibits rem-

nants of the Mills logo and patent dates due to wear and light surface oxidation pitting. The metal snaps exhibit minor wear but remain crisp.
The canvas is lightly faded with the stitching intact. The interior is stenciled in black with crossed sabers and the No.17 on top and letter "M"
on the bottom. The interior also exhibits the stenciled numbers 21 and 40. This very rare belt is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BY)

2261. M1910/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, green canvas belt features (10) divided, "puckered" style pouches
with eagle snaps for the 30-06 rifle, exhibits wear and fading consistent with age and use. The weave and stitching remains intact. The
metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish. The eyelets exhibit areas of verdigris and are elongated on the bottom

left panel. The reverse exhibits the Mills name, logo and patent dates on the metal tabs as well as two small areas
of what appears to be green paint. These belts were produced mostly in tan canvas with this lot in very

good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169S)

2262. M1912 CAVALRY BANDOLEER This
Mills manufactured, rare green canvas bandoleer features (12) 5 round

stripper clip pouches for 30-06 ammunition and (3) pockets designed to hold 6 loose 45 caliber rounds. The stitching and weave remains tight
with the canvas exhibiting minor wear and fading. The blackened brass, rimmed eagle snaps exhibit minor wear with the profile remaining crisp.
The interior exhibits the remnants of crossed cavalry sabers and what is believed to be the No. 20. The belts tongue retains the Mills logo and
correct patent dates which are clearly visible. This exceptional example of the M1912 is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BK)
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2263.M1910 OFFICERS GARRISON BELT This Mills, green canvas belt with holster attachment device, (2) ammo pouches with rimmed
eagle snaps exhibit wear and fading consistent with age as well as minor soiling. The canvas holster device and ammo pouches exhibit light
fraying on the ends. The metal fixtures exhibit overall wear retaining small portions of original black finish. The Mills name, logo and patent
dates remain visible on the tab ends on the reverse side. The reverse side also exhibits the remnants of black stenciled lettering "60/257"
on the belt and ammo pouches. This version of the Officers Garrison Belt is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169BV)

2264.WWI MEDICAL OFFICERS BELT This Mills manufactured, tan canvas belt features two large and two small pouches for dress-
ings, medication etc. finished off with rimmed eagle snaps. The canvas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age. The metal surfaces
exhibit wear with the eagle snaps retaining sharp images. The interior pouch flap shows the faint outline of the Mills name and logo as
well as a date of June 1918. The interior's only markings are the Mills name and logo on the belt. This is a nice example of the Medical
Officers Belt which is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169N)

2265.M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, tan canvas belt with (9) "puckered" style, rifle stripper clip pockets and
eagle snaps exhibits minimal wear with the metal surfaces retaining 95% original black color. The metal ends exhibits the Mills name
with logo as well as patent dates which are clearly defined. This WWI belt appears in unissued condition and is in excellent condition
overall. (65865-169AI)

2266. M1914 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, tan canvas belt featuring a total of (10) "puckered" rifle stripper clip pockets
and "lift-the-dot" snaps exhibits wear consistent with age as well as heavy fading. The stitching and weave remain tight. The metal sur-
faces retain only remnants of original black color with the interior tabs exhibiting the Mills name, logo and patent dates. The belt's interi-
or exhibits the remnants of the Mills logo with what is believed to be a May 1918 date, in very good condition overall. (65865-169BW)

2267.WWI MEDICAL OFFICERS BELT This Mills manufactured, tan canvas belt features two large and two small pouches for dress-
ings medication etc and a detachable pouch with the former officer’s writing in red and black ink. The writing indicates that the officer was
attached to the 6th Infantry Division at Camp Jackson, S.C. which is now Ft. Jackson. The pouches utilize the "lift-the-dot" snaps. The can-
vas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age as well as normal soiling. The metal surfaces exhibit wear retaining a majority of original
black color. The interior pouch flap shows the Mills name and logo as well as a date of April 1918. The interior's only markings are the
Mills name and logo on the belt. This is a fine example of a Medical Officers Belt offering a personal attachment to a different era and in
excellent condition overall. (65865-169B)

2268. M1910/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, green canvas belt features (10) divided, "puckered" style pouches
with rimmed eagle snaps for the 30-06 rifle, exhibits wear and heavy fading consistent with age and use. The weave and stitching remains
intact with exception of a few minor areas of fraying. The metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish. The eyelets exhibit areas
of verdigris and are elongated on the bottom left panel. The reverse exhibits the Mills name, logo and patent dates on the metal tabs as
well as two small areas of what appears to be green paint. This is a nice example of the M1910/07 in very good to excellent condition
overall. (65865-169AE)

2269. M1910 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills, green canvas belt features four small pouches with eagle snaps for loose
revolver ammunition, exhibits wear and fading consistent with age and use. The metal surfaces exhibit remnants of original black color with
exception of the eyelets which retain original black color with areas of verdigris on the exposed brass. The reverse exhibits the Mills name,
logo and patent dates on the metal tabs as well as very faint initials believed to be "ISC" in black ink. This belt is in very good to excellent
condition overall and will make a fine addition to any WWI collection. (65865-169AB)

2270. M1910 OFFICERS
GARRISON BELT This Mills, tan
canvas belt features an inter-
locking buckle of blackened

brass exhibiting the shielded eagle on the tongue and wreath on the sur-
rounding portion as well as a sliding attachment for a saber hanger. The
canvas material exhibits minor wear with the reverse exhibiting the
stamped Mills logo and a date of July 1917. The blackened brass surfaces
retain 95% original color exhibiting light overall scuffs consistent with age.
This will make a beautiful addition to any collection and is in excellent condi-
tion overall. (65865-169CE)

2271. BRITISH PATTERN 1912 SADDLE This WWI saddle was designed
for different activities likely to be encountered by the British Cavalry. The
wooden saddle tree exhibits inspectors' marks with the sidebars retaining the
green wool padding as well as adjustable webbing fitted with metal reinforcements
under the seat. The chocolate brown leather seat remains soft with light wear for the
age of the saddle. The stitching exhibits a professional repair on the right side at the
pommel. The cantle exhibits the numbers "3/22" with the underside exhibiting the rem-
nants of inspector's stamp. The skirt exhibits illegible numbers with the right side show-
ing a small area that has been trimmed away. The iron stirrups exhibit oxidation staining
with light surface pitting. The stirrup straps exhibit light surface cracking and crazing
remaining structurally sound. Included with the saddle is a lightly crazed but intact and
supple Studebaker 1914 dated girth The saddle is in need of light cleaning but is in very
good to excellent condition overall. (65610-1)

2272. RARE U.S. MODEL 1903 BUTTSTOCK SPARE PARTS KIT This is a very rare
spare parts kit for the 1903 Springfield rifle bolt which fits into the buttstock compartment. The
walnut parts carrier rates excellent and holds a blued and color case-hardened stripped striker and
parkerized firing pin nose; there is no extractor present. The unit shows a very tiny chip at the fir-
ing pin cut out but rates otherwise excellent. There is a tiny amount of surface rust present on the
extractor. The parts are otherwise unused, unfitted and are "new old stock" just as they came from
the government. A very rare accessory for the butt trap compartment of your Springfield rifle rat-
ing excellent overall. (36050-1E)
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2273. RARE U.S. MODEL 1903
BUTTSTOCK SPARE PARTS
KIT This is a very rare spare parts kit
for the 1903 Springfield rifle bolt
which fits into the buttstock compart-
ment. The walnut parts carrier rates
excellent and holds a blued and color
case-hardened stripped striker, blued
steel extractor and parkerized firing
pin nose. The unit shows a very tiny chip at the firing pin cut out but rates otherwise excellent. There is a tiny amount of surface wear
present on the extractor. The parts are otherwise unused, unfitted and are "new old stock" just as they came from the government. A
very rare accessory for the butt trap compartment of your Springfield rifle rating excellent overall. (36050-1D)

2274. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #496065, 32 Spec., 20" round barrel with
gray frosted bore showing strong rifling. The barrel retains 50% blue toning to brown with scrapes and wear and the remaining metal
exhibits a mottled brown patina. The buttstock is separated from the action and is cracked in the head, along the toeline and left side with
two brass screws installed as a repair. It retains some original finish with scratches and dings and the forearm rates good to very good with
a smooth worn surface. The original carbine buttplate is present but the saddle ring is missing. The gun features the standard front blade
sight, an empty rear sight dovetail, and a receiver sight affixed to the left side of the action. With modern adhesives this 1909 gun could
be put back into service. (116251-15) (300/500)

2275. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L039478V, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90 to 95% blue showing a few scratches and some silvering at the muzzle. The pistolgrip stock and
fluted forearm rate very good to excellent displaying a few minor dings and scratches over a strong glossy finish and exhibiting excellent
press checkering. There is a Remington gripcap and grooved buttplate installed. A good basic field gun in excellent condition. (116269-
5) (250/350)

2276. STEVENS MODEL 107B SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 12 ga., 30" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 90% blue with a speckling of fine surface oxidation and the frame exhibits 60 to 70% fading case color also showing some fine sur-
face oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate good to very good displaying a few minor scratches with hairline cracks on
both sides of the receiver and behind the top tang all over a fairly strong varnish, the forearm showing a bit more finish wear. There is a
checkered hard rubber buttplate installed providing a length of 14" and the gun features a full time auto ejector. (116251-26) (75/150)

2277. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS HANDI RIFLE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #NG221625, 45-70, 22" barrel with bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel displays 80% fading blue with fine scattered oxidation spotting and the frame exhibits 95% blue also with oxidation
spotting. The pistolgrip stock and screw-on forearm rate good to very good having some faint scratches over a thin but smooth and flak-
ing finish. There is a grooved buttplate present and sling swivels are affixed to the stock and forearm. The gun features a ramp mounted
front blade sight, an open rear sight, and the breech end has three drilled and tapped holes which have plug screws installed. In addition,
there is a full time ejector . (116251-37) (150/250)

2278. SAVAGE MODEL 340 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 30-30, 22" barrel with bright but lightly fouled bore. The barrel displays a coating of
oxidation spotting over blue and the action retains about 80% fading blue showing some scattered oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock
rates good to very good displaying a few scuffs and dings with some staining just ahead of the magazine over a thin but smooth dull var-
nish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, a wheel adjustable
rear sight, and the left side of the action is drilled and tapped for a receiver sight. Included is one magazine. (116251-74) (100/200)

2279. SAVAGE MODEL 110E BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #E897253, .270 Win, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 90% plus blue showing scattered fine oxidation spotting, the receiver displaying a few more concentrated spots. The Monte
Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good having dings and a few scratches over a strong but flat factory finish. There is a grooved hard rub-
ber buttplate present and sling swivel studs are installed in the stock and on the forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front
blade sight, an adjustable standing leaf rear sight, and a Tasco 3x9 scope with covers mounted on Weaver style rings and bases.
(116251-70) (200/300)

2280. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS MODEL BOBCAT MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-003205-96, .50 cal. per-
cussion, 26" octagon barrel with good bore showing some oxidation. The barrel retains 80% blue with oxidation spotting along the top
and right side and around the breech end. The lock is embellished with a simple foliate scroll and exhibits 70% blue with heavy oxidation
around the drum and on the hammer. The black synthetic straight stock rates very good showing only a few faint scuffs. There is a
grooved hard rubber buttplate installed and holes for sling swivel studs are drilled into the toeline of the stock and into the forearm. The
gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an adjustable leaf rear sight, and the top flat of the barrel shows 4 drilled and tapped holes
for scope mounting. A wooden replacement ramrod is included. (116251-36) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)

2281. SPORTERIZED ARISAKA TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #20561, 7.7 Arisaka, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 50% blue showing heavy oxidation around the front sight and the breech with spotting on the balance. The receiver
exhibits a mottled brown patina also with oxidation spotting. The stock has been cut and modified into a semi Monte Carlo style with the orig-
inal round knob grip still present and rates fair having a few scratches over a flat oiled finish. There is a Redhead rubber recoil pad added and
the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front sight and a wheel adjustable rear sight. The action functions fine. (116251-41) (75/125)

2282. ITALIAN ZOUAVE REPLICA MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE #1598, .58 Cal. percussion, 33" round barrel with good but oxidized
bore. The barrel retains 90% blue showing oxidation speckling over most areas with much heavier oxidation visible at the breech and muz-
zle. The lock and hammer exhibit 60% fading case color with some heavy oxidation around the hammer spur. The triggerguard, patch
box, buttplate, nosecap, and barrel bands are all brass and show varying degrees of tarnish, some being quite bright. The full length stock
rates very good displaying scattered faint scratches with some checking finish over a strong glossy surface. The gun is equipped with a
small blade front sight, a rolling leaf rear sight, and sling swivels are mounted to the triggerguard and the front barrel band. Included is a
steel ramrod. (116251-68) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2283. LEUPOLD VARI-X II 3-9X42MM SCOPE. This scope has a fine duplex reticle, clear optics, and measures 12" long. Shows
some faint ring marks and one tiny impact mark but is otherwise excellent. Includes leather scope covers. (116287-194A)

2284. LEUPOLD M8 6X42MM SCOPE. This scope has a duplex reticle and clear optics and measures 12" long. Shows some scuff
marks on the bells but is otherwise excellent. (6240-4A)

2285. LEUPOLD VARI-X III 3.5-10X50MM STAINLESS STEEL SCOPE. This scope has a fine duplex reticle, clear optics, and
measures 12" long. Has a very faint scuff mark on the objective bell but is like new otherwise. (6226-10A)

2286. LEUPOLD VARI-X III 3.5-10X50MM SCOPE. This scope has a matte black finish, a duplex reticle, and measures 12" long.
It shows faint ring marks and a tiny nick on the edge of the eye piece but is otherwise in excellent condition. (6140-6A)

2287. LEUPOLD VARI-X IIC 3-9X40MM SCOPE. This scope has a duplex reticle and clear optics and it measures 12" long. It shows
some fine nicks and scratches with light ring marks but remains in very good condition. (116226-13A)
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2288. LEUPOLD VARI-X III 6.5-20X50 SCOPE. This scope has a target dot reticle, clear optics, and measures 14" long. The finish
remains excellent. Included is a 2 1/4" sun shade and unmarked rings which are compatible with a Picatinny rail. (116239-212A)

2289. LEUPOLD FIXED POWER 12XX42 SCOPE. This scope has a duplex reticle and clear optics. It measures 13" long and is in
excellent condition. Included is a sun shade and Butler Creek scope covers. (116223-11A)

2290. REDFIELD WIDEFIELD 4XX32MM SCOPE. This scope has a duplex reticle, clear optics, and measures 11 1/2" long. It shows
some nicks and dings in a slightly faded blue and ring marks show as darker blue. Good useable scope. (116226-17)

2291. REDFIELD VARIABLE POWER 4-12X42MM SCOPE. This scope has a duplex reticle, clear optics, and measures 14"
long. It shows some very light fading and faint ring marks but is otherwise in very good condition. Included are rubber bikini scope
covers. (116212-3A)

2292. LYMAN ALL-AMERICAN 4X SCOPE. This older fixed power scope has a fine cross-hair reticle, clear optics, and measures 12"
long. It has a few scattered small nicks but is otherwise excellent. The scope comes with Lyman Tru-Lock scope rings and bases and
rubber scope covers are included. (116231-3A)

2293. REDFIELD WIDEFIELD 3-9X40MM SCOPE. This scope has a fine duplex reticle, clear optics, and measures 13". It
shows a few scattered nicks and scratches and a rub mark on the front bell but no obvious ring marks. Overall it remains in very
good condition. (116226-14)

2294. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY GOVERNMENT MODEL 6-20X56MM SCOPE. This scope has an illuminated military dot,
clear optics, and measures 18" long. It shows faint ring marks in a matte black finish but otherwise rates excellent. There is no battery
so the illuminated dot could not be verified. Included is a set of Butler Creek scope covers. (116239-63)

2295. UNMARKED FIXED POWER SCOPE. Appears to be a Burris 3 or 4 power but is missing the eye piece. The scope has a duplex
reticle, clear optics, and it measures just over 9" without the eye piece. The bright black finish shows a few minor rub marks but is oth-
erwise excellent. Talley type quick detachable rings and Burris rubber covers are included. (116239-193A)

2296. OAK AND LEATHER TRUNK CASE WITH LEATHER STRAPS AND BRASS CORNERS. This leather case measures 32
3/4" long x 10" wide x 3 3/4" deep and rates very good. The exterior surface shows some edge wear and a few light scuffs and is marked
with the initials "W.N.B." in a leather label and there is a small paper label under the lid marked "Ogden Smiths & Hussey Ltd" and a London
address. An inner cover just under the lid is marked "Abercrombie & Fitch Co New York". The interior is lined in red baize and shows some
light moth damage and a few wear spots but otherwise remains in good condition. The case is set up for a side by side shotgun with 30"
barrels and contains a rosewood cleaning rod with detachable handle, two each of brass jags and wool mops, a pair of nickel plated 12 ga.
snap caps, a nickel, plated oil bottle, a nickel plated grease jar, and half a dozen muslin cleaning patches. Also included are two keys for
the lock. An old and tattered canvas overcase is present also with the aforementioned initials. It is basically unusable. (116282-1A)

2297. AJAX CUSTOM STAGLITE GRIPS FOR COLT SAA. These grips appear to be new. The right grip is marked "Ajax Grip #1
NM" on the inside in red ink. Comes with a disclaimer from Ajax about the grips. (5097-9B)

2298. FOREHAND ARMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #110212, 12 ga., 30" barrel choked cylinder having a bright gray bore with
moderate pitting. The metal surfaces exhibit a dark brown mottled patina with areas of fine surface oxidation. The round knob pistolgrip
stock and splinter forearm rate fair showing cracks in the left side grip and along the upper left edge of the forearm all over a worn and dull
finish. The stock is loose and there is a crude recoil pad made from foam with a vinyl cover affixed to the butt. This gun has the removable
hinge pin which is actuated by a lever on the left side of the action. It functions stiffly and the action is quite loose. (116269-10)(50/100)

2299. WINCHESTER MODEL 840 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #CE156090, 12 ga. (3"), 30" plain barrel choked full with bright
very good bore showing some light fouling. The barrel retains about 90% blue displaying scattered fine oxidation and the frame shows
about 60 to 70% blue with the balance displaying oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and fluted snap-on forearm rate fair to good
exhibiting scratched and flaking finish. There is a checkered Winchester buttplate installed providing a length of 14" and the gun features
a full time ejector. (116269-9) (75/150)

2300. WESTERN FIELD MODEL 30 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #75429, 12ga., 27 1/2" plain barrel choked cylinder with
bright very good bore. The metal surfaces have turned to a mottled brown patina showing some light surface oxidation. The pistolgrip
stock and slide handle rate fair showing scratches and dings over remnants of a smooth worn finish and exhibiting worn and soiled check-
ering. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate with a large chip missing providing a length of 13 7/8". The gun seems to function fine.
(116269-8) (75/150)

2301. WINCHESTER MODEL 1400 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N805039, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib Winchoke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 95% plus blue showing a few small scratches and nicks. The pistolgrip stock and fore-
arm rate very good displaying a few minor dings. There is an easily repairable crack in the tip of the forearm which runs about a third of
the way down the middle, but the finishes on both the stock and forearm remain strong. Press checkering shows some soiling but remains
quite functional. There is a checkered Winchester buttplate providing a length of 14" and a blued metal gripcap is present. The includ-
ed tube is improved cylinder. A solid field gun. (116269-6) (150/250)

2302. WINCHSTER MODEL 1400 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N1113128, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib Winchoke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% blue showing some scattered fine oxidation spotting, particularly near the breech and on the
muzzle, and the alloy frame exhibits 98% blue with a few faint scratches. The pistolgrip stock and tapered fluted forearm rate very good
to excellent displaying a few scratches over a strong satin finish with crisp cut checkering. There is a factory rubber recoil pad installed
providing a length of 14”. The bolt catch does not hold the action open but the gun seems to function fine. The included choke tube is
“modified”. (116269-7) (200/300)

2303. CANVAS TRUNK CASE WITH LEATHER STRAPS AND LEATHER CORNERS. This is a contemporary case measuring
43" long by 9 1/2" wide by 4" deep, fitted for a bolt action rifle. The olive green exterior has a few small scuffs but remains in excellent
condition. It has a brass keyed lock and the interior is lined in dark green felt. It has a compartment for a rifle and four other smaller com-
partments, one with cover for various accessories. A brass key is included. Case is about excellent. (116294-8A)

2304. ORVIS BATTENKILL CANE FLY ROD serial #38050. This is a three piece two tip "Impregnated" cane rod, 8 1/2' in length with
all pieces numbered. The rod has a nickel silver reel seat with wood spacer, tapered cork handle showing some soiling, chocolate wraps,
and blued ferrules. There is some slight wear on the bottom ferrule wrappings but the remainder of the rod shows light use. It comes in
a gray cloth sack and aluminum case with tattered Orvis label. Made in 1964, this rod remains in very good condition. (116282-7)

2305. PEZON ET MICHEL PARABOLIC CANE FLY ROD serial #1246826. This is a two piece, two tip rod, 7' 2" in length. The rod
has a nickel silver reel seat with copper colored metal spacer, soiled cork handle, dark green wraps, and olive green ferrule (possibly a
type of bluing). There is some light wear on the ferrule wrappings and there are a few scattered light scratches in the finish. The rod
comes in a tan canvas sack with aluminum rod tube with water stained label. A very attractive rod in very good condition. (116282-6)
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2306. BERETTA MODEL 1918/30 RIFLE PARTS LOT This lot contains two unmarked 25 rd. magazines and bolt body for the Beretta
model 1918/30 semi-auto rifle. The magazines retain about 90% original blue with light contact and edge wear along with a few light
scuffs and specks of light oxidation staining. Springs and followers are strong and functional. The bolt does not have any internal parts
and retains about 80% flaking bright nickel with scattered spots of oxidation staining most prevelant on the underside and interior of bolt.
Also included is a blued receiver cap, extractor and two small pins all with light oxidation staining. (56128-138)

2307. JAPANESE TYPE B “BABY” NAMBU MAGAZINE This is a single Japanese Type B, Baby Nambu aluminum base magazine
retaining 99% bright nickel and is numbered #5338. The magazine rates excellent with strong spring and follower. (56240-153A)

2308. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains four 15 rd. boxes and two 15 rd. plastic bags of Syrian 7.62 NATO
ball ammunition. The boxes are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cel-
lophane tape repairs, ammunition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these
cartridges are loaded with corrosive primers. (55863-5A)

2309. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being on the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5B)

2310. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being on the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5C)

2311. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, the ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being on the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5D)

2312. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being on the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5E)

2313. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being on the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5F)

2314. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammuni-
tion rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5G)

2315. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5H)

2316. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5I)

2317. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammuni-
tion rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5J)

2318. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5K)

2319. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5L)

2320. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5M)

2321. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5N)

2322. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5P)

2323. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5Q)
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2324. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (55863-5R)

2325. VICTORINOX “SWISS TOOL” FOLDING MULTI-TOOL This is a 23 tool folding multi-tool by the makers of the famous “Swiss
Army Knife” some of the tools include: pliers, wire cutter, ruler, can and bottle openers, metal file, screw drivers and black nylon belt pouch.
Tool is in excellent condition with original factory folding plastic packaging. (56020-K118)

2326. LEATHERMAN WAVE FOLDING MULTI-TOOL This original Leatherman multi-tool is equipped with but not limited to the fol-
lowing: needlenose pliers, wire cutters, clip point knife blade, screwdrivers, can/bottle opener, saw and scissors. The tool is in excellent
condition and includes the original two piece factory cardboard box and leather belt pouch. (56020-K233)

2327. EARLY MARBLES NO. 2 SAFETY AXE This hatchet measures 10 5/8” overall with a 3 3/4” head. The stainless steel metal sur-
faces rate very good to fine with light scuffs and scattered pinprick specks of fine freckling and oxidation staining. The checkered black
Bakelite grips rate very good showing light wear and a thin hairline crack in either panel. The steel guard remains intact with strong spring
action. (56020-K77)

2328.WENGER TOOLCHEST PLUS MULTITOOL KNIFE One of the largest Swiss Army knives this knife measures 3 1/4” in length
and 1 5/8” in width. Equipped with red scales, some of the 35 tools include: knife blades, screwdrivers, file, clear ruler with compass,
wrench, saw and pliers. Knife is in excellent condition and includes a factory leather belt pouch and original two piece cardboard box with
light scuffs and rounded corners. (56020-K273)

2329. BENCHMADE HUNTING CLASSICS FIXED BLADE KNIFE This knife measures 8 1/2” overall with a 3 3/4” full tang stain-
less steel drop point skinning blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The shaped walnut handles rate excellent and are fas-
tened by two brass pins. Knife includes an open throat leather sheath and an original factory box with instructions. (56020-K104)

2330. GERBER CUTLERY SHOPPE MARK II FIGHTING KNIFE This early 90’s special contract Geber knife serial #CS0164 mea-
sures 11 5/8” overall width a 6 5/8” double edge serrated stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The hilt is
composed of an anodized black double guard and pommel and special sprayed aluminum “Cats-Tongue” gray handle. Knife is in excel-
lent condition and includes a black Cordura sheath and two piece orange and white factory cardboard box. (56020-K226)

2331. KERSHAW MODEL 1005 SURVIVAL KNIFE This fixed blade knife measures 12 5/8” overall with a 6 5/8” modified spear point
equipped with a large sawtooth top edge. The blade remains unsharpened retaining nearly all its matte gray finish. The hollow aluminum
handle is equipped with a soft rubber finger grip and threaded alloy buttcap. Inside handle is a compact plastic tube containing fishing
kit, water proof matches and fire starter. Included within knife is a multi-compartment black nylon belt sheath which contains compass,
first aid kit and survival cards. (56020-KI215)

2332. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (52884-1A)

2333. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains six 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The boxes
are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs, ammu-
nition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded with
corrosive primers. (52884-1B)

2334. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains seven 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The
boxes are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs,
ammunition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded
with corrosive primers. (52884-1C)

2335. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains seven 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The
boxes are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs,
ammunition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded
with corrosive primers. (52884-1D)

2336. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains seven 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The
boxes are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs,
ammunition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded
with corrosive primers. (52884-1E)

2337. LOT OF 7.62X51 MM NATO AMMUNITION This lot contains seven 15 rd. boxes of Syrian 7.62 NATO ball ammunition. The
boxes are original military with white linen pull tabs and end labels with Farsi writing. Some of the boxes have cellophane tape repairs,
ammunition rates excellent. Syrian brass has the reputation for being at the high end of 7.62 NATO specs and these cartridges are loaded
with corrosive primers. (52884-1F)

2338. REPRODUCTION POLISH RADOM SHOULDER STOCK This is a top-quality reproduction shoulder stock for a Polish Vis 35
Radom pistol. The lug, hinge and hardware retain 98-99% original blue with one or two light scuffs barely noticeable. The European wal-
nut stock rates excellent with a couple minor blemishes from years of storage. There are no numbers or markings on either the wood or
metal. A near minty reproduction shoulder stock for your Radom pistol. (56240-131A)

2339. SPANISH MODEL 1893 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #2830, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel that has a gray
pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% of an added blue finish that is flaking to brown and mixing with light surface oxidation
throughout. The receiver is devoid of any markings on the ring save the serial number and the Mauser manufacturer's name and address
along the side rail is soft. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have added finish over light dings and scratches. The bolt and the receiv-
er are matching, the remaining parts are not matching or not numbered and rifle is not import marked. A cleaning rod and a leather sling
are included. An about very good condition example overall. (46136-2) {C&R} (300/500)

2340. ARGENTINE MODEL 1879 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #J7803, 43 Spanish, 36" barrel that has a
very good bore with areas of light pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal type blue finish
over areas of minor pitting, and have a few light handling marks and some scattered surface oxidation present as well. The walnut stocks
rate excellent and appear to be arsenal reconditioned. A cleaning rod and leather sling are included. An about very good reconditioned
example overall. (46128-34) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (400/600)

2341. SWISS MODEL 1869/71 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BERN serial #145542, 41 Swiss RF, 33" barrel that has
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal type blued finish that is flaking to brown and has a few light han-
dling marks. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The stocks have a few visible cartouches present and the butt
has "1839" stamped the left side. The rifle includes a cleaning rod and is not import marked, a very good example overall. (46264-1)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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2342. GERMAN MODEL 71/84 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #45957, 11mm Mauser, 24 1/2" barrel that has a bright excellent
bore. The barrel, bands and triggerguard retain about 99% of a later applied blue finish while the receiver, bolt and buttplate remain in
the white and have some light tarnish. The receiver and barrel markings remain crisp. The modified stock rates excellent and has added
lacquer over a few light dings and has crisp cartouches on the butt. An excellent condition sporter made from an "1887" dated Amberg
built rifle and has all matching numbers. (46283-5) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2343. SWISS MODEL 1911 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #4922, 7.5 Swiss, 23 1/4" barrel that has a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is lightly fading to gray along the edges and bearing surfaces. The hardwood stocks
rate very good and have light to moderate handling marks, divots and a few small cracks. Included are a magazine and a leather sling. A
very good to near excellent example overall that is all matching and not import marked. (46283-6) {C&R} (250/450)

2344. SWISS K-31 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #976966, 7.5 Swiss, 25 3/4" barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue that has a few areas of light handling wear present. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has light
dings and scratches and some light chipping at the butt. The numbers appear to be all matching and carbine is import marked along the
underside of the barrel. An excellent example overall that includes a muzzle cap, magazine and leather sling. (46223-16) {C&R} (250/450)

2345. U.S. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1903 MARK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1146383, 30-06, 24" barrel dated "2-20" that
has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a later applied commercial blue finish that has a few light handling marks.
The walnut stock rates excellent and has a faint firing proof and a few light dings. The front sight is intact, the rear sight assembly has
been removed and an unmarked Lyman style rear aperture sight has been mounted to the rear ring. A canvas sling is included. An excel-
lent condition sporting rifle with a strong military look. (46215-1) (300/500)

2346. U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #233632, 30-06, 26" barrel dated "3-18" that has gray
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal blue finish that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. The
walnut stocks rate very good and have a few small cracks and light dings and chips throughout. An about very good example overall that
was imported by Century Arms. (46223-21) {C&R} (200/400)

2347. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #R9811, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that has
a near excellent bore with some very light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of an arsenal blue finish that has
some areas of light handling wear throughout. The laminate hardwood stock rates about very good and has a few light dings and sever-
al minor cracks. The stock is numbered to the receiver, the remaining parts are either not numbered or mismatched. Rifle is import marked
on the barrel and includes a cleaning rod and a leather sling. An about very good example overall. (46239-197) {C&R} (150/250)

2348. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A24101, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that
has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few very light handling marks. The bolt
and buttplate remain in the white and are bright. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few small dings. The stock and floor-
plate have been numbered to match. No cleaning rod is present but rifle includes a front sight hood. Rifle was imported by Cherrys and
is in excellent condition overall. (46239-8) {C&R} (200/400)

2349. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #L30640, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that
has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few very light handling marks. The bolt
and buttplate remain in the white and are bright. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few small dings. The stock and floor-
plate have been numbered to match. No cleaning rod is present but rifle includes a front sight hood. Rifle was imported by Cherrys and
is in excellent condition overall. (46239-7) {C&R} (200/400)

2350. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 98K MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #L61727, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel that
has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few very light handling marks. The bolt
and buttplate remain in the white and are bright. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few small dings. The stock and floor-
plate have been numbered to match. Included are a sight hood, cleaning rod, leather sling, informational paper, and a correct bayonet
with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15" long with a 9 5/8" blade and is in similar restored condition. Rifle was imported by Cherrys
and is in excellent condition overall. (46223-15) {C&R} (250/450)

2351. IMEZ MODEL IJ70-17A MAKAROV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BTK2486, 380ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall, this pistol retains 99% plus of its polished and matte factory blue finish. The checkered rubber grips are in excellent condition. This
importer marked pistol features a set of adjustable sights, a slide mounted de-cocker and shoots more readily available ammunition. The pis-
tol includes a single eight round magazine, cleaning rod, tool and factory box. This pistol has seen very little use. (86239-133) (175/375)

2352. BAIKAL IZH DROZD AIR MACHINE-PISTOL Serial #04661030398, .177 BB. This air pistol is in its original factory box and
is factory sealed in a plastic sleeve. As such we have not been able to examine the contents of the box but, can give some generalities
on this pistol. These pistols utilize standard CO2 cartridges and AAA batteries to power them. They have three switches to operate them:
first switch powers up the unit; second switch allows the selection of semi-auto fire, three shot burst or, six shot burst; and the last switch
allows the selection of 300, 400 or 600 round per minute rate of fire. The features and capabilities of this air pistol just scream a fun time!
(86239-175) (100/300)

2353. FEG MODEL PJK-9HP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B47545, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains 99%
plus of its original factory blue finish. The checkered walnut grips are in like new condition. Features include three dot sights and maga-
zine safety. This importer marked pistol is patterned after the Browning Hi-Power and includes a single magazine, cleaning rod and fac-
tory box. This pistol appears to be as new in the box. (86239-128) (300/500)

2354. EGYPTIAN HELWAN BRIGADIER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1066877, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
importer marked pistol retains 99% of its dull blue arsenal refinish with a few light, scattered scratches present. The horizontally grooved
synthetic grips are in excellent condition with light handling blemishes. A single eight round magazine with finger extension floorplate,
factory box, cleaning rod and bore brush come with the pistol. (86239-117) (200/400)

2355. AMT AUTOMAG II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #GDA00939, 22 WMRF, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces are in excellent condition with few light scattered scratches present and they rate 99% overall. The horizontally grooved syn-
thetic grips are in excellent condition. This Sturgis South Dakota manufactured pistol features adjustable, white outline Millett rear sight;
white ramp front sight, and heel style magazine release. Included with the pistol are a single magazine, factory box, and paperwork.
(86239-143) (500/700)

2356. AMT LONGSLIDE HARDBALLER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A33973, 45 ACP, 7" barrel with an excellent bore. The
brushed and matte stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with a few light surface blemishes and rate 99% overall. The wrap-
around rubber grip with AMT logo is in excellent condition. This Irwindale, California manufactured pistol features adjustable Millett rear
sight, ramp front sight, extended slide release, over-travel adjustable trigger, and flat mainspring housing. Included with the pistol is a sin-
gle magazine and factory box. This pistol appears to be as new in the box. (86239-31) (400/600)

2357. TRADITIONS 1851 COLT NAVY REVOLVER BY LLI PIETTA serial #553396, .44 caliber percussion, 7 3/8" octagon barrel
with an excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 99% of their polished blue finish with a small blemish near the forcing cone on the
left side. The hammer, trigger and loading lever retain their full, rich case-hardened colors. The brass grip frame and frame are in excel-
lent condition with a slight amount of tarnish present. The walnut grips are in like new condition giving this cap and ball revolver a 99%
overall condition. The revolver includes a factory box and manual. This gun is as new in the box. (86251-4) (ANTIQUE) (150/250)
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2358. EUROARMS 1851 GRISWOLD & GUNNISON REVOLVER serial #24073, .36 caliber percussion, 7 3/8" octagon barrel with
an excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 99% of their polished blue finish with a turn ring present on the cylinder. The hammer,
trigger and loading lever retain their case-hardened colors. The brass grip frame and frame are in excellent condition and has mellowed
to a pleasing straw color. The walnut grips are in excellent condition, giving this cap and ball revolver a 99% overall condition. A nice
condition revolver ready for the range. (86239-307) (ANTIQUE) (150/250)

2359. ARMI SAN MARCO COLT MODEL 1847 WALKER REVOLVER serial #71968, .44 caliber lercussion, 9" round barrel with
an excellent bore. The blue finish on the barrel is in near excellent condition with a few, very light, oxidation blemishes with some dents
and nicks visible around the hole for the barrel wedge. The frame, hammer, loading lever and cylinder pin all retain their rich case-hard-
ened colors. The triggerguard is constructed of brass and has mellowed to a straw color. The smooth walnut grips are near excellent
condition with few light handling blemishes, giving this big revolver an overall rating of 98%. (86258-18) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2360. RIGARMI COLT MODEL 1860 ARMY REVOLVER serial #29882, .44 caliber percussion, 8" round barrel with an excellent
bore. The blue finish on the barrel is in near excellent condition with very light silvering by the muzzle and scattered light oxidation blem-
ishes on the rebated cylinder. The frame, hammer and loading lever all retain their case-hardened colors. The triggerguard is construct-
ed of brass and has mellowed to a straw color giving this revolver an overall rating of about 98%. The smooth walnut grips are in near
excellent condition with few light handling blemishes and a small area of flaked finish on the bottom of the right grip panel. The left side
of the barrel is stamped RAG, which is one of Rigarmi's logos. The hammer notch is a deep U shape, unlike the traditional small V notch
of the 1860 Army's, giving it a better sight picture. Overall, a nice condition revolver. (8639-174) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)

2361. RIGARMI COLT MODEL 1860 ARMY REVOLVER serial #23094, .44 caliber percussion, 8" round barrel with an excellent
bore. The blue finish on the barrel is in near excellent condition with faint silvering by the muzzle and a turn ring on the rebated cylinder.
The frame, hammer and loading lever all retain their case-hardened colors with a small portion of the left side of the hammer having sil-
vered. The triggerguard is constructed of brass and has mellowed to a pleasing straw color giving this revolver an overall rating of about
99%. . The smooth walnut grips are in excellent condition with few light dents. The left side of the barrel is stamped RAG, which is one
of Rigarmi's logos. The hammer notch is a deep U shape, unlike the traditional small V notch of the 1860 Army's, giving it a better sight
picture. Overall, a nice condition revolver. (8639-308) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)

2362. SILE REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY REVOLVER serial #073612, .44 caliber percussion, 8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The blue finish metal surfaces are in excellent condition with 99% plus remaining. The frame has turned to a plum color and the cylinder
has a turn ring present. The brass triggerguard has turned to a straw color. The case-hardened colors on the hammer are in excellent
condition, with and overall rating of the firearm of 99%. The hardwood grips are in excellent condition with minor handling blemishes. A
nice condition New Model Army exhibiting little if any use. (86239-309) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)

2363. TRADITIONS 1860 ARMY CONVERSION BY ARMI SAN MARCO serial #1497, 38 Special, 8" round barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This revolver retains 99% plus of its original blue and case-hardened colors with a light turn ring present on the cylinder. The
triggerguard and front strap are constructed of brass and they have mellowed slightly, to a gold color. The hardwood grips are in like new
condition. Overall, this is a nice condition revolver that is patterned after the Richard-Mason conversion and would be a fun addition to
the Cowboy action shooters battery. (86281-3) (350/550)

2364. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #T003810, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte black finish is in
excellent condition as is the black polymer frame. Overall, the pistol rates 99% and features three dot adjustable sights, ambidextrous
magazine release, and interchangeable backstrap. This gun comes with a factory hardcase containing, a single magazine, spare sights
and backstrap, integral trigger lock, barrel wrench and threaded suppressor adaptor. A like new Galco Model L129L inside the pants
holster is also included. (86278-35) (250/450)

2365. POLISH MODEL WZ48 TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY RADOM serial #BR08150, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. The 1954 manufactured pistol retains 99% of its factory blue finish with few light scratches present. The ver-
tically grooved grips are in like new condition and feature the correct thumb rest on the left grip panel. This importer marked pistol has
matching serial numbers on all the correct parts to include the two magazines. This pistol includes two magazines, cleaning rod and a
holster. The holster may be an accurate reproduction as it lacks any military markings and is in like new condition. The top of the slide is
marked with an “11” in an oval and a 1954 date stamp. Considered one of the better-made Tokarevs, this is a nice specimen for shoot-
ing or collecting. (86240-210) {C&R} (200/400)

2366. SPANISH AIR FORCE MODEL S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY STAR serial #00443, 380 ACP, 4" barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 97% of its original blue finish with light silvering at the muzzle and scattered light scratches. The plastic grips fea-
ture the Star logo and are in very good condition with a light crack visible at the top of the left grip panel. This importer-marked pistol
features the Spanish Air Force crest on the slide and frame. The pistol includes two magazines. (86240-211) {C&R} (200/400)

2367. YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY IAI serial #0-609125, 7.62x39mm, 24” barrel with an excellent bright bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refinished blue color with minor wear and handling marks as well as light silvering on the high edges.
The original hardwood stock and handguard exhibit minor wear with a bruise on the left side of the stock next to the stock lug. Equipped
with a grenade launcher and sight, the rifle is in excellent refinished condition, includes a Russian style blade bayonet, sling and fixed 10
round magazine. (66283-9) {C&R} (200/400)

2368. CHINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY INTERSTATE ARMS serial #1600477, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with sporadic light oxidation staining. The bolt exhibits light to moder-
ate oxidation with minor pitting from probable corrosive ammunition and will clean up with a dremel tool or elbow grease. The hardwood
stock and handguard exhibit wear and handling marks consistent with a military arm. Equipped with a spike bayonet, sling and fixed 10
round magazine, the rifle is in very good to excellent refinished condition overall. (66251-54) {C&R} (200/400)

2369. CHINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY KSI serial #24103556P, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with minor wear and sporadic oxidation staining. The original hardwood stock and syn-
thetic handguard rate excellent. Equipped with a cleaning rod, fixed 10 round magazine and sling, the rifle is in excellent refinished con-
dition overall, does not include a bayonet. (66256-1) {C&R} (200/400)

2370. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY C.D.I. serial #CCCP54648, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with a very good to excellent,
lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished black color with light wear. The original laminated wood stock and
handguard exhibit light wear and handling marks. Equipped with blade type bayonet, sling and cleaning rod, the rifle is in excellent refin-
ished condition overall. (66239-253) {C&R} (200/400)

2371. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY C.D.I. serial #CCCP48425, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent, lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with light overall wear as well as minor silvering on the high edges. The orig-
inal laminated wood stock and handguard rate excellent with wear and handling marks consistent with a military arm. Equipped with blade
type bayonet, fixed 10 round magazine, sling and cleaning rod, the rifle is in excellent condition overall. (66239-219) {C&R} (200/400)

2372. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY C.D.I. serial #CCCP08066, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished color with minor wear from handling and storage. The original stock and handguard rate
excellent exhibiting light wear and the occasional bruise consistent with a military arm. Equipped with blade type bayonet, cleaning rod
and fixed 10 round magazine, the rifle is in excellent refinished condition overall. (66239-251) {C&R} (200/400)
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2373. POLISH M44 NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY C.A.I. serial #KD20500/M44086590, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with minor wear from handling and storage. The hardwood
stock and handguard rate excellent with minor wear and handling marks. Equipped with folding spike bayonet, cleaning rod and fixed
magazine, this all matching rifle is in excellent refinished condition. (66283-8) {C&R} (150/350)

2374. POLISH M44 NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY INTRAC serial #KC12494, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with minor wear from handling and storage. The hardwood stock and
handguard rate excellent with minor wear and handling marks. Equipped with folding spike bayonet, cleaning rod, sling and fixed maga-
zine, this all matching rifle is in excellent refinished condition. (66239-234) {C&R} (200/400)

2375. POLISH M44 NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CDI serial #KT19636, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with light scuffs on both sides of the magazine as well as minor overall wear from
handling and storage. The hardwood stock and handguard rate excellent with minor wear and handling marks. Equipped with folding spike
bayonet, cleaning rod, sling and fixed magazine, this all matching rifle is in excellent refinished condition. (66239-217) {C&R} (150/350)

2376. POLISH M44 NAGANT BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY C.A.I. serial #GL5323, 7.62x54R, 20” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refinished blue color with minor wear from handling and storage. The metal surfaces exhibit wear
and light handling marks under the existing finish. The hardwood stock and handguard rate excellent with minor wear and handling
marks. Equipped with folding spike bayonet, cleaning rod and fixed magazine, this all matching rifle is in excellent refinished condition.
(66239-230) {C&R} (150/350)

2377. FRENCH MAS MLE1936-51 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY C.A.I. serial #F44497, 7.5mm French, 24 1/2” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refinished phosphate color with general overall wear. The magazine release buttons exhib-
it wear and scuffing. The hardwood buttstock, forend and handguard exhibit wear and handling marks as well as areas of heavy reapplied
varnish. The rubber slip-on recoil pad is intact. Equipped with grenade launcher and spike bayonet, the rifle is in excellent refinished con-
dition. (66239-238) {C&R} (200/400)

2378. FRENCH MAS MLE1936-51 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY C.A.I. serial #L26099, 7.5mm French, 24 1/2” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refinished phosphate color with general overall wear. The hardwood buttstock, forend and
handguard are for a different numbered rifle with wear and handling marks as well as a repair on the forend by the front sling swivel. The
rubber slip-on recoil pad is absent. Equipped with grenade launcher, leather sling and spike bayonet, the rifle is in excellent refinished con-
dition. (66239-220) {C&R} (200/400)

2379. FRENCH MAS MLE1949-56 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY C.A.I. serial #G98764, 7.5mm French, 20 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refinished phosphate color with light overall wear. The hardwood buttstock, forend and hand-
guard rate excellent with minimal wear. The rifle is fitted with the correct black rubber slip-on recoil pad. Equipped with grenade launch-
er, sling, and detachable 10 round magazine, the rifle is in excellent refinished condition. (66239-18) {C&R} (300/500)

2380. FRENCH MAS MLE1949-56 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY C.A.I. serial #G56376, 7.5mm French, 20 3/4” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal refinished phosphate color with light overall wear. The hardwood buttstock, forend and
handguard rate excellent with minimal wear. The rifle is fitted with the correct black rubber slip-on recoil pad. Equipped with grenade
launcher, extra grenade launcher sight, and detachable 10 round magazine, the rifle is in excellent refinished condition. (66239-15)
{C&R} (300/500)

2381. AUSTRALIAN NO.1 SMLE MKIII BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #E29984, 303 British, 25 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% refinished phosphate color with minor wear from handling and storage. The buttstock socket is stamped
“Lithgow SMLE MKIII 1942”. The hardwood buttstock, forend and handguard are refinished with the stamp of “SLAZ 43” still visible on
the forend. The buttstock slightly overlaps the brass buttplate. Equipped with a detachable 10 round magazine, the rifle is in excellent refin-
ished condition. (66239-192) {C&R} (200/400)

2382. LOT OF BOOKS Total of 9 The U.S. Army in the West, 1870-1880: Uniforms, Weapons and Equipment, by Douglas C. McChristian;
c. 1995 U. of Oklahoma Press. 315 pages hardcover with jacket. Guns at the Little Bighorn: The Weapons of Custer's Last Stand, A Man
at Arms Special Publication; c. 1988 Andrew Mowbray Inc. 53 pages staple bound paperback. United States Cavalry, Patton Museum
Society Publication No. 2, which is a compilation of articles that appeared in The Western Horseman magazine during the years 1960-
1962. US Cavalry on the Plains 1850-90, by Philip Katcher; c. 1985 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 48 pages illustrated paperback from the Man-
at-Arms Series. Soldiers on Horseback: The Story of the United States Cavalry, by W.E. Butterworth; c. 1967 William E. Butterworth. 141
pages hardcover with jacket. The Twilight of the U.S. Cavalry: Life in the Old Army, 1917-1942, by Lucian K. Truscott, Jr.; c. 1989 University
Press of Kansas. 198 pages hardcover with jacket. Spurs to Glory: The Story of the United States Cavalry, by James M. Merrill; c. 1966
James Merrill. 302 pages hardcover with jacket, ink marks on inside covers and adhesive residue on back end paper. From Everglade to
Canyon with the Second United States Cavalry: An authentic Account of Service in Florida, Mexico, Virginia, and the Indian Country 1836-
1875, by Theophilus F. Rodenbough; c. 2000 U. of Oklahoma Press. 561 pages paperback. End of Custer: The Death of an American
Military Legend, by Dale T. Schoenberger; c. 1995 Dale T. Schoenberger. 331 pages paperback. The overall condition of the lot is excel-
lent with the previously mentioned exceptions. (75538-17T)

2383. LOT OF BOOKS Total of 12 Wild Horses of America, text by L. Edward Purcell; c. 1987 Colour Library Books Ltd. 160 pages hard-
cover with jacket. 14 1/2"x 10"with outstanding color photos including some two page spreads. There is a personal note in ink on front
end paper. The next three items are from Time-Life Books Old West Series and feature a handsome brown padded cover with period art
over a western style backdrop. The Ranchers, by Ogden Tanner; c. 1977 Time-Life Books. 240 pages hardcover. The Soldiers, by David
Nevin; c. 1973 Time Inc. 221 pages hardcover. The Gunfighters, by Paul Trachtman; c. 1974 Time-Life Books. 238 pages hardcover.
Cowboy, by Bernard Wolf; c. 1985 Bernard Wolf. 76 pages photo oriented hardcover with jacket. Horse Sense, by Willard "Bill" Leonard;
c. 1984 Oregon Historical Society. 128 pages paperback. Personal account of life as a cowboy in Oregon. Bluecoats: The U.S. Army in the
West 1848-1897, by John P. Langellier; c. 1995 Lionel Leventhal Limited. 80 pages paperback from the G.I. series The Illustrated History of
the American Soldier, his Uniform and his Equipment. Campaign Clothing: Field Uniforms of the Indian War Army 1866-1871, by Lee A.
Rutledge; c. 1998 North Cape Publications. 51 pages paperback from the Collector's Guide to Military Uniforms. Fort Laramie: National
Monument-Wyoming, by David L. Hieb; 1957 printing of National Park Service Historical Handbook Series No. 20. 44 page pages and 9"x6".
The Battle of the Washita: The Sheridan-Custer Indian Campaign of 1867-69, by Stan Hoig; c. 1976 Stan Hoig. 268 pages hardcover with
jacket and library envelope and bar code adhered to front end paper. Sagebrush Soldier: Private William Earl Smith's View of the Sioux War
of 1876, by Sherry L. Smith; c. 1989 U. of Oklahoma Press. 158 pages paperback. The Buffalo Soldiers: A Narrative of the Negro Cavalry
in the West, by William H. Leckie; c.1967 U. of Oklahoma Press. 290 pages paperback with liquid stains on the back cover and last few
pages and a library stamp on the first page. Unless otherwise noted the books in this lot rate very good to excellent. (75538-17U)
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2384. LOT OF BOOKS Total of 12 Weapons of the Civil War, by Ian V. Hogg; 1987 edition published by Military Press. 174 pages illus-
trated hardcover with jacket. The American Heritage Picture History of The Civil War, narrative by Bruce Catton; c. 1960 American Heritage
Publishing Co. Inc. 630 pages illustrated (836 pictures) hardcover with jacket. The next 5 items are Parts 10 through 14 of The Civil War
through the Camera together with Elson's New History in Sixteen Parts; c. 1912 averaging approximately 30 pages each and 11"x8" with
light fading and ingrained dirt in areas. Gettysburg July 1, by David G. Martin; c. 1995 David G. Martin. 736 pages hardcover with jack-
et and signed and dated July 1, 1995. Lee's Cavalrymen: A History of the Mounted Forces of the Army of Northern Virginia, by Edward
G. Longacre. 468 pages hardcover with jacket. Civil War Carbines: From Service to Sentiment, by Andrew F. Lustyik; c. 1962 World-Wide
Gun Report, Inc. 95 pages 9"x6" staple bound paperback with cellophane tape applied to spine area. Gettysburg's Forgotten Cavalry
Actions, by Eric J. Wittenberg; c.1998 Eric J. Wittenberg. 181 pages paperback. Chickamauga and other Civil War Stories, edited by
Shelby Foote. A collection of great short fiction. The overall condition is near excellent. (75538-17V)

2385. LOT OF BOOKS 12 total The American Heritage History of the West, by David Lavender; c. 1965 American Heritage Publishing, this
edition 1988. 416 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket with a personal note written on the front end paper. With Custer on the Little
Bighorn: A Newly Discovered First-Person Account by William O. Taylor; first published 1996 Viking Penguin. 206 pages hardcover with
jacket. Buffalo Soldiers 1866-91, by Ron Field; c. 2004 Osprey Publishing. 64 pages illustrated paperback from the Elite Series. To Live
and Die in the West: The American Indian Wars, by Jason hook and Martin Pegler; c. 1999 Osprey Publishing Co. 159 pages illustrated
paperback. Campaign Clothing: Field Uniforms of the Indian War Army 1872-1886, by Lee A. Rutledge; c. 1997 N. Cape Publications. 79
page reference paperback from the series Collector's Guide to Military Uniforms. Archaeology, History, and Custer's Last Battle, by
Richard Allan Fox, Jr.; c. 1993 Richard Allen Fox, Jr. 411 pages hardcover with jacket. The Mystery of E. Troop: Custer's Gray Horse
Company at the Little Bighorn, by Gregory Michno; c. 1994 Gregory Michno. 349 pages paperback. Crimson Desert: Indian Wars of the
American Southwest, by Odie B. Faulk; c. 1974 Oxford University Press Inc. 237 pages hardcover with jacket. The Indian Wars Campaign
Medal: Its History and Its Recipients, by the J.M. Carroll Co.; republished 1992. 84 pages hardcover. Cavalier in Buckskin: George
Armstrong Custer and the Western Military Frontier, by Robert M. Utley; c. 1988 U. of Oklahoma Press. 226 pages paperback. Frontier
Soldier: An Enlisted Man's Journal of the Sioux and Nez Perce Campaigns, 1877, by Private William F. Zimmer. 171 pages paperback.
Crazy Horse and Custer: The Parallel Lives of two American Warriors, by Stephen E. Ambrose; c. 1975 Stephen E. Ambrose. 527 pages
paperback. The overall condition of this lot is excellent. (75538-17W)

2386. LOT OF BOOKS AND MAPS 18 total The Clans of the Scottish Highlands, by R.R. McIan; c. 1980 Webb & Bower Publications.
206 pages illustrated, 13 1/2"x10" hardcover with jacket. Life, June 11 1965 issue of the iconic magazine with feature article and full cover
image to commemorate the 150th. Anniversary of Waterloo. The Cavalry: Techniques & Triumphs of the Military Horseman: The Stories
of the Great Cavalry Regiments, their Commandersand Celebrated Actions, edited by James Lawford; c. 1976 Roxby Press Limited. 176
page illustrated hardcover with jacket. Nations and Empires, edited by Alan Palmer, c. 1970 and 1974 George Weidenfeld and Nicholson
Ltd. 160 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. This is Vol. 9 of Milestones of History. British Cavalry Uniforms Since 1660, by Michael
Barthrop; c. 1984 Blandford Press Ltd. 192 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. Sabre & Lance: An Illustrated History of Cavalry, by
Peter Newark; c. 1987 Peter Newark. 256 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. British Cavalry Equipments 1800-1941, by Mike
Chappell; c. 1983 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 40 pages illustrated paperback from the Men-at-Arms Series. British Infantry Equipments 1808-
1908, by Mike Chappel; c. 1980 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 40 pages paperback from the Man-at-Arms Series. The Royal Canadian Mounted
Police 1873-1987, by David Ross; c. 1988 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 47 pages paperback from the Men-at Arms Series. Small Arms of the
Mounted Police, by R. Phillips and S.J. Kirby; c. 1965. 32 pages staple bound illustrated paperback. hard times, hard men: Maine and
the Irish 1830-1860, by James H. Mundy; c. 1990 Harp Publications. 209 pages hardcover with jacket and maps of Bangor and Portland
serving as end papers. This book is signed by the author on the title page. Robert the Bruce's Rivals: The Comyns, 1212-1314, by Alan
Young; c. 1997 Tuckwell Press Ltd. 244 pages paperback. The Wind that Shakes the Barley: A Selection of Folk Songs, by Gareth James;
c. 1983 Appletree Press. 72 pages pocket size paperback. The Guide to Scottish Tartans, foreword by Sir lain Moncreiffe; c. 1977 Scottish
Tartans Society. Approximately 40 pages 10"x4" paperback depicting 140 tartans in their true colors with notes on the clans and families
and includes a Scottish-English dictionary. Bartolomew Clan Map Scotland of Old, by Sir Iain MonCreiffe that unfolds from a 10"x6 1/2"
cardboard sleeve to reveal a colorful and very detailed map measuring 40"x29". Heraldic Scroll of Ireland, published by Mullins of Dublin
and serves as a map of family names and origins that unfolds to 41"x28". The World, by National Geographic unfolds to 42"x28" reveal-
ing a map suitable for wall hanging and based on national boundaries. Portland Maine & Vicinity Street Atlas; c. 1999 Delorme. 80 pages
of maps and information measuring 11"x8". The overall condition of the lot is near excellent. (75538-17X)

2387. LOT OF BOOKS 12 total The Book of the American West, prepared under the direction of Jay Monaghan; c. 1963 Simon &
Schuster, Inc. 608 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. Cowboys, by Peter Newark; c. 1983 Bison Books Corp. 63 pages illustrated
hardcover with jacket. Rocky Mountain Rider, April 1999 issue, 87 pages magazine. Western Horseman, May 1998 issue, 240 pages mag-
azine. The Old-Time Cowhand, by Ramon F. Adams; c. 1948,1949,1951,1954,1959,1960,1961 Ramon F. Adams. 354 pages paperback.
Cowboy Country, by John R. Erickson; c. 1986 John R. Erickson. 128 pages hardcover with jacket. The Trampling Herd: The Story of the
Cattle Range in America, by Paul I. Wellman; c. 1939 Paul I. Wellman, renewed 1967 Paul I. Wellman Jr., this printing 1988. A Long-Time
Cowboy, by Robert T. Babcock; c. 1978 Robert T. Babcock. 105 pages hardcover with jacket. Be Tough or be Gone: The Adventures of
a Modern Day Cowboy, by Tom Davis as Told to Marilyn Ross; c. 1984 Tom Davis. 206 pages paperback dedicated by Davis. Horses:
Their Selection, Care and Handling, by Margaret Cabell Self; c. 1943 A.S. Barnes & Co., Inc. 170 pages paperback. The Western Horse:
Advice and Training, by Dave Jones; c. 1974 U. of Oklahoma Press. 175 pages illustrated paperback. The Complete Cowboy Reader:
Remembering the Open Range, edited by Ted Stone; c. 1997 Ted Stone. 263 pages paperback. The overall condition of the books in this
lot is near excellent with light foxing on a few. (75538-17Y)

2388. LOT OF BOOKS 6 total Colt Single Action Army Revolvers, U.S. Alterations, by C. Kenneth Moore; c. 1999 C. Kenneth Moore. 110
pages hardcover with close-up photographs. Colt's New Service Revolver: "A Particularly Strong, Heavy Weapon", by Timothy J. Mullin;
c. 2009 Timothy J. Mullin. 272 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. Colt's Single Army Revolver: The Legend , the Romance & the
Rivals, by "Doc" O'Meara; c. 1999 Robert H. "Doc" O'Meara. 160 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket. Colt: An American Legend, by
R.L. Wilson; c. but no stated year. 406 pages hardcover with jacket. This copy of the iconic book which features over 300 color illustra-
tions exhibits some separation at the spine including a large tape repair at the back end paper. It rates about very good overall. The Gun
Digest Book of Single Action Revolvers, by Jack Lewis; c. 1982 DBI Books Inc. 256 pages illustrated paperback. Gun Collector's Digest,
edited by Joseph J. Schroeder; c. 1985 DBI Books Inc. 224 pages illustrated paperback. The first three books in this lot rate excellent
with one showing a minor jacket tear while the paperbacks are near excellent as they have experienced fading to the outer edges and
minor creases or wear at the corner. (75538-17Z)

2389. LOT OF BOOKS 7 total Small Arms of the World: A Basic Manual of Small Arms, by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1960,1962, 1966,1969 The
Stackpole Co. 768 pages hardcover with jacket. Classic reference work with fading and minor liquid stains to the edges, foxing on the
top one, a few tears and wear marks to the jacket but overall still very good to excellent. The Government Models: The Development of
the Colt Model of 1911, by William H.D. Goddard; c. 1988 William H.D. Goddard. 293 pages illustrated paperback. Reference source with
extensive data in near excellent condition. The Colt 1911 Pistol, by Leroy Thompson; c. 2011 Osprey Publishing Ltd. 80 pages illustrated
paperback that appears unused. Pistol Guide, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1980 estate of George S. Nonte, Jr., this printing 1987. 280
pages paperback serving as a fully illustrated collecting and shooting guide for pistols of all types and rating near excellent. Know your
.45 Auto Pistols: Models 1911 & A1, by E.J. Hoffschmidt; c. 1974 Blacksmith Inc. 64 pages illustrated paperback rating excellent but with
an ink stamp on the first page. The Modern Colt Guide, by Burr Leyson; c. 1953 Greenberg. 128 pages 8"x5" paperback with useful infor-
mation pertaining to Colt semi-autos rating about very good with light wear and foxing. Colt Handbook: A Manual on Handgun Use, pub-
lished by Colt's Manufacturing Co. (no date) and exhibiting a wavy profile and light wear and ingrained dirt. (75538-17AA)
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2390. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Winchester: An American Legend, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1991. 404 pages hardcover with jacket. All time clas-
sic in excellent condition were it not for a slight gap at page 305 likely from something having been wedged there. American Rifle: A
Biography, by Alexander Rose; c. 2008 Alexander Rose. 495 pages hardcover with jacket. Narrative covering the historical significance
of rifles that appears unused. The First Winchester: The Story of the 1866 Repeating Rifle, by John E. Parsons; c. 1955, 1960, 1969 John
E. Parsons. 207 pages hardcover with jacket. useful reference work in very good to excellent condition with light wear at the corners and
foxing at the top edge. (75538-14AB)

2391. LOT OF BOOKS 8 total The Horse Soldier 1776-1943: The United States Cavalryman: His Uniforms, Arms, Accoutrements, and
Equipments, by Randy Steffen; c. 1977,1978,1979 U. of Oklahoma Press, complete set of Vols. I-IV averaging about 200 pages each, mea-
suring 12"x9 1/2" and including jackets with mild wear marks and hard covers with light mildew type stains at their bottoms. Well illus-
trated and useful reference collection. The Military Horse: The Equestrian Warrior through the Ages, by Frederick Hooper; c. 1976 Marshall
Cavendish. 105 pages illustrated hardcover with jacket covering the subject from a worldwide, historical perspective. Present Sabers: A
Popular History of the U.S. Horse Cavalry, by Allan T. Heninger; c. 2002 Allan T. Heninger. 158 pages illustrated 11”x8 1/2" paperback.
The Cavalry Journal, January 1924 issue; 124 pages 10"x7 1/4" paperback with areas of fading and discoloration from the years. A one
inch portion at the top of the spine is missing but this old periodical is structurally sound and rating near very good overall. Diary of a
Common Soldier in the American Revolution, 1775-1783: An Annotated Edition of the Military Journal of Jeremiah Greenman, edited by
Robert Bray and Paul Bushnell; c. 1978 Northern Illinois University Press. 333 pages paperback. Unless otherwise stated, the books in
this lot rate near excellent. (75538-14AC)

2392. LOT OF BOOKS 13 total History of the US Army, by James M. Morris; c. 1986 Brompton Books Corp. 224 pages excellent con-
dition and illustration oriented hardcover with jacket. Small Arms of the World, by W.H.B. Smith; sixth edition c. 1960 The Stackpole Co.
711 pages hardcover with jacket showing several small tears and creases, mild edge wear and some fading at the spine. The popular ref-
erence source rates very good plus with light ingrained dirt at the bottom edge and mild spotting at the spine area of the top edge. A
History of Watervliet Arsenal 1813-to Modernization 1982, 260 pages near excellent condition illustrated paperback that is undated and
apparently issued by the U.S. Army. Essential Military Jeep: Willys, Ford & Bantam Models 1941-45, by Graham Scott; c.1996 MBI
Publishing Co., 80 pages photo packed paperback rating excellent. Guns Quarterly; fall 1960 edition, 83 pages magazine with plastic bind-
ing. Two copies of Surplus Firearms; 128 pages magazines rating excellent and dated 2010 and 2011 with dozens of articles and color
photos. The .45-70 Springfield, by Joe Poyer and Craig Riesch; c. 1991,1996,1999 North Cape Publications. 143 pages paperback that
appears unused and is from the For Collectors Only series. British Enfield Rifles Volume 4 The Pattern 1914 and U.S. Model 1917 Rifles,
by Charles R. Stratton; c. 2000 North Cape Publications. 154 pages excellent condition paperback from the For Collectors Only series.
Shotguns: U.S. Shotguns, All Types TM 9-285; military issue manual of 257 pages and near excellent condition. New Infantry Drill
Regulations U.S. Army; c. 1941 Military Service Publishing Co. 346 pages manual and includes Rifle Marksmanship. Basic Field Manual
U.S. Carbine, Caliber .30, M1; 140 pages War Dept. issued manual dated May 20, 1942. Operator's Manual W/Components List Rifle,
5.56-MM, M16A2 W/E (1005-01-128-9936); August 1986 manual issued by U.S. Marine Corps and Army. The manuals rate very good
overall. (75538-14AD)

2393. LOT OF BOOKS total of 8 The Outlaw Trail: A Journey Through Time, by Robert Redford; c. 1976, 1978 Robert Redford, 223 pages
hardcover with jacket and stunning photography. The Gunfighters, Paintings and Text by Lea F. McCarty; c.1959 Mike Roberts Color
Productions. 48 pages staple bound paperback. Frederic Remington's Own West: 26 Tales Written and Illustrated by Frederick Remington,
edited by Harold McCracken:c. 1960 Harold McCracken, this edition 1996. 254 pages gilt embossed faux pebble hard cover with full
color image of a Remington work. Good Friends Good Guns Good Whiskey: Selected Works of Skeeter Skelton, c. 1988 PJS Publications.
347 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearms and American Law Enforcement Deadly Force: From the Wild West to the Streets of Today, by
Chris McNab; c. 2009 Chris McNab. 312 pages paperback. Down on the Border: A Western Lawman's Journal, by Bart Skelton; c. 2003
Bart Skelton. 184 pages paperback. The Shooters: A Gallery of Notorious Gunmen from the American West, by Leon Claire Metz; c. 1976
Leon Metz, this edition 1996. The Gunfighter: Man or Myth?, by Joseph G. Rosa; c. 1969 U. of Oklahoma Press. 229 pages paperback.
The books in this lot are in excellent overall condition. (75538-14AE)

2394. LOT OF BOOKS total of 7 Frederic Remington: The American West, selected & edited by Philip R. St. Clair; c. 1978 Volair Ltd. 322
pages hardcover with jacket. Six Guns by Keith: The Standard Reference Work, by Elmer Keith; c. 1955, 1961 Elmer Keith. 335 pages
hardcover with jacket. Bruce Catton's America: Selections from his Greatest Works, Edited by Oliver Jensen; c. 1979 American Heritage
Publishing Co. 222 pages hardcover with jacket. Hemingway's Guns: The Sporting Arms of Ernest Hemingway, by Silvio Calobi, Steve
Helsley & Roger Sanger: c. 2010 by the aforementioned. 181 pages hardcover with jacket and graced with crisp photography. Frederic
Remington's Own West, by Frederic Remington; c. 1960 Harold McCracken. 254 pages hardcover with jacket. America: The Men and
their Guns that Made her Great, edited by Craig Boddington; c. 1981 Petersen Publishing Co. 186 pages hardcover with jacket. Very Close
to Trouble: The Johnny Grant Memoir, edited by Lyndel Meikle; c. 1996 Board of Regents Washington State University. 223 pages paper-
back. Chronicles the adventures of the man who was a key pioneer in western Montana. The conditions of the books in this lot range
from very good to excellent plus. (75538-14AF)

2395. LOT OF BOOKS total of 6 Arms & Equipment of the Civil War, written and illustrated by Jack Coggins; c.1962 Jack Coggins, this
edition 1983. 160 pages hardcover with jacket. The Photographic History of the Civil War: The Cavalry, edited by Theo. F. Rodenbough;
c.1983 Crown Publishers Inc. 337 pages hardcover with jacket. The United States Cavalry: An Illustrated History, by Gregory J. W. Urwin;
c. 1983 Blandford Books Ltd. 192 pages hardcover with jacket. Lincoln's Cavalrymen: A History of the Mounted Forces of the Army of
the Potomac, by Edward G. Longacre; c. 2000 Stackpole Books 470 pages hardcover with jacket. Confederate Cavalry West of the River,
by Stephen B. Oates; c. 1961 Stephen B. Oates. 234 pages paperback. The Cavalry at Gettysburg, by Edward G. Longacre; c. 1986
Associated University Presses, Inc. 338 pages paperback. The overall condition of this lot is excellent. (75538-14AG)

2396. STEVENS FAVORITE NO. 17 FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #K123, 25 Stevens, 22” part octagon, part
round barrel with a near excellent very lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% fading original blue showing areas thinning to
a gray-brown patina with light to moderate freckling, scratches and other minor handling marks; the frame shows excellent case-hard-
ened colors with light freckling and some spotty oxidation with pitting. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light
handling marks and an added finish. (126288-110) {C&R} (150/250)

2397. REMINGTON NO. 4 SOLID FRAME ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #94710, 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a moderately
frosted bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with some light handling marks; the frame exhibits good case-hardening
with moderate freckling, some light oxidation and pitting. The walnut stock rates very good with light and moderate scratches, and other
handling marks. (126288-81) {C&R} (100/200)

2398. PUMA MODEL 92 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial#AM220149, 45 Colt, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and
action’s metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few minor handling marks and spot freckles; the brass receiver is in excellent con-
dition with a couple light handling marks. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a few superficial handling blemishes. This rifle
appears to have had little if any use and is in overall excellent condition. (126264-32) (300/500)

2399. STEVENS FAVORITE NO. 19 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #K943, 22 LR, 22” part octagon, part round barrel with a near
excellent very lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with a couple of thinning spots showing a dark sil-
ver-brown patina with a few minor handling marks; the frames case-hardened colors rate excellent with some light freckling present
and some moderate superficial oxidation on the lever. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with light handling marks and
an added finish. Comes with a Lyman folding front sight, wide V folding rear sight, and a tang mounted Lyman rear aperture sight.
(126288-57) {C&R} (200/400)
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2400. HOPKINS & ALLEN NO. 922 FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #5842, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a moderately
pitted bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown/dark gray-brown patina with a few minor handling marks and spots of pitting. The
checkered walnut stock and forearm rate very good with multiple light to moderate handling blemishes. Comes with a Lyman folding front
sight and a tang mounted Lyman rear aperture sight. (126288-56) {C&R} (75/150)

2401. ROSSI MODEL 62SAC SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #G424369, 22 S,L,LR, 16 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks. The hardwood stock and grooved grip slide rate excellent
with a couple of minor handling marks. The rifle appears to have had little if any use and is in overall excellent condition. Comes with its
original box. (126239-223) (100/200)

2402. SAVAGE MODEL 23 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #92217, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a near excellent very lightly frost-
ed bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a dark gray-brown patina with minor handling marks. The hardwood stock with schnabel forend
rates very good with multiple handling blemishes. Comes without a magazine. (126264-34) (50/100)

2403. LLAMA MINIMAX JORDANIAN ARMED FORCES SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #07-04-15077-99, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling blemishes. The checkered rubber grips
rate excellent. This pistol appears to have had little if any use and is 1 of 200 limited edition Royal Jordanian Armed Forces pistols that comes
with its original plastic box, instruction pamphlet and a card dedicating the pistol in memory of King Hussein. (126240-223) (300/500)

2404. LLAMA MAX-I-L/F COMP 10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #07-04-17861-95, 45 ACP, 6 1/2" compensator equipped barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue finish with a few light handling marks and a couple of spots
of light superficial oxidation. The checkered rubber grips rate excellent. Comes with its original box. (126239-49) (300/500)

2405. LLAMA MINIMAX II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #07-04-06841-97, 45 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of light handling marks and a few tiny spots of oxidation. The checkered rubber
grips rate excellent. Comes with its original box. (126239-53) (150/250)

2406. STEVENS CRACK-SHOT SIDE LEVER ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #M745, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a dark heavily pitted
bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with some areas of original blue still present and some spotty pitting. The walnut
stock and forearm rate very good plus with handling marks and an added finish. (126288-80) {C&R} (40/80)

2407. REMINGTON NO. 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #S277718, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The bar-
rels metal surface retains 50% blue with thinning to a gray-brown patina with freckling, areas of silvering and a few spots of pitting; the
frame exhibits strong case-hardened colors with some freckling and a couple of small areas of oxidation. The walnut stock and forearm
rate very good plus with multiple light handling marks and an added finish. (126288-79) {C&R} (50/100)

2408. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #41439, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with a bright lightly frosted bore with a cou-
ple of spots of mild pitting. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with thinning to a brown patina, freckling, and some spotty oxi-
dation and mild pitting. The walnut pistol grip stock and forearm rate good to very good with multiple light to moderate handling marks,
a broken and cracked forearm with a piece missing, initials carved into the stock, and an area where the finish is lifting. The barrel fits
loosely to the frame. (126229-681) {C&R} (50/100)

2409. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #235-05133, 22 LR, 19” unmarked aftermarket barrel with a bright
excellent bore; the barrel is threaded 7” from the muzzle with a false suppressor attached over the barrel, and threaded at the muzzle with
a flash suppressor attached. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks. The hardwood stock rates excel-
lent. Comes with a scope rail attached, no front or rear sights, and no magazine included. (126239-200) (150/250)

2410. MOSSBERG MODEL 40 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are toning
to a dark gray-brown patina with a few minor handling marks and a couple of spots of light pitting. The checkered walnut pistol grip stock
with finger grooved forend rates very good to excellent with a couple of impact marks and some light handling marks. Comes with a brown
leather military style sling; the front sight hood is missing. (126229-310) {C&R} (75/150)

2411. HOPKINS & ALLEN NO. 4922 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7042, 22 RF, 22 1/2" barrel with a gray moderately pitted bore.
The metal surfaces are toning to a mottled dark gray-brown patina with spots of mild pitting. The 2 piece hardwood stock rates very
good with a few impact marks, multiple light handling marks, a crack in front of the trigger and an added deep red finish. (126288-62)
{C&R} (75/150)

2412. STEVENS MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 50%
original blue with moderate spotty oxidation with some light pitting. The hardwood stock rates very good with several light handling marks
and a flaking black enamel band on the forend. (126252-22) (20/50)

2413. ARMSCOR MODEL M-1600R SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A196361, 22 LR, 18” barrel with flash suppressor and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some handling marks most prominent on the triggerguard/magazine
frame. The ebony stock rates near excellent with a few cosmetic blemishes and light handling marks. The black plastic grip also rates
near excellent with light handling wear. This rifle features a retractable buttstock. (126239-310) (100/150)

2414. SURVIVAL ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A310709, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. This rifle is fitted with an AR-20 conversion which includes
a metal shroud over the barrel, tubular collapsible stock with a pistol grip. The rubber pistol grip rates excellent. Comes with a black nylon
sling. (126239-207) (125/175)

2415. HOPKINS & ALLEN NO. 4922, BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1247, 22 RF, 22 1/2” barrel with a dull gray moderately pitted
bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a dark gray and gray-brown patina with spots of moderate oxidation and minor pitting. The 2 piece
hardwood stock rates very good with a few dings, scrapes and light handling blemishes. (126288-55) {C&R} (50/125)

2416. NORINCO MODEL 1911A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #420684, 45 ACP, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with some contact wear on moving parts and light handling marks. The brown plastic textured grips rate
excellent. This pistol appears to have little if any use and comes with its original box, instructions, cleaning rod and brush, and a total of
two magazines. (126240-147) (400/600)

2417. RUGER OLD MODEL SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #60-96992, 22 RF, 6 1/2" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light handling marks and a faint turn ring on one of the cylinders. The
smooth hardwood grips rate excellent with a couple of small handling blemishes. Revolver is in overall excellent condition, features an
adjustable rear sight, and comes with a trigger shoe and two cylinders – one 22 S,L,LR, and one 22 WMR. The transfer bar conversion
has not been done. (126272-8) (300/500)
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2418. SQUIRES BINGHAM MODEL 20 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #23-904009, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 20% original blue with areas showing a gray/dark gray patina and areas that are oxidized with some mild pit-
ting. The Monte Carlo style checkered hardwood stock rates very good with multiple light handling blemishes and a thinning finish.
(126252-16) (25/75)

2419. REMINGTON ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY WESTERNER’S ARMS serial #16423, 44 Cal, 8” octagon barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Italian reproduction retain 90% original blue with mild freckling on the barrel, mild freckling
with a spot of superficial oxidation on the cylinder, and moderate freckling on the grip frame; the hammer exhibits excellent case-hard-
ened colors with an area of oxidation on top; the brass triggerguard rates excellent with a light tarnish. The hardwood grips rate near
excellent with a couple of handling blemishes. (126272-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2420. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS Includes eleven items first are three pairs of boot laces one of which is still in its original packaging.
Second is a pair of green nylon straps likely from a pair of bdu’s. Third is a hand warmer in a knitted sack. Fourth are a pair of unused
leather wallets one in a Remington decorative tin. Fifth is a pair of small modern powder horns missing parts on both. Sixth is a post card
of the sleeping hunter with the spotted fawn, a 1 1/2” wide leather belt measuring 42 1/2” overall, and last is an unknown butt stock sim-
ilar in design to the Marlin Glenfield Model 30A. Items in this lot are in excellent condition. (103026-7)

2421. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES AND VISE A total of six items to include five assorted padded zipper gun cases and two tie style all in good
overall condition. Also included in this lot is a Pachmayr Gun Works Adjustable Lock grip tray in good overall condition. (103026-33)

2422. PICK AXE LOT What is likely a miners or prospectors pick axe with a 18” hardwood handle flat bade measuring 1 3/4” tall with a 3
1/4” pick on the opposite side with metal surfaces retaining a rustic brown patina. This is a very interesting and well balanced tool in good
overall condition that would be easy to carry hiking, fishing or hunting. (103026-35)

2423. LOT OF ASSORTED SHOOTING RELATED ITEMS Includes an assortment of patch cutters, pieces from two bullet starters and
two powder scoops. Both scoops appear to be home made one is marked 70 and looks like it was fabricated out of ink pen parts the other
is marked simply 8 and is a 32 ACP casing tacked to a 10 penny nail. Items are in good to very good overall condition. (102789-245)

2424. LOT OF GAME CALLS Includes a total of four. First are two Ducks Unlimited wooden duck calls. One is a Raspy Marsh call the
other is unknown both appear in very good overall condition. Second are two Olt’s game calls one is a Model No. M-9 the other is an
older D-2 version both appear to be in near excellent condition. (103746-7D18)

2425. BROWNING LUGGAGE CASE Measures 31 1/2”x9”x4 1/2” with reinforced corners and brass hardware. The inside is sectioned
off with brown synthetic fleece lining fitting an over-under shotgun with up to 30” barrels. The case is clean and free of any imperfections.
A truly handsome modern manufactured case that does not come with a key and would serve your double well. (106294-9A)

2426. BROWNING LUGGAGE CASE Measures 31 1/2”x9 1/2”x3 1/2” with reinforced corners, brown synthetic fleece lining fits a side-by-
side shotgun with up to 28” barrels, brass hardware with two keys present and a pair of .410 bore snap caps. An older model case that
remains in excellent condition overall. (106294-10)

2427. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three; first is an unmarked steel five round M-14 magazine in near excellent condition retaining near
all of its parkerized finish. Second is a 20 round M-14 magazine in very good overall condition showing several light scratches and spots
of oxidation staining through the parkerized finish. Third is a blued 20 round M-14 magazine showing multiple wear marks through the
finish consistent with use as well as spots of scattered oxidation and staining. Items are in very good overall all condition. (103167-6A)

2428. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER BARREL 10”, 22LR, part round part octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% plus original blue with a few faint scratches present near the breech end. The barrel is equipped with a fully
adjustable rear sight and fixed ramp style front. Item is in excellent condition. (106306-1A)

2429. LOT OF HOLSTERS Includes three first is a russet brown colored open top holster likely for an 1860 style or similar framed revolver.
It is marked “E.S. Co. / Seattle” in the upper right hand corner with the leather remaining soft and supple. The stitching is tight and there
are several small scratches and scuffs present along its surface. Second is a brown leather flap holster likely for an 1849 pocket revolver
or similar frame. The leather has dried and started to crack in areas but remains supple. The belt loop is marked 1086 / 88 / 6 and there
are several popped stitches along its length. Third is an unmarked black leather laced Mexican loop style holster. Holster is for a medi-
um framed revolver with up to 4 1/2” length barrel. The stitching remains tight and the leather is slightly dry with some crazing present
on the belt flap side. This is an overall good to very good condition lot of holsters. (106257-17A, 6A, 7A)

2430. COLT BULLET MOLD A two section 1849 Pocket round ball and single groove conical shaped .31 caliber mold. The sprue cutter
is marked “Colts Patent” and the right leg is marked “31PKT”. The iron surfaces retain about 70% blended blue with oxidation staining.
There is active oxidation in the cavities and along the sprue cutter flat. This is a complete mold with some overdue maintenance that could
become useable once again. (106257-80)

2431. IDEAL LOADING TOOL Includes a No. 4 reloading tool with 6 groove flat nose 25-20 mold. The metal surfaces are covered in a
brown patina with a few spots of grey metal still showing. The mold cavity has oxidation staining present and a rough cast finish, an over-
all very good example. No decapping pin. (106257-79)

2432. AUSTRIAN SHORT SWORD Measures 24 1/2” overall with an 18” blade. The ricasso is marked with an unreadable name over
the date 1863. The hilt is covered with two piece wooden grips riveted in place with several handling marks visible to include a few miss-
ing slivers on both panels. The cross-piece has a crack on the lower section that does run fully through its width. The blade has grind
marks near its entire length and the metal surfaces are a mixture of smoke grey and brown patinas, an overall about very good condition
short sword that could’ve seen Civil War use on these shores. (106257-77)

2433. SHARPS BAYONET LOT Includes 25” long brass handled bayonet with 20” long Yataghan style blade. There are no markings pre-
sent on the saber and there are spots of oxidation staining near all over its length. The blade still shows signs of a high polish and the
brass handle is missing its locking pin, an about very good example overall. (106257-75B)

2434. SOCKET BAYONET Includes a U.S. Rifle Musket M.1855/70 bayonet with partial scabbard. The metal surfaces are a mixture of
brown patina and white metal. There is moderate oxidation staining on the socket and along the edge. The brass tipped leather scab-
bard is missing the locket, an about very good example overall. (106257-75A)

2435. SWORD LOT Includes a Mexican short sword measuring 20” overall with a 16” blade with full false top edge. The handles appear
to be wooden held in by three steel rivets with each panel missing a section. The balance of the grip panels are very dry and brittle show-
ing separation amongst the layers. The metal bears an overall deep brown patina with no markings present. An interesting item that could
possibly tie back to the Alamo, further research should be conducted. (106257-78)

2436. LOT OF U.S. FIGHTING KNIVES Includes two they are M1942 style bayonets with blades cut down to 6 3/4” length with an over-
all of measurement of 11”. They bear no markings on the knives each comes with a scabbard one is marked “M8A1 /B.M. Co” the other
marked with a “(flaming ordnance bomb” S) items are in near excellent condition overall. (103167-6A)

2437. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET Manufactured by Oneida Ltd. dated 1942 with flaming ordnance bomb between U.S. on the ric-
asso with a “USN / MKI” marked scabbard. The WWII production era bayonet is in excellent condition overall and would make a great
addition to any collection. (103617-6B)
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2438. KNIFE LOT Includes a German manufactured stag handle Bowie knife by R.J. Richter. The knife measures 13” overall with an 8”
highly polished blade with the word “Bowie” etched into the fuller area “H-6808” along the edge. The imitation stag handles rate
excellent and are attached by four small brass rivets. The modern production knife comes in a decorative brown leather sheath with
green fringe. (103167-6C)

2439. CASE XX U.S. MARINE CORP KNIFE Includes knife, sheath, papers and original box. The knife measures 12” overall with
U.S.M.C. /1989-USA markings on the right side ricasso and Case XX / Bradford, PA. on the left. There are a few scratches in the Marine
Corp Logo designed sheath but it remains in excellent condition with tight stitched seams. (103167-6D)

2440. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Includes two; one 20 round Colt marked 7.62x39mm with parkerized finish showing minor scratch-
es in the surface in excellent condition. Second is a C Products 10 round 7.62x39mm magazine with parkerized finish in near excellent
condition. (103941-15A)
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End of Silent Auction - Thank you • All Silent Auction Bids are due by 2:00 pm on November 23, 2013.

Results will be available on Wednesday, November 27, 2013.
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• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped with-
in 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.

• All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.

• Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

SHIPPING

VIEWING

• OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.

• Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup your
merchandise.

PICKING UP MERCHANDISE

ABSENTEE BIDDING
• Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be used

for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid another
buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping charges.

• Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.

• All Silent Auction bids are due by 2:00pm on the day of the sale. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we
request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started
(after 10:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm.

• All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE,
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT. THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left. FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Viewing will be available from Monday, November 11th through Friday, November 22nd, by appointment, as well as on the
day of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates
can be obtained by calling our office.
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